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Abstract

The spectroscopic and electrostatic properties of laser generated plasmas under the influence of different 

target configurations have been investigated Three main diagnostic techniques have been employed 

Firstly, time and space resolved EUV(7-45nm) emission spectroscopy was used for timescales during and 

up to 35nsec after the laser pulse Secondly, space and time resolved visible (273-620nm) emission 

spectroscopy and fast frame visible imaging, was used for timescales during and up to 600nsec after the 

laser pulse Finally, ion and electron probes, sampled the temporal range from 800nsec onwards after the 

laser pulse

These three techniques, distinct in the space-time envelope in which they are applicable, divided the work 

into three regimes of the plasma lifetime under study, these were termed, ‘near field’, ‘intermediate field’ 

and finally, ‘far field’

For EUV(near field) studies, laser plasma generation and evolution within rectangular cavities was studied 

and compared to plasma undergoing free expansion from a flat target Substantial enhancement of 

intensities of the lines studied was demonstrated, while extended lifetimes of contained EUV plasma was 

observed Space and time resolved line widths, ionization (line ratio) and electron (Boltzmann) 

temperatures were calculated to characterize plasma behavior

For visible (intermediate field) studies, laser plasma generation and evolution within rectangular cavities, 

capillaries, and between vertical parallel plates and flat targets was undertaken Space and time resolved 

electron densities, ionization temperatures (line ratio) and electron temperatures (lme-to-continuum) were 

calculated to characterize plasma behavior Gated ICCD images were used to study plasma dynamics with 

each of the target configurations studied Large increases in plasma electron and ionization temperature, 

electron density, and forward expansion velocities were observed, for the three targets studied when 

compared to flat targets Enhanced plume ‘splitting’, was also demonstrated for confined plasma

For probe (far field) studies, arrays of ion and electron probes were used to study plume dynamics from 

various target configurations Ion and electron densities, electron temperature and velocities were 

calculated, and plume collimatton and superior time of flight velocities were observed for plasma generated 

within a confining target, when compared to plasma plumes from flat targets
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Introduction

Laser ablation of solids with pulsed laser beams of high intensity results in complicated interactions of the 

laser beam with both the solid target and the ablated mass. Transfer o f laser energy leads to a rapid rise in 

surface temperature on the target surface, which drives evaporation of particles from the solid. The 

threshold for evaporation for nanosecond lasers range is typically of the order of 0.2-1 .OGWcm'2 

to 1.OGWcm'2. The evaporated particles are highly charged with energies up to several hundred eV. 

Depending on the pulse width, laser wavelength, and the atomic properties of the target amongst other 

variables, varying proportions of the beam energy will be absorbed by the evaporated highly ionized 

plume. The transition from heating, evaporation of particles, and temperature rise through laser energy 

absorption is a gradual process. The rapid heating of the evaporated particles by the laser leads to a high 

velocity, 1 dimensional isothermal expansion of the plasma. The plasma plume moves away from the target 

surface rapidly, expanding and cooling. Under such conditions, a highly energetic plume exists, the ions are 

structured spatially throughout the plumes, with the more highly ionized localized at the center. The spatial 

distribution of the ions as they decay was studied by Boland et al 1968 in figure I. The trends were seen 

through space and time resolved spectroscopic analysis of the ions from a copper laser generated plasma 

expanding in vacuum. The trends seen were the creation of highly ionized species first which by virtue of 

higher kinctic energy expanded at a higher velocity, followed later, as the average temperature within the 

plume drops, by the appearance of lower charged states further out from the target surface.
N «na tiuJ  Iiatrmatj

»c>

Figure I: Space-time distribution of copper ions in a laser generated plasma plume. This was one of the first 
bodies of work to study laser plasma plumes and their unique properties. (Boland et al 1968)

The earliest studies found that the energy density of a laser plasma is usually very high, given the high 

density and radiation trapping. It is this which fuels the expansion of the plasma long after the laser pulse
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has terminated. The emission lifetime is heavily dependent on the wavelength and pulse width of the laser 

used. Higher ion stages, heated to higher temperatures and traveling at greater velocities than neutrals and 

lower charged ions, lead the expanding plume, showing a narrow angular distribution about the normal, 

back along the laser path. This was studied by Irons, shown in figure II (Irons et al 1972 [21]) who 

demonstrated the radial distribution of particles about the laser axis. More recently this aspect o f laser 

generated plasma plumes has also been investigated with plasma probes and the results are displayed in 

figure III. (Lunney et al 2003[20]). Such studies have given experimentalists an overall picture of the 

particle distributions within the plumes, and have allowed theoretical studies to compare the experimental 

trends with those modeled.

ie(us)

RCmn> - 2 - 1 0 *  2 3

Fig II: Irons [21] work on studying the ion distributions about the axis normal to the target surface. This demonstrated 
strong collimation o f  the plumes constituents about the laser axis. This trend was especially pronounced early on in the 
plume’s history.

Figure III: The angular distribution o f  ions at a fixed time delay after the laser (1200nsec) in the horizontal plane from a 
Yba2CU30 7 (YBCO) and copper plasma, showing strong particle collimation about the normal studied using ion 
probes, the horizontal axis is angle in degress. (Lunney et al 2003[20])

Kf lathe Irtcwity
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Over the last fifteen to twenty years a huge body of work involving the variation in laser generated plasma 

properties with various expenmental conditions has been undertaken The study of laser plasma generation 

and evolution has generally involved expenmental studies and theoretical analysis o f the plasma properties 

under the influence of simple target shapes [1], gas pressure, fluence [2], wavelength of the laser used [3], 

and the atomic number of the ablated species[4] Other studies involve magnetic fields, electnc fields [4] 

and other ‘non-contact’ influences Some of the simplest techniques have been the most successful in 

increasing x-ray conversion efficiencies and peak bnghtness In [I], the authors studied enhanced XUV 

emission, both in emission spectra, and XUV pm hole images Here the authors used femtosecond laser 

pulses and studied the enhanced emission properties of plasma emerging from aluminum capillanes Large 

increases in AL IX and AL VTII intensities were observed from plasma plumes emerging from the 

capillanes when compared to planar targets (figure IV, V) In [5] the authors doped a glass target with 

neodymium of vanous concentrations, this resulted in a 150 fold increase m the conversion efficiency of 

laser energy to x-ray emission In [6] the authors collided two plasmas, m order to study colhsionally 

dnven ionization enhancement Other target modifications include doping one target with another matenal 

Studies in the XUV have demonstrated clearly that not only are the spectroscopic properties of doped 

targets different, but the bulk dynamics of the XUV plume are different [7] Here the authors also used 

temperature diagnostics to determine that boron mtnde plumes were appreciably hotter than a plume of 

either boron, or boron carbide (fig VI) They also attempted to employ spectroscopic diagnostics to early 

tunes during the plasma’s history Using tune integrated spectra from the XUV (2-15nm) they utilized line 

intensity ratios to calculate the plasma temperature as a function of distance from the target surface (fig 

VII) The value calculated mdicated that peak plasma temperatures for boron were approximately 30eV, 

and 50eV for boron mtnde

Figure IV XUV images (pin hole camera gate time, 2nsec) from Z Andreic et a l[l] The first image (far left) is taken 
at lOnsec, the second (middle) is after I8nsec the third 58nsc (nght) after the laser pulse In all cases the laser came 
from the left

3
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Figure V Emission spectra from plasma outside o f  the capillary (solid line) 1mm from the target surface, and inside the 
capillary (dashed line) The main difference seen here is the large increase in the continuum, for the plasma outside the 
capillary This is likely to be recombination continuum occurring as the plume undergoes rapid expansion (Z Andreic 
et al [1])

1 mm I nun

Figure VI Plume expansion differences for XUV pinhole images, ‘BN target -boron nitride, ‘BC target’-boron carbide 
from H-J Kirnze et al [6] Not only is the emission spectrum different but the plume dynamics are different

Figure VII Time integrated plasma temperature as a function o f  distance from the target surface (80GW c m 2) Peak 
temperature for boron did not exceed 30e V yet for boron nitride they were 50e V (S S H a n la l e t al [6])

An important aspect o f short wavelength plasma diagnostic studies such as those reported by Hanlal [6], is 

the clear peaking o f the plasma density and temperature at a specific point in space and time, which is not

4



the target surface, but a short distance from the targets surface (figure VTI), and after the termination of the 

laser pulse (figure VIII). These temperature curves display a steep riding edge of the temperature which 

peaks, and then displays a gradual decay.

Tunc(n»)
Figure VIII: Plasma temperature o f  the expanding boron nitride plasma as a function o f  time (distance from target 
surface=lm m , at 80GWcm‘2).The curve displays a clearly defined rising edge in the temperature profile. ( S. S.
Harilal et al [6])

Another scheme used was borosilicate glass doped with cerium, and ablated with a pre-pulse laser beam

[8], giving enhanced soft x-ray emission in the EUV range. More recently isochoric heating driven by ultra 

short laser pulses with durations in the sub-pico second range have allowed temperatures in laser plasma 

generation to reach 500eV for short periods by burying a second layer of material below the surface of the 

main target material (figure IX). This has led to studies of the influence of fast electrons in collision driven 

processes at high densities. Substantial line broadening, center-of-mass line shifts to the red, and significant 

high-order satellite line emission have been observed for aluminum layers buried in carbon seen in figure 

X. (Eidmann et al[9])

Figure IX (left): Schematic o f  isochoric heating via fast electrons. A short laser pulse, which must have a very low pre- 
pulse to avoid low-density pre-plasma formation, deposits its energy within the skin depth layer o f thickness 5-10nm. 
This thin layer expands rapidly during the irradiation by the laser pulse. In order to achieve isochoric heating the 
energetic electrons in the absorption zone are crucial. These energetic electrons penetrate deep into the target and heat a 
region whose thickness is determined by their mean free path. The main effect o f  this is substantial broadening o f 
emitted lines. Figure X(right), Line shape shifts in emitted lines, as secondary target (Carbon) layer thickness increases. 
(E idm ann  e t a l[9 ])

region healed hy clcctmns
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The use of multi-composite targets along with the use of foils [10] is a direct attempt to configure the 

generation of a laser plasma by configuring the conditions under which energy from the laser is coupled to 

the target medium A second means of achieving this is to bypass the bulk target altogether, and instead to 

couple the laser pulse to a pre-existing plasma [11, 12, 13, 14] Here, the bulk of the laser energy is used to 

heat the pre-plasma to very high temperatures, dramatically increasing the particle collision rate and hence 

the ionization level [3, 4, 6 ,8 ,10]

Ticao

Figure XI Influence o f  pre-plasma to plasma time interval on plasma VUV output, Murphy et al[14]

Murphy et al [14], utilized a 0 8J, 8nsec duration laser to generate a pre plasma on a copper target This 

pre-plasma was then re-heated by a 150psec laser, and the time delay between the two lasers was varied 

Intensity enhancement factors up to 3 6 were observed at a specific delay between the two lasers(figure 

XI) The enhancement factor was optimized at a particular time delay, this inter-laser time delay 

dependency is a general trend of laser interaction with a preformed plume

Uesug et al [15], studied the effect of target geometry on laser plasma formation with femotsecond pulses

Figure XII Target geometiy employed by Nishikawa et al[15]
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Figure XIII Influence o f target containment on plasma XUV temporal output profile measured with a XUV 
photodiode, N ish ik aw a  et al[15]

Here the authors studied the XUV temporal output from a lOOfsec laser generated aluminum plasma from 

rectangular cavities of varying dimensions (figure XII and XIII) Their work was both spatially limited to 

one point within the cavity, and their spectra were temporally integrated However large enhancements in 

XUV photodiode signal after the laser pulse were observed The degree of enhancement was heavily 

dependent upon the cavity size This work indicates that target effects are important not only in plume 

dynamics but also for potential light source development Studies of plasma variables involving plasma 

interactions are not limited to emission studies Anisimov et al [16], studied the changing in the velocity 

distribution of copper particles, as they stream through a grid Usmg a Faraday cup, the measured velocity 

distribution of the laser ablated copper particles before plume interaction with the gnd and afterwards 

displayed a non-linear transformation of particle velocities and the formation of a two component plasma 

(figure XIV)

Tim© )as

Figure XIV Velocity distribution shift, as a consequence o f plasma interaction with a g rid  Here a streaming plasma 
plume is forced through a gnd placed a distance z from the target surface a)without grid b) z=32mm, c) z=8mra, d) 
z=4mm, e) z=2mm As the grid is moved closer to the target, the plume which interacts with it, does so at increasing 
temperature and density (the gnd being closer to the generation point, and with the plume having less distance to travel 
and hence undergoing less o f  a decay in temperature and density), Anisimov et al[l 6]
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Similar studies of plasma grid interaction were undertaken by Williamson [17]. The chief difference to 

Anisimov’s work was the presence of a floating voltage on the grid, relative to a grounded target. The 

techniques used were optical absorption spectroscopy and laser induced fluorescence. The author studied 

the spatial distribution of selected ions for various fluences, grid voltages and gas pressures. Similar shifts 

in the velocity distribution were observed by Williamson, with the plasma-grid interaction increasing the 

velocity difference between the groups of ions within the plume,

Distance from  the target surface (mm)

Figure XV: LIF intensity distribution along the z-direction (normal to the target surface). Not only is the 
distribution shifted for the grid compared to a freely expanding plume, but the electric influence provides 
a secondary influence by retarding same polarity charged ions and accelerating oppositely charged ions, 
Williamson [17].

as well as increasing the emission intensities of the ions as the grid voltages were increased (figure XV). 

Williamson’s work involves both a physical influence i.e. the grid itself and the resulting interaction of the 

plume with the grid, but also the influence of the electric field on charged particle.

Another body of work using electric fields as a ‘non-standard’ influence was carried out by Varro et al [22]. 

The configuration of the target and bias plate was similar to that used by Williamson. The target was 

however made of gold, and the bias voltages used much larger (±20KV), and the laser beam was focused 

on to the target at a grazing angle (figure XVI).

z

Figure XVI: Configuration o f field and target for the study o f  enhanced XUV emission from bias gold targets, Varro et 
al [22].



The generation of short X-ray pulses was observed by Varro, for negative bias voltages at 20KV The 

duration of these pulses was identical to that o f the ps laser (I~10l2W cm2) used to generate the gold 

plasma No X-ray signal was observed for zero or positive bias voltages This simple experiment 

demonstrated the viability of enhancing short wavelength emission from plasma by means other then 

increased laser intensity, and motivates the study of non-standard or unusual influences on plasma 

behaviour

Regarding target effects, some work has been done on plume parameters from capillanes in the visible by 

Zeng et al [18] Here a 266nm, 3nsec Nd Yag laser was used to generate fused silica laser plasmas m 

capillanes of varying diameter and fixed length Emission spectra in the range 284-492nm were studied and 

electron temperatures and densities determined from the line widths and intensities of the lines The 

limiting factor in this work was the cavities themselves were formed via laser ablation, and were not 

perfectly smooth or exactly cylindrical figure XVII, and XVIII) However the clear conclusion is that 

physical interaction of a plasma with surfaces has a substantial and complex set o f effects on plume 

properties
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Figure XVII (left), XVIII (nght) Space plots o f electron density and temperature from capillanes from 
Zeng et al [18] The trend is o f lower peak electron temperature and density as the capillary diameter 
decreases The length (or depth) of the capillary is ~0 5mm

Conclusion

One can definitely state that changes m a vanable’s profile (spatially or temporally) due to external 

influences are not completely charactenzed by a single diagnostic tool Since the range of vanables in any 

experiment are many and diverse, a multi diagnostic approach is needed A good example of this multi

pronged data acquisition approach is that reported by Geohegan et al[19] Using ion probes, fast frame 

imaging in the visible range, optical absorption and emission spectroscopy, studies o f yttnum laser plasma
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plumes were performed m argon gas (200mTorr) Geohegan was able to overlap data trends from different 

diagnostic devices in order to build up a complete overview of ‘plume splitting’ of the plasma as it 

propagated through the gas This approach not only helps to build up a more coherent picture of the plume 

dynamics, but also lends more credibility to unusual findings in such work, when multiple diagnostics 

confirm unexpected trends in the plasma behaviour

At this time, despite the work on target conditioning discussed above, there is an absence of data on the 

systematic effects o f various target geometries on plasma behaviour It is this imbalance which is addressed 

in this work Trends which seem clear during a certain space time range for a specific diagnostic device or 

detector, may not however be maintained at other time scales/wavelengths which are not sampled by a 

particular diagnostic tool Thus to truly understand the effects o f a particular variable, one must probe the 

space-time envelope over as large a range as is feasible Thus m this body of work, the plasma was studied 

with multiple diagnostic tools, and in each case, a particular diagnostic device was applicable to a different 

space-time region of plasma history In all data presented, analysis is grounded m attempting to compare 

the plasma properties from different targets via physical parameters such as ion and electron density, 

ionization and electron temperatures (or velocities) Where spectroscopic constants (atomic data) are not 

available for this, emission spectra are compared and the space-time profile of various ions are used to 

study the effects of target geometries, electric field influence, and plasma re-heating via a second laser 

pulse on the plasma behavior Attempts are made to correlate trends seen in one space-time regime with the 

other two employed, in order to build up a coherent overview of target containment affects on laser 

generated plasmas, over as large a space-time envelope as possible The chief variable, target configuration, 

was varied in a systematic manner, with an intention to ‘restrain’ or ‘prevent’ plasma expansion along 

different expansion vectors Thus a plume generated within a rectangular cut in a block as seen in figure 

VII (Uesug et a l), orientated horizontally, would prevent plume expansion into the vertical plane, while 

plasma generated between two parallel plates, where the plates he in the vertical plane, would retard the 

forward expansion of the plume from the target surface For each diagnostic tool, where possible, more 

than one theory was applied to convert raw data to meaningful physical parameters This was done both as 

a precaution to guard against errors in theory’s applicability, but also for scientific validity
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Chapter One:

Introduction

This chapter introduces the basic principles which govern the interaction o f a 

high powered Q-switched laser with a material. The resulting generation o f a 

high temperature, high density plasma, and the processes which define its 

behaviour are studied. The different atomic processes which occur in 

plasmas, both during and after the laser pulse are discussed. An overview of 

heating, melting and vaporization processes is presented. Plasma expansion 

in vacuum is also studied.
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Plasmas theory and overview

1.0: Defining Characteristics.

Plasma is generally stated as being the fourth state of matter in the universe. Since it is an extreme state, it 

is not dominant in the terrestrial environment, but does predominate in the astrophysical environment. 

There exists a substantial range of conditions under which matter can become energetic enough to be 

considered an ionized gas or plasma. However generally the temperature must lie in the range of leV and 

upwards (leV=11600K). In experimental nuclear fusion systems, or Tokamaks, the plasma density is 

approximately on the order of 10l2-1015 electrons per cubic centimeter. In laser generated plasmas, the 

densities easily exceed 1016 per cm3, with the laser generated plasma showing heavy dependence on the 

pressure of the surrounding environment. The range of densities found in stars can vary from a few 

particles per cm3 in the outer regions of the stars corona, to 1025 particles per cm3 in the stars interior. 

Figure 1.0 shows the range of temperature and densities which exist within plasma, both natural and man 

made.

Fig 1.0: Density and temperature relations for plasma. (http://www.plasmas.org/powers.htmV

The importance of the temperature and density of a plasma is underlined by the dependence on existing 

theories and models in understanding the spectroscopic emission and absorption of light from plasmas. In 

the case of stars this is the only means we have of studying such phenomena. The most important relation 

between a plasma’s internal state and its observed emission or absorption spectrum is the energy balance 

between energy lost via emission and cooling, and the energy gained to sustain the plasma, either acquired 

externally from heating, or internally from collisions and self heating. For example, electron-ion collisions 

limit electron thermal conduction, which affects the cooling rate, the expansion rate and thus ultimately the 

observed spectra, while photon-ion interactions, limit the radiative heat conduction. These then affect the 

radiative decay rate o f the plasma, and consequently its internal temperature, lifetime, and the intensity of
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the emitted radiation Such systems are complicated by the fact that they rarely exist in thermal 

equilibrium, in the sense that across their volume, large thermal and pressure gradients may exist In laser 

plasma systems, or indeed any highly energetic plasma systems, the large densities usually lead to a high 

electron collision rate (collisions between electrons and electrons with ions) This leads to plasmas which 

are populated by highly charged particles, whose emission behavior is dependent upon their local 

population which is itself dependent upon the bulk number density of the sample and the extent to which it 

is lomzed

Ionization is the most profoundly important physical mechanism m plasma generation and dynamics When 

radiation of sufficient energy impinges upon neutral matter, the resulting absorption of energy allows 

electrons to be promoted to more extended orbits about the nucleus If  the absorbed energy is sufficiently 

high then the electron is excited to a level beyond which the columbic force of attraction can bind the 

negatively charged electron to the positively charged nucleus Thus the escape of an electron leaves the 

atom in a state of electrostatic imbalance, giving it a bulk positive charge, a secondary result is a 

rearrangement of the internal structure of the electron orbits that remain This process is termed photo 

ionization The advent of the laser and its wide spread deployment in generating plasmas of high 

temperature and density saw a huge explosion in the understanding of plasma dynamics from 1960 

onwards When matter undergoes the transition to plasma, the removal of electrons from atoms leaves an 

assembly of ions and electrons Although separate, a simplifying assumption is that the total collective 

volume retains overall charge neutrality such that

Equ 1 N e — £ N Z •  z  (Amusia et al [1])

where Ne is the electron density, and Nz is the density of ions of charged state z Generally in neutral matter 

interactions the distance over which such interactions occur are limited to the nearest neighbor influence 

However in plasmas, where Coulombic forces can be both large in magnitude and long ranged, the term 

‘collective response’ of a plasma to outside influences can be applied To characterize this aspect of plasma 

behaviour the Debye Length XD, is defined as the range in metres over which the electric field of any 

charged particle is extended before its influence is counterbalanced by the fields of the other charged 

particles

(  * 0 * 0
1/2 1/2

Equ 2 XD = U e = 0 69 e (Anderson et al [2])
I J

where Te(eV ) is the electron temperature and n ^ m  3) is the electron density Only beyond the Debye 

length are collective effects of importance and dominating, but these are small in a laser plasma whose 

behaviour is usually close to that o f an ideal gas Thus by extension of the above, the
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linear extent of a plasma of width L, relative to the Debye length must be such that L »  XD Such a

condition can be used to distinguish between a true plasma and a highly energetic medium 

A second condition for plasma behaviour is the assumption that the number of particles within a sphere of

radius equal to a Debye length must be far greater than unity

4  3
Equ 3 N0= — 7tncXD =  1 72 X

3/2
U e V ) »  1 (Baier and Sonntag [3])

Another aspect of plasma behavior is the oscillation o f charged particles in the plasma The natural 

frequency of oscillations, is termed, the plasma frequency, Wp For the case of electron oscillation

Equ 4 wp =
n e

x l / 2

\ m e^0 J

1/2
= 56 4 n e (Lochte-Holtgreven [4])

The above relation is also valid for ions, with the electron mass me being replaced by the ionic mass m,

The plasma frequency is the chief variable which determines the response of the plasma to external 

radiation The optimum condition for transfer of energy from impinging radiation is that its frequency 

matches that of the natural frequency of the plasma For radiation whose frequency is greater then the 

natural frequency of the plasma, the radiation will propagate through the plasma with very little absorption 

occurring, while for radiation frequencies lower than that of the plasma frequency the radiation will be 

reflected The critical plasma density Nc where the electromagnetic wave frequency equals that of the 

plasma and for which radiation absorption occurs can be expressed as,

Zn f f i w l
Equ 5 Nc— =  3 14 x 10 - V , 2 (Balmer et al [5])

e

This parameter is very important in determining the kinetics of plasma generation and the plasma lifetime, 

when the radiation is of a very short duration, such as a high powered, Q-switched laser pulse

1 1 Laser Ablation

Since the plasmas studied in this work are laser generated, an overview of the ablation mechanisms and 

stages of expansion should be considered

The stages of laser plasma generation and evolution can be broken down into three stages

1 Laser surface interaction

2 Laser plasma interaction and subsequent 1 Dimensional expansion

3 After termination of the laser pulse, the 3Dimensional expansion of the plume
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I l l  Laser-surface interaction

The initial stages of the beam-target interaction are mostly dependent upon the bulk properties of the 

sample, such as the thermo-physical and optical properties, and this mteraction occurs within a limited 

volume, dictated by the beam characteristics The free electron collisions within the target material lattice, 

which occur as a result of the absorption of radiation are the first in a series of interactions of varying 

duration The number of collisions is large and typically exists over a region of many several mean free 

path lengths This causes a highly localized temperature gradient to form within the material The fall off in 

the intensity of the incoming radiation is governed by Beer’s law, where the electromagnetic radiation of 

intensity Is falls to 1/e of Is over a depth a 1 (the absorption length)

Equ 6 Id =  Ise 'ttd (Bemath [6])

where Id is the intensity at a depth d The absorption coefficient of the matenal (a ) is dependent on the 

wavelength X and the complex component of the refractive index «/, thus

4 m I
Equ 7 a=

k
(Hecht [6 1])

The temperature at any depth in the target matenal T(z,t) during the laser pulse duration can be expressed 

by the heat flow equation, where z is a vector perpendicular to the target surface

Equ 8 Cy(T)
ar(z,o a

dt dz
K(T)

3T(z, t )

dz
+ ( l - R ) I ,  ( 2 ,t)ae^° (Singh et al [7])

where Cv is the specific heat capacity, K(T) is the thermal heat conductivity of the matenal and R is the 

reflectivity The rapid rise in temperature following the onset of the laser, conducts heat to a depth L* 

below the target surface This is defined as the diffusion length

Equ 9 Lth =

s x 1/2
2K r

PC,
=  (2 D lh r ) 1' 2 (Cheung et al [8])

where x is the duration of the laser pulse and D* is the matenal’s thermal diffusivity Under such conditions 

the energy from the laser pulse propagates into the target and is located m a volume, represented 

approximately by a cylinder of diameter equal to the ablation spot size, and of length equal to the diffusion 

length For aluminum irradiated by a 16nsec Nd YAG, the diffusion length, Lth= 163^m (constants from 

table 1, page 18) Returning to the 1 dimensional heat flow equation, the surface temperature Ts(eV) after 

irradiation by a laser pulse of duration x/nsec, and assuming a top hat temporal beam profile is given by
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2 1 ( \  —  R } t 1 / 2

Equ.10 Ts = ?--rjr  +  T0 (Kelly et al [9])
(fdCCvp )

In the above equation, I is the laser power density, R is the material reflectivity at the ablation wavelength 

and T0 is the material temperature before the laser pulse. The above assumes that the thermo-physical 

properties of the material and laser beam intensity over the pulse duration remain constant during the pulse 

lifetime. Of course this is a simplification, the interaction of the laser pulse with the pre-plume is highly 

complex with many competing processes. For the above equation, re-arranging, the time taken for the 

plasma to reach a particular temperature is given by :

npK C X * r, - T „ ) 1
Equ. 11 Tp   P-—  (Kelly et al [9])

( 2 / 0 (1 =  / f ) )2

The extent o f the temperature increase which occurs is determined by the skin depth of the target material 

in question. This is the depth to which the EM radiation of the incoming laser light can permeate into the 

solid and is given by:

Equ. 12 8=(rcva}io)’I/2 (Lochte-Holtgreven [4]).

Here jio is the permeability of free space, a  is the electrical conductivity in Mhos m '1 or (Qm)'1 and v is the 

frequency of laser radiation. Thus for aluminum irradiated by a Nd.YAG pulse at 1.064|im, 5~5nm. The 

variation in skin depth with temperature was plotted by Ready (1965), in figure 1.1.

5 0 0

4 0 0

3 0 0

Xcmp eratvre 

Rise <®C)

200

100 

O

Figure 1.1: Temperature rise as a function of depth caused by absorption of a Q-switched laser pulse in 
copper. Note how rapid the rate of cooling is with a reduction in temperature of 75% after 200nsec (Ready 
1965).

1&S lo-* Iff3
Depth (cm )
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Material; Aluminum T/K Tp

Melting point 933 3.4nsec

Boiling point (I~ 8x l09W/cm2) 2792 5.3nsec

Critical Temperature (I-S xK A v/cm 2) 2867 5.6nsec

Density (kgm'3), p 2700

Reflectivity, R 0.973

Thermal Conductivity, K (Wm^K'1) 205

Specific Heat Capacity, Cv (Jk'’kg'1) 

Absorption coefficient, a(Ts)

All values assume I~ 8x l09W/cm2)

910

0.075+4.53 x 10'5Tt+.O4x0(Ts-Tm)

Table 1: Material and atomic constants for aluminum.( http://www.allmeasures.com/Formulae^

Using equation 11, and the constants given in table 1 the time taken for the plasma to reach its melting, 

boiling and critical temperature were calculated and are also given in table one (right hand side). For the 

absorption coefficient a , Ts is the initial surface temperature (assumed to be 300K), and 0 is the Heaviside 

function.

The above are however all thermal processes and are of greatest importance in plasma initiation for low 

level irradiation and early timescales. In reality, the high frequency of laser light and the focusing of such 

beams leads to large electric fields at the beam-target interface. It is this process that is of importance for 

material vaporization. The laser’s EM field penetrates the target by less than one laser wavelength, causing 

rapid vaporization of the condensed matter into gases/vapour. Thus for the work reported here, with 

aluminum ct=3.54x107 mhos m '1 and a Nd:Yag laser of frequency 2.81xlOl4Hz, the depth of penetration is 

5nm approximately. The magnitude of the electric field is such that it can strip electrons from the surface of 

the target. The r.m.s electric field E, is related to the irradiance <j) (Wm'2) by

Equ. 13 Erms= 19.4<(>1/2 (V  c m '1)

In this work the irradiance used was of the order 1015 Wm'2 , thus Erms has a corresponding value of 

^ x l o V c m 1.

1.1.2: Knudsen layer formation.

One effect of importance during the plasma generation and subsequent expansion, both during the laser 

pulse and after, is the formation of a Knudsen layer. This is defined as a region within the plasma which 

exhibits a pronounced change in the velocity distribution of particles. This shift is most pronounced at high
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densities where the collisional rate is high The velocity distribution is no longer Maxwellian but conforms 

to the function formulated by Kelly and Dreyfus [9]

Equ 14 A ±(V2, £ , )  =
n KE)0 / 2- 1) 1

(2 n T K / m ) Jil r ( j / 2 ) ( k T K ) 1/2 exp
2 E , + m [ v z - u K ]2

2 kT ,
[9, 10]

In the above, Vz is the velocity component normal to the target surface, Ei is the total internal energy, nK 

the number density of the Knudsen layer, TK is the Knudsen temperature, m is the particle mass, while V is 

the gamma function and j the degrees of freedom and Uk is the center o f mass velocity Effectively the 

above equation modifies the Maxwellian distribution The particle velocity is mapped onto a positive flow 

velocity, analogous to electron drift velocity for conductors This then accounts for negative velocity 

components back towards the target, which typically occur within the Knudsen layer The behaviour of 

particles emitted from the target surface has been summarized by Dreyfus and Kelly [11]

Case 1 Particles emitted from the target’s hot layer, do not have enough energy to form a Knudsen layer, 

and thus have velocity vectors which are all positive In the above equation this corresponds to the case 

where nR= ns , the gas number density near the surface, and TK = Ts the surface temperature and uK= 0 (l e 

f +) This set of parameters describes the system before the onset of a Knudsen layer 

Case 2 As the layer starts to form, the velocity components of the particles depend on whether they 

permeate the layer or not Thus velocity components are usually towards or away from the target

In this case f  =  /_ +

Case 3 The last case is usually described by a lower temperature range than the above, where particles re- 

condense on the target surface with a probability of value unity Here vz< 0, and f  = f ~  As reported by 

Song et al [12], species that traverse the Knudsen layer no longer undergo one dimensional expansion, but 

expand iso-thermally m three dimensions

1 2 Atom-light interactions in plasmas.

The low density vapour formed on the target surface occurs during the very early stages of the pulse-target 

interaction However this thermally driven process cannot account for the highly ionized plasma state that 

emerges after the laser pulse has terminated For absorption of a beam in a vapour/plasma the beam 

intensity at a depth z, within the plasma can be stated as

Equ 15 I(z)=I0exp( -  £  a ( z )  d z )

where a(z) is the length dependent absorption coefficient
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Although scattering of the beam does occur, absorption within the vapour is the most dominant and 

important process The processes that control laser beam absorption and the resulting range of particle- 

photon interactions are classified by the mechanism which defines the initial and final state of the electron 

involved m the absorption/emission of photons 

These can be defined as

Bound-bound

interactions

(B-B)

the initial and final states of the electron 

are bound within the shells of the atom 

or ion

Coll isional Excitatio n/De-Excitation 

Or

Photo-Excitation/De-Excitation

Bound-free interactions 

(B-F)

the initial state is bound within the atom 

or ion, and the final state is a free-electron

Collisional Ionization/Recombination 

Or

Photo-Ionization/Recombinati on

Free-Free interactions 

(F-F)

are interactions where the electron is free 

throughout the mteraction

Bremsstrahlung

Or

Inverse Bremsstrahlung

Electrons lose energy by elastic and inelastic collisions with particles through excitation of the electronic 

states of atoms and ions m a plasma Some electrons will be lost by attachment, but new electrons will be 

generated by ionizing collisions If the laser irradiance is high enough, then a few electrons will gam energy 

larger than the ionization potential, despite all loss mechanisms The free electrons will undergo collisions 

with ions, further enhancing the free electron density, resulting m a cascade growth of the plasma For each 

excitation process an opposite decay process exists

12 1 Bound-Bound transitions

A bound-bound transition occurs when an electron bound within the orbital of an ion or atom undergoes 

transitions within the allowed energy levels Absorption of a photon raises the electron to a more excited 

state, while emission of a photon from an electron results in the electron decaying to a lower energy level 

The absorption process requires that the photon energy exactly matches the transition energy between the 

two levels under consideration Equally possible is collisional excitation, between two particles, which 

transfers energy to or away from an electron Collisional excitation is extremely important in high 

temperature plasmas due to the higher kinetic energy of the particles, which thus impart greater energy to 

the excited system during the collision The emitted Ime spectrum from collisions is temperature 

dependent The higher the temperature the greater the number and energy of the collisions Thus increasing 

temperature leads to shorter wavelength emission, depending on the matenal Above a certain temperature 

the bulk of the atoms will be ionized, thus leading to multiple ionization of many electron atoms The 

reduction in the electrostatic screening of the nucleus leads to very large transition energies, thus emission 

in the VUV and XUV (also called EUV) is possible
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N+hv(or colhsion)oN* (Photo-excitation/De-excitation)

N+e(Ei) oN *+e(E2) where E2<Ei (Collision excitation/De-excitation, E2, Ei 

are electron kinetic energies before and after the 

collision)

12 2 Free-Bound transitions (Photoionization)

If a photon has sufficient energy it may be absorbed by an electron, and assuming the photon energy is 

greater then the binding energy of the electron, the latter is free to leave the atomic system, leading to ion 

formation Equally if an n times ionized ion captures a free electron then the captured electron decays to a 

bound state within the ion (whose charge state deceases to n-1) and the resulting surplus energy is emitted 

as a photon

Equ 15 1 Nn +hvC=>Nn+1+e(free) or Nn+1 + e(free) <=> hv +Nn

The emission process is called recombination or free-bound, while photon capture and electron escape is 

called photoionization (bound-free) Both continuum and line photons can be produced in such a 

recombination event as the electron passes from the continuum (1 e free) levels into the upper bound levels 

of the ion and then cascades down to form a ground state ion

12 3 Free-Free transitions

Free-Free radiation or Bremsstrahlung occurs when an electron collides with other particles The electron 

collision leaves one particle m a lower state, the difference appearing as the emission of a photon The 

emission spectrum associated with this scattering process is a continuum The predominance of this process 

increases with plasma temperature and target atomic number

Inverse Bremsstrahlung occurs when a photon interacts with an electron within the electnc field 

surrounding an atom/ion Under such a condition the electron can gain kinetic energy via the photon by 

absorbing the latter while the presence of the ion/atom provides the reaction mass to accommodate the 

change in momentum In order for inverse Bremsstrahlung to be significant there must exist sufficient 

numbers of free electrons in the plasma Thus since photo-ionization is an important process in free 

electron generation, the two processes go hand in hand Both Bremsstrahlung and inverse Bremsstrahlung 

are very important processes in plasma kinetics
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Bremsstrahlung Inverse Bremsstrahlung

Figure 1.2: excitation mechanisms for Bremsstrahlung and inverse Bremsstrahlung.

One can see from the above, that for each excitation mechanism there is an inverse decay mechanism. This 

counter balancing influence is fundamental in plasma modeling, given the assumption of equilibrium. 

Analysis (Song et al [12]) indicates that photo-ionization is the most dominant form of radiation absorption 

for laser produced plasmas at irradiances less then 400MWcm'2, while ionic inverse Bremsstrahlung is 

more dominant at irradiances beyond 500MWcm'2 [13, 14].

E

▲ F-B F-F

X ionization limit

Ek

Ei

E=0

hvi

B-B

E(vk-vj) U

I

hv

M v2/2

F-F: free-free transition 
F-B: free-bound transition 
B-B: bound-bound transition

Figure 1.3: Schematic diagram illustrating the transition energy relation for free-free, free-bound and bound-bound 
transitions.
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12 4 Three Body Recombination

The plasma plume is subject to a loss mechanism that is non-radiative, involving three body recombination 

Here no photon is emitted, as two electrons collide with an ion simultaneously One electron is captured by 

the ion, while its surplus energy is transferred to the second electron which rebounds with greater kinetic 

energy Both continuum and line photons can be produced following a recombination event as the electron 

passes from the continuum (1 e free) levels into the upper bound levels o f the ion and then cascades down 

to form a ground state ion

Equ 15 2 2e+N* ̂ N + e

For singly ionised species the rate of three body recombination is given by

8 78xlO '27jV2
Equ 16 T = ------------- j j y ---------  (Zel’dovich et al [15])

In the initial stages of plasma formation above the target surface, the electron number density will be small 

Thus three-body recombination processes will not play a dominant role However with increases in electron 

density, three body recombination will increase in importance The process is maximised by low 

temperatures and high densities Such conditions can exist later in the plasma’s expansion phase However 

rapid expansion drives a rapid drop in density Thus in later stages loss mechanisms are dominated by other 

two body processes, such as radiative capture and electron impact de-excitation

12 5 Opacity

Radiation emitted from a plasma may undergo re-absorption, while transiting to the plasmas edge, via other 

ions The optical depth of a plasma is defined as

Equ 17 x(v)= jc t(v )d x  (Locke-Holtgreven 1995, [4])

with a(v) as the linear absorption coefficient and x the coordinate along the line of sight For a 

homogeneous plasma the above reduces to t(v)=ic(v)x/ where / is the length of the absorber In the case of 

an optically thin plasma the absorption is negligible In this case the vast bulk of the photons emitted within 

the plasma contribute to the intensity observed
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1.3 Plasma Plume expansion

1J1  Plasma Models

The number of variables that can be given by plasma models are large, such as ionization rates, plasma 

potential, electron velocity, temperature (plasma, electron or ionization), populations and plasma density 

However despite the large range of variables available, most rely on the electron temperature and density as 

the chief parameters defining the plasma’s generation and evolution envelope The vast bulk of plasma 

models treat the plasma either as a gas [16-19] or a thermal system (Amoruso et a! [20]), or a fluid (Sheno 

et al [21])

A common assumption is that the equilibrium velocity distribution of particles is Maxwellian, thus 

allowing a temperature to be calculated A condition for the statistical approach to be valid is that the 

mean free path between collisions must be much smaller then the maximum extension of the plasma, and 

the time between these collisions must be short compared to other heating mechanisms Laser plasmas 

usually fulfill these criteria, for electrons but not for ions, thus ion temperature calculations are usually not 

reliable and generally crude approximations (Chen et al [22])

Although the particle collisions and dynamics are of great importance in plume behavior, radiation fields 

are also of great importance When radiation cannot escape from the plasma volume due to re-absorption 

within its volume, the plasma is said to be optically thick and a state of complete thermodynamic 

equilibrium is said to exist For this simplified state the following set of conditions exist

1 As stated above, for each radiative mechanism the transition rate is the same for both the decay and the 

excitation processes (Hughes and McWhirter 1965 [23])

2 The ion distribution is given by the Saha equation (Hughes and McWhirter 1965 [23]),

Nz and N* j are the ion stage populations, and wz and wz , are the statistical weights associated with levels 

within these ion stages and %z \ g is ionization potential o f the ion charge z-lin its ground level g

3 The population densities of bound levels within the atomic system are given by the Boltzmann formula,

Equ 18
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where n(p), n(q), w(p) and w(q) are the populations and statistical weights of states labeled p and q 

respectively and x(p»Q) is the energy difference between levels p and q which could equally be represented 

by o

4 As stated above the free electron velocity distribution is Maxwellian Then the number of electrons with 

velocities between v and v+dv is given by (Hughes and McWhirter 1965 [23])

5 The intensity distribution as a function of frequency and plasma temperature is described by Planck’s 

law In reality the assumption of complete thermodynamic equilibrium throughout the plasma volume is not 

valid, as such a system is highly dynamic, and in a constant state of flux The radiation emitted and velocity 

distributions are clear evidence of this Thus all models o f plasma dynamics and radiation emission are 

based on approximations The chief difference between each model is the density range it is applicable to

13 2 Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium (LTE)

As the plasma density increases to very large values (>1015 cm 3), the rate of collisions between particles 

increases dramatically, and begins to override the effect o f radiative processes The rate of collisions is 

such that the changes in the parameters of the plasma system allow the electron population densities to 

respond almost immediately Thus the system is a good approximation to a system in thermodynamic 

equilibrium However the radiation spectrum is no longer described by Planck’s Law Because of the mass 

differences the electrons have larger velocities than the ions, and thus undergo the most collisions They are 

therefore responsible for the bulk of the collisional transitions, and the electron collision rate is the most 

important factor in determining the relative temperature McWhirter derived the relationship between 

electron temperature and electron density for which LTE is said to hold

Equ 20

Equ 21 Nc>l 6x10I2T e 1/2 r(p,q)3cm 3

where Te is measured in K and x(p><0 in eV

13 3 Coronal Equilibrium (CE)

LTE applies generally to high density plasmas However not all plasmas are high density The solar corona, 

while existing at high temperature (~106K) is usually of low density (108 cm 3) The development of the



Coronal-equihbnum model is based upon the balance of collisional ionization and radiative recombination, 

instead of the LTE assumption of collisional processes being balanced by their inverse processes The 

plasma must be optically thin, 1 e radiation emitted within the volume of the plasma, is not significantly 

absorbed as its passes through the plume to the outer edge Thus by extension radiation escapes from the 

plume in a manner such that equal rates of photon absorption and radiative de-excitation are not obtained 

Another defining boundary of coronal equilibrium theory is the electron density dependency of both

collisional ionization (Ne dependency) and the inverse mechanism, three body recombination (Nec

dependency) Given the Nc dependency of radiative recombination, it becomes more important as the 

electron density decreases The various ion populations are independent of Ne This was summarized by 

McWhirter (McWhirter et al [30])

Equ 22 'z-l
s 8 x l 0 “9^

11/4
z-1 g x (kTc) 3/4 exp %Z-\ g

k T

One defining limitation in this model is the need for the collisional transition from an exited state to be 

slower than radiative decay Since increases in n, the principal quantum number, lead to increases in the 

probability of spontaneous radiation emission, but decreases the collisional transition probabilities this then 

limits n to an upper limit o f 6 Using this in the McWhirter formula, leads to an expression for Nc for 

hydrogen like ions Here z is the ion charge state

Equ 23 Nc < 5 6x l08x(z+l)6Te1/2xexp
1 1 6 2 x l 0 3(z  +  l ) :

\

3cm
Te

where Tc is in Kelvin

\3  4 Collisional Radiative Model (CR)

In reality no one model is suitable for all ranges of density and temperature Thus with LTE ranging from 

1015 cm 3 and CE theory ranging for densities from 108 cm 3 and lower, there is thus a middle range of 

values for which the above two approaches are not suitable However if CE theory is modified to include 

collisional transitions from higher bound levels, and also three body recombination, then greater 

convergence of expenmental data and theory is seen This was done by Bates and McWhirter in 1962 [30] 

The important difference here is the acceptance of collisional processes between upper levels This was not 

taken into account in CE theory, as it assumes that all atoms and ions are in their ground states, thus 

collisional excitation can only be considered from those states However like die other two theones, CR 

theory begins to fail the validity test as the electron density increases Graphically each model is displayed 

in figure 1 4
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Figure 1.4 also displays how a Nd and a C 0 2 laser generated plasma are described approximately by this 

system. For a Nd:YAG laser plasma the following approximations can be stated:

1: LTE model applies to ionization stages z<10.

2:The Coronal model applies for high z stages (z>30).

3 : The CR model generally applies to z stages in both of the above.

LTE L im it z=10

Ntc *

1E22

1E21

1E20

1E19

1E18

1E17

1E16

10 100
T^eV)

1000 10000

Figure 1.4: Electron density and temperature ranges for applicability o f  LTE, CE, and CR models. (Colombant and 
Tonon 1973).

The criteria set out by Colombant and Tonon (1973) define the conditions under which CR model applies 

1: The efficiency of collisions, i.e. between electrons or electrons and ions, defines what processes are 

considered, the process of autoionization and its inverse mechanism are also considered.

2: A Maxwellian velocity distribution must predominate. Such a distribution is satisfied when the 

relaxation time is smaller than the electron heating time, and at very high densities. The electron relaxation 

time is the smallest time resolved event in the plasma.

3:The plasma must be optically thin, with minimum self absorption of the emitted radiation.

1.3.5: Plasma Expansion and Ion dynamics.

Although there have many attempts to successfully model plume generation and expansion [24-29], our 

discussion will be limited to those that are of most relevance to laser plasma conditions seen in this work. 

These are the modeling of laser-solid-plasma interaction by Amoruso [20], laser plasma expansion in gas
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(low pressure) by Wood (Wood and Chen [33]), and subsequent explanation for observed ‘plume 

splitting’[32] seen by many authors The cavity analysis presented by Shannon [29] is also of interest, in 

attempting to model the effects of target geometry on laser beam coupling to the target surface Lastly a 

comparison is made between the most recent and successful model of plume expansion by Narayan and 

Smgh [27] Although each model is complex and detailed, we present a brief overview of the mam aspects 

o f each analysis and their main conclusions

13 5 1 Laser-solid-plasma interaction model

The first model to be presented is Amoruso’s analysis o f laser-plasma-target interaction Amoruso limited 

his analysis to high intensities, where laser generated vapour becomes significantly ionized absorbing part 

o f the incident laser radiation and leading to vapour breakdown and plasma formation A simplifying aspect 

o f the model is the assumption that the laser beam uniformly irradiates the surface over its area This allows 

for the use of a 1 dimensional model An exponential temperature distribution in the target is assumed

z
Equ 24 T (z,t)=T 0+ATsexp(- —------ )

z 0( 0

where T0 is the target initial temperature and Zo(t) is the thermal penetration depth at a time t, approximated 

by (Amoruso’s version of equation 9)

Equ 24

where D is the thermal diffusivity (D=k/pCv) of the target The model is o f heat conduction and 

evaporation with a time integrated model by considering an energy balance analysis of the various 

processes as taking place in the laser-solid interaction (fusion, evaporation, heat conduction) When this 

process is done, the following relations are denved for the time evolution of the surface temperature ATS for 

time scales less than and greater than the laser pulse duration (i)

Equ 25 A T , ( 0  =  ' ■-  J{ /7. ( f  ) -  [c „ A r, O') + L / + L V \ j 0 ' ) d t ' \  (t<x)
pc„ ,z0O ) ;

Equ26 A r , (/) == 1 )(A T, ( r ) z 0 ( r ) p c  -  }{ C l,A7’, ( / ')  + L , + L ,  (t>x)
P ^ v Z0\ 0 T

The above two equations can be iteratively solved to give spatial and temporal distributions mside the 

target It is  the laser intensity absorbed by the target, p is the target density, Cv is the specific heat capacity, 

Lf and Lv are the latent heat of fusion and vaporization and \i is the mass removal rate The laser intensity 

absorbed by the target is strongly dependent upon the vapour formed in front o f the target surface In
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particular at high mass removal rate the vapour formed by the leading edge of the laser pulse can strongly 

absorb the incoming beam, leading to vapour breakdown and plasma formation The absorbed laser 

intensity IT is given by

Equ 27 IT(t)= A C O loexp^aB +apinjH ] 

where A(t) is the time dependent absorption coefficient, ccib is the IB inverse absorption length, and <rPi is 

the photo ionization cross section, nx is the number density of the excited neutrals and H is the vapour 

height The vapour excitation and ionization kinetics are based on a two stage process of electron impact 

excitation from the ground state to the first excited state, and then subsequent smgly charged ion production 

by electron impact ionization and photo ionization Results calculated by Amoruso are given in figure 1 5

Fig 1 5 Amoruso’s modeled values for the time evolution of target temperature during and after the laser 
pulse for various values of fluence, power density ~109W cm2

Considering figure 1 5, at fluences (up to 3 Jem2) the laser intensity reaching the targets follows that of the 

incident laser pulse, but at higher fluences it decreases mdicatmg the presence of vapour/plasma absorption 

process The onset o f plasma absorption occurs earlier in the pulse at higher fluences, and is well correlated 

to the target surface temperature time history The model proves the importance of laser-plasma interaction 

processes and plasma kinetics are of great importance during the nanosecond laser ablation of metallic 

targets for power densities higher then 109 W cm 2 It also highlights the strong influence pre-plasma or 

vapors play in full formation of laser plasmas

13 5 2 Plasma plume and ‘plume splitting’ model

Wood, Chen and Geohegan [33] attempted to model plasma plume expansion based on a combination of 

multiple elastic scattering and hydrodynamics formulations The model provided new solutions to the 

observed plume splitting aspect of plume expansion under certain conditions (1 e in gaseous medium) The 

model uses plume expansion in Argon and Helium Wood suggested that plume splitting occurs because 

the mean free path in the expanding plume is initially comparable to the target-detector distance No other 

plume expansion model has predicted plume splitting The assumptions made m the model include that o f 

quasi-two dimensional (2D) formulation Secondly Wood et al considered only elastic collisions, for both 

head-on and non-head-on so that the transfer of translational energy mto internal energy is minimal under 

the conditions used The model is based on breaking the plume mto orders corresponding to the number of
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collisions with the background gas The first order reaches the detector without any scattering collisions 

with the background gas The second order undergoes one scattering event, this pattern is extended for all 

orders pp(t,x,k) is stated to be the density of the k’th order plume at time t and distance x The differential 

equations for the ablated plume including the scattering term are

Equ 28 3Pp-A(PpVp)+31psp

Equ 29 a,(ppvp)= -ax(ppv2p+pp)+8^pspvsp)

Here the terms with the superscript ‘s’ represent the rate of change of the scattered density and momentum, 

while v and P are the velocity and pressure The plume was laser generated Si and Si plasma, the 

background gas is always entirely neutral Hence only neutral-neutral, ion-neutral, and Si*-Si+ collisions 

occur The last o f these were neglected by Wood for the following reasons The Si plume is collisionless in 

vacuum beyond the Knudsen layer and Si Si collisions may occur after one of the ions has been scattered 

by the background gas Also, the collision of two Si ions will have little effect on the mass and momentum 

transport of the plume itself (none at all for truly head-on collisions) and no direct effect on the transfer of 

momentum from the background plume Consequently all S1-S1 collisions are of secondary importance The 

most important collisions are those between the plume and the neutral background gas The general trends 

to emerge from Wood’s analysis is that the kinetics o f propagation and scattering processes are virtually the 

same for ions and neutrals Calculations which removed the influence of the background pressure effects on 

the scattering process showed that the background quickly becomes “snowplowed” into a peak that is much 

greater than that of the plume

10
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2

0

Figure 1 6 Comparison o f  the expenmental data taken by Geohegan et al versus Wood and Chens model Here the 
plume background scattering cross section was varied to fit the raw data from experiment [33]

By comparing expenmental data with the predicted output from the model Wood and Chen were able to 

demonstrate plume splitting in the temporal profile on the ion signal from the plume (figure 1 6)

The importance of this model is the fact that no other plume dynamical model has been able to correctly 

take into account the observed aspect o f plume splitting It demonstrates the important role ambient media
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play in influencing the velocity distributions of ions and the importance of scattering processes on the 

plume’s behavior

1J  53 Laser-target interaction model

Another important model relative to the study of target geometry is the role that the geometry of the target 

surface plays in laser matter interactions The importance of this model is that to the author’s knowledge no 

other analysis exists at this time to attempt to understand the effect o f target geometry on laser-solid 

interactions and subsequent generation of a laser plasma Shannon [29] approached that problem from the 

viewpoint o f heat transfer from the laser beam to the target Since such a process is very complex and 

highly non-linear, Shannon stated that this approach meant that results were “reasonable analytical 

estimates of laser energy coupling due to the formation of a cavity using easily obtained observables, 

without resorting to a full numerical analysis” The first assumption is that if  net energy absorbed by a flat 

target can be estimated using the matenal’s optical and thermal properties, plus the emission from the 

target, then the energy absorbed by a cavity can be estimated Shannon formulated a function, which he 

termed the departure function ‘f , defined as the ratio of the net laser energy absorbed in a cavity over the 

net energy absorbed on a flat target The variables required to calculate f  are the incident power, the 

thermal emission from the surface, the matenal reflectivity, and the size and shape of the cavity The 

departure function for a flat surface, with energy input V  is defined as

Equ 30 fB  1 r c l(lw
Qnet /  $ in fflat

The basis o f this analysis is the heat transfer equation, modified for laser irradiation Consider figure 1 7 

The heat transfer in the solid at the k ’th surface, Qk is equal to the amount of absorbed radiation, Qalc such 

that

Figure 1 7 Heats balance at an isothermal surface o f an opaque solid modeled by Shannon (k th surface refers to a non- 
planar target geometry)

Equ 30 Qk=Qok-Qtk and Equ 31 qkAk=Akq0 k-Akqa  which simplifies to Equ 32 qok=<kk+qk
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where qa  is the incident radiative power per unit area, and q0,k is the radiosity The latter can be defined as 

the sum of the heat emitted from the surface, qe k, and the amount of incident heat reflected p^q,^ from the 

diffuse surface, or

Equ 33 Qo^qek+Pkq^

where pk is the total hemispherical reflectivity Using this approach, the incident flux comes from the 

radiation emitted from all other objects or surfaces, and that irradiated in from other surfaces, qin,k For this 

model, qinTk comes from the heat radiated from the surroundings and from the incident laser light For a 

cavity which is composed of many diffuse, isothermal surfaces (figure 1 8)

Qm Qont

Fig 1 8 (left) Concept of an arbitrarily shaped cavity of n isothermal opaque surfaces
Fig 1 9 (right) Model of top-hat laser profile ablating a truncated conical cavity The irradiated surface is
assumed to be the base of the cavity, Shannon [19]

Shannon’s analysis is complex and so it is not completely presented here It is sufficient to state that the 

method used is to sum the total heat flux, Qm (mto a surface), and Qout (out of a surface) for each surface in 

a target For a flat target, k=l, and there is only one surface When this analysis is performed for the two 

cavity types displayed in figure 1 8 and 1 9, Shannon derived the departure function for both target types

Equ 34 f=
1

1 -  v
l - S

Jt=l

1

1 - P t

Pk 9k 
i - P k

(for the irregular cavity, figure 1 8)

1 = a
Equ 35 f=  h a where a is a purely geometric factor a

1 — V k=irrad
(for the conical cavity, figure I 9)

k-̂ in

In both of the above equations v, the dimensionless heat transfer parameter, may take values only from 0 to 

1
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Equ 36 v=  -----------   —
l ~P<l,n

Even without discussing the above two relations, one can see that due to irregular surfaces, equation 34 has 

an extra term mside the summation The major result o f this analysis, is that not only is geometry important 

in energy absorption by a cavity, but the heat transfer that occurs at a surface is also important in 

determining the net absorption One important conclusion is that the more heat which is thermally radiated 

and transferred non-radiatively, the greater the effect that a cavity has on laser energy couplmg to the 

target This increase is due to the recapturing of heat that would usually be lost to the surroundings

0 1 2 3 4 5
aspect ratio (h/db)

Figure 1 10 The departure function f  plotted as a function of the aspect ratio of the cavity for three 
different heat transfer parameters v The two limits are the truncated cone, the sharp cone and the 
cylindrical case

A broader set of conclusions by Shannon is that an infinitely deep cone will give the maximum possible 

value for irradiation for a given value of v (the dimensionless heat transfer parameter) Figure 1 10 displays 

Shannon’s graphical analysis on the value of the departure function ‘f  with the aspect ratio h/dm, where d is 

the diameter of the cone/cavity and h is its depth The trend is o f increasing values of ‘P for increasing 

aspect ratio (as the cavity becomes deeper and narrower) The greatest rate of changing of laser energy 

coupling from the flat case occurs just as the cavity is formed This analysis should help to explain some 

well-known instabilities of laser matenal interactions near the physical ablation threshold, if a cavity begins 

to form due to cratenng Shannon and Li have recently extended the model and compared its predicted 

values with expenmental work [34] and found good agreement between expenmental and theoretical 

results

13 5 5 Laser plasma generation and plume expansion model

The simplest parameter characterization of the plasma conditions at the termination of the laser pulse is the 

temperature dependence on the radial distance from the laser-target interaction region
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Equ 37 T(x,y,z)=T0
f  V -1

xoy„zo (Dawson [24])

This is for an isothermal system, where T(x,y,z) is the plasma temperature as a function of the coordinate z, 

normal to the target surface and T0 is the initial temperature This simplified approach is best suited to very 

high irradiance, where the assumption of a linear velocity model is valid

A more realistic approach is taken by Narayan and Singh [18] In their analysis Narayan and Singh treated 

the plasma as an ideal gas at high pressure and temperature, which is initially confined in small dimensions 

and then is allowed to expand rapidly in vacuum In their model, the plasma processes are divided into 

three distinct phases Firstly, the interaction of the laser beam with the bulk target, secondly the plasma 

formation, heating and initial three-dimensional isothermal expansion, and finally the adiabatic expansion 

Narayan and Singh set up the equations of compressible gas dynamics to simulate the expansion of the 

plasma in the last two phases The interaction of the laser with the target surface essentially involves 

solving the one-dimensional heat flow equation with appropnate boundary conditions taking into account 

the phase changes in the matenal Usmg simple energy balance equations the amount of material 

evaporated per pulse is calculated The energy deposited by the laser beam on the target is equal to the 

energy needed to vaponze the surface layers plus the conduction losses by the substrate and the absorption 

losses by the plasma This is given by the energy threshold E* which represents the minimum energy above 

which appreciable evaporation is observed The heat balance equation yields

Equ 38 Axt = (1-R)(E-Eth)/(AH+CVAT) 

where Axt, AH, Cv and AT are the evaporated thickness, latent heat, volume heat capacity, and the 

maximum temperature nse Secondly, high temperatures induced by laser irradiation leads to emission of 

positive ion and electrons from the surface The primary absorption mechanism for a plasma is the electron- 

lon collisions The absorption pnmanly occurs by an inverse bremsstrahlung process, which involves the 

absorption of a photon by a free electron The absorption coefficient otp of the plasma can be expressed as 

Equ 39 Op = 3 69xl08(Z3n,2/T 'V)[l-exp(-hv/kT)],

where Z, n, and T are the average charge, the ion density, and the temperature of the plasma respectively 

The laser energy is highly absorbed if a pX is large (X is the dimension perpendicular to the target surface) 

The heating of the evaporated matenal depends on many vanables by virtue of the plasma absorption 

coefficient Thus the concentration of the ionized species, the laser pulse duration, and laser frequency are 

all important Also the particle density within the plasma plays a role However, it depends on the degree of 

ionization, the evaporation rate and the plasma expansion velocities The rapid expansion of the plasma 

leads to a steep decay in the electron density and temperature In the expansion profiles Narayan and Singh 

assumed that the density profiles would display an exponential decay profile with increasing distance from
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the target surface The assumption is that initially the plasma is a high temperature, high density iso

thermal plume expanding rapidly after the laser pulse has ended, with initial edge position given by Xo, Y0, 

Zo
v - l

d 2X  d 2Y d 2Z 
Equ 40 X(t) —t v -  =  ^ (0 “T V  =  (̂0 W o

dr dt dr M
X J * Z 0

for t>i (where i  is the laser pulse duration)

Here y is the ratio of specific heat capacities at constant pressure and volume, kB is the Boltzmann constant, 

T0 is the plasma temperature at the termination of the laser pulse, M is the particle mass while X,Y,Z at 

time t, is the extent of the plume in three dimensional space The laser energy absorbed after the initial 

generation is thus converted directly to kinetic energy within the expanding plume The latter is driven by 

massive pressure and density gradients which are most pronounced parallel to the laser axis

Equ 40 P(x,y,z,t)=
N rtkT0

xexp y
2 X ( t )2 27 (0  2Z (0J

for t<t
2°5 it' 5 iX{t)Y(t)Z{t)

Eventually the plasma enters a phase of free-expansion, where collisions are negligible (such a state is 

called ‘self similar , by Hora [35])

(0,0,0) Distance in x direction
(X,Y*Z) 

Plasma edge

Figure 1 11 Schematic profile showing the density (n), pressure (P) and velocity (v) gradients in the plasma 
in the x-direction, which is perpendicular to the target surface The density and plasma gradients are 
monotomcally decreasing from the target surface with a linear increase in the velocity (Narayan and Singh 
[18])

The modeled behaviour assumes isothermal expansion from the initiation of the laser pulse until its 

termination However, upon termination of the pulse the expansion becomes adiabatic The latter refers to 

the relation between the plasma volume and its temperature defined by the adiabatic thermodynamic 

equation

Equ 41 T[X(t)Y(t)Z(t)f'=const,
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Figure 112, displays a schematic overview of the main processes modeled by Narayan and Singh, in their 

model Its also displays the profile for temperature, density, and laser intensity

The maximum obtainable velocity from the conversion of thermal energy to rapid expansion is given by 

2a/(y-1) where a is the velocity of sound [a=(yRT/M )05] By inputting the variables of interest (laser XECL 

excimer laser, /.=308nm, TpuJsc=45nsec) the model was able to map density and temperature trends for 

various configurations of a virtual experiment Generally the authors reported plume velocities ranging 

from 105-107 cm/sec, the latter being heavily dependent on the surrounding pressure of the environment, 

the atomic mass of the sample and the fluence of the beam The pressure gradients that drive plasma 

expansion are greatest along the laser axis, this is what gives the laser plasma its characteristic shape, 

elongated normal to the target surface Typically expansion lengths at the end of the isothermal phase give 

the forward expansion a length of 4mm, while the expansion parallel to the target surface peaked at 

approximately 150um The high densities near the target surface tend to shield the target from the latter half 

of the laser pulse, thus allowing the beam to heat the frontal regions of the plume, thus enhancing the 

already large difference in the pressure gradient along the different axis Generally after the first 400- 

500nsec of plasma adiabatic expansion, temperature within the plume drops rapidly, due to expansion 

However Narayan and Singh noted that the rate of decay is lower than that modeled This is most likely due 

to recombination within the plume offsetting the decay, as ionized species within the plume release energy 

from recombination

The earlier analysis of Boland in the late sixties led to temperature measurements from line ratios and 

densities from line widths The edge propagation velocity was also measured The temperature was found 

to decay rapidly away from the target surface (90-I2eV) over a range of approximately 2mm Velocities of 

3 3x 107 cm/sec for C6+, and 0 7x 106 cm/sec for C+ were measured Utilizing the Saha equation densities of 

the order of 1017 cm 3 were calculated Thus approximately 60% of the incident energy was converted into 

kinetic energy of ions and only 6% of all carbon atoms vaporized by the laser were ionized Irons 

(1972)[18 1] later extended this work by measuring the radial distribution of particles The overall picture 

to emerge is the inherent separation of ions within the plume With more highly energetic ions nearest the 

laser axis, where the temperature is at a maximum, the maximum charge state allowed decreases with the 

decrease m the average plasma temperature, as predicted by Narayan and Singh
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13.5.6: Over view of plasma generation and evolution.
Laser-target interaction schematic (upper diagram), and main processes modeled by Narayan and Singh 

(lower diagrams).
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Figure 1.12: General overview o f  the three stage laser plasma generation and expansion, with density (p), temperature (T), and 
laser oower (dri disolaved in relation to the tarect and laverine due to beam oenetration and heatine o f  the material.
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Figure 1.13 displays the a schematic representing the four distinct processes seen in vacuum laser-surface 

interaction at high irradiance, studied by Phipps and Dreyfus [36]. In their analysis Phipps and Dreyfus 

assumed a lOO^m diameter beam irradiating aluminum in vacuum at energies between 5-10 J/cm2 from a 

pulse of duration between lO-lOOnsec.

Figure 1.13: General overview o f laser plasma generation and expansion, with numerical values o f  density, temperature, and 
typical thickness o f  the plasma normal to the target surface (Phipps & Dreyfus [36]).

The four regions characterized involve:

Region I: Laser energy absorption at a thin layer of pre-plasma on the target surface, with a dynamic and 

continuous change in the plasma density such that the rate of laser ablation of the target surface varies as 

the density profile in this thin plasma plume varies, leading to absorption of the beam and heating of the 

plume during the laser pulse duration, driving rapid expansion. Expansion is treated as one dimensional.

Region II: Knudsen layer formation. Here the expansion becomes three dimensional, and due to a high 

collisional rate a Knudsen layer will form. This is a region where an explicit centre of mass velocity 

develops, leading to a beam like expansion and deviations from a typical Maxwellian velocity distribution.
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Region III Also called a coronal region, due to the low rate of collisions between thermal electrons and 

the absence of collisions between energetic electrons Highly energetic electrons from regions I and II, now 

begin to decouple from the main body of the plume and exhibit a velocity distribution which strongly 

differs from that exhibited by the main plume Here three body recombination ceases to be a factor Any 

inverse bremsstrahlung heating which may still exist in this region is offset by strong adiabatic cooling due 

to rapid expansion

Region IV Here a minority of hot-highly energetic electrons completely escape the plume having 

undergone relatively few collisions As a consequence of this, a large potential difference develops across 

the length of the plasma normal to the target surface This then accelerates some ions electro statically, and 

given sufficient lengths some ions will reach the same average velocity as the hot electrons Generally 

increasing the power density of the laser beam will lead to a even greater disparity in velocity distributions 

between the main plume and that component which moves away at a higher velocity This phenomena has 

been termed ‘plasma splitting’

U 5 7  Concluding remarks

Since the early days of Boland and Irons, much work has been done to extend the understanding of both the 

generation mechanism of laser plasma formation, but also the expansion parameters and processes which 

control the interaction of particles, targets, laser light and plume components with ambient gas 

environments Models have increased in complexity considerably, while expenmental work continues to 

probe plume dynamics with greater spatial and temporal resolution Anisimov and Luk’yanchuk [26] have 

developed an expansion model for laser plasma plumes m both vacuum and background gases, which is 

formulated using gas dynamic equations As stated previously Shannon and Li have extended their model 

for laser interaction with irregu larly  shaped cavities[34] while more recently Hirsch et al (Hirsch et al [31]) 

have mapped the intensities of selected calcium ions in two dimensions with a tunable backlighting VUV 

source, and later used this technique to map plasma densities within the plasma plume (Hirsch and et al)

[32]) Thus the conclusion at this time, is that although each model and analysis approach is valid for the 

boundary conditions and assumptions upon which they are based, they are however deliberately based upon 

ignonng secondary effects such as target configuration which Shannon has shown played an important role 

in laser target coupling Secondly as Chen and Wood has shown, complex processes such as scattenng 

must be included in expansion models if phenomena such as plume splitting are to be included in expansion 

models, while it is not feasible to simply continue to ignore geometnc effects in laser-melt-evaporation 

models such as that by Amoruso

Thus future models will have to incorporate all approaches adopted by the above authors if a complete 

picture of laser plasma generation and evolution is to be understood
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Chapter Two

Introduction

This chapter introduces the most important aspects of spectral emission 

interpretation. Theories o f line broadening and line profiles, and their use in 

density determination are presented. The main spectroscopic techniques used 

to calculate temperatures and densities within the plasma are also presented. 

The equations and assumptions required, for data analysis transformation to 

meaningful physical quantities are discussed. Finally, the three temperature 

techniques used here are compared in terms o f the space-time limits o f each 

technique. The limitations encountered in this work are also discussed.
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Spectroscopic Diagnostics

2 0 Introduction

Spectroscopic diagnostics offer a unique means to sample the plasma conditions and relate a change in the 

environment variables to a response in the plasma While ion and electron probes offer measurements of 

plasma parameters directly, they can however represent a dramatic perturbation of the plume They also are 

limited in the extent o f scale Very early timescales, and also distances close to the target are effectively 

non-accessible due to the inherent assumptions in probe theories about plasma behaviour The latter break 

down under the extreme conditions found early on in the plasma lifetime

Spectroscopic theories used to relate the emission spectrum and physical parameters are both vaned and 

detailed All rely on exact knowledge of the atomic properties of the transition responsible for the emission 

Atoms which undergo transitions from one bound state to another of lower energy, emit radiation of well 

defined energy and line shape The line shape is related to the lifetime of the upper state of the transition 

and is also influenced by perturbations due to external influences as well as the velocity distribution of the 

emitting species Thus if one is to use line profiles to diagnose the plasma conditions, one must consider the 

factors affecting the emission profiles of lines

2 I Natural Broadening

n
From the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, AE« —, and effective spreading of the quantum states m an

T

atom leads to line broadening in the emission of a photon from such a system The lifetime is given by

Equ 1 — =  V  A Kt (s ’) (Lochte-Holtgreven [1])
T ,

The range of values for x in the optical region of the EM spectrum are of the order 108 s, thus for example 

in the visible for AL III (463nm) 4p-4d(2P°-2D), x=0 391x10 8s The general profile for emission lines is 

Lorentzian Such broadening is negligible for visible and infrared lines, but may be significant in the EUV 

range

2 11 Doppler Broadening

Doppler broadening is interpreted in terms of atom or ion thermal motions within the plume If the 

velocities of the particles are described by a Maxwellian distribution with temperature T, then this gives 

rise to a Gaussian line profile of full width half maximum (FWHM)
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Equ 2 A/l01/2 2V Z h2
2 k  T k
— -— — (Lochte-Holtgreven [ 1 ])

This can be simplified to

Here M is the particle mass (kg), and MA is the atomic mass number, Xq is  the center wavelength in 

nanometers and T is the temperature in Kelvin Thermal broadening is most important for very high 

temperatures in light elements

2 1 2  Stark Broadening Electron density

The mam influence in Stark broadening is the presence of other particles and their electric fields upon the 

emitting particle Such electric fields are within a Debye length squared of the emitting particle Thus as 

one would expect, where densities are high and there is the presence of many free electrons within the 

plasma, Stark Broadenmg pre-dominates in terms of broadening mechanisms At high densities, the mean 

time between collisions are less than the time needed for photon emission The contribution of other 

broadening mechanisms, i e Van der Waals, Doppler, and resonance, can be neglected here m this work 

because of the relatively low temperatures (~2 eV max) and high densities (I0 16 -1018 cm 3) The emitted 

profile o f a line broadened by Stark influences is given by

AX, 1/2 is the FWHM (Angstroms) due to Stark broadening, Nc (cm 3) is the electron density W and A are 

the electron and ion broadening parameters which are independent of the electron density and only weakly 

dependent on the electron temperature Nd is the number of particles in a Debye sphere, The first term on 

the right is the electron broadening The second is broademng due to ion collisions For non-hydrogenic 

ions Stark broadenmg is predominantly due to electron impact, thus one can ignore the effect of the second 

term which is negligible

2 13  Line profiles

In reality the hne broadened profile is usually due to a combination of influences, and depends greatly on 

local conditions Thus the multiple factors usually lead to a Voigt profile 

The normalized Gaussian profile is given by

Equ 5 (Whitty [3])
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Here Ac is the half width at half max Such profiles can be obtained by taking mto account Doppler shifts 

due to a Maxwellian (thermal) distribution of velocities, thus relating Aq to the kinetic temperature of the 

emitting particles The normalized Lorentzian profile is given by

Equ 6 Lorentzian-
L

/  >2~
1 +

< v - v 0 1
A,_ \  L J

(Whitty [3])

Here AL is the half width at half max, and v0 is the resonant frequency between two levels involved in the 

transition Lorentzian profiles are normally associated with natural and Stark widths of a spectral line 

The Voigt Profile is given by

Equ 7  <j>vo,gt=
f  Ln2

I x  .

1/2
1 1
 — I exp

77"A

L n l
r \  v

J
1 +

/  'N2v-V

A ,

d V  (Whitty [3])

Such a function results from folding a Gaussian profile (due to Doppler broadening) and a Lorentzian type 

profile (due to radiation and/or impact damping) In all work reported here the line shape function fitted 

was Lorentzian assuming Doppler broadening is negligible and broadening is assumed to be due to particle 

collisions within the plasma The line widths were used to evaluate the plasma electron density for different 

targets Despite a large volume of work on both electron collisions and density measurements, the main 

deciding factor in the use of line broadening for density measurements is the accessibility of electron 

impact parameters (W ) for that particular transition of interest The electron impact parameters were taken 

from Dimitnjevic [14], who has calculated W  values for various ions in the E U V , U V , and visible 

wavelengths In using spectrometers an important issue is the role of the instrument function This can add 

to the measured line width, and since this latter quantity is directly used in the determination of the electron 

density, it is important to subtract its contribution to the measured line with In the event that the instrument 

function is determined to be Lorentzian and the line function used to determine the width of the emitted 

line is also Lorentzian, then one can effectively deconvolute the instrument function by subtracting the 

F W H M  of the in stru m en t function from  th e  F W H M  o f  th e  m easu red  lin e  H o w ev er in th e  ev en t o f  e ither 

line shape being Gaussian, full deconvolution must be applied to remove the instrument function F W H M  

from the measured line

2 14  Ionization Temperature Ion-to-Atom line Intensity ratio

One of the simplest and most widely used means to diagnose plasma temperature is to consider the peak 

intensities of lines from two successively ionized ion stages When lines are of the same ionization stage, as 

they are in the Boltzmann plot method, the small energy differences between the line’s upper levels makes 

this method unreliable However when two successive ion stages are used, the energy difference is now
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enhanced by the ionization energy which is usually much larger than kT. It is important for accuracy that 

the spectral lines be located in the same spectral window, with no overlapping lines present. Equation 8 

gives the required equation. The left hand side represents the line intensity ratio of the ion to the atom.

Here, Ne (cm'3) is the electron density, gA is the product of the statistical weight and the Einstein 

coefficient for spontaneous emission of the upper level (s'1). X is the wavelength of the line (nm), Tion is the 

ionization temperature (eV), Eion and E atom are the excitation energies of the upper and lower stage. AE. in 

equation 9 is the correction to the ionization energy E^of the lower ionization stage due to plasma 

interactions.

Equ 8: =4.83 x 101
'  gA

• f •f- 1X
\  / ion atom y  Ne J

Tion exP
E  +E.  - E  - A E so______um______ atom o

- k T
(Gordillo-Vazquez [5])

Equ 9: AEoo (eV) = 3zb-------
\ n e 0

z=2 for the lowest ionization stage, e is the electron charge (C), £o is the permittivity of free space (F m '1), 

Nc is the electron density (cm'3), and b = 6.24xl018 is the energy conversion factor from joules to eV. 

Details of the spectral constants for work reported here were taken from [4, 6, 7].

4;rx l0 ‘
(Gordillo-Vazquez [5])

T e m p e r a tu re  rang e  input

Figure 2.1: Typical temperature calibration curve for ion-atom line ratios, calculated from equation 8. This curve is the 
output from the right hand side o f  equation 8. Here one enters the spectroscopic constants and a value for the electron 
density. Then using Origin 6.0, a large range o f  temperature values are entered. This generates the curve seen above. 
One must then compare this curve to the actual values o f  line intensity ratio (value on the vertical axis), which can then 
be related to a temperature value (on the horizontal axis).

The main constraint here is the presence of the continuum. Only when the lines are clearly visible can one 

safely apply the above procedure. For our system the earliest time delay was 70nsec after the laser pulse.
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All spectra before this time were continuum dominated The main limitation of this technique is that ions of 

different stages will inherently have different expansion velocities, and thus will cover different regions of 

a spatially resolved detector

2 15  Electron temperature Line-to-Continuum

Ionization temperatures from atom to ion ratios are not feasible for early timescales where continuum 

emission is pronounced, and line peaks can be difficult to distinguish Also line ratios can be insensitive to 

temperature changes under extreme, early phase timescales For early timescales, broadening due to the 

relative motion of the particles can be important for calculations involving the ratio of areas because the 

Doppler broadening is dependent upon the wavelength of the transition, the atomic mass of the species and 

the temperature The broadenmg can be calculated from

Equ 10 1/2=7 16x107X(T/Ma)1/2 (Liuetal [8])

where T is the temperature in Kelvin, MA is the atomic mass and X is the line wavelength in nanometers 

From the expenmental data and the extrapolated temperatures (discussed later) the temperatures do not 

exceed 250000K If X=453nm (discussed m chapter five), and MA=26 98 (aluminum) then equation 10 

gives W 1/2 =0 0339nm, thus the contnbutions of Doppler shifts are negligible with respect to the line 

widths calculated from Stark broadening These widths are measured from 80nsec onwards, thus widths at 

early timescales should be even larger as densities increase Although atom to ion ratios are used here, they 

are only presented for timescales after 80nsec, thus to study temperatures before 80nsec the line-to 

continuum ratio method is employed Under the assumption of LTE in the plasma, the electron 

temperature, Tc can be assumed equal to the excitation temperature Texc Thus TC=TCXC=T Therefore the 

plasma temperature (T/K) can be determined by the relative line-to-continuum intensity ratio usmg the 

following equation

Equ 11 ^  = c 4 > g  V

'  U, W o
exp

j - e x p  ( - * £ )  
AkTc /

\

\  /

kT

+ G exp(ir>
-i

(Liu et al [8])

where Cr= 2 005x105 (s K) and £c is the continuum emission coefficient, with units of energy per unit time 

per unit volume per wavelength interval ei is the integrated spectral profile o f the line used and has units of 

energy per unit volume per unit time In the above statements, per unit tune refers to the gate time or 

sampling time on a time resolved detector, per unit energy simply refers to photon energy Finally per unit
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volume, refers to the area under the curve representing a line profile This is only considered if the volume 

of the plasma under study is physically large Laser plasmas, are however physically small, and the 

continuum emission is localized to regions of high density The 6| /ec ratio can be calculated from the 

integrated line intensity and continuum intensity at certain adjacent wavelength positions Ai and Xc are the 

line and continuum center wavelength positions By taking the center wavelength positions to be the same 

in the both cases 1 e Xf=Xc equation 11 is simplified A2j is the Einstein transition probability of 

spontaneous emission, and E, is the ionization potential E2 and g2 are the upper level energy and 

degeneracy of the line AE, is the lowering of the ionization potential o f atoms in a field of ions and is 

insignificant in magnitude Uj is the partition function for the i on, which is a weak function of temperature 

G is the Gaunt free-free factor, which is assumed to be unity by Kramer’s rule £ is the free-bound 

continuum factor

The partition function is given by

Equ 12 U ( T ) = £ g ,e x p
I kT

(Gnem [9])

where g, is the degeneracy or statistical weight of the i’th energy level E, g1=2J,+l,

J, is the angular momentum quantum number of the level E, and J, values were obtained from the NIST 

database

The main limitation and advantage of this technique is the requirement that the peak magnitudes of the line 

being used and the continuum are of the same order of magnitude Large differences in magnitude, such as 

later timescales when the continuum falls away rapidly lead to highly unstable continuum coefficients, thus 

causing the calculated temperature T, to fluctuate widely Thus useful measurements are limited to time 

delays well after the initiation of the laser pulse, and for aluminum laser plasma in the visible, the earliest 

sample time was 40nsec after the laser pulse initiation However since the ionization temperatures 

calculated from line ratios are only valid when the peak of the line is well defined, then both techniques 

allow a large range of space-time plasma behaviour to be studied, with one technique covering a range of 

time and space that the other does not, and vice versa.

As the relative magnitude of the continuum decreases relative to the line, the ratio of the area under the line 

to that of the continuum coefficient becomes unstable As time progresses, and the plasma decays, the ratio 

becomes more unstable over a larger spatial range, eventually the ratio becomes unusable after a time delay 

for which the continuum emission is weak The calibration curve, must be matched to the actual ratio, 

hence this is analogous to trying different values for Te in the right hand side of equation 8 in trying to 

match the actual ratio on the left hand side of equation 8 The same procedure is used for lon-atom ratios
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2 16  Electron Temperature Boltzmann plot

A third method of diagnosing the plasma temperature (in this case excitation temperature) is the Boltzmann 

plot method Here one determines the area under a number of lines of the same ionization stage over a large 

energy range to indicate the thermal conditions in the region of the plasma being sampled 

The excitation temperature involving the emission from two lines is given by

E - E ,
Equ 13 -In i j S A * ,

(Boumans I996[10])

where I is the relative integrated intensity recorded for each spectral line in question, E is the excitation 

energy of the upper level for each line, g, and gj is the statistical weight o f the upper and lower levels, A is 

the transition probability of the upper and lower levels for each line One disadvantage of the two line 

technique is the relatively small difference in the upper level energies (typically ~2eV) Secondly the values 

of A, the transition probability, for each line must be known One way around this problem is to study the 

emission from a large number of lines Considering the relation between oscillator strength and transition 

probability

2 nhe2
Equ 14 1=-------—

myI3
ArT(gf) 
Q{TC)

exp
k T

(Boumans 1987[11])

If the log of both sides is now taken we get the relation

Equ 15 Ln
IX

g f
= Ln

iT iN jhe*

Q(Te)m k T
(Boumans 1987[11])

where Q is the partition function, and NT is the total number of particles If the population of the excited 

states follows a Boltzmann distribution law, then the plot of Ln(IX3/gf) versus the excitation energy should 

give a straight line with a slope equal to (-l/kTcxc) In the above, I is the integrated intensity of the line, and 

gf is the product of the degeneracy of the upper level and the oscillator strength Requirements for good 

Boltzmann plots are lines in close proximity, which are reasonably intense and of known transition 

probability Also, good upper level energy separation stabilizes the plot, making measurements less 

vulnerable to shifts in the log value of one particular point In order to ensure the stability of the plots, one 

should use as many lines as is feasible and these lines should have a large upper level energy separation in 

their transition This will ensure that the plots are not too dependent on a particular point, and are also
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stable to changes, avoiding sudden changes to the slope of the line fitted Physically this ensures smooth 

space and time resolved temperature plots, with fewer discontinuities 

2 17  Electron density Density sensitive line ratios

Electron density values in laser plasmas are an important parameter in understanding the plasma response 

to different expenmental conditions However the applicability of usmg Stark broadenmg as a means to 

diagnose the plasma electron density depends on the availability of an impact parameter W Due to the 

complexity of the calculations involved in determining W, it has been estimated for only a few ions, with 

the majonty being m the VUV and Visible In fact only two values for W have been calculated for 

aluminum in the EUV by Dimitnjevic [4], and these were for AL X, which is too weak and too short lived 

at the power densities employed m this work Thus some other means of determining the electron density at 

such short wavelengths is required Tijerina et al [12] have produced calibration curves for aluminum over 

vanous wavelengths for a number of different ion stages in the visible, usmg the CHIANTI 2 0 code 

developed by the US Naval Observatory This code solves the equations of statistical equilibnum, 

assuming that the only active processes are radiative decay and collisional excitation and de-excitation, 

and determines the emission spectrum of an optically thin plasma in a very wide wavelength range (50- 

11000A) Contact with Tijerina has led to the running of the CHIANTI 2 0 code, for EUV and Visible lines 

of interest m this work, thus allowing this density determination technique to be employed here Inputting a 

range of plasma densities, leads to the expected spectrum from a plasma, which can then be used to 

calculate the ratio of two ion stages of moderate wavelength separation (figure 2 2)

log(Ne) [ c m 3]

Figure 2 2 Calibration curve from Tijerina et al [12](via private communications) This curve is the ratio o f  two AL III 
(360 2nm and 448 lnm ) ion stages, whose emission spectrum came from the CHIANTI code
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The response of the line ratio to a range of densities can be represented as a sigmoid curve The curve itself 

or rather the line ratio has a strong temperature dependence, as can be seen above The equation of this 

curve is given by equation 16 Thus if one knows the parameters required to plot the curve for a particular 

pair o f ion stages over a discrete density range for a precise temperature, then the ratio of the peak intensity 

for the raw data in an experiment can be translated mto values of electron density within the plasma

B ~  A
Equ 16 R(X)=A+---------------------------------

1 + ex p H  X-CID)\
where X=log(Ne), and the parameters A,B,C and D are determined from a sigmoid fit to the calibration 

curve which is the outputted data from the CHIANTI code

Clearly this technique has much in common with that o f ionization temperature calculations, thus it also 

suffers from the same limitations For very early or very late stages in the plasma history, weak or unstable 

peaks in the spectrum will manifest as a noisy line ratio, and upon translation to electron density, an 

unstable Nc profile Secondly, in most cases, the parameters required for the calibration curves are available 

at only a few discrete temperatures If a plasma displays rapid temperature changes in time, then one should 

use a new calibration curve for each time resolved measurement, fitted for the temperature at that time 

However in reality, this is not feasible One may be forced to use the same calibration curve, fitted at a 

precise temperature for a range of time resolved measurements, even though the temperature at each time 

resolved event is different This can lead to insensitivity in the line ratio in time, and significant changes in 

the density via line ratio may only be seen when a significant drop in temperature occurs However despite 

these limitations, the main strength of this technique is its ability to give approximate values of Nc on time 

scales where clean, stable line profiles may not be feasible or reliable This frequently happens at the late 

stage of plasma history, or spatially far from the plasma generation point Lastly given the absence of 

electron impact parameters at short wavelengths, density sensitive line ratios allow for approximate values 

of the electron density at very early phases in the plasma history to be calculated

2 18  Conclusions

Obviously one must take care to consider the stability of the Boltzmann plots for very early timescales and 

very late timescales, in both cases the signals are weak and a stable baseline may not exist The line ratio 

technique does not suffer from this problem Once a peak of a line can be resolved then one can calculate 

the line ratio However as stated before, under extreme conditions lme ratios can be insensitive to changes 

in temperatures and unless clear differences in signal strength from the two lines selected exists from one 

space/space resolved measurement to the next If measurable changes in the ratio do not occur then one will 

see only incremental changes in temperatures from one space/space resolved measurement to the next This 

may result in a plasma temperature which is nearly constant over a large range of space and time These
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problems can be avoided or minimized if one performs time resolved measurements. Given the different 

expansion velocities, leading to a different spatial distribution of emitted light from one ion stage relative to 

the other, a continuous change in the measure intensity ratio will be ensured over the spatial region under 

study.

The line to continuum approach has both of the above technique’s strengths and weaknesses. It requires 

good parity between the strength of the lines and the continuum, a difficult requirement as the atomic 

number of the sample increases, where at short wavelengths, emission is dominated by continuum. 

However even with weak continuum or line signal, the relative relation between the two is good. However 

continuum emission is closely linked to electron density and collisions, both of which are important at very 

early stages, thus limiting this approach to this regime.

In conclusion, each technique is applicable over different regimes of the plasma’s emission lifetime, and 

thus the best way to fully diagnose the plume is to apply as many as is feasible. However the defining 

limitation is the availability of spectroscopic constants from data bases for the lines under study.
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Chapter Three: Diagnostic Equipment and

Experimental Apparatus

Introduction

This chapter introduces the main devices and their operation, used in 

this work to study plasma generation and evolution. In order to carry 

out the research reported here in this thesis, a number of different 

system and hardware developments had to be implemented and new 

diagnostic techniques had to be effected for the first time. This chapter 

introduces the main experimental systems (including EUV and visible 

spectrometers, electron and ion probes, ICCD camera systems, vacuum 

chamber, prototype magnetic pulse system) and provides an overview of 

the space and time limitations for each diagnostic technique. The 

electronic synchronization required for each diagnostic is also 

introduced and a detailed description of the design and performance 

aspects is presented.
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Diagnostic equipment and experimental apparatus

3 0 Diagnostic performance overview

In studying any system, drawing reliable conclusions about that system’s behaviour relies on complete and 

accurate information about the system’s performance and response to stimuli and probing A laser plasma 

by definition is a highly dynamic system and transient system Studying such a system without both space 

and time resolved data would be at best an approximation and at worst a gross approximation The 

influence of any variable on the response of the plasma will have effects which will appear negligible in 

certain space regions, and large where plasma conditions allow that variable to exert a large influence For 

example, confining a target within a cavity of certain dimensions, can lead to higher temperatures m the 

visible, and moderately higher temperatures as determined with probe diagnostics One might then assume 

that enhanced temperatures should exist during the EUV lifetime of the plasma However this not the case, 

if the cavity volume is not of the order of the continuum plasma or less Thus in discussing the influence of 

target geometry and secondary influences such as electric and magnetic field interactions with a plasma, it 

is important to ensure the convergence of different diagnostic techniques and to understand the limits of 

their use in space and time sampling Each diagnostic technique has inherent limitations, namely how early 

in time it can deliver reliable signals and its ability to measure physical parameters that are meaningful 

There is no hard and fast rule that would allow one to say explicitly where a technique fails, and an 

important variable in deciding the applicability of a technique is laser fluence or power density 

During the course of various experiments, the limits of the three primary diagnostic techniques employed 

here became apparent from experiments In considering the limit of a diagnostic tool’s performance, the 

expenmental parameters must be optimized to ensure that the design of an expenment which, although 

limited by the diagnostics performance, is still viable Where one technique fails, attempts were made to 

utilize another and to overlap trends in space and time (where possible) seen in both, so as to provide a 

more complete overview of the plasma’s response to certain vanables Where a certain theory began to fail, 

others were applied, and in general the trend in this work is characterized by ‘earlier-further-later-and more 

o f  approach to data acquisition and the space time limits o f each expenment Figure 3 1 gives a illustration 

of the space time limits for each diagnostic tool Each device has four limits, the earliest and latest temporal 

measurement, and the smallest and greatest distance Z, normal from the target surface Generally it is a 

well established fact that as the plasma density and temperature increases (generally pushing back to the 

laser pulse amval on the target surface), in order to study line emission from the plasma, one must move to 

shorter and shorter wavelengths Thus for power densities used in this work (-101 'W cm2), beginning at the 

space time origin from figure 3 1, is the EUV grazing incidence spectrometer, the temporal limits of which 

are bounded by the amval of the laser pulse (at Z=0mm) and ~40-50nsec after the laser pulse (at 

Z=~2mm) Generally after the EUV range would be VUV emission, however no VUV studies were 

performed in this work Beginning -50-6 On sec after the laser pulse (Z~0 5-1 5mm) useful visible lme 

emission begins This lasts no later then 350nsec after the laser pulse (at Z=7-9mm)and visible imaging of
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the plume can however remain viable until ~450-500nsec, and with high gain on the ICCD can be extended 

to ~1600nsec. Finally, ion probes, were used for which the earliest temporal measurement was ~700- 

850nsec (at Z=5-8mm), and electron probes which could not measure signals reliably before 900-1000nsec 

after the laser pulse (at Z»2-6cm depending on the fluence). In fact the space time limits of the probes (both 

ion and electron probes) is completely dependent on the fluence, or more precisely the presence of high 

energy ions, which may undermine the analysis.

3.1: Diagnostics performance range.

EUV space-time signal
envelope (I~10n W cm'2)

VIS space-time signal 
envelope (I~10n W cm '2)

Electrostatic space-time 
signal envelope 
(F=>lOJ/cm2)

VIS space-time imaging signal 
envelope (I~10n W cm )

Laser-plasma 
signal origin

~1.85-2mm, limit of EUV emission

-5 -8mm, Min dist, stable 
Langmuir ion probe signal

Space-Time diagnostics: Inherently each 
diagnostic technique has a space-time range 
where the plasma conditions are such that the 
signal o f  interest is optimized for that 
particular detector over a discrete range. 
Generally, as the Space-Time coordinate o f  
interest tends to zero, the process 
predominating is a ’ higher density’ - ‘higher 
temperature’- ‘more highly charged’ regime. 
There is good overlap for spectroscopic 
techniques(EUV and Vis), however in going 
from the latest visible spectral measurements 
to the first electrostatic measurements, there 
is a 200-300nsec, 2mm gap where none o f 
the techniques can sample the plasma signal. 
Generally ion probes can sample plume 
conditions for distances > 10mm, and 
timescales >800nsec. But at the fluences 
reported here, ion signals need substantial 
compensation for a reliable signal.

16nsec laser pulse width 

*
~6Qnsec, limit of 
EUV emission

-9.5 mm, limit of VIS emission

~20-60mm, Min dist, stable 
Langmuir electron probe signal

*

-40mm, limit of VIS 
emission, (+ICCD gain)

450nsec, limit of 
VIS emission

850nsec, onset of 
Langmuir probe 
signal

160 On sec, Limit 
VIS emission 
(+ICCD gain)

-200On sec, Limit 
of Langmuir 
signal

T/nsec
Maximum spatial limit o f  probe 
signal depends on probe to- 
target-distance and fluence, and 
pressure o ^ urrounding medium Spatial limit o f  gated imaging is heavily dependent on the 

* gain applied, and the relative background signal

Figure 3.1: Space-time envelope o f plasma diagnostics, including EUV emission spectra, Visible emission spectra 
and imaging, and electrostatic probe signals.
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Figure 3.1.1: Diagrammatical overview o f  each o f the diagnostic tools used to study plasma generation and 
evolution. The applicability o f  each technique is dependent on the fulfilling o f  criteria that each technique 
requires. For example, electron densities in the EUV near-field range were not possible because no electron 
impact parameters (W) for aluminum in that wavelength range were available. Equally, Boltzmann plots at 
very short time scales are impractical in the visible given the level o f continuum yet are useful in the EUV. 
Probe diagnostics are also bound by assumptions in their interpretation o f  signal. Probe theory assumes that 
the plume consists o f neutrals and singly charged ions, and thus is unable to take account o f  signals arising 
from multiply charged ions. Langmuir probe theory assumes a Maxwellian distribution o f  velocities in the 
plume. A consequence o f  this is the need to have a stable ‘plasma current versus probe voltage’ response 
curve. Without this, interpretation o f probe signals is impossible.
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Figure 3.1.2: Overview o f the experimental laser laboratory. The chief components are the three lasers, the EUV 
grazing incidence spectrometer, the visible spectrometer and ICCD, the OM A interface, three PC’s for controlling 
devices, two Tektronix oscilloscopes, amplifier box, Kentech gating unit for the MCP detector head, probe bias box, 
optical rail with YAG and Ruby steering mirrors, vacuum chamber, two Stanford delay generators, and mounted optics 
(lens, prisms, optical breadboard, Thor photo detector and glass slide).
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3.2: Timing and Synchronization.

3.2.1: EUV Spectrometer timing setup.

The three different type of experiments reported in this thesis, required three types of synchronization and 

timing. In EUV experiments the first point of control is the Dell PC, which slaves the OMA (optical multi

channel analyzer). The OMA is a Stanford Research converter, which controls the readout process of the 

detector’s EUV signal, allowing the detector head to be PC controlled. The OMA then sends a TTL pulse 

to the Stanford delay generator. The Stanford triggers the flash lamps and later the Pockel cell of the lasers, 

for firing of laser pulses. The absolute delay is monitored via Thor fast photo detectors, which receive a 

few percent of the unfocused laser via reflection of glass slides. The Stanford also sends a TTL pulse to a 

second Stanford, which triggers the Kentech fast pulsar. This device allows the MCP detector to see a 

transient pulse superimposed on its DC bias voltage, thus allowing the EUV detector to be gated. Since the 

flash lamps and Pockel cells of the lasers require >12V pulses to fire, an amplifier box, with eight channels 

(six non-inverting variable gain, and two inverting variable gain) was constructed by the author. The latter 

uses Texas TC4428 CPA amplifier chips, which have a rise time of under 3nsec, and can be used to deliver 

fast pulses up to 25V
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3.2.2: ICCD visible Spectrometer setup timing.

The second setup used, was that involving the ICCD and visible spectrometer. Here the master pulse was 

sent from the Stanford to the input trigger connection on the acquisition card of the ICCD. This then 

triggered the read out command on the CCD chip. The intensifier on the ICCD was controlled directly with 

the Stanford, via a TTL pulse of variable width directly to the ICCD head, while gain control for the 

intensifier was software controlled. Lastly the lasers were triggered via a Stanford pulse through the 

amplifier box. The total delay between triggering the laser with the Stanford and the arrival o f plasma light 

to the ICCD is approximately 180-200nsec. This delay is due to the total transit time of the electronic 

trigger to the lasers, and the response time of the CCD head. The minimum gate that can be applied to the 

intensifier is 5nsec, and is governed by the response of the voltage driver to the intensifier head.

Stanford CCD
chip CCD sample ‘on’

Intensifier ‘On’

ICCD
HfiaH

m

__ i Laser Pulse

Flash lamp 
and Pockel 
Cell

>

v
lOnsec

j

1.5msec

Figure 3.2.2 : Timing overview for visible emission experiments.
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3 2 3 Probe timing setup

The final timing setup, involving probes, was a relatively simple arrangement The Stanford triggered the 

laser as above, and also triggered the oscilloscope, which was synchronized with the Pockel Cell trigger, 

The oscilloscope (here a HP54010A, and a TektromxTDS2400) were used to calculate the TOF velocity of 

the plume by observing the delay between the laser firing and the amval of the probe plasma signal Signal 

acquisition and remote oscilloscope was achieved by writing a software routine in LAB VIEW 5 Oa to 

control the HP545010A, while the Tektronix oscilloscope was controlled using WAVESTAR software 

from Tektronix In taking plasma images with the ICCD, the above setup in section 3 2 2 was used, the 

only difference being the absence of the spectrometer

3 2 4 Laser systems

Two types of lasers were used in this work, a single Ruby laser and two Nd YAG lasers, giving a total of 

three lasers The Ruby laser, was a standard JK laser model QSR2/6 system 2000, which can be operated in 

free running mode or Q-switched mode The total output of the system is ~1 J in 30nsec at 694nm One of 

the problems with this laser is the relatively large jitter on the firing of the Pockel cells and the relatively 

low repetition rate of this laser in comparison with other models As a consequence this laser was not 

suitable for time resolved visible or EUV spectroscopy

The Nd YAG lasers used here were SL800 and SL400 oscillator/amplifier systems made by Spectron 

Laser Systems Both lasers can be operated in free running mode or Q-switched mode In pulsed mode the 

laser energy from the SL800 used here was 0 75J at 16nsec at the fundamental (1064nm), while the SL400 

gave 0 45J at the same pulse width and wavelength
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3J: EUV diagnostic.

Construction and operational details o f the 2.2m grazing incidence spectrometer are described by (Kieman 

(1994) [1]). Two major changes to this system were made during this project, namely the design and 

commissioning of a new target chamber, and the installation of a high speed, high voltage gating unit for 

the detector. The first enhancement made possible the large range of experiments reported in this work, 

where requirements for one type of experiment (i.e. plasma probes) were generally in conflict with 

requirements for others (i.e. precision emission spectroscopy in both the visible and EUV). The second 

enhancement allowed the response of the MCP unit, responsible for gain in the signal sensor (PDA) to be 

controlled, and ultimately gated for time resolved measurements. We will present an overview of the 

spectrometer itself first:

33.1: 2.2m EUV grazing incidence spectrometer.

There are five main components in the McPherson model 247M8, 2.217m grazing incidence EUV 

spectrometer. These are the variable entrance slit and isolation valve, the grating chamber housing the 

grating, the Turbo/ion pumping system, the flexible bellows and guide rail system for moving the detector 

head along the Rowland circle, and finally the detector chamber, detector head and supporting components.

Turbo Pimp

Ion Pump

' /  /  I FUp‘
V ariable / . j Isolation

sftt*ng I Dnve j
j carriage
* !

Drive Detector Head
motion rail and Mount
guide

Flexible
Bellows

SUt 
_  Isolation

j

• V ariable Erirance Sht, (5,10, 20um)

|
Orating/Mount

Figure 3.3: Top down view o f  the 
main components o f  the 2.2m Grazing 
incidence spectrometer.

Rowland Circle, Rigjat angled gate valve
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3 J  2 Toroidal Mirror Chamber

The grazing incidence toroidal mirror chamber, is mounted in an aluminum cube in front of the isolation 

valve and slit It is separated from the target chamber via a gas powered DN 40 gate valve The electrically 

powered valve ensures that m the event o f power failure, the valve will close automatically, while the 

absence of manual pressure from the operator opening and closing the valve, insures that no cumulative 

misalignment occurs over time from experimenters closing a large valve manually, as the valve is coupled 

to the target chamber via a flexible rubber seal To minimize contamination on the gold mirror from plasma 

debris and to lesson the effect o f pressure differentials during laser plasma generation, a GCA (glass 

capillary array) is placed between the gate valve and the mirror chamber The GCA used here is a Galileo 

Electro-Optics Corporation device, of diameter 25mm and pore size 50//m The use of grazing incidence 

becomes necessary at short wavelengths (300A) due to very low levels o f reflectivity at normal incidence 

for short wavelengths The mirror has two distinct radii o f curvature, R (major radius) and r (minor radius), 

in the Y and X planes, a longitudinal focus at the spectrometer’s entrance sht in order to maximize light 

throughput and parallel light in the vertical in order to obtain spectral lines of uniform height at the 

different detector settings along the Rowland circle

Lmes focused at the detector are 10mm in height and 0 03mm in width The mirror is gold coated with the 

major and minor radii at 2100mm and 111mm, and the source is at 485mm from the mirror The incident 

flux angle onto the mirror is 82° The focus distance from the mirror is 230mm, at this point the light enters 

the entrance slit to the diffraction grating With the latter located on the Rowland circle the other 

components, the concave grating and detector must also be on the Rowland circle

33  3 Diffraction grating

Having travelled through the slit the flux now enters the grating chamber and impinges on the grating at an 

angle of 16° At this angle the blazing angle of the grating is equal to 84 34A The grating is fixed at a 

distance of 231mm from the slit Once the flux is diffracted off the grating the wavelengths are dispersed 

according to the standard relation

Equ 1 ±mX=(sina+sinp)d,

where m is the spectral order, d is the groove separation and a  and |3 are the angles of incidence and 

diffraction After dispersion the flux travels down the bellows that connect the grating chamber to the 

detector chamber and is received by the MCP/PDA detector If the detector is moved along the Rowland 

circle via the hand driven mechanism, a display indicates the inch setting that the detector is set at Figure 

3 4 shows a schematic of the grazing incidence system in both the vertical and longitudinal planes
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of the optical properties 
and setup of the system. (Kieman [1])

Equation 2.2, 2.3: Optical properties o f  the grazing incidence mirror focus for object distance p, and image distance p \  

Equ 2.2: [p]',+[p,]"1=2[Rcos<t>]-1 Equ 2.3: [p]',+ [p ’] 'l=2[Cos4>][r] 1
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Here r’ is the cordial distance in meters, R is the diameter of the Rowland circle (2 217m) and <j> is the 

angle Thus with the angle of incidence fixed at 84° and the grating at 1200hnes/mm, the wavelength range 

allowed is 60 to 460A (27 to 207eV), this corresponds to an mch range of 14 5” to 30 5”

33  4 MCP/PDA detector

The MCP is a collection of channels over which a large bias voltage is placed (-lkV) The EUV photons 

impinge on the front surface of the MCP which converts the photons to electrons with a quantum efficiency 

of~20% The channels are 12//m in diameter and separated by 15/an at their centers The active area of the 

matrix is 12 5cm2 and covers approximately 40mm of spectral coverage at the Rowland circle The channel 

axes are biased at an angle of 8° to the incident photons with energies above 15eV 

The electrons are then accelerated down the channels and collide with the secondary emitters (walls) where 

a gain of 104 occurs by the time the electron bunch reaches the exit point The OAR, or ‘open area ratio’ of 

the MCP can be increased by increasing the area of the open channels, increasing the detection efficiency 

Standard MCP’s have OAR’s typically of about 50% [4], however chemical funneling can produce OAR’s 

of 70% Such increases in response can be important in the grazing incidence regime, where geometric 

shadowing can prevent incident photons from entering the channels The chemical matrix is manufactured 

from lead glass and treated in such a way so as to increase the secondary emission characteristics of each 

channel and to render the walls semi-conducting so as to allow charge replenishment from an external 

power supply

The emerging output electron bunch is accelerated across a gap, with a +4kV bias across it, and proximity 

focused upon a visible photon generating phosphor coated fibre optic bundle The bundle reduces in 

diameter from 40mm to 25mm, this results in a demagnification actor of 1 6 This is required to match the 

length of the linear PDA

The most influential parameters in defining the response of the system are the MCP bias and Gap bias The 

first controls the gam of the system, while the latter controls the resolution of the MCP Once incident on 

the PDA, the accumulated charge on each pixel is read out by a TTL signal sent from the Princeton Applied 

Research 1461 detector interface device The device is slaved via a GPIB connection to a PC and allows 

d irec t u se r  con tro l o f  the d e tec to r functions, such  as th e  n u m b er o f  sho ts, sho t av erag ing , and  d e lay  b e tw een  

shots The 1461 box, sends a TTL output upon triggering, allowing a delay generator to trigger multiple 

devices such as lasers, magnetic coils and fast discharge systems

33  5 MCP Gating unit

The acquisition of a Kentech fast gating unit for the MCP umt allowed the MCP to be used tn gating mode 

The device is a fast gating high voltage pulsar, which sends a TTL pulse of variable bias and amplitude to 

the MCP head The device has three outputs, a DC bias (0>4 5Kv) which can bias the gap, a DC bias 

(0>lkV) of variable polarity which can bias the MCP, allowing integration of all signals in time Lastly a
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MCP transient output is superimposed on top of the MCP DC bias. Since the MCP pulse bias is fixed at -  

750v, then by varying the MCP DC bias level, the full transient bias on the MCP can be varied from DC 

bias to -1.750kV. Secondly since from the Paschen curve for voltage breakdown per mm per mbar, the 

breakdown voltage for 10'7mbars (detector chamber pressure) over the length of the MCP (~8-10mm) for 

the duration of a transient bias (16nsec min, to 100//sec safe max) is approximately 10-12Kv. Thus one can 

bias the MCP ‘high’ for the duration of the EUV emission from the plasma. Since the gain of the system is 

dependent upon the MCP bias voltage then the sensitivity of the detector to low flux can be enhanced 

considerably.
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Figure 3.5a,b,c: Main components of the MCP detector system installed in the 
grazing incidencc spectrometer.
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33  6 Resolving power

Detailed discussions on the resolving power of the instrument are given in other references (Gray 1999 [1], 

and Kieman 1994 [2]), thus only a bnef over view of the resolving power of the instrument is given 

Resolving power and reciprocal dispersion are the two defining performance variables m a system The 

dispersion determines the separation of two wavelengths, while the resolving power determines the 

separation that can be resolved The resolvmg power is defined by VAX=mN, where m is the order number 

of the spectra, and N is the number of ruled lines Here AX is the minimum wavelength separation which 

can be resolved For a slit width W, an image width on the focal curve of a concave grating on a Rowland 

mount will correspond to a wavelength separation of Wd/R, where d is the inter groove spacmg and R is 

the radius of curvature of the grating A slit width of 20/an, combined with a 1200 lines/mm grating were 

used in this work thus giving a instrumental line width of 0 075A This corresponds to approximately 4 

pixels on the PDA output By increasing the positive bias across the MCP/phosphor coat gap, the resolution 

of the system can be increased (Kieman 1994) The spectra taken from any spectrometer is in fact a 

convolution of the recorded spectral lines and the instrument’s broadening function

Pixel Number

Figure 3 6 Al VII spectra at different detector settings, 13 values displayed in mch s corresponding to 
different cordial distances (Whitty[3])
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P ixel number

Figure 3 7 W hitty’s [3] data on the variation m the resolving power o f  the instrument for different detector settings on 
the spectrometer for AL VII at 260A The points display the relative resolution o f  the Al VII doublet at 260A, for 13 
different pixel positions

The latter depends on the width of the entrance slit, the width of one pixel in a multi-channel detector, the 

quality of the system components and their alignment and diffraction phenomena Measurements by Gray 

(1999) [2] involving the transition B2+ 2s-5p, gave a instrument function of 4 2meV per pixel, which 

translates to 4 5 pixels taken from a Lorentzian fit, which gives a wavelength broadenmg of 0 01 

Angstroms (FWHM)

A second issue is the use of a flat detector on a curved Rowland circle Whitty (1998) [3] studied the 

variation m FWHM of the Aluminum line 2s2p6-2s22p53s transition at 160 074 Angstroms as a function of 

the detector setting Whitty [3] has shown that a spectral line is stretched for all pixel positions which are 

not tangential to the detector The conclusion from this was that the detector is tangential to the Rowland 

circle between pixels 500 and 600, thus a line imaged there is narrower then if image elsewhere on the 

Rowland circle via moving the detector head along the circle but keepmg the line within the latter’s range

33  7 Spatial gain across the detector

One important issue for emission studies, is the spatial variation of the response of the detector (Whitty 

1998 [3]) In studying the relative shape of contmuum emission from tungsten, one can see that the detector 

shows poor sensitivity at the higher energy end This issue is o f importance in considering the intensities of 

emitted lines For tune integrated studies, summation of plasma light over its complete lifetime can give 

good signal to noise ratios However for time resolved studies, one must consider which wavelength range 

to study with care Plasma EUV emission for work reported here did not exceed 40nsec in duration (after 

the termination of the laser pulse) In sampling the plasma EUV emission for durations not exceeding
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1 Onsec (the minimum gate width for the Kentech pulsar), a preference for studying for longer wavelengths 

will increase the temporal duration of the plasma which one can study, by virtue of a greater sensitivity of 

the detector to lower energies

3 3  8 Gating issues on time resolved EUV spectroscopy

A number of problems were encountered when the Kentech gating unit was first employed m taking time 

resolved EUV signals Firstly, jitter from the Stanford ‘hat’ output at 50Q when the pulse width is below 

15nsec is not large, but on the scale of a laser plasma Here the laser pulse width is no greater then 15nsec, 

and this jitter creates large jumps in the registered EUV signal This is especially pronounced during the 

laser pulse where continuum emission changes in peak value rapidly with time The Stanford outputs are 

much more stable when the output impedance is set at 1MQ However the Kentech umt will not accept a 

1MQ input To circumvent this problem the hat output from the Stanford unit was taken at 1M Q, into a 

fast amplifier chip, whose output impedance was 50Q The output from the TC4428CPA chip, whose rise 

time is 1 2nsec, can be varied from 6V to 18V Not only does this stabilize the output from the Stanford, 

but allows the non-rectangular hat from the Stanford to be better controlled in turning on the MCP pulse 

from the Kentech unit As a consequence, the Kentech unit can be reliably gated to its hardware minimum 

of lOnscc, and the turn on jitter-timc can be reduced to less than 2nsec

When this approach is combined with shot averaging in the OMA software this then removes signal 

variation through statistical summation of differences in the peak EUV signal Another important issue for 

gatable studies is the problem of cratermg on the target surface In the absence of dnvable target mounts, 

crating becomes a pressing problem, especially at short wavelengths and under short sampling times The 

only solution available at this time was to supenmpose the decay curve due to cratermg onto the time 

dependent single The total signal fall due to cratermg was seen to be 10-15% of the peak EUV signal over 

a range of 50 shots per surface Thus when studying the space-time emission of targets, the complete 

temporal range was studied at each spatial point (i e for the time range of 0-45nsec’s of EUV emission, 

involving 9-12 time delays, the target surface was not moved, thus the decay m signal due to cratermg was 

superimposed on the temporal profile of a signal at that spatial point This was then repeated for each 

spatial point studied, at a clean surface (un-cratered) Although not an ideal solution it is a viable one, given 

the technical constraints imposed
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3 4 Visible Diagnostics 

3 41  Chromes Visible Spectrometer

The acquisition by the CLPR of a 0 5m visible spectrometer coupled to an Andor ICCD, allowed for the 

possibility to add a further diagnostic tool in studying plasma generation and evolution under varying target 

conditions The main advantage of this system is the ability to use the CCD chip in a two dimensional 

mode, allowing effectively the mapping of an entire spatial region, for each time resolved event, via gating 

of the image intensifier

An overview of the spectrometer parameters and the ICCD operation in this work is now presented 

3 4 2 Spectrometer specifications
Model Chromex 500is/sm (‘500’=focal length (mm), ‘is’=imaging spectrometer, ‘sm’=scanmng 

monochrometer

Grating/mm RLD/mm Resolution/nm Range/nm

3600 0 53 0 0277 132

2400 0 80 0 04 20 0

1800 1 07 0 053 26 75

1200 1 6 0 08 40

600 32 0 16 80

300 6 4 0 32 160

150 12 8 064 320

Table 2 Spectral variables for the 0 5m visible spectrometer per grating design 

Specifications

• Focal length 500mm

• Grating type Czeny-Tumer with proprietary optics toroidal collimating and focusing mirrors 

providing aberration-corrected flat field stigmatic imaging performance

• Aperture ratio f/8 0 Spectral range 170nm to 10/mi Active area 16mmx30mm focal filed area

• Reciprocal linear dispersion (RLD) 1 6nm/mm

• Sht type straight bilaterally adjustable from lOwm to 2mm, computer controlled with stepper 

motor drive Slit height 10mm

• Wavelength accuracy ± 015nm Wavelength precision reproducibility ±05nm
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•  Resolution: 0.07nm FWHM.

The spectrometer’s central wavelength and slit width were controlled via a RS-232 serial connection from 

the spectrometer’s control port direct to the computer’s Andor controlled card, which slaves both the ICCD 

and the spectrometer to the PC. Balancing the spectrometer and ensuring that the light enters level and 

normal to the slit is crucial. The main components of the device are the slit, whose range of widths is 2mm 

to 10|im. Second is the plane mirror, which sits at 45° to deflect the light along the spectrometer’s axis, 

where it propagates, impinging on the first collimating mirror. It then reflects back along the spectrometer 

to the grating, where the light is dispersed and directed onto a second collimating mirror, which focuses the 

light into the focal plane, exactly at the adaptor port where the ICCD is coupled to the spectrometer 

housing. If the alignment is not optimized then as the light source moves away from the target (i.e. the 

plasma) the emission lines on the CCD curve strongly to one side (left or right) as the second collimating 

mirror enhances any error in the alignment when the dispersed light is focused onto the focal plane of the 

spectrometer. In the setup used in this work, the slit width was varied from 50//m to 1mm and the spectral 

resolution was observed. Too small a slit width gave insufficient light flux, the flux being already low, 

given the two dimensional dispersion used here (wavelength and space). Thus for the optical system used 

for light source rotation, the optimum slit width was from 300-450//m.

The sensitivity of the ICCD to stray light was such that all experiments had to be performed in darkness, 

while scattered light from the plasma, which was not collimated by the first lens in the optical setup was 

‘blacked’ out via a large non-transparent matt black plate, between the three prism rotation system and the 

chamber port (figure 3.8.2).

Figure 3.8: Chromex 0.5m Visible spectrometer, mated to the Andor ICCD camera. Direct connection to the ICCD 
head allowed the head to be gated directly from a Stanford delay generator.
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3.4.3: Experimental System Configuration and optics

L2, focusing lens
fl=12cm, convex, 4.5cm plane
diameter, BK7 raiF or

45°

Laser path

Prism 3, 
rotate-

L 1, collimating 
lens fl=15cm, 
Plano-Convex, 
5cm diameter,

Prism 2,
deflect
upwards

Grating

Prism 1, 
rotatff-

Plasma expansion vector

Figure 3.8.2:Experimental setup:

Optical Setup for beam rotation and collimation. The three prism system facilitates beam rotation through 90° to allow full 
spatial acquisition o f  the plume over its volume. The two lens system, required to collimate and then focus the plasma light 
gives a magnification o f  1.25, spreading the plasma over the entire extent o f  the CCD at the longest time delay (450nsec), at 
which point the plasma emission for the selected ions decays below useful levels. For direct imaging, the same two lens 
system was used to image the plume onto the CCD directly, using a magnification o f 1.5, and employing a neutral density 
filter for the first lOOnsec (1.5%transmission).
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3.4.4: CCD.

A Charged Coupled Device, or CCD is a silicon based semiconductor chip bearing a two-dimensional 

matrix of photo-sensors or pixels. This matrix is usually referred to as the image area. The pixels are often 

described as being arranged in rows and columns. The typical CCD-chip usually has between 256 to 1024 

rows and columns, depending on the design. When light falls on an element, electrons (photoelectrons) are 

produced and, in normal operation these electrons are confined to their respective elements. Thus CCDs are 

essentially metal-oxide-semi conducting (MOS) capacitors (see figure 3.9). The capacitor is formed by 

growing a layer of silicon dioxide on a silicon substrate (usually p-type). A metal electrode is then 

evaporated on the oxide layer. The metal electrode is known as the gate and is biased with a positive 

voltage relative to the silicon substrate. The impinging of light in the cell, leads to the generation of 

positive hole, negative electron pairs within the silicon. The bias voltage potential between the substrate 

and the gate, pulls the negative electrons to the surface of the silicon, under the gate. They will remain there 

so long as the potential is maintained. The total charge held at the surface will depend directly upon the 

light flux upon the silicon. If the light flux is too high then the CCD cell will saturate, and the readout time, 

fixed by the device will only partially discharge the cell. If continuous use of the CCD chip with saturated 

signal occurs, permanent damage to the device will result. Namely the quantum efficiency of the device 

will suffer. Thus in this work, although the flux from a laser plasma is high, that flux is evenly distributed 

over the CCD chip, and thus saturation on a particular pixel cannot occur. However when in imaging mode, 

the camera is exposed directly to the plasma light. Secondly plasma light has a very high divergence rate 

per unit transit o f space. Thus a two lens system was required to collimate and refocus the plasma light. 

This produced very high flux on the CCD chip, thus it was necessary to lower the flux via a neutral density 

filter for each timescale (<100nsec). Later camera models allow the readout time to be set by the user, thus 

changing the response of the device to impinging light.

+V Transparent Conducting Layer (Gate)

Si02

P-type Silicon

Photo

Holes

Figure 3.9: MOS capacitor structure. When a positive bias is placed on the gate, photo generated electron-hole pairs 
are separated The electrons are pulled to the S i0 2 gate interface.

hv > l.leV

electrons

•  +
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If an image (or any light pattern) is projected onto the array, a corresponding charge pattern will be 

produced To capture the image into computer memory, the charge pattern must be transferred off the chip, 

and this is accomplished by usmg a senes of honzontal and vertical transparent electrodes that cover the 

array By suitable clocking of the electrodes, the latter can be used to shift or transfer the entire pattern of 

charge in one row, down into the shift register (extended electronic memory for read out)

The shift register also has a series of electrodes which can be used to move the electronic pattern on to an 

‘on-chip’ amplifier The output of the amplifier feeds the analog-to-digital converter (A/D), which in turn 

converts each charge packet into 16-bit binary In the course of readout, charge is moved vertically mto the 

shift register, and then honzontally from the shift register into the output mode of the amplifier Thus the 

charge accumulated by each pixel, is read out One can ‘bin’ the pixels, 1 e add the pixels in a particular 

area to register as a single pixel, thus increasing the measured signal This is chiefly done when the signal 

to noise ratio is not good, and thus enhancing the signal via binning can help to overcome this However, in 

binning one is effectively lowenng the spatial resolution, and the extent to which the device can resolve 

spatial detail

34  4 ICCD

An image intensifier is a device that amplifies the intensity of an image, not the size of the image The 

device is small, typically 1 to 2 inch’s in diameter by about 1 inch thick An image is projected on to the 

input window of the device and an intensified image appears on its exit window (usually fiber optic plate) 

As well as amplifying the image, the intensifier can be rapidly switched on and off, allowing it to be used 

as a very fast shutter The intensifier used in this system is known as a second generation tube This is a 

proximity focused device which is compact and, more importantly is easily gated to 5nsec time-scales 

There are three major elements in an image intensifier The photo cathode, the micro channel plate, and the 

phosphor screen The input image impinges on the photo cathode, and when a photon stnkes the photo 

cathode, an electron is emitted and this electron is drawn across a small gap (~0 2mm) towards the micro 

channel plate by an electric field The MCP plate honeycomb channels (~10microns) has a resistive 

coating A high voltage is placed across the MCP (500-1000V), so that the photoelectron will cascade 

down the channel producing secondary electrons and exiting as a cloud of electrons The resultant 

amplification can be as high as 104 The cloud is then accelerated across another gap (~0 5mm) by a 

potential of several hundred volts and stnkes a phosphor coating Since the pnmary amplification of an 

image intensifier is due to electron cascade in the MCP plate, varying the voltage across the MCP plate can 

be used to control the gain The enhanced photon signal is then coupled to the CCD chip either via a fiber 

bundle or a lens system The ICCD used in this work uses a lens system Figure 3 10 displays the spectral 

response of the intensifier The Andor ICCD camera used here had an active area of 1 77cm2 The CCD 

array was composed of 1024 by 1024 Pixels each 13//m square The camera had vanable gam (1 50) and 

was fitted with an image intensifier which when gated could allow for time resolved measurements The 

minimum gate time was 1 2nsec (Andor specifications), with a spectral range of 180nm-850nm When the
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intensifier was coupled to the Chromex visible spectrometer in a specific configuration (discussed later) the 

plasma could be spectrally dispersed over the entire spatial expansion of the plume, allowing space 

resolved spectroscopy at each time delay after the laser.

Quantum Efficiency of Gen II Image Intensifiers

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 tOOO
Wavelength (nm)

Figure 3.10: Wavelength dependence of the quantum efficiency of image intensifiers. (Andor technology)

Figure 3.11: ICCD unit overview. The main components are the 2D CCD matrix, the photo-cathode, the 
MCP and the phosphor coated fibre-optic window.

In the work reported here, imaging and spectral analysis was done over two distinct time domains. First, the 

early emission from the plasma (<500nsc) was studied. For taking spectra here the intensifier was gated for 

25nsec, while no gain was required. For imaging the plume dynamics for this time period, the gate was 

reduced to 1 lnsec (depending on the target and laser). The readout time was kept constant
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3.4.5: Data acquisition parameters and issues.

Time delayed images of a laser plasma from a 

flat aluminum target. For the power densities 

used in this work (I>109Wcm'2), the first 50- 

60nsec of visible emission is continuum 

dominated and no lines can be properly resolved. 

As the continuum decays, line emission becomes 

more pronounced, and with increased time delay, 

ions are observed to more rapidly away from the 

target surface. The 2dimensional nature of the 

CCD allows one to study this process in real

time.

Td=40nsec

Td=120nsec

Figures 3.12.1-3.12.5: A sample o f  space resolved visible 
emission over the spectral range 447-467nm, for various time 
delays. Here the continuum is clearly visible at 40nsec. As the 
time delay after the laser pulse increases the lines emerge from 
the continuum as the plume expands and cools. Clear 
differences can be seen in the extent o f  the expansion o f  the 
three AL III lines, in comparison to the single AL II line.

Figure 3.12.6: Sample emission 
spectrum.
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Figure 3.13: 3D Space-wavelength profile at 160nsec after the arrival o f  the laser pulse onto a flat target. Long lived 
recombination continuum near the target surface, while the difference in the spatial extension o f  the three AL III lines 
compared to the lower stage AL II is clear.

at 16/isec for all experiments, while binning of pixels was set at 4x4 for spectra and 2x2 for images. The 

second domain was with very long timescales when visible emission from the plume was not intense. In 

this phase the gain was set high (gain=100, depending on the experimental conditions) while the gate was 

increased to 20nsec. The total ‘capture’ (distances from the target surface) of the images and visible spectra 

was approximately 11mm for the telescope system used in spectra studies, while in imaging mode, the 

range seen was 4-5cm from the target, thus for the 3D plot in figure 3.13, continuum is placed at the origin 

(Z=0mm), and as the plasma expands away from the target surface (indicated by the red arrow), it moves 

along the Z axis. Obviously as the plasma decays and dims, greater gain on the intensifier was required.

Given the difficulty in moving a target and lens in a standard ID spectrometer, the 2D nature o f the CCD 

and the use of rotating optics allows for exceptional versatility. One aspect o f using such a system is the 

careful balancing of gate width, binning values, gain and the system magnification of the optics used to 

couple plasma light to the spectrometer slit. Generally one uses space and time resolved line intensity 

profiles, however these are especially vulnerable to misinterpretation if certain criteria are not followed.
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For example, one should always minimize the gate width in order to properly characterize time resolved 

spatial intensity distributions This may lower the peak photon count considerably, especially if the plasma 

light is being directed and reflected by multiple optical components, as was used here Thus to off set this, 

and to give good signal to noise levels, many shots were summed (>15) Increasing the ICCD gam is also a 

viable option to off set photon loss in systems, but this has the undesirable effect of also amplifying the 

signal noise This balance between signal-noise and short sampling times was found to be very important 

for reliable diagnostics in the visible (line widths, intensity ratios etc)
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3.5 Electrostatic Diagnostics

3.5 1 Probe Diagnostics

A probe is usually a small metallic electrode which is immersed m the plasma Generally the probe is 

connected across a voltage potential and referenced to some grounding connection The general procedure 

is to measure the current flowing from the plasma to the probe Under suitable conditions the charge earner 

concentration, the potential and the velocity distribution of electrons of the undisturbed plasma in the 

vicinity of the probe tip can be calculated from the plasma response to the applied voltages The range of 

applicability of probe methods vanes over a large range of pressures (several orders of magnitude) 

However despite this the use of probes is subject to many restrictions The advantage of a highly localized 

measurement and good temporal response is offset by the difficulty for data interpretation requinng proper 

correction for factors which come about as a consequence of the probe’s placement in a highly energetic 

medium Although probes were used at the turn of the century by Crookes m gas discharges it was not until 

the early twenties that Langmuir and his co-workers formulated a method of analysis which became one of 

the most important means of plasma diagnostics Langmuir confined his analysis to low pressure plasma, 

where collisions are negligible Despite the limitations placed on the analysis by this approach, it still forms 

the backbone of today’s approach to diagnosing the plasma parameters The analysis of plasma parameters 

is restricted to those which show a Maxwellian velocity distnbution of the charge earners The 

development of double probes, and more advanced forms of analysis have consistently improved the 

reliability of probe measurements Still there are a number of important assumptions made dunng the use o f 

probes (Lochte-Holtgreven [5])

1 The plasma is infinite m extent, homogeneous and quasi-neutral in the absence of the probe

2 Electrons and ions have Maxwellian velocity distnbutions with temperatures Te, and T, respectively 

with Te» T ,

3 The mean free paths of electrons X* and ions are large compared to all other relevant lengths

4 Each charged particle hitting the probe is absorbed by the probe and no reaction with the probe matenal 

occurs

5 The region in front of the probe surface, where the plasma parameters deviate from their values in the 

undisturbed plasma is confined to a space charge sheath with a well defined boundary Outside this layer 

the space potential is assumed to be constant

6 The sheath thickness d, is small compared to the lateral dimensions of the plane probe, hence edge 

effects can be ignored
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In reality this analysis is confined to large volume, steady state plasmas. Thus the expected behaviou 

deviates from that seen in reality, where laser plasma plumes are studied, due to their highly energetic and 

transient nature. Not only is the plasma transient, but the plume is in motion, flowing over the probe 

surface and undergoing hydrodynamic expansion, and deflection from all solid surfaces, the probe tip 

included.

The source itself, the highly energetic, highly charged plasma plume, is created by ablation of a solid body, 

thus cratermg, and the resulting variation in the generation conditions is a large cause of signal variation at 

high fluence. As a consequence of this one must average many shots, and usually after the IV curves 

(voltage response curves) have been formed, one must employ smoothing and filtering to properly interpret 

the signals). This is especially so for laser plasmas, at high fluence. Probe theory assumes that the plasma is 

homogeneous and that the electrons and ions are in separate thermal equilibrium, with the electron 

temperature being larger then the ion temperature. Analysis o f the I/V curve characteristics of the plasma 

were studied using both the accelerating and the retarding regions by applying both Langmuir theory and 

Orbital theory (W. Lochte-Holtgreven [5]). In a collision-less, thin sheath theory it is assumed that all 

charge carriers that enter the sheath edge fall on to the probe and register a signal. The collected probe 

current should reach a saturated value Ie(sat) when probe bias voltages (VB) greater then the plasma 

potential (Vp) are applied. Thus a time trace of probe signal will cross the zero axis (positive ion signal to 

negative electron signal) at a different bias voltage for each time event (figure.3.14).
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Figure 3 .14: Characteristic time trace for the electron probe for different bias voltages.

In this work, the minimum voltage step found to yield reliable IV curves was O.IV while the maximum did 

not exceed 0.4v. The voltage range over which the probe was biased varied with the fluence, target type, 

individual target dimensions and pressure. However the usual range of bias voltages were -5v to +I2v. 

This was sufficient in most cases to acquire both the saturated ion and electron signals. Typically in our
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work, the target surface was cleaned with 5 pre-shots, and then a further 3 shots were averaged In this way 

we could build up the IV curves at every time resolved event for analysis

When the IV curves have been built up, then one must chose a single time resolved event, and plot the 

natural log of the current versus the bias voltage One must take care to subtract the ion saturation current 

from the total probe signal In most studies of probe use with laser plasmas or other transient plumes, the 

electron saturation signal is seen not to saturate, but instead to increase linearly with probe bias voltage 

(Weaver et al [7) This is due to the growth in the sheath radius around the tip The increasing bias creates a 

space charge layer, which is localized around the probe The larger the bias voltage, the greater the electric 

field strength, and the greater the radial influence of this field Thus the charge layer region attracts more 

charge to its vicinity, and thus the sheath radius grows Thus as a consequence the probe registers an 

increasing signal, instead of saturation

From the analysis given by (W Lochte-Holtgreven [5]), and applied by (J M Hendron et al [6]) we now 

present the mathematical analysis of raw data traces for interpretation of plasma parameters

3 5 2 Electron Probe Theory

From (J M Hendron et al [6]), the electron density can be calculated as

Equ 1 le(sat)=0 25xNeVeApxe 

where Ap is the probe area, Ic(sat) is the electron saturation current, and Vc is the average thermal speed 

from

Equ 2 V,=
n M .

where Me is the electron mass, and k is Boltzmann’s constant As the voltage on the probe tip is made more 

negative relative to the plasma potential, only those electrons whose kinetic energy is high enough to allow 

them to overcome the electrostatic potential on the biased probe tip can register as signal Thus for a 

Maxwellian electron energy distribution the collected electron current Ic in this region is given by (J M 

Hendron et al [6])

' - e V '
Equ 3 Ic=0 25xNcVcApxexp

k T

Thus kTc can be calculated from a plot o f Ln(Ie) versus probe voltage The slope of the linear region just 

before the knee of the curve for positive voltages gives the electron temperature in Kelvin The plasma
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potential Vp can be obtained from the voltage position of the knee of the curve where the probe voltage 

changes from electron retarding to electron accelerating In most fast transient plasmas it is found that the 

electron and ion saturation currents do not in fact saturate, but show a corresponding increase in signal as 

the probe voltage is increased

The sheath thickness is given by (J M Hendron et al [6]) as

3 k T

where VB is the bias voltage In our work this did not exceed +12V Under such conditions the sheath size 

can therefore increase from 100-255/an Thus with sheath expansion, and again assuming a Maxwellian 

electron energy distribution, then denng the incoming trajectory of electrons, an Ie2 dependence on probe 

bias voltage can be expected (Weaver et al[7], Lochte-Holtgreven [4]) Then using orbital motion theory, 

the relationship between electron current and voltage in the accelerating region can be deduced, as 

demonstrated by Weaver et al [7]

Orbital motion theory predicts that the current on a cylindrical probe operating in saturation (electron 

accelerating region) is given by

Equ 5 Ie“ NcxfxApx

1-i*
1----

1/2
2

2z M e_

! , e(V -Vp) 
kT.

1/2

assuming a Maxwellian electron distribution Here Ne is the electron density, e is the electron charge, and 

Ap is the surface area of the probe, kTc is the Boltzmann temperature, Me is the electron mass, V is the 

applied voltage on the probe, and Vp, the plasma potential A physical condition of applying orbital motion 

theory is that the plasma sheath dimension must be greater then the probe radius The electron number 

density under these conditions is then taken from the slope of the square of the electron current versus the 

applied voltage

Equ 6 1 Nc=
M y  ( d l l  I d V )2

e_
22 A‘fe

1/2

(Weaver et al [7])

In this work, we interpolated the raw data This was necessary to ensure smooth slope evolution from one 

time resolved curve to the next Otherwise the temporal profile of the electron temperature became unstable 

due to the influence of large negative log values, themselves stemming from very small negative signals 

The latter was a consistent problem as the signal changes from ion (positive) signal to negative (electron) 

signal In order to process these IV curves for data calculation at as many time resolved points as possible, 

a software package was written in MATLAB 6 0 (this is descnbed in greater detail in appendix A) This
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imported the 50-60 current traces over the bias range, and formed the IV curves over all temporal values 

(ignoring very earlier times where the traces are very unstable, due mostly to fast transient plasma, where 

the stable low velocity plasma has yet to reach the probe). Automatic linear fitting of both the retarding 

region and the saturation region allowed electron temperature/ density/ velocity, and plasma potential to be 

automatically calculated. IV curves are unstable at both very earlier timescales, where stable sheath growth 

has yet to develop, but also at very late stages in the plumes lifetime. This is primarily due again to small 

signals.

1: qVp <0; orbital motion limited current.
2: qVp >0;
3: qVp<0; Sheath limited current.
4: qVp<0; particle motion to a probe in a dense plasma (rp» h ) .
Figure 3.15: Orbital relation for charge capture. Schematic cross-section o f  a cylindrical/spherical probe and 
particle orbits (Lochte-Holtgreven [5]).

The central difference between Orbital and Langmuir theory is shown above (figure 3.15). Essentially here 

the two theories differ in the interpretation of the particle cross sections and velocity distributions. From T. 

N. Hansen et al [8], we can subdivide a streaming body of particles (represented by current I, consisting of 

either electrons or ions) into infinitesimal streams of particles with uniform initial velocities v, thus giving:

Equ 6.2: dl=jip2g xqvdn.
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Here jcp2g is the collisional cross section of the probe tip (spherical or cylindrical) for particles with 

velocities v, pg is the impact parameter of the particle that grazes the probe. All particles of the infinitesimal 

stream (dl) with impact parameters larger than the sheath radius r8 move along a straight orbits outside the 

sheath. f(u) is the velocity distribution of the particles with u defined by u=v/c where c is the most probable 

velocity of the distribution, thus giving:

Equ 7: dn=nof(u)du (W. Lochte-Holtgreven [5])

4u 2 _u- 2 rnv2
(from an assumed Maxwellian distribution of f(u)du= -y=re du where u = ------- )

yin 2kT

The current to the probe can now be obtained by integration of equation 6 and 7 for the limits of V (r) and 

v. The limits of integration is the key difference in the two theories, where Langmuir assumes that all 

particles which fall within the sheath radius are captured irrespective of their particle velocity. Orbital 

theory integrates over the sheath radius, and the allowed velocity distributions. This is a more accurate 

means of analysis, because as one can see from figure 3.15, depending on the particle radius and velocity, 

not all particles are captured by the probe’s electrostatic field. Figure 3.16 and 3.17 show IV characteristics 

for the electron probe. The electron retarding region is the linear region to the left of the ‘knee’ of the curve 

at the plasma potential (~0.8V), while the electron saturation region is the linear region at the right hand 

side of the curve.

- ■ - I V  Cu rve  2mm w edge (4.50usec)

Bias Voltage/V Bias Voltage/V

Figure 3.16, 3.17: IV characteristic for the electron probe. This a sample o f  the IV curves for one o f the targets used in 
this work (2mm wedge at 4.50|isec after the laser pulse for Langmuir theory and Orbital theory). The electron retarding 
region is the linear region to the left o f  the ‘knee’ o f  the curve at the plasma potential (~0 .8V), while the electron 
saturation region is the linear region at the right hand side o f  the curve. For orbital theory calculations, the square o f  the 
electron current versus the bias voltage is plotted, and a straight line fit to the saturated region relates the electron 
density to equation 6.1
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3 5 3 Ion Probe Theory

In order to study the ion density within the plume, and to compare this with the electron density, ion probe 

traces were used The ion signal can be acquired by biasing the probe with a negative bias voltage sufficient 

to repel all electron signals (negative gomg signals) If the ion signal is given by IT(t), the ion density is (T 

N Hansen [8])

Equ 8 N, (R,t)= l l ^ L
eAp V0

where A=2rl is the area of the probe projected normal to the plasma flow, V0 is the time-of-flight velocity 

of the transmitted peak, and N,(R,t) is the ion density m the transmitted peak

The assumption is that the ions are single ionization ions Here, A=2rl is the area of the probe projected 

normal to the plasma flow, V0 is the TOF velocity of the transmitted peak, and Nt(R,t) is the ion density in 

the transmitted peak

3 5 4 Discussion

By combining the data from both electron and ion probes, the plasma electron temperature, electron 

thermal velocity, plasma potential, electron density (Langmuir and orbital theory) and ion density could be 

ascertained for the full lifetime of the plasma probe signal at whatever point the probe was place in the 

plume Finally one must mention, that the most important difference between the use of Langmuir and 

Orbital theory is the difference in the extent of charge capture by the electrostatic field of the probe tip 

Langmuir theory assumes that all charge which falls within the sheath radius is captured by the probe, 

irrespective of its velocity and approach angle, and radius from the probe tip center However Orbital 

theory takes into account particle velocity, and radius from probe center Thus a capture probability based 

on the distributions of particle velocities is integrated into the analysis Usually this difference in theory 

results in Orbital theory giving a smaller signal to the probe, and resulting smaller electron densities The 

difference usually did not exceed one half order of magnitude However in high fluence work it may not be 

totally accurate to assume singly ionized species for the ion probe signals Disparities in the ion and 

electron densities measured are seen by other authors, but such work refers to low fluence experiments 

Here at fluences ex ceed in g  50J/cm 2 , the d ifferen ce  b e tw een  ion and  e lec tro n  den sitie s  ex ceed  a full o rd e r 

of magnitude, thus inferring some deficiency in the theory as fluences increases The most likely cause of 

this difference is the true extent o f charge capture, and hence registered signal Where ions have time-of- 

flight velocities of approximately 106 cm/sec, such differences in the theoretical approach to signal 

interpretation will give substantial differences in calculated particle densities
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3.5.5: Probe setup and electronics.

The charged particles of interest, namely ions and 
electrons are attracted to the probe of opposite 
polarity. Thus to register the electron signal, one 
must remove the ion signal which can obscure the 
electron signal. This is done with a positive bias on 
the probe tip. A negative bias will thus attract ions 
and repel electrons. The voltage required to 
completely reject the signal from the unwanted 
particle is strongly dependent upon the Fluence 
used in the experiment and also the target-to-probe 
distance. One should also minimize the value of the 
input load resistor, to minimize the charge drain 
from the biasing capacitors.

Power
Supply

GPIB pc
interface/slave

50Q
Load

Directed fast plume

Vb+/- Probe Tip, Tungsten 5mm 
long, 0.25mm Diameter. 
Enchased in ceramic holder 
sealed with Araldite.

Capacitor, non-polarized, 
* luF-lOOuF

Oscilloscope (1.5G/sec)-HP54010A or 
Tektronics TDS2400

Figure 3.18: Electronic circuit for bias probes and trace capture via software slaved oscilloscope and PC.

3.5.6: Time response of probes.

In many probe experiments the plasma electrostatic signal is of short duration or has very fast fluctuations 

in its signal. A simplistic measurement of the response time of a probe, related to the redistribution of ions 

within the sheath, is

Equ 9: x = ------ =4.8x10 n0'

r T  \ 1/2
e

TV + /

M 1/2

/sec. (W. Lochte-Holtgreven [5])
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Here >.D is the Debye length, and v+ thermal velocity of the ions [9, 10] The assumption here is that the 

transient behavior of the negative sheath (i e the electron sheath of a probe, positive with respect to the 

space potential) is determined essentially by the ion velocity, because in any case, the distribution of the 

ions adjacent to the probe is changed when the probe potential is varied Equation 9 leads to a signal 

response time within the nanoseconds limit for moderate charge densities In laser generated plasma 

plumes, depending on the fluence and pressure used, average signal lifetimes are from l-100|isec Thus 

given the complicated nature of streaming plumes, and transient nature of the source, probes are a useful 

and simple tool for plasma diagnostics
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3.6: Multi-purpose Target Chamber.

3.6.1: Overview.

From the inception of this project, the need for an exceptionally flexible, large volume vacuum chamber 

was clear. The large range of experiments performed during this work were generally in conflict regarding 

the requirements for precision spectroscopy in both the visible and the EUV, relative to the need to position 

plasma probes, and large heavy, magnetic coils and both internally and externally mounted optics. Given 

the constraints on aligning the plasma correctly with the detector’s optical axis, both the internal optics and 

the target holders) would have to allow precision positioning, driven externally. The chamber would have 

to be capable of holding a large array of Langmuir probes in a fashion such that one could map the plasma 

properties, with high resolution over its volume. A many probe array would also require a chamber with 

multiple electrical signal feed-through capability. The desire to use high voltage, high Tesla solenoids in 

magnetic studies, required a chamber capable of holding such coils. These solenoids would be heavy, large 

in volume, and required very high voltage feed-through. The coils would have to be movable over a useful 

volume within the chamber. One would also have to consider the effect on the internal components of the 

force from the Magnetic field, both upon the coils themselves but also the internal mounts. On top of all of 

the above, the chamber would have to have sufficient viewing ports for the placement of visible imaging 

cameras for studying the plasma expansion.

Figure 3.19: EUV/VI S/probe vacuum chamber mated to EUV spectrometer (left hand side of photograph). 
The chamber is made from aluminum, a cube of side 24.5cm and internal volume of approximately 
5440cm3. It is equipped with six flanges, each configured for different experiments.

What follows is a technical and schematic overview of the vacuum chambers internal layout, optical and 

electrical design, and the alignment criteria. The chamber specifications are described in the next section.
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3.6.2: Langmuir probe feed-through coupling.

This consists of 15 50Q electrical feed-throughs, low inductance, vacuum copper pin connections. These 

are mounted on a single 13cm diameter brass, ceramic insulated flange, which is coupled to the target 

chambers flange via a custom machined circular reducer (see figures 3.20, 3.21). The maximum DC 

voltage that each pin can hold off at 10'6mbarrs, is approximately 4200v, while at atmospheric pressure this 

is reduced to 1000-1400v depending on the humidity. The chief weakness of this flange is the lack of 

insulation on the vacuum side where the pins emerge from the ceramic sheath, thus if electrical breakdown 

occurs, it will do so here, due to the small separation between the exposed pin and the flange base. The 

inductance of this flange is low enough for fast signal transmission (the fastest signal acquired was in the 

range of 400-560MHz frequency distribution from ion probe signals), however for GHz signals such as 

those from x-ray diodes (~nsec duration) the flange is not suitable, as the signal attenuation is high.

Figure 3.20 (left): Side-on view showing BNC connections. Figure 3.21 (right): Multi-pin feed-through and 
reducer.

3.6.3: Single pin, BNC-BNC feed-though.

Purchased from Kurt J. Lesker vacuum company, this feed-though has the advantage of having BNC 

connections on both air and vacuum side. Mounted through a 50cm KF flange, and rated to 300v DC, the 

feed-through is self grounding and of low inductance, thus it is ideal for fast signal transmission.

3.6.4: 4 Pin high power feed-through.

This was purchased from Kurt J. Lesker vacuum company, with 4 high voltage copper feed-through rods of 

wide diameter (6mm). The max rated DC current is 150Amps, and maximum rated voltage is 12kV (these 

were later insulated to hold off 30kV, via glass rods araldite sealed along the copper feed-through with 

only their ends exposed for connection). The feed-through, mounted on a KF60 flange, was fitted to the 

chamber flange via a custom machined 14cm long, cylindrical mount, which mated to the same flange
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point as the multi-pinned feed-through (above). This ensured that the copper rods were ‘self housed’ under 

vacuum outside the internal volume of the chamber. Thus any failure of the flange/insulation under high 

voltage was localized inside this mounting and not inside the chamber itself.

Figure 3.22: High voltage feed-through in self-housing mount.

3.6.5: Internal mounts:.

The chamber has three independent mounts, adjustable under vacuum and a fourth non-adjustable mount. 

Vacuum mount 1: (left hand side of chamber)

Degrees of freedom: 3. Mounting: lx45deg YAG mirror.
Vertical drive, micrometer = ±4.5cm. 1x4.5cm plano-convex lens.
Horizontal drive, micrometer = ±4.5cm. 2xlmm thick mica plates.
Horizontal rotation, manual = 360deg.

Supported from the floor of the chamber, this precision 
mount is driven vertically via a micrometer screw 
underneath the chamber, which counter drives the two 
vertical rods, moving through two Wilson seals. 
Horizontal motion is achieved via micrometer drive 
pushing on the vertical aluminum plate in the background, 
which traverses the upper portion of the mount along its 
ball bearing supported rails. A high tension spring 
mounted on the far side of the table pulls the upper table 
portion back when the micrometer is withdrawn.

Figure 3.23: Mount 1, for EUV studies, this mount would be used to position baffles, to ‘catch’ debris from 
the laser-plasma, and also to lesson the pressure wave which is generated during ablation, which travels 
down the length of the spectrometer. This can cause arcing of the EUV detector when the laser is firing at a 
high repetition rate.

Vacuum mount 2: (right hand side of chamber)

Degrees of freedom: 3. Mounting: 1 x45deg YAG mirror, 1 x4.5cm plano-convex.
Vertical drive, manual = ±9.5cm. Lense. 2x1 mm thick mica plates.
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Horizontal drive, manual = ±2.5cm. 
Horizontal rotation, manual = 270deg.

Supported from the floor of the chamber, this mount is 
driven vertically manually and locked in place with a 
clamp screw. Horizontal motion is achieved via manual 
drive, locked in place with a clamp screw. The entire 
mount can be rotated through 270°, to face any direction.

Figure 3.24: Mount 2. Used to position the probe array arm, independent of the main target table, but also 
capable of mounting internal optics.

Main target table:

Degrees of freedom: 5. Mounting: Various targets.
Vertical drive, micrometer = ±4cm.
Horizontal drive X, micrometer = ±4.5cm.
Horizontal drive Y, micrometer = ±4.5cm.
Horizontal rotation, manual = 360dcg.
Differential Vertical drive, micrometer = ±3.5cm, = ±45deg.

Supported from the roof of the chamber, this precision 
mount is the main target mount. It is driven vertically via 
two micrometer screws on the chamber roof, which drive 
the two vertical rods, moving through two Wilson seals. 
Horizontal motion is achieved via a micrometer drive 
pushing the main roof piece over the chamber roof which 
has a rectangle of dimensions 6cmx8cm cut out. The target 
itself can be fixed at any angle via rotating the circular 
base m ount, while differentially driving the vertical 
supports can rotate the entire table through 45° in the 
vertical.

Figure 3.25: Mount 3.

Vacuum mount 4: (right hand side of chamber, from rear of chamber)

Degrees of freedom: 4. Mounting: Various targets.
Vertical drive, manual = ±8.5cm.
Horizontal drive, manual = +6.5cm.
Horizontal rotation, manual = 360deg.
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Supported through a two stage 
Wilson feed-through, this 
precision mount is driven 
vertically and horizontally via a 
micrometer screw driving two 
plates over each other, 
separated by a o-ring. The main 
support rod is driven 
horizontally from the rear by 
another micrometer and can 
also be rotated.

Figure 3.26: Mount 4 (internal image, enlarged). Figure 3.27: Mount 4 (External)
This mount was used to position a continuum
EUV source for absorption experiments (not
reported in this work) but also for positioning a
ion probe for 3D mapping of plume properties.

3.6.6: Probe array mount.

The vacuum chamber was designed to mount a large number of ion and Langmuir probes simultaneously 

for plume studies. The first mount is a semicircular (radius 6.5cm) ‘horseshoe’ holder, onto which the 

probes are clamped using the machined rectangular pinch blocks, which themselves are screwed onto the 

horseshoe mount and placed radially around the ring. This allows the probes to be positioned radially about 

the plume, at a constant radius from the laser-target interaction point. The second mount is a rectangular 

block, also utilizing the pinch blocks to secure the probes, however here the probes sit in a horizontal line 

parallel to the target surface. There are two ways to support both mounts. Firstly from the base of the main 

target table, which ensures that even if the target table moves, the probes remain in the same position 

relative to the plasma generation point. The second method is to support the probe array from the extended 

arm mount, which is clamped to the vertical support rode on the right hand side of the chamber. This mount 

is usually used when one requires the probe to target distance to be large, or for the latter quantity to vary 

throughout the course of an experiment.

Figures 3.28(left)-3.29(raiddle)-3.30(right): Various mounts for placing Langmuir probe array, (radial via 3D arm, 
horizontal via 3D arm, radial, bolted to target table).
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3.6.7: Rail system/magnetic coil support.

In order to support the large and heavy magnetic coils, the chamber was fitted with a variable rail system, 

which allowed the distance between the coils to be varied. The two rails, made of aluminum rods of 

diameter 8mm, and length 24cm, are such that they traverse the length of the chamber, intercepting both 

flanges on either side of the chamber, where they sit in bored cavities for support. The coils are clamped 

inside rail carriages, which are then secured on the guide rails, the carriages can be position by sliding them 

along the guide rails.

Figure 3.31, 3.32: Rail mounting system, outside chamber, mounted inside vacuum chamber (left hand coil unwound, 

right hand coil wound).

3.6.8: Pumping system.

The vacuum chamber is evacuated via a Leybold PT361 turbo molecular pump backed by a Leybold 

TRIVAC-B rotary vane backing pump. The ultimate operating pressure under vacuum of the backing pump 

is lO^mbars, however given the size of the chamber and the large number of ports and feed-throughs on the 

chamber, the best vacuum via the backing pump is ~3xl0'3mbar. The best vacuum achieved with both 

pumps operating together on this chamber is approximately 5xl0 '5mbars within four minutes of pump 

down from atmospheric pressure. Operating pressures are monitored via a Leybold PENNINGVAC for 

pressures below 10 2mbars, and a Leybold THERMOVAC gauge for pressures in the range 103-10'3mbars. 

The mating point for the turbo pump was placed on the chamber floor, through which a 80mm diameter 

hole was machined, this allowed a vacuum bellows to be attached to the base of the chamber which then 

connected the turbo pump to the chamber, this also had the effect o f not ‘using up’ valuable flange area. 

This approach was also used in connecting gauges and vent values. These were placed on the flange face 

which couples the chamber to the EUV spectrometer.
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3 610  Performance aspects

Figures 3 33 and 3 34 provide a simplified plan of the chamber layout for the experiments performed here 

Generally for EUV and visible emission studies the layout was exactly the same, with visible light from the 

plasma viewed from the right hand side of the chamber, through a glass port and coupled via rotational 

optics to the slit of the visible spectrometer All glass ports are standard glass, o f thickness 6 5mm, and of 

average diameter 10cm Given the high fluence used in all experiments, and the use of collimating targets 

which produce a high speed plasma plume, coating of glass ports was an issue and would steadily reduce 

power densities onto the target, thus these were changed after 5hours, of regular use To prevent large 

debns and loose fittings falling into the bellows connecting the turbo to the chamber, a large circular (11cm 

diameter) steel gauze mesh was sealed to the chamber floor with Araldite over the aperture where the 

bellow is connected

When the chamber was used with the EUV detector system, pressure differentials created when the laser 

ablates the target were not observed in the detector chamber at the other end of the spectrometer this is due 

to the large size of the chamber and the larger turbo pump used The earlier vacuum chamber employed on 

the EUV spectrometer was 1/8 the size, and thus pressure differentials created during plasma formation 

would travel down the spectrometer and register as a pressure fluctuations m the detector chamber This 

would, at high operating bias voltages cause the detector to arc, a detrimental scenario for detector 

efficiency However pressure differentials here were greatly reduced and could be removed completely by 

placing a moderately sized piece of flat mica on mount one, parallel to the mounts alignment, and with a 

small (5mm) diameter hole for EUV light to travel to the mirror chamber Not only would this completely 

remove the pressure differential upon firing, it allowed a high rep rate for finng and would also ‘catch’ 

plasma debns from the plume, which would otherwise collect on the GCA, and eventually reduce the 

transmission of radiation through the latter
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Figure 3.33: Chamber configuration for probe experiments. The probes where 
mounted in one of the three mounts available (figures 3.28-3.30), with each probe 
connected to the multi-pin feedthrough for signal transmission to the bias box 
and then onto the Oscilloscope for capture.
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Figure 3.34: Chamber configuration for magnetic pulse experiments. The coils 
are mounted in movable carriages which slid along horizontal support rods 
(figure 3.31, 3.32). This allows them to be positioned at various distances from 
the plasma.
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3 7 Magnetic Pulse system and devices

3 7 1 Introduction
There is a large body of work involving the study of enhanced plasma behaviour under the confining 

influence of magnetic fields [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] where laser plasma generation occurs in the presence of 

a pulsed or DC magnetic field, of intensity varying from an average minimum of 1 Tesla up to 18T 

Enhanced plasma temperatures, lifetime, and ionization are all a consequence of the plasma particles 

responding to the compression of the plume under sufficient field intensity The vast bulk of these pulsed 

systems are triggered either via gas breakdown under the influence of high voltages, or using high voltage 

switching using Tnacs or Thyristors The latter are problematic m that the jitter in the ‘on time’(the 

duration of the short circuit condition) and the jitter on the actual trigger point mean, that not only are these 

devices very unstable m reproducing a peak current pulse, but also suffer from problems of synchronization 

with lasers and detectors

3 7 2 High Power devices
A small but growing body of work has been done on high voltage triggering with MOS devices without the 

use of a coupling transformer [17, 18, 19, 20] Their chief attributes are speed, turn-off capability, cost, and 

voltage-based gating However these devices have definite limits on the voltage they can support For 

example, the on-resistance of the MOSFET is proportional to a factor greater than the square of the 

breakdown voltage Current ratings are typically greater for ‘n’ devices in series than for a single MOSFET 

rated at n times the breakdown voltage There are also limits on the duration of the current pulse that the 

MOSFET’s devices can handle, although generally the shorter the on time of the device, the higher the 

ratings on voltage and current In order to create a pulsed magnetic field which could be gated to the laser, 

we attempted to build a pulsed system by stacking high voltage MOSFET’s in series Unfortunately while 

this allows one to operate such a system above the voltage rated value of the device by spreading the 

applied voltage across the FET array, minute variations in the switching time can lead to large inequities in 

the voltage ‘seen’ by each device This leads to instantaneous sequential failure of the array, and can 

severely compromise the viability of the system However, MOSFET technology has advanced 

considerably in the past decade, driven by the need to increase the performance of switch mode power 

supplies Santamana and Ness [19] constructed a 2400 component FET array m the late eighties The total 

voltage rating of the array was 6KV at 700 amps, switching at 60KHz width 3jxsec pulses The high 

number of components needed was due to the voltage limits for devices at that time Advances in 

manufacturing and fabrication have allowed others to produce similar systems with far fewer component 

parts Baker and Johnson [18] stacked less then five MOSFET devices to switch 1 6KV with a 2nsec rise 

time and demonstrated that the response time and reproducibility of the pulses in time was far superior to 

those produced with spark gap, thyristors or other solid state high voltage switches/triggers Other authors 

(Chokhawala and Sobham [17]) have developed low voltage high current pulse generators The latter can 

pulse a load at 400A with a lOOnsec square wave pulse Thus the key to pulsed magnetic field generation of
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meaningful intensity (>1T) is pulsed current delivery The ability to generate a pulsed magnetic field of 

varying intensity and duration would be an impressive variable to add to any expenment, and given the 

highly charged nature of laser plasmas, such a vanable would substantially ennch die study of non-typical 

influences on laser plasma generation We now present a detailed overview of the major components and 

design/behavior aspects o f a high intensity (>1T), tnggerable, gatable, precision magnetic pulse generator 

Design, testing and construction was undertaken by the author and Mr Patnck Wogan (School of Physical 

sciences, DCU), while systems analysis and calibration, presented in the following sections was undertaken 

by the author

3 7 3 Power supply

The chaiging power supply was taken from a Candela dye laser system and is of switch-mode, capacitor 

charging design The HVD-500A is a 500J/sec pulsed device The maximum rated dnving voltage is 

50KV, and maximum deliverable current is 50mA (DC) The mam advantage of this design is the built in 

regulator, which constantly monitors the voltage across the capacitor load, and maintains a constant voltage 

by ‘topping up ‘ the capacitor charge to counteract charge leakage from the capacitor bank There is also 

an automatic ‘shunt* to ground in the event o f a short circuit (if the voltage across the internal capacitor in 

the power supply suddenly drops) This prevents a full scale discharge to ground, limiting damage to 

components, in the event that some problem arises One can also discharge the capacitive load manually 

from the front panel of the supply

3 7 4 Magnetic diagnostics

The average peak magnetic field can be measured using a B-dot probe A B-dot probe usually consists o f a 

pickup coil and some sort of electronic integrator The voltage induced between the leads is proportional to 

the rate of change of the magnetic flux through the coil

Equ 1 1 E(t)= -dtydt (R Serov et al [21 ])

Thus by integrating the voltage in time, the magnetic flux through the coil and the average magnetic field at 

the probe location can be deduced

The temporal response of an n-tum coil having a loop radius r(cm) is calculated from

Equ 12 t  = L/Ro = Fn2r/Ro (R Serov et al [21 ])

here L is the inductance of the coil, Ro is the load resistance and F is a constant depending on the ratio of

the coil length /, to its radius (for r11 -  2, and F=0 029) The sensitivity of the probe can be defined as

Equ 1 4 V=10n(7cr2)£/B/ /̂t (R Serov eta l [21])
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where V is the coil voltage before integration and dBldt is the rate of field change in units of Gauss/nsec.It 

is clear from the above that the sensitivity of the coil can be increased by increasing the number of turns or 

the radius of the coil. However this is achieved only at the expense of the temporal response and its spatial 

resolution. It is important to remember that probe response times are more critically dependent upon the 

value of n than is the improvement in sensitivity. One can also increase the load resistance Ro, to obtain 

maximum temporal resolution. However the amplitude of the recorded background noise scales with R0, so 

there are limits to how far one can increase the responsiveness of a probe. However given their flexibility, 

simplicity and the relative ease of data analysis, magnetic flux probes are valuable diagnostic tools in 

characterizing magnetic signals which are transient in nature. Thus they formed the backbone of the 

analysis in characterizing the magnetic pulse system constructed.

Figure 3.35: Typical dB/dt trace for a current profile which rises rapidly, saturates for a limited period and then falls 
rapidly.

3.7.5: Magnetic coil analysis and performance specifications.

As it exists, the complete system can be modeled as an RCL circuit. (Figure 3.36). In this case the resistive 

component is the ohmic resistance of the coils themselves

H.V. source.

H.V. Capacitors (C W  High speed switching array (FET bank).apacitors (CjW

it— 'j

R, coil resistance.

Inductor coil assembly (inductance =L). 

Fig 3.36: Simplified schematic diagram o f the system as an RCL oscillator.
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Following the analysis of Young [22], applying Kirchoffs loop rule, the second order differential equation

which describes the behaviour of this system is

di q
Equ 1 iR+L —  +  — =0 (Young [22])

dt C
Replacing Y  with dq  /  dt and rearranging we get

d q R  dq 1
— f + ----- -  + —
d t2 L  dt L C

E qu2 ^ r T  + — ^ -  + — q  = 0  (Young[22])

For vanous values of R the system behaves as either ‘underdamped’, ‘overdamped’, or ‘critically damped’ 

The way to test this is to consider the relation between the square of the resistance and the relation 4L/C

Equ 3 R2 o  4L/C, (Young [12])

thus given that each coil’s resistance is approximately 65H, then for the system configuration used here 

(coils in parallel with the dnver system) the total load resistance is ~32Q For operational purposes we used 

only one capacitor, thus C=20//F, while the coil’s inductance was measured with an inductance meter The 

values for Liand L2 are thus 178mH, and 189mH In parallel, the total inductance of the system was thus 

~90mH Inputting these values mto equation 3 gives R2~900G, for the left hand side and 4L/C=18xl03 for 

the right hand side Thus this system was heavily underdamped Solving equation 2 we get equation 4, 

giving the time dependence of the capacitor charge from its initial value of Q to its time dependent value 

q(t), the relation <|> is zero if the initial charge value is zero

Equ 4 q(t)=Qexp'<R/2L)tcos

f  j-----------------7- \

1 R 2
(Young [22])

LC A L 1

Since the system was underdamped, it oscillates at a angular frequency d)0 , given by

(Young [22])

If equation 4 is differentiated with respect to time, one arrives at equation 6, which gives the temporal 

profile of the current in the load, while equation 7 gives the ‘average peak’ current in the load over the one 

complete period of oscillation

V —I V T^~
Equ 6 i(t)=— 2 - e 21 S i n ^ y  [13]) Equ 7 W = — [23]

(O0L  co0L
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Fig 3.37: Typical waveform for an RCL circuit. In the upper graph, the blue waveform is the profile o f  the voltage 
across the capacitor, the red profile is the voltage across the load. The green profile in the lower graph is the current in 
the load. All units are arbitrary (http://home.san.rr.com/nessengr/ [23]).

3.7.6: Graphical analysis.

For our system settings (L =90mH and C=20*iF and R=30Q), and given equation five, then <D0=726.4rad/s, 

and from equation 7, Ip^ =7.24amps. One can graph the current profile in the coils by plotting I(t) versus 

time, inputting the correct values for L,R and C. This was done in Origin 5.0, and is displayed below in 

figure 3.38.

Current Profile for various driving voltages
60 -i

-i-----1-----.-----1-----1-----,-----.-----1-----------1-----  1-----.-----1-----1-----1
0 0000 0 0025 0.0050 0 0075 0 0100 0 0125 0 0150 0.0175 0 0200

T/sec

Figure 3.38: Current profile in the coils as a function o f time. The profile is plotted for various driving voltages.
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The importance of this graph lies in the fact that it demonstrates that the peak achievable current was not 

simply the driving voltage V divided by the load resistance R (or impedance, Z for a fast system) as given 

by the ohmic relation V/R=I [22]. If this were so then the peak current should have been 33amps for the 

2KV profile. However one can clearly see that in figure 3.38, the peak current in the system for a driving 

voltage of 2KV does not exceed 25amps. The combination of i2R losses in the coils and the back em f 

induced in the coil due to the sharply rising current pulse, coupled with the inherent inductance of the coils

which prevent the current rising instantaneously, all contributed to system losses.

3.7.7: Energy considerations.

In terms of the energy of the magnetic field, the energy density within the core of a solenoid is given by 

equation 8:

B 1 1 ,Equ 8: u=  J/m (Young [22]) while the total energy supplied by a current I is: Equ 9: U=—LI J,
2/i 2

(Young [12])

For our system, charged to 2KV, had a value of 5.7x10s J/m3, and ‘U’ was 4.5J (for I =10amps). One 

might propose that this was in conflict with the energy available from a charged capacitor:

1 9
Equ 9: E= — C V  J (Young [22])

However for the purpose of calibration, our system was run at 2KV, and the gate width, or length of time 

the system was ‘turned on’ was set at 486nsec. Thus as can be seen from figure 3.39, the peak current did 

not occur until approximately 1.9msec. In switching off the device at 486|isec, the peak current reached in 

the solenoid was approximately lOamps, thus giving U a value of 4.5J from equation 9.

C urren t Profile for various driving vo ltages

T /sec

Fig 3.39: Zoom in display o f  figure 3.38, showing the region where the gate on the FET’s is closed, thus setting the 
current to zero in the coil, at this point the current in the coils had reached a value o f  ~ 10amps.
The solenoid could also be treated as an ideal solenoid, characterized by equation 9.1
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Equ 9 I Bx =HoINL (Young [22])

Here L is the length of the solenoid in meters, n is the number of turns per unit length (per meter) and I is 

the current m the coil Then if the coils used here (length =0 05m, number turns axially=90, number of 

layers radially=60, total number of turns 90x65=5850) are scaled to one meter m length, then the number of 

turns per meter is 1/0 05x5850=117000 Inputting this mto equation 9 1, and using I ~10A (approximated 

current for 2KV divided by load resistance of approximately 300Q-due to extra turns, with switch off time 

equal to 486nsec) this gives B~! 4T This is larger then the B-dot measured signal and the B-field analysis 

usmg the Biot-Savart rule However this approach is an idealization (approximated current and resistance), 

which ignores the variation m the increasing radius of the turns in the solenoid However it is in good 

agreement with the first two techniques

3 7 8 Magnetic field analysis and field configuration

With accurate values for the current at the time of turn o ff\ one could then calculate the magnetic field 

value in the solenoid for that current value This was done usmg the Biot-Savart rule

M ola2
Equ 10 Bx= x ” a2 »2- ’ [22])

where a is the radius of a loop of coil, and x is the axial distance from the coil center By summing this 

process over the entire length of the solenoid, and for each successive layer of wire, the peak magnetic field 

at the center o f the solenoid could be approximated This was done, by writing a software routine in 

MATLAB(this is described in greater detail in appendix A), which was then compared to the average peak 

magnetic field, measured via a magnetic flux probe The entire process was repeated for various driving 

voltages, as displayed in figure 3 40

Scaling eurvo for B-field vs driving voltage ran ge

Figure 3 40 Peak average magnetic field at the center o f  the solenoid for different dnving voltage values comparing 
values from the inductor model with those from magnetic flux measurements
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Figure 3 41 (left) Testing the reproducibility o f  the peak magnetic field at 1500V for 50 traces 
Figure 3 42 (right) Voltage profile across the load (coil) for values o f  700 and 850V

In order to characterize the system s behaviour, the voltage and pulse width was fixed at 486|isec and fifty 

B-dot traces were taken, givmg the peak magnetic field value over the duration of the test, thus plotting this 

(fig 3 41), one could see the level o f variation of field value With an average value o f0 95T, an average 

variation of 0 0115T, which gave a 1 15% variation of the averaged value Due to the system configuration, 

use of a floating ground is an issue If one wanted to probe the system (load, or source-dram channels) one 

had to employ a high voltage probe usmg a floating ground (a ground, or zero point which is not connected 

directly to mams ground) This is generally not a problem until one wishes to capture and save traces on an 

oscilloscope Connecting a probe to an oscilloscope which is ground to the mams supply will ground the 

high voltage side of the system, and lead to unacceptable levels o f leakage from the high voltage supply to 

ground Thus to use an oscilloscope, an oscilloscope itself had to be ungrounded at the mains Secondly we 

did not have a low inductance potential divider, but utilized a -10 probe, and thus we were unable to probe 

the voltage trace on the load for voltages above 800V, for this would have overloaded the oscilloscope 

Other issues of importance were the limits on the FET’s regarding their ability to deliver a certain current 

for a limited duration Exceedmg this operational limit led to sequential failure of each FET (on a time 

scale of 500nsec) and thus complete failure of the system This happened on numerous occasions, due to 

back em fs  from the coils, which double triggered the dnver electronics, which then re-tnggered the FET 

arrays a second time, pushmg them beyond their operational limit A careful balance between driving 

voltage, current limit, pulse width and coil resistance was required to ensure safe and reproducible 

operation of this system, which m effect is a prototype unit, which the authors are certain is at this time the 

first of its kind

In order to characterize the coils B field distribution spatially, we employed a magnetic flux probe, placed 

at various positions Firstly, the probe was placed inside the core of the solenoid and its position varied
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from the centre to the edge, moving parallel to the one of the solenoid’s axis In this manner the axial B 

field was mapped, and is displayed in figure 3 43 The same procedure was employed to map the radial 

component of the B field Here the probe was positioned 8mm outside the solenoid
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Figure 3 43 (left) Axial variation o f the peak B field for a driving voltage o f  800V Axial distanced) is the solenoid’s 
center
Figure 3 44 (right) Radial variation o f  the peak B field for a driving voltage o f  800V Radial distance =0 is the 
solenoid’s center, with the probe placed 8mm from the solenoids face

Beginning at the solenoid’s axis (r=0) the probe was moved perpendicular to the solenoid s axis The radial 

variation of the B field thus mapped is displayed in figure 3 44 From equation 10, the Biot-Savart rule 

indicates that the axial magnetic field mside a solenoid shows a x 2 dependency on the distance from the 

center o f the coils along its axis In order to confirm this, the profile of the B-field was plotted with the 

required variables from equation 10 m Origin 5 0, and the plot was then normalized to the peak axial field 

seen m the solenoid by the flux probes (figure 3 43, 6T) The two plots were then overlapped for

comparison, and are displayed in figure 3 45

Comparing axial profile along solenoid axis, theory vs exp

Axial Dist along solenoid core/mm

Figure 3 45 Axial variation m the B field from the flux probe, compared with the probe expected by 
equation 10, which is normalized to the peak B field value from the flux probes at the solenoid center
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Figure 3.46 (left): Zoom photograph of the FET array in series with accompanying HV capacitor and 
resistor components.
Figure 3.47 (right): Photograph of the power supply (lower portion) and capacitor bank (upper portion). 

3.7.9: Simplified schematic of the magnetic discharge system.

A schematic of the discharge system (photographed above in the above figures-this is described in greater 

detail in appendix B, using professional circuit drawing software). The concept is relatively simple.

P»vrer supp fy>+2KV 
D.C.

H.V, ‘V*

rte=E“jgj3 flfiHHHl

FET bank

TTL variable width gate, 4(K|mc p ukr

n  ,

Figure 3.48 is a simplified diagram o f  the magnetic discharge system. We have omitted the driving 
electronics (which produce the TTL variable width gate pulse), back em f suppression network (across the 
coils and in series with the HV power supply, just before the capacitor bank), and FET gate 
synchronization components (placed across each FET to ensure they all switch on together).
The principle is simple. With the high voltage power supply turned on at some voltage V, point C l (left 
side o f  the capacitor bank) is charged to voltage V. Point C4 is then at ground (zero) through the coils. 
When the gate pulse arrives at the FET bank, the FET’s close and a short circuit to ground is produced. 
Thus point C 1 jum ps to zero. Since the capacitors cannot jum p to immediately to zero (due to the 
inherent discharge time), point C4, which was at zero volts jum ps to minus V. This potential difference 
then drives the current from the capacitor bank in an anti-clockwise direction around the lower portion o f 
the loop, energizing the coils. The current cannot jum p immediately to its allowed maximum value, by 
virtue o f  the inductance o f  the coils, and the discharge time o f the RCL circuit which this system 
represents.
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3 710 Conclusion and comments

The approach used in the construction of this system was of reproducibility, reliability and precision Such 

characteristics are generally not inherent to other high voltage switching system’s such as Thyristors or 

spark gaps In using banks of high voltage FET’s the main assist of this systems configuration is the ability 

to extend the operating abilities, in terms of current and voltage As previously stated high voltage FET’s 

are limited in terms of the maximum voltage they can hold off before breakdown occurs In this system five 

FET’s are used (figure 3 48), and staggered in senes so as to divide the voltage load across them (at 2kV, 

typically each FET is loaded with ~450V) In this way the entire FET array can hold off a 5kV load 

(maximum) However each device (FET) is also limited m the current which it can deliver In series the 

current in all five FET’s is the same, thus one is limited in ensuring that the peak current never exceeds the 

device limited In order to extend the current limited however, one could simply create a second array of 

FET’s, placed in parallel, with the first array The same number of FET’s per row would still be required to 

ensure voltage hold off, but the current which could be delivered would be exactly double what one can 

achieve from a smgle row of FET’s In fact as other authors have demonstrated (Santamana and Ness [19]) 

FET arrays of up to 2400 components are perfectly feasible and reliable One could then have the very high 

voltage/current load deliverable by spark gaps, but still have the precision and reproducibility of solid state 

devices Since peak magnetic field intensities scale linearly with the current in the solenoid then doubling 

the current will double the magnetic field
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Chapter Four: 

Electrostatic Study of Laser Plasma Plumes

Introduction

This chapter discusses results from the range o f experiments performed in 

the space-time range termed ‘far field’, using ion and electron probes. Here 

the laser generated plasma plume was studied for time scales greater then 

~600nsec. Plasma plume properties such as electron temperature, electron 

density, and velocity were compared with ion densities and ion time of flight 

velocities for various target geometries. The target geometries used included 

rectangular wedges o f fixed height and varying depth with varying fluence, 

and later fixed depth and varying height at a single fluence. Plume dynamics 

were studied by measuring the angular distribution o f particles in both the 

vertical and the horizontal. Pronounced collimation o f the plume was 

demonstrated from wedge targets compared to planar targets. Finally plume 

‘collimation’ was studied via angle resolved ion distributions o f laser plasma 

plumes generated between two parallel plates in the vertical plane.
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Schematic-Target type: Electrostatic study of laser plasma plumes

Laser path

R ectangular cavity (wedge): 
P a r ti- Io n  studies 
main variable length ‘L ’:

Infinity (flat target) 
3mm, 6mm 
11mm, 17mm 

Second variable fluence ‘F’:
70, 35, 17J/cm2 

Length ‘H’ fixed at 1.5mm

R ectangular cavity (wedge): 
Part2 -E lectron  studies
main variable height ‘H’:

Infinity (flat target) 
2mm 
1.5mm 

Depth ‘L ’ fixed at 6mm

R ectangular cavity (wedge-2D): 
Part3-2D  Ion studies 
main variable Length ‘L ’:

Infinity (flat target)
6mm
14mm

Height ‘H’ fixed at 1.5mm

ID vertical cavity (plates):
main variable cavity width ‘L’:

0.0mm (micro-capillary)
0.8mm
1 .6mm
2.4mm
3.2mm

Hole diameter ‘d ’ fixed at 1.5mm

Figure 4.0: Overview o f target configurations used in the electrostatic study o f  laser plasma plumes. The first configuration is the 
upper type (rectangular wedges). In the first experiments discussed in chapter four, wedges o f  depth ( ‘L’) equal to 3,6,11 and 17mm 
were used. The height ‘H ’ was kept constant at 1.5mm, while the fluence delivered to the target was varied (from 70, 35 and 
17J/cm2). An array o f ion probes was positioned parallel to the target surface to map the angular behavior o f  the plume under such 
conditions. Later in order to study electrons, the height ( ‘H ’) was varied from a planar target to, 2mm, 1.5mm, 1mm wedges. The 
depth was kept constant at 6mm, and a single fluence was used (70J/cm2) with a single probe. Lastly in order to study the 
2Dimensional nature o f  the plume and the effects o f  containment on particle distributions, an array o f  ion probes in both the 
horizontal and vertical planes was used. The wedge height ‘H ’ was fixed at 1.5mm, while the depth was varied from Omm (planar) to 
6mm and 14mm.

The third experiment performed involved the target configuration displayed in the lower figure. Here two vertical parallel plates, 
were orientated normal to the laser path. The laser entered through the hole in the front plate, impinging on the inner surface o f the 
back plate. The distance between the two plates ( ‘L ’) was varied from 0, 0.8, 1.6, 2.4, to 3.2mm. An array o f  ion probes, placed in 
front o f  the front plate was used to map the angular distribution o f  particles emerging from the aperture for various plate separations.

Entry hole 
diameter 
‘d ’= 1.5mm

Laser path
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Electrostatic study of laser plasma plumes (Far-fleld)

4 0 Overview

There exists a large body of work, using electrostatic probes to diagnose plasmas, whether from DC plasma 

of long duration, Z-pinches or laser generated plasmas Generally there are two types of probes Those that 

sample the ions in a plasma plume, and those that sample the electrons in the plume There are two theories 

for interpreting the raw data taken from both types of probes Langmuir theory, which can be applied to 

both ions and electrons, and orbital theory which is more commonly applied to the study of electron 

signals, but can be equally used to study ions in plumes However, given the constraints of determining the 

charge of the ions sampled by the probe, Langmuir theory is more usefully applied Langmuir theory 

requires ion signals to be from singly charged ions, and although the theory is simpler, it is also limited to 

low fluence studies In this work Langmuir and Orbital theory were applied to study electron signals from 

high fluence (>50 J/cm2), high vacuum (lO^mbar) plumes, while Langmuir theory was applied in studying 

ion signals from mid-high fluence (<18 J/cm2), and mid vacuum (103 mbar) plumes

The main strength of electrostatic probes is their spatial resolution, and flexibility If properly mounted they 

can be moved any point in the plume in order to sample the plume’s properties such as density and 

temperature While they possess very good temporal resolution, this is often limited by the oscilloscope 

used to record the voltage-time trace Because of the limitations in the theory which allows voltages traces 

to be converted to useful physical data, probe use is heavily dependent on the fluence used The chief limit 

is the proximity to the origin, (T0, Xq) of plasma generation The lower the fluence used, the less energetic 

the plume, the earlier a stable sheath can form around the probe tip, thus the earlier the probe can sample 

For the fluences reported here (15-56J/cm2) and at the pressures used (3 2 x l0 3mbar, and 5 3xlO'6mbar), 

the spatial limit is approximately 7-8mm from the target surface for ion signal sampling, and 15-20mm for 

electron signal sampling The temporal limit, of course depends on the flight tune of the particles, but is 

~600nsec for work reported here One must accept the limitations of certain devices and design 

experiments around these limitations Here ion probes were employed more extensively because of their 

ruggedness and ease of analysis Interpretation of electron probe signals is exceptionally difficult under 

normal circumstances, but at high fluences it becomes mathematically challenging Scientific Systems 

(www scisys com), a plasma diagnostic company, has successfully produced and sold ‘SmartProbe’ 

plasma diagnostic tools, complete with an analysis package for interpreting probe signals Although 

successful at low fluences, recent reports from research groups (Lunney-TCD, Morrow-Queens) using the 

device suggest that the analysis package fails at high fluences (>8 J/cm2) No doubt this is due to the 

presence of high energy ions which complicate the analysis As a consequence of these limitations, electron 

probes were utilized less extensively in studying plumes However they do provide a large range of
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variables (Te, Vc, Nc, plasma potential) Data from ion probes, although less extensive, can assist m 

completing the overall understanding of target geometry effects on plume evolution

4 1 Ion Probe study of plasma parameters from a Horizontally confined plume with varying fluence 

and cavity depth 

4 1 1  Experimental setup

One of the simplest geometric forms of containment is to generate a laser plasma within a rectangular 

cavity of varying dimensions Here plasma generation was achieved with a Nd YAG Q-switched laser of 

energy 0 77 J at 1 064//m (15nsec FWHM) The laser beam was focused to a spot size of 1200/mi using a 

20cm plano-convex lens giving an lrradiance of ~4 5xl09W/cm2 The targets were machined from 

aluminum blocks The targets all had a height of 1 5mm Depth was varied from planar aluminum plate 

(open target) to 3, 6, 11 and 17mm wedges (figure 4 1) An operating pressure of ~4x 10 5mbarr was 

maintained for all experiments The energy of the laser beam was checked with a power monitor, while the 

laser was firing at 10Hz Spot diameters were determined from crater diameters on planar aluminum targets 

after 5 shots, observed under a microscope Eight probes were constructed from 50Q coaxial cable The 

core was soldered to a 5mm long 0 2mm diameter tungsten tip, which was surrounded with a two piece 

ceramic collar, and sealed with araldite The probe was mounted on a rectangular arm which could be 

positioned away from the target holder, and it was orientated parallel to the target surface, and positioned 

~7mm from the laser path and 3 8 cm from the target surface, each probe was separated from the next by 

irregular distances The angular range sampled by the probe array was 7°, 22 5°, 32°, 41°, 48 4°, 54°, 58 4°, 

and 62° The probes were grounded to the vacuum chamber, and the signals taken through a multi-pin 

vacuum feed through The bias voltage required to draw positive charges to each probe tip was provided by 

a biasing capacitor (25//F) The capacitor was biased —28V, this was sufficient to repel all negative charges 

impinging on the probes when acquiring the saturated ion signal, as the plasma plume streams past it The 

signals were recorded on a 500Msamples/sec HP oscilloscope, and processed via a GPIB/Labview data 

acquisition package The fluence to the target was varied by varying the voltage on the flashlamp and 

amplifier of the laser Values of ~70J/cm2 (flash lamp -800V, amplifier -800V), o f ~35J/cm2 (flash lamp 

~700V, amplifier -700V) and of ~17J/cm2 (flash lamp ~600V, amplifier ~600V) were used The laser 

beam was focused onto the back surface of the cavity and the plume expands to fill the cavity, moving 

away, normal to the target surface By varying the depth of the cavity, the plasma is contained within the 

cavity for longer periods, thus increasing the time that the plume is in contact with the cavity’s inner 

surfaces

The targets were positioned such that despite the depth of the cavity, the distance from the probe to the 

target surface was always constant Seven shots were fired to clean the surface, and so avoid anomalous 

signals from contamination, and three shots were averaged on the oscilloscope
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Laser-surface 
contact to probe 
distance: 38mm

Laser axis

Target block
Depth range: 3mm, 
6mm, 11mm, 17mm 
and planar target.

Fluence range: 17,
35, 70J/cm

ueptn: u-17mm.

Laser axis-first probe distance ~5mm inter probe distance ~ 1 Omm

Figure 4.1: Wedge target and probe setup for angle-target depth-fluence resolved plume dynamics study.

4.1.2: General plume trends: Fluence, Depth, and Angle.

In comparing the particle yields from different target configurations, it would be expected that trends for 

the planar target should display the expected trends. Therefore an important result is the relative 

independence of the ion yield from laser ablation for the planar target over the fluences used. For F~70, 35 

and 17J/cm2 the peak ion density for the planar target at the probe closest to the laser axis varies from 2.25, 

2.42 to 2.35xl013 cm'3. As the angle sampled from the laser axis increases, clear differences arise in the 

ablated yield with fluence. The most recent work on ion yield with varying fluence is by Amoruso [35]. In 

that work the fluence was varied over the range 3-60 Jem*2 on a aluminum target. A clear saturation of the 

ion yield occurs ~20 Jcm‘2, with a rapid decay in ablated ion yield for lower fluences. Thus we would not 

expect to see large differences in the ablated ion yield for the high fluences used here on planar targets. A 

higher fluence on to the target will lead to a more energetic plume, and since laser plasma plumes are 

highly directional, some differences will be expected in the sampled ion yield for large angles from the 

laser axis. Indeed as figures 4.1.1 -3f show the angle resolved signals for the planar target are almost equal 

for the probe nearest the laser axis for all fluences used. They do however diverge as the sampled angle 

increases. However for the wedge targets the trend is different. There is a clear and sustained decrease in 

the ion yield and peak ion density for each cavity depth over the fluence range studied. This strong drop in 

signal over the fluence ranges used is most pronounced in the 3 and 6mm cavities, while for the 11 and 

17mm cavities the initial decrease in signal (from 70-35 Jcm‘2) is small, it is then followed by a moderate 

increase at 17Jcm'2.
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Angle/Deg

Figure 4.1.1 a-4.1. le: Time-angle-Ni 3D plots for each target studied, for a fluence o f  70J/cm2. The most visible 
differences between the targets, is the drop in the peak ion density as the cavity depth is increased, and the greater 
angular spread o f the ion signal. The wedge targets all display greater ion density values at large angular ranges, 
compared with the strong collimation o f  the ion signal along the laser axis, seen in the planar target. The traces from 
the wedge targets are also smoother, and more thermalized in their profile.

Figure 4.1. I f  (bottom right): Angular dependence o f  the peak ion density, for all targets at 70J/cm2. The most notable 
feature here is the grouping o f  the profiles. The decay in peak value is clear for increasing cavity depth, but the drop 
from the 6mm to the 11, and 17mm cavities is large. A probable reason for this is a required minimum time for the 
plasma to be in contact with a surface for plasma decay into the target to occur. As a consequence o f the different 
distance each probe is from the plasma generation point, each peak in the current trace arrives at increasingly later time 
delays.
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Figure 4.1.2a-4.1.2e: Time-angle-Ni 3D plots for each target studied, for a fluence o f  35J/cm2. As would be expected, 
decreasing the fluence to the target, produces lower peak ion densities for all wedge targets. The decay in the peak ion 
density as the cavity depth increases is still present. However while the traces for the planar target are slightly smoother 
at the lower fluences, the traces for the 17mm cavity are less smooth at lower fluence. Here double peaks emerge in the 
traces over a large angular range, indicating a shift in the velocity distribution o f  the plumes particles.

Figure 4.1.2f: Angular dependence o f  the peak ion density, for all targets at 35J/cm2. Unlike figure 4.1. If, the drop in 
the peak ion density is now more graduated. Grouping exists now at the two deepest cavity depths, 11, and 17mm. The 
angular profile is also much narrow here, indicating a lower scatter velocity.
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Figure 4.1.3a-4.0.3e: Tirae-angle-Ni 3D plots for each target studied, for a fluence o f  17J/cm2. At the lowest fluences 
used, the peak ion density sampled by the probe continues to drop. Unlike the other two fluences studies, at 17J/cm2 the 
wedge target show larger values o f  ion density at larger angles, but only up the 6mm cavity. After this the plume 
returns to being collimated about the laser axis, as seen for all fluences from the planar target.

Figure 4 .1.3f (bottom right): Angular dependence o f the peak ion density, for all targets at 17J/cm2. The angular 
profiles continue to narrow, however here peak ion density decreases from its peak (planar-3mm-6mm target) and then 
increases slightly (1 1mm-17mm target). At lower fluences, plume particles have a lower scatter velocity, and thus both 
the number o f  particle hitting the internal surfaces o f  the cavities and the angles that they do so at is decreased. 
Minimizing plasma-surface interaction.
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At the highest fluence values used (70J/cm2) the ion traces in the 3D plots are not completely smooth, but 

display multiple components, this is especially so for the higher fluences of 70 and 35J/cm2 This is 

associated with a shift in the velocity distribution of the plume’s particles As the plume expands, even in 

vacuum, some particles will undergo collisions, either with the ambient environment or with layers of the 

plasma in front and behind a particular region of the plume These collisions represent two distinct regimes 

within the plume First, particles which do not undergo significant number of collisions, and thus do not 

suffer from large scatter velocities This component o f the plume is not significantly broadened, and moves 

ahead of the mam body of the plume The component o f the plume which does undergo a large number of 

collisions, will display a large scatter velocity and thus the angular distribution of the particles will be 

larger then that for a collision-less plume Thus in considering figure 4 1 1 -3f, which displays the angular 

profile of the peak ion signal for the mam peak for all fluences and all target configurations, there is a 

substantial narrowing of the angular profile as the fluence decreases The profiles themselves are in good 

agreement with those studied by Lunney, usmg Nd Yag laser ablation of various metals, including 

aluminum at 0 8, and 2 8J/cm2 A clear trend of decreasing peak ion signal, and narrowing of the angular 

profile of the ion signal was observed by Lunney for lower fluences (F<5J/cm2) This behavior is 

demonstrated here at much higher fluences Thus a less energetic plume is likely to undergo fewer 

collisions either with a ambient gas medium, or to have fewer scattering collision between discrete layer of 

the plume itself

The trend of decreasing ion signal for a decrease m the fluence is matched by a decrease in the ion signal, 

for a fixed fluence, as the depth of the cavity increases Figure 4 11-4 1 3a,b,c display a negligible drop in 

peak ion signal as one decreases the fluence on the planar target from 70-35-17J/cm2 However the drop for 

the 3mm target is 21%, and 36%, for the 6mm target it is 45% and 59% as the fluence decreases from the 

maximum of 70 to the minimum of 17J/cm2 Thus while lower fluence values do indeed produce lower 

peak ion signals in the wedge targets, a secondary mechanism, related to plasma confinement within a 

cavity is augmenting this decay in peak ion signal The most reasonable conclusion is to treat the internal 

surfaces of the cavities as substrates, through which the plasma loses energy as it moves through the cavity 

and then expands mto vacuum Heat flow is a scalar flux variable, and thus the deeper the cavity the larger 

the internal area of the confining cavity and hence the larger the surface area that is in contact with the 

plume, through which the plume bleeds thermal energy and reacts with the target matenal This would then 

accelerate the decay of the plume, leading to more rapid formation of neutral particles which the probe 

cannot sample This would then register as a lower ion single For the highest fluence employed (70J/cm2), 

all wedge targets display a larger ion signal at larger angles from the laser axis The most reasonable 

explanation for this is the target geometry itself For the planar target, the plasma plume is free to expand in 

all three dimensions However, in the wedge targets, plasma is unable to expand in the vertical plane 

parallel to the target surface Thus this velocity component of the plasma expansion will contribute to 

fanning the plume in the honzontal plane, parallel to the cavities plane This will increase the divergence 

angle of the plume, registering as a larger ion signal at larger angles from the laser axis
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4.1.3: Charge and Velocity profiles.

For the fluences employed, TOF velocities and integrated charge sampled from laser plasma plumes show 

good agreement with those reported by Lunney et al [10, 11, 12] and also Novodvorsky et al [13, 14]. 

Figures 4.1.4a,b,c display the angular profile of the integrated ion signal

Integrated ion Charg* F-70J/cm J

10"*C Integrated Ion Charga F-17J/cm J

Figure 4.1.4a,b,c (left hand side): Angular profile o f  
the integrated ion signal (or total charge collected 
from the plasma) for the three fluences studied, for all 
targets. Mirroring the decrease in the peak ion signals, 
the total charge collected from each target, decreases 
as the fluence used increases, and for each fluence 
value studied, the collected charge decreases as the 
cavity depth decreases. From studies by Lunney et al 
[1 ,2 , 3, 12, 15,16], the angular profile o f  both the 
peak ion signal, the integrated charge and the current 
signal, does not definitely go to zero within the angles 
studied by Lunney or in this work. The continuous 
decrease in peak collected charge is not present at 
17J/cm2, where the peak collected charge decreases 
until the 6mm

cavity, then the rate o f  decrease slows, followed by a 
small incremental decrease for the rest o f  the targets.

Figure 4 .1.5a,b,c (right hand side): Angle and target 
depth resolved time o f flight (TOF) velocities for the 
three fluence values used. The clear trend is o f  
decreasing peak TOF velocity (determined by the 
temporal position o f the peak in the ion trace, divided 
by the probe-taiget distance) as the fluence decreases. 
Less energy imparted to the target, results in less 
energy converted to particle kinetic energy. For all 
fluences and all target depths studied, the TOF 
velocity decreases, as the angle sampled from the laser 
axis increases.
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from the probe, while figures 4 1 5a,b,c display the TOF velocities for the main peak in all probe traces, 

plotted agamst angle and target depth The maximum TOF velocity decreases progressively by ~40% and 

—12% [11, 6 5,5 7E6 cm/sec] as the fluences delivered to the target drops progressively by 50% [70,35,

17J/cm] However the most striking change is the profile of TOF velocity for probe angle and cavity depth 

as the fluence changes For the highest fluence value of 70J/cm2, TOF velocities decrease from the 

maximum seen m the planar target, at the smallest angle from the laser axis (~7°) The overall shape of the 

3D profile is downward from the ‘origin’ (smallest angle, zero cavity depth, i e planar target) However as 

the fluence decreases this trend is no longer as clear The cavities , display larger or equal TOF velocities to 

the planar target, and this is particularity clear for large angles from the laser axis The targets employed 

would force the plume to expand in a honzontal fan, parallel to the plane of the cavity, and thus would 

allow particles sampled by the probe at large angles from the laser axis to have higher kinetic energies then 

those displayed by the planar target The integrated charge profile for each target and fluence employed 

displays the same grouping of values as the peak ion signals from figure 4 1 l-3f

In the angle resolved peak ion signals, peak values are clustered at the higher values for the planar, 3mm, 

and 6mm targets for the highest fluences used (70J/cm) This would infer that for high fluences only 

significant containment (offered by the 11mm, and 17mm cavities) will affect the peak ion signal This 

trend is mirrored above in figure 4 1 5a,b,c for the integrated charge signal at the same fluence As the 

fluence is decreased, the distnbution in the peak ion signal and the integrated charge signal from one target 

to another is more evenly spread Finally at the lowest fluence value employed, both the angle resolved 

peak ion signal and the integrated charge signal display a grouping of values at the deeper cavities (6mm,

11mm, 17mm) The general conclusion which can be drawn from this is that for a fixed fluence, a 

mimmum degree of containment is required to significantly affect the plume’s ion signal, and as the fluence 

is decreased to lower values, this effect will be seen at smaller cavity depths At still lower fluence, the 

effect will ‘saturate’, and not change significantly as the cavity depth is increased beyond a certain value 

This is not completely unexpected since varying the fluence will result in a saturated effect (particle 

density, TOF velocity, kinetic energy) at some value (Pappas et al [30]) which depends on the atomic mass 

of the species undergoing laser ablation However the grouping of both the integrated charge and the peak 

ion density, combined with the TOF profiles infers, that two competing influences are at work in 

configunng the plumes properties Firstly, fluence is clearly an important factor m determining the particle 

density, and the kinetic energy of the ablated particles However, one cannot ignore the large scale 

interaction of the plume with the internal surfaces of the cavities, which act as substrates The greater the 

fluence the more energetic the plasma will be, and the greater the population of highly charged species at 

early timescales Thus high energy particle interaction with the internal surfaces of the cavities is likely to 

be more important at high fluences High fluences will also result in larger scattenng velocities, spreading 

the plume in the cavities over a large area, thus increasing the surface-area interaction of the plume and 

cavity internal area Although the plume interaction with the internal volume of the confining cavities
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cannot be accurately quantified, it is clear from the particle densities, that for a fixed fluence, lower particle 

densities are recorded Plume decay into the target volume is the likely cause One might expect that plume 

collimation would result in the probes recording a larger signal This could be so, however plume decay 

into the target volume, and resulting formation of neutrals, which the probe cannot register, may mask this 

effect

For all fluences used in the study of laser plasma plumes, the most notable feature is the shape of the ion 

traces angular dependence, especially at the smallest angle sampled in the plume, closest to the laser axis 

The Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of particles observed, both spatially and temporally in laser plasmas 

is an attribute which has been venfied by many authors with various techniques Geohegan et al [4] 

combined multiple techniques (absorption and emission spectroscopy, ion probe, and intensified TCCD 

imaging) in order to study ion distributions of laser plasma yttrium ions in a gas environment An important 

conclusion of that work was the close similarity of the temporal profile o f singly charged ions and neutrals 

An important concern is that of the probe’s inability to sample uncharged particles However Geohegan’s 

work has shown the close relation between neutral and singly excited states in laser plumes Another body 

of work utilizing absorption in the visible (Whitty and Mosnier [3]) using a Dye laser as a back lighting 

source, to obtain shadowgrams of lithium laser plasma has demonstrated, that even very early in the plasma 

history, Maxwell-Boltzmann distributions of plume properties (in Whitty’s work intensity variations of Li°) 

correctly describe plasma behaviour Both Lunney and Novodvorsky [1,2, 12, 15,16, 17, 18] have studied 

the particle distributions from laser plasmas for various targets, gas pressures, and fluence conditions All 

o f the work reported by both authors demonstrated strong collimation of the plume constituents about the 

laser axis, which fall rapidly as the angle sampled from the laser axis increases This is clearly evident in 

the angle vs time vs peak ion density 3D plots for the three fluences reported in figures 4 1 la,b,c-4 1 3a,be 

In these plots the largest ion signal for all fluences and depth values studied is at the angle closest to the 

laser axis (~7°) The ion signal then decreases as the angle sampled increases However as the plots display, 

the rate of decrease depends not only on the fluences, but also where, temporally in the time dependent 

trace one compares the angle resolved values Also it can be clearly seen that the rate of change of peak ion 

signal depends on the target configuration employed

4 1 4  Plume scattering and particle dynamics

Novodvorsky et al [17,18] studied the space and time dependency of tantalum and niobium ions from laser 

plasma plumes using ion probes Using fluences of 2J/cm2 at similar pressures and target to probe distances 

employed here, Novodvorsky measured TOF velocities of 1 9xl06cm/sec The reported velocities are lower 

then those seen here, however this is to be expected given the higher fluences used in this work Also, the 

ion signal displayed a L 2 dependency (L being the distance between the probe and the target) m 

Novodvorsky’s studies This was measured for the first tantalum and niobium ion groups, which undergo
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few collisions during their flight away from the targets surface Although the probe to target surface 

distance was not varied here, the length of the confining cavity was Thus plume expansion from the target 

surface is influenced by the cavities internal surface area, for varying lengths It is clear that greater 

confinement tunes (due to the longer time a plume spends in a deeper cavity) leads to lower particle 

densities In plotting the peak ion signal versus target depth for the three fluences used (taken from figures 

4 1 l-3f), the decay profile is not linear, but a smooth decay curve, which exhibits the largest drop from the 

angles closest to the laser axis The important conclusion here is that lower particle densities from 

confining targets is due to a non-standard decay mechanism when compared to standard 3D expansion of a 

laser plasma mto vacuum This process is fluence dependent, with the higher fluence (70J/cm2) showing a 

less pronounced drop in peak particle density than the other two fluences used (35, 17J/cm2) This could be 

due to either the rapid expansion from the cavities, leading to a shorter confinement time, and hence 

minimizing the loss mechanism which stems from plasma-surface interaction, or simply that of a more 

energetic plume containing greater thermal energy at the time of plume exit from the cavities Equally 

important is the difference m the angular spread of the plume for the fluence and targets investigated

The angular distribution of ablated atoms or ions can be expressed as

Equ 1 ^ ^  =  C0S/’ (9 +  5 c 0 s 6 ' (Threstrup etal [16])

where p is an exponent and B is a constant The term Bcos 0  is added for angular profiles which do not 

have a clearly defined baseline, and p is fluence and target constituent dependent As reported by Threstrup 

and Lunney [16], p values vary from 8 5(A1) to 19 (Bi) for increasing atomic mass and fixed fluence In the 

plasma expansion model by Anisimov [14] the angular distribution of the particles in the plume can be 

expressed in analytical form

Equ 12 ^ H  = (\ + T a n 2& Y ‘ 
F (  0) V '

z 3/2
l + ( - ^ - ) 2Tan20 (Threstrup et al [16])

where Zin/X mf (termed the asymptotic expansion ratio) is the ratio of the limiting value of the plume front 

along the Z axis, normal to the target surface directed into the vacuum and X is the plume front parallel to 

the target surface Thus the larger the ratio, the more pronounced the forward expansion of the plume away 

from the target normal The smaller the ratio, the greater the plume’s angular spread Fits of the angular 

distribution for each target and fluence used were made using equation 1 2 Figures 4 16 6a and b display 

the result of theoretical values and values fitted to the expenmental data
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Z/X values for angular distribution of ablated ions Fitted 1ST values for all Fluences and all target depths:
Normalized dist 7 n

Figure 4.1.6a,b: (left)Theoretical profiles using equation 1.2 for three different ratios o f  plume normal vs lateral 
expansion. The lower the ratio o f  Z/X, the less forward is the expansion o f the plume, and thus the larger angular 
spread o f  the plume particles, (right) Experimental fit o f  the raw data for each fluence and target used. A software 
routine was used to run test values for Z/X from 1.001 -25, and then using equation 1.2 to plot the angular distribution 
o f  ions. Minimum error between the fitted and the experimental values resulted in the displayed values o f  Z/X.

As would be expected, for the planar target, decreasing the fluence results in a less collimated plume 

normal to the target surface, and thus a lower value of Z/X. However the rate of fall of the Zinf/Xinf for the 

fitted data (figure 4.1.6b) is much more pronounced for lower fluences as the wedge depth is increased, but 

only up to a point. For F=17J/cm2, it increases after 6mm, and does so only for the lowest fluences value 

used. This would infer that due to the shape of the cavity, that plume expansion in the forward direction, 

normal to the target, is matched by fanning of the plume in the horizontal plane over a larger angle. This 

trend is maintained until the lowest fluence (17J/cm2) when for the two deepest cavities (11 and 17mm) the 

value begins to increase over the other two fluences used. Thus the affect o f cavity confinement has the 

same affect as lowering the fluence delivered to the target, or increasing the diameter of the focused laser 

spot, and thus decreasing the extent of the forward expansion of the ablated species in the plume.

4.1.5: Conclusion.

In summary, utilizing an array of ion probes and varying the fluence delivered to the target surface, the 

angle resolved particle densities from aluminum laser generated plasma within confining cavities of 

varying depth were studied. The trend of decreasing peak particle densities with both decreasing fluence 

and increasing cavity depth was clearly observed. Lower fluence values also displayed flattened, broader 

angular profiles of both particle density and integrated charge signal from the plume for all target 

geometries employed close to the laser axis. This is due both to the lower fluence used to generate and heat 

the plume, but also due to the nature of the target geometry employed. Lower TOF velocities were
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observed for increasing cavity depth, a trend which was unexpected given the assumption that a confined 

plasma should exhibit a higher directed expansion velocity TOF velocities did increase with increasing 

fluence for all targets employed Lastly, the ratio of the plume extent normal to the target surface versus the 

plume extent parallel to the target surface scales down with decreasing fluence and increasing cavity depth, 

displaying a more uniform distribution of particles across a larger angle
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4.2: Langmuir and Ion Probe study of electron and ion parameters of plasma plumes from 
rectangular wedges with varying cavity height.

4.2.0: Introduction.

Having studied the effect on ions of confining plasma expansion to the horizontal plane and varying the 

fluence delivered to the target, the next logical step would be to evaluate the effects on electrons of such a 

target geometry. Novodvorsky et al [18] compared ion and electron signals from laser generated tantalum 

plasma plumes. Substantial differences in the angular and lateral distribution of ions and electrons were 

reported, thus we would expect to see enhanced differences for plasma electrons contained by a cavity.

4.2.1: Experimental setup.

Plasma generation was achieved with a Nd.YAG Q-switched laser of energy 0.77J at 1.064//m (15nsec 

FWHM). The laser beam was focused to a spot size of 1200//m using a 20cm plano-convex lens giving an 

irradiance of ~4.5xl 09W/cm2. The targets were machined from aluminum blocks. The targets all had a 

depth of 6mm. Height was varied from planar aluminum plate (open target) to 2mm, and 1.0mm wedges. 

Operating pressure of ~4xl0 5mbarr were maintained for all experiments. Fluences on to the target of 

~70J/cm2 were used. The energy of the laser beam was checked with a power monitor, while the laser was 

firing at 10Hz. Spot diameters were determined from crater diameters on planar aluminum targets after 5 

shots, observed under a microscope. The probes were identical to those used in the previous section. Only a 

single probe was used to study electron signals. The chief difference here is the experimental method which 

must be followed. The bias voltage on the probe tip is varied over a large range of values. Here a biasing 

capacitor was biased from -1.2V to +12V, this was sufficient to repel all negative charges impinging on the 

probe when acquiring the saturated ion signal, and

Target block

Height range, 
2mm, 1.5mm, 
1mm and planar 
target

Length: 6mm.

Angle:
14.5°

Figure 4.2: Wedge target and probe setup for plume dynamics study.

A -----------

Probe tip

Laser-surface 
contact to probe 
distance: 50mm
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also to repel all positive charges when acquiring the electron saturation signal as the plasma plume streams 

past it. The signals were recorded on a 1.2Gsamples/sec oscilloscope, and processed via a GPIB/Labview 

data acquisition package. The targets were positioned such that despite the depth of the cavity, the distance 

from the probe to the point where the laser contacted the target surface was always constant. Seven shots 

were fired to clean the surface, and so avoid anomalous signals from contamination, and three shots were 

averaged on the oscilloscope, to compensate for signal variation (-10%) from shot to shot.

4.2.2: Data analysis and interpretation overview.

Figure 4.2 (below) shows a typical IV curve for varying bias voltage on a probe. The data below is 

interpolated in the raw data. This was necessary to ensure smooth slope evolution from one time resolved 

curve to the next. Otherwise the temporal profile of the electron temperature, when calculated, becomes 

unstable due to the influence of large negative log values, arising from very small negative signals. The 

latter was a consistent problem as the signal transits from ion (positive) signal to negative (electron) signal. 

In order to process these IV curves for data calculation at as many time resolved points as possible, a 

software package was written in MATLAB 6.0. This imported the 50-60 current traces over the bias range, 

and formed the IV curves over all temporal values (ignoring very earlier times where the traces are very 

unstable, due mostly to fast transient plasma, where the stable low velocity plasma has yet to reach the 

probe).

 ■ IV Curve 2mm wedge (4.5Qosec)

Bias Voltage/V

Figure 4.2: IV characteristic fo r the electron probe, 2m m  w edge at 4 .50 |isec  after the laser pulse. The electron retard ing 
region is the linear region to the left o f  the ‘knee’ o f  the curve at the plasma potential (~0.8V), while the electron 
saturation region is the linear region at the right hand side o f  the curve. In translating IV-curves to physical data, a good 
deal o f  mathematical filtering is required given the problems in interpreting these signals. Firstly the raw data was 
interpolated, thus increasing the number o f  points from  an average o f  65 to 200. This was done for both the ion and the 
electron signals. Plotting the natural log o f the current signal versus the applied voltage gives the standard IV relation. 
Then the ion saturation signal was subtracted from the electron signal. The former did not saturate as Langmuir theory 
expects (the lack o f saturation in laser plasmas is not new, and is due to the growth in the sheath diameter as the applied 
voltage is increased (W eaver et al [7]), a similar effect is seen at the electron saturation region). The final operation is 
that o f  doubly differentiating the electron signal, which possesses a local maximum at the turning point where the slope 
o f  the linear region begins to decrease. A linear fit to this region gives the slope which is related to the electron 
temperature within the plasma. Extension o f  this line to intercept a linear fit to the electron saturation region allows one 
to deduce both the plasma potential and the electron density. The same program was used to plot the square o f  the 
electron current versus the applied voltage for Orbital theory calculations.
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Ion

Unstable sheatb Stable sheath

Figure 4 .2 .1 :1-V-T characteristic for the plasma plume, for the planar target. The boundary between stable and unstable 
sheath is well defined in time, for the planar target it is approximately 950nsec. Although plume signal is resolvable for 
100-150nsec earlier than this, calculations with the IV relation for times earlier than ~950nsec are unreliable. As the 
bias voltage increases, a larger number o f  electrons are drawn from the probe, and register as an increasing negative 
signal as a consequence o f  larger numerical values o f  negative signal. The earlier time when stable sheath exists will 
shift back slightly. The I-V-T relations for each plasma plume are unique, and change dramatically for varying fluence 
and the ablated targets atomic mass, the angle sampled within the plume, and pulse width o f  the laser beam and the gas 
pressure which the plume is expanding to.

The general procedure in probe calculations is to form the I versus V relation for a specific time delay after 

the laser and then begin the mathematical analysis (different for each theory applied). Figure 4.2.1 displays 

a 3D  profile o f the plasma plumes response to varying bias voltage, for the complete d u ra tio n  of the plume, 

as it streams past the probe. The transition from positive ion signal to negative electron signal depends on 

the fluence of the laser beam. The more energetic the plasma ions the larger the bias voltage range required 

to map the response of the plume, and the larger the bias voltage required to transit the plume’s 3D  

response profile from positive to negative values (ion to electron). The more energetic the plume, the 

higher the velocity of the particles. Thus for smooth traces of Te, and Nc, more points per unit time are 

needed, and hence the faster oscilloscope used to capture the traces the more accurate the physical 

properties determined.
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Each data trace (Tc, Ve, Ne) has approximately 500-600 points plotted, in reality there are -8900 points on 

the oscilloscope trace in total. Approximately 800 points are lost in the time of flight of the plasma, 

registering as no signal, while the last -500 points or so are lost due to low signal level which cannot be 

used with any reliability. Finally, to minimize the computation time, only every 2nd or 3rd time resolved 

data point was used to produce the time resolved values of Te, Vc, and Ne. The large number of data points 

displayed is a large improvement over previous work, (Hendron, Weaver and Lunney [6,7,13]) who plotted 

no more than 20-40 points per Tc plot for plume signal of duration 10-20|lsec.

Automatic linear fitting of both the retarding region and the saturation region allowed electron temperature/ 

density/velocity, and plasma potential to be automatically calculated. The IV curves were seen to be 

unstable at both very earlier timescales, where stable sheath growth has yet to develop, and also at very late 

stages in the plume’s lifetime. This is primarily due again to small signals, and resulting shifting of the 

lower portion of the retarding region, which skews the slope dramatically to larger values.

A number of assumptions are required for analysis of probe data. The theory of flowing plasma plumes 

registering transient signals was developed by Segall and Koopman [5] who established the use of probes 

in freely flowing plasma plumes produced by laser ablation. The underlying assumption is that in the bias 

regions, the desired signal is much larger then the corresponding opposite polarity signal. Thus for negative 

bias signal the ion saturation signal should be much larger then the electron signal. The current time traces 

show a strong fast rising peak, representing the leading edge of the plume.

Eectron Signal Target Depen dance (1.9V)

T fu se e

Fig 4 .3 .1: Electron traces for the three targets studied. One might expect the electron traces to shift in a systematic 
manner (as the ion trace does below), as the plasma becomes more confined However since the voltage response o f 
electrons in each plume is different, than the registered electron signal will not necessarily be staggered in a systematic 
manner at the same voltage, as displayed above. For all acquired traces typically signal variations were o f  the order o f 
10% and was compensated for by averaging the signals from three proceeding shots.
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ion signal Target Dtpcndanca (-1.2V)

Fig 4.3.2: Ion traces for the three targets studied There is a small but measurable shifting back o f  the approximate 
temporal position o f the peak signal for the planar and 2mm case. The shifting back o f  the 1mm wedge signal is clear.

The fast vertical spike seen in the ion traces is generally attributed to photoelectric emission from the probe 

surface (figure 4.3.2), either due to radiation from the laser impinging on the surface or radiation from the 

plasma itself (Hansen et al [1]). A systematic shift o f the position of the peak signal can be seen in both 

electron and ion traces (figure 4.3.1-2). The superior TOF velocity for the wedge targets and the trend 

observed with decreasing wedge height is a feature also seen at earlier timescales from optical 

measurements*. In the latter, ion profiles in the visible show shifted emission profiles and higher edge 

velocities in wedge targets over a planar target, while both TOF and edge velocity scale upwards with 

decreasing wedge height. This relationship is clearly maintained at much longer timescales as the probe 

signals show. Despite having left the confining wedge, the collimated plasma maintains its initial higher 

velocity. However the difference in TOF velocity is small compared to those observed at earlier time scales 

in the visible*.

4.2.3: Tem perature and velocity results.

Probe theories, such as Langmuir theory generally apply to non flowing plasmas, compared to laser 

plasmas plumes which a have a direct velocity component. Langmuir theory applies to a collision-less 

sheath condition, however the IV characteristics of a Langmuir probe in a flowing plasma can be shown to 

approximate those of a static non flowing plasma if the root-mean-square thermal electron velocity V ^ ,  in 

the vicinity of the probe is at least three times greater than the local flow velocity Vf (Segall et al [5]). The

ratio ofV™  to Vffor a self-similar adiabatic flow is approximated by R~ (x/s) ^ 3 k T e /  M e [7] where i  is

the arrival time of the probe signal and s is the target to probe distance. For this work R is -13.5 for 

TC=10000K (wedge targets) and R~12 for Te=7500K (planar target). Thus the condition is satisfied and 

Langmuir analysis on flowing plasma plumes can approximate non flowing plasma. In the case of orbital 

theory, one requirement is that the sheath radius be larger than the probe radius. Here the probe radius was 

0.1mm. From Hendron et al [6], the sheath dimension can be written as SD~2A,D(eV/kTe)3/4, where XDis the 

Debye length. In work reported here, the value of ‘So’ (min) was ~0.5mm at early timescales, and later 

increasing to ~lmm, with

"■Optical measurements o f plume parameters, to be presented in chapter 5.
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the minimum value corresponding to the peak electron density. Such trends were also observed by Hendron 

[6]. Figures 4.4.1,4.4.2 display electron temperatures and velocities for each target. The velocity (thermal 

velocity) is calculated from the equation 2, chapter three, section 4, and thus is a consequence of higher 

electron temperatures. However it is in clear agreement with the earlier arrival times of the ion and electron 

signal traces due to higher TOF velocities (flow velocity). Where visible images* were used to calculate 

edge velocities from identical targets, peak values ranging from 30, 8 .0 ,6.0E6 cm/sec (for 1mm, 2mm 

wedges and planar targets) were calculated. In figure 4.4.2, the electron velocity is a full order of 

magnitude lower than those from peak optical measurements*, this is not unusual given the differences in 

the timescales of the two measurements. However despite the large difference, the scaling relationship of 

greater containment leading to enhanced physical values is maintained (in this case electron temperature).

Electron Tem perature 
target depen dance

Planar
2m m .6m m  w ed ge  
1m m .6m m  w edge  
p la n e r-(m e nu a l fit)

Electron Temperature —

4.0 4.5

T /u se c

Fig 4.4.1: Time and target resolved Electron temperatures for the three targets, and zoom plot o f  the later stages o f  the 
temperature trace for the 2mm and 1mm wedge profiles, with linear fit to the region inside the dashed box which 
appears flat (right). As can be seen in the zoomed plot, at later stages the profile becomes increasingly noisy. A number 
o f  manual calculations were done for comparison with the automated data.
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Fig 4.4.2: Time and target resolved Electron velocity. The velocity is calculated from equation 4, chapter 3. The 
assumption is that particles within the plume exhibit a Maxwellian energy distribution, with their velocity directly 
related to the temperature o f  the plume.

^Optical measurements o f plume parameters, to be presented in chapter 5.
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Notably the 1mm wedge plume displays almost constant temperature at the trailing edge of the signal, and 

the slope of the temperature decay shows good scaling with the degree of containment (the temperature and 

velocity profiles for the 2mm and 1mm wedge are in fact not flat, but appear so at this scale). This is not a 

data or analysis error, intensified gated images* in the visible also show a long extended plume with very 

uniform intensity along its axis. Secondly the peak temperature of the 1mm wedge plume appears to be 

slightly lower then the 2mm plume. However spectroscopic measurements* (discussed later) have 

confirmed superior temperatures for greater containment of the plume. Such superior temperature profiles 

also arrive earlier, as a consequence of higher kinetic energy of the plume. Thus as discussed above, the 

temporal limit for stable measurements depends on the plume energy. The 1mm plume electron 

temperature is indeed higher than the other targets*, however stable IV measurements for the 1mm wedge 

occur later, after the peak temperature in the 1mm wedge has passed. As a consequence the probe is unable 

to resolve this superior peak in the temperature profile for the 1mm wedge. (Tc for the 1mm wedge were 

calculated by the analysis package for t<ljisec, but they were extremely unstable, and were removed)

Plasma Potential target dependance

1.0  2.0  3.0  4.0  5 .0  6.0  7.0

T/usec

Fig 4.5: Plasma potential, for the three targets. Ideally if  Tc values for the 1mm wedge were available for t<jAsec (i.e. a 
clear rising Tc profile in figure 4.4.2), then the Vp profile above would have displayed a sustained rising edge for the 
1mm wedge, and clear rising profiles for the other two targets.

The rapid rate of fall of electron temperature from high initial values is a common feature of transient 

plasma undergoing rapid expansion (Amoruso et al [10]). However, few studies exist for very high fluence 

plume generation with probes and thus no direct comparison can be inferred with other work. The peak in 

the plasma potential profile (figure 5) at early timescales partially coincides with the peak of the 

temperature profiles for all targets. The extent of the rising edge of the plasma potential profile is more 

pronounced as the extent of containment is increased, i.e. In the wedge target relative to the planar, and as 

the wedge height decreases. While the peak value of the plasma potential is lower for the wedge targets, its 

pronounced rising peak, seems to indicate a highly localized region of charge relative to the plasma main 

body. In visible studies* the authors observed enhanced plume splitting in confining targets for different 

ion spatial profiles within the wedge. The general understanding of plume splitting is that the source of the 

multi-component behavior is governed by charge distribution within the plume, with the leading edge 

•Optical measurements o f  plume parameters, to be presented in chapter 5.
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composed of energetic ions and electrons in layers, The main body of the plume is mostly thermalized 

particles undergoing hydrodynamic expansion in a denser region subject to strong recombination [7, 8]. As 

the delay increases the difference in kinetic energy leads to an increasing separation between the two plume 

components. Since the targets in this experiment are identical, and assuming that higher velocities and 

localized charge separation properties, although decaying, are conserved at latter timescales, then the 

pronounced peaking of the plasma potential in the wedge targets is evidence of earlier charge separation, 

which results in steep gradients in the plasma potential at later timescales, near the leading edge of the 

plume.

4.2.4: Electron and ion density' results.

Figures 4.6.1-4.6.3, display the electron density (Langmuir theory), the electron density (orbital theory), 

and the ion density. The good agreement between Orbital and Langmuir theory is evident both in the power 

values and in the position of the peak as well as the relationship between the three targets (see figure 4.6.1,

4.6.2). The larger numerical value of density from Langmuir theory is not a new trend (Weaver et al [7]). 

The lower values of electron density from orbital theory are more likely to reflect a realistic rate of capture 

of electrons relative to their velocity, rather than assuming that all electrons which fall within a certain 

number of Debye radii from the probe are captured, as Langmuir theory assumes. However the absence of a 

clearly defined peak for the planar and 2mm wedge raises questions as to the responsiveness of the orbital 

theory calculations.

Electron Density Langm uir Theory  
target dependance

T/usec

Fig 4.6.1: Electron density, using Langmuir theory for the three targets. All targets display a smooth decay in the 
electron density from an initial high value. Values o f  Nc for the planar target were manually calculated for a number o f  
points in order to validate the automated calculations. As can seen from the traces, the fast rising edge o f  the electron 
density has fewer points then the falling regions, due to rapid changes at the leading edge o f  the plume, which is narrow 
in duration. At the later stages o f  the plume’s history, values o f  Ne become increasingly noisy, especially in the planar 
target. The ‘sharpness’ o f  the peak Nc for all targets becomes more pronounced ingoing from planar-2mm -1 mm wedge. 
This combined with the profile o f  the plasma potential indicates that the plume in the 1 mm wedge displays a very sharp 
well defined, and highly localized in time region o f  high particle density at its leading edge.

‘ Optical measurements of plume parameters, to be presented in chapter 5.
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Planar 

-*• 2mm.6mm wedge 

* 1mm 6mm wedge

10 11 1.2 13 14 15 It

T/bm c

Fig 4.6.2: Electron density, Orbital theory, and expanded region 0-2|isec. Demonstrating that the electron density 
profile its not completely flat at early timescales. The narrowing o f the peak profile in time is still evident for the 1mm 
wedge target.

Interestingly the 1mm wedge is the only target to show a pronounced peak and rising edge in the density 

values for figure 4.6.1 and4.6.2 (both theories). For Langmuir theory (figure 4.6.1), the planar and 2mm 

cavity targets display rounded extended peaks, while the 1mm wedge displays only a sharp well defined 

peak. While the analysis package used was able to provide electron density values for all targets from 

Langmuir theory (figure 4.6.1), the early phase values for Ne and Te, were extremely unstable and had to be 

removed from the plots. In fact the orbital theory profile o f Ne did provide data points at earlier timescales 

than Langmuir theory, however they were not included as Langmuir theory data point at such early 

timescales were not reliable. The probable cause for detecting the rising edge in the electron density for one 

theory (orbital) and not for the other (Langmuir) is the requirement of a stable IV relation for Langmuir 

theory. One should recall that for Langmuir analysis to function, one must form a stable log(I) versus V 

plot. Accurate detection of a rising edge in the density or temperature profile o f a plume, depends on the 

relative response of the plasma to the probe’s bias voltage. If the plasma flow is turbulent or unstable, or of 

very high velocity, then stable IV relations will not form at early timescales. However, Orbital theory 

analysis is less vulnerable to changes in the probe current or turbulent plasma flow, by virtue of the 

simplicity of plotting I2 versus V, instead of the Log I versus V relation from Langmuir analysis. The 

flattened profiles for Ne in figure 4.6.2 for the planar and 2mm wedge were unexpected. Clearly a rounded 

peak profile in Nc should be present for all targets. However it has been noted that, when the signal from 

the probe is very small, plots using Log values are far more sensitive to small changes in signal than that of 

plotting the current or the square of the current from the probe. The most reasonable conclusion is that the 

flattened regions in figure 4.6.2 for the planar and 2mm wedge were due to insensitivity in the I2 vs V plots 

for orbital theory for a limited duration, at early time scales due to very small currents from the plasma. 

However since no other work has been reported with so many points per time interval in the time 

dependent Te and Ne traces from probes, it is possible that the flattened Ne profiles are real. This is a
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reasonable statement given the smooth profiles of the ion density in figure 4.7. Here the decrease in the 

particle density is mirrored for ions as seen in figure 4.6.1-2 for electrons. Such a trend for ions is expected 

given the trends observed in section 1, for cavities of varying depth.

Ion Density Target Dependence (-1.2V)

Nl/cm3

T/usec

Fig 4.7: Ion density. The clear trend being the decrease in ion density as the degree o f  containment is increased.
There is also a clear shifting back o f  the peak ion signal, which arrives earlier. The extent o f  the shift is only very slight 
for the 2mm wedge , but pronounced for the lm m  wedge. In section 1, laser plasma plume generation in rectangular 
cavities displayed lower TOF velocities with decreasing depth and fixed height. Here, with cavities o f  fixed depth, and 
decreasing height, increases in the TOF velocity o f  both electrons (figure 4.61-2) and ions (above) is demonstrated.

4.2.5: Theory comparison.

Most authors (Hendron [6], Weaver [7], Lunney [16]) report a t2 dependence of electron density profiles 

during the initial rise of the leading edge from a planar target plume, followed by a t‘3 decay, due to 

volumetric expansion of the plume. Generally for the timescale of the Te, Ne profiles (10-20 times the 

duration of the rising edge), the rising edge will appear linear. However the profiles for electron density 

here do not. Differences arise between Langmuir theory based densities and Orbital theory based values. 

The Langmuir and orbital density values, taken from the retarding and accelerating regions, showed a linear 

rising profile for all targets. The decay profile for the planar target from Langmuir theory is less 

pronounced its is curvature, yet clear in the orbital theory profile. For both theories, both wedge targets 

display the standard decay profile. Since the ion density profiles exhibit the standard decay profile seen by 

others [10, 11] it is assumed that the unusual decay profile of the electron densities in the planar target is 

due to the high fluences used, leading to unstable flow of plasma about a probe tip. Given such instabilities, 

the ability of Langmuir’s analysis to treat a flowing plume with the same theoretical assumptions as that of 

a DC plasma is undermined. The sampling of a high energy streaming plume by a probe is a complex 

interaction, as is plasma plume interaction with surfaces, such as those within the volume of the cavities. 

However such questions are beyond the brief o f this work.
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Considering the lower electron density values for both theories, and also the lower ion densities in figure 

4 6 3, the general trend is of lower particle density as the plume experiences greater confinement This may 

seem to be a contradictory statement From optical measurements* where we observed that confining 

targets produces higher densities at earlier timescales, and within a spatial region close to the target surface 

However as time progresses and the plume expands inside the cavity, then the large increase in velocity, 

and the channeling effect o f the wedge, allows the forward region of the plume to move away at an 

enhanced velocity, driven both by higher temperatures, but also larger pressures as a consequence of higher 

densities at the rear o f the plasma, which is still trapped by the cavity This behaviour is also thought to be 

responsible for the enhanced plume splitting in such targets A Second mechanism, inferred from section 

4 1 2, is the influence of the inner cavities surfaces, which act as a substrate Both wedge targets have a 

larger surface area which is in contact with the plasma, over an extended duration

4 2 6 Conclusion

In summary, utilizing Langmuir and Orbital theory in our analysis to study the spatial and temporal profile 

of the plasma parameters, the most important trends were of enhanced plasma parameters Changes in the 

peak value and the time resolved profiles of temperature and velocity were demonstrated with confining 

targets The lower density for electrons and ions is explained as rapid plasma expansion, with large velocity 

gradients at early timescales (inside the cavity) leading to enhanced plume extension as seen in optical 

measurements* A lower density trend with decreasing wedge height seen in the later stages of plume 

expansion were confirmed with probes at longer timescales For the two wedge targets employed, 

decreasing the height of the cavity was seen to increase the electron temperature, electron thermal velocity 

o f electrons Decreasing cavity height demonstrated decreasing ion density Differences m the peak values 

of Ne for both Langmuir and orbital theory and N, are attributed to the limitation of each theory in 

interpretation of the IV response of the plume

♦Optical measurements o f plume parameters to be presented in chapter 5
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43  Time and angle resolved 2D ion studies of plasma plumes from rectangular wedges of varying 

depth Honzontal and Vertical behavior 

4 3  1 Introduction

Having studied the effect of confining plasma expansion to the honzontal plane, the next logical step would 

be to evaluate the effects o f plasma interaction with the inner surfaces of the cavity This was done, by 

increasmg the depth of the cavity while keeping the height constant Secondly, utilizing only one electron 

probe at one spatial position, doesn’t allow

for the study of how the plume’s angular density profile is changing as a consequence of collimation or 

plume surface interaction In order to quantify the extent of the plume collimation, an array of ion probes 

was mounted in both vertical and the honzontal directions The expenmental setup was similar to that 

descnbed above

43 2 Experimental setup

Plasma generation was achieved with a Nd YAG Q-switched laser o f pulse energy 0 77J at 1 064//m 

(15nsec FWHM) The laser beam was focused to a spot size of 1400um using a 20cm plano-convex lens 

giving an irradiance of ~2 5xl09W/cm2 The targets were machined from aluminum blocks and had a depth 

of 6mm and 14mm The height was fixed at 1 5mm for the wedge targets

An operating pressure of ~ 2 x l0 3mbar was maintained for all experiments, while fluences on to the target 

of ~50 J/cm2 were used The energy of the laser beam was checked with a power monitor, while the laser 

was finng at 0 8Hz, and spot diameters were determined from crater diameters on planar aluminum targets 

after 5 shots The probes were constructed from 50Q coaxial cable with the core soldered to a 5mm long 

0 4mm diameter tungsten tip This was then surrounded with a two piece ceramic collar, and sealed with 

araldite The probes were mounted radially on a semi-circular arm which could be positioned away from 

the target holder, and the probe tip was onentated parallel to the target surface (see figure 4 8) The first 

probe was positioned 9mm from the laser path and 6 5cm from the target surface when studying the 

honzontal plume distnbution The probe to laser distance was then reduced by 3 5mm while the probe to 

target distances was kept at 6 5mm for studying the plumes vertical distnbution The probes were grounded 

to the vacuum chamber, and the signal taken through a multi-pin vacuum feed through The bias voltage 

required to draw positive charges to the probe tip was provided by a biasing capacitor (75//F) The 

capacitor was biased at -37 5, this was sufficient to repel all negative charges impinging on the probe when 

acquinng the saturated ion signal, as the plasma plume streams past it The signals were recorded on a 

2 5Gsamples/sec oscilloscope, and processed via a GPIBAVaveStar data acquisition package Five shots 

were fired to clean the surface, and avoid anomalous signals from contamination, and three succeeding 

shots were averaged on the oscilloscope(typical shot to shot vanations were ~ 10%) The angular positions
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of the probes in the horizontal position were 9°, 19°, 27°, 40°, 58°, and 76°. For the vertical array the angles 

were reduced by 5° for each probe. This was required to sufficiently map the vertical distribution in the 

wedge targets whose plume was highly collimated in the vertical plane. Figure 4.8 shows the experimental 

setup used. Six probes were mounted radially about the laser axis at increasing angles from the plume’s 

central expansion axis. A seventh probe, mounted on the opposite side of the laser axis, and at the same 

angular position as the first probe in the array was used to ensure that the plume’s ion distribution was 

indeed symmetrical about the laser axis, as this is a crucial assumption used in the analysis (discussed 

later).

Vertical

Array

»  < ^ = p  ..* •.........

Here when referring to 
plasma confined in the 
horizontal plane, we infer 
a physical barrier to 
plume expansion in the 
vertical direction. Thus 
the plasma is confined in 
the horizontal plane.

Laser Path
Horizontal Array

Figure: 4.8 Experimental setup. Two arrays o f  probes, orientated in a planes o f  90° to each other, sampled the plumes 
2D particle distribution.

Equ.2 Y=Y0H
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Gaussian equation for ion angular distribution.

W

While other authors [12, 13, 15] fitted Acosp0 terms to the angular cross section of the ion distribution, we 

however do not have a well defined baseline in the angular distribution due to the limited angle sampled, 

and only have ion traces on one side of the laser axis. Stable fits involving sine or cosine power functions 

require a large number of points to fit with minimum error. However the ion angular distribution seen here 

is not unlike that reported in [15, 16]. In most work using ion probes to study plume dynamics, the fluence 

is low. Thus the traces usually only comprise one mode/velocity group. However when fluences greater 

than 3-5J/cm2 are employed [17, 18] then multiple overlapping curves representing plume components with 

different velocity components are observed. Multiple plume components have been observed by many 

authors with a range of different diagnostics [17, 18], while the ‘plume splitting’ aspect o f laser ablation 

has also been modeled (Wood et al [19]). In order to properly resolve the peaks and centers of each
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component for a particular trace, the angular distribution for each plume and target was fitted with the 

above Gaussian function, using the multiple fit algorithm in Origin 5.0.

43.3: Analysis.

Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show typical ion probe traces for a planar target, from the vertical array. The multiple 

components are distinguished by separate curves (colored), whose summation creates the original ion trace 

(black). The TOF velocity of each group is also displayed. As is expected from laser plasma plumes, the 

greater the angle from the laser axis sampled, the less distinct the difference in velocity groups. This is 

demonstrated from figure 4.9, where the first two velocity groups are well separated (at 4°), yet in figure 

4.10. the first two velocity components have merged.

Ion  d e n s i ty .  P la n a r  t a r g e t ,  v e r tic a l  a r r a y  
N l/cm z p r o b e !  (4°) m u l t i - c o m p o n e n t  fit.

Fig 4.9: Ion trace for planar target, vertical array, probe one (4°) from the laser axis.

As expected the horizontal and vertical distribution for the planar targets are similar in both their peak ion 

density, TOF velocity, and the number of velocity groups as well as the angular dependence of the traces in 

both planes. This is usually a central assumption in plasma models for laser ablation plumes from flat 

targets.

N i/cm a Ion d e n s i ty .  P la n a r  ta r g e t ,  v e r tic a l  a r ra y

T /u s e c

Fig 4.10: Ion trace for planar target, vertical array, probe four (35°) from the laser axis.
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Generally as the angle sampled from the laser axis increases, the number of separate velocity groups 

sampled in the plume decreases. This is due to the thermalization of the plume’s particles which no longer 

exhibit large differences in velocity. Indeed the highly directed nature of laser plasma plumes is a 

consequence of rapid forward expansion of the plumes particles. This expansion which is both a ‘flow’ 

expansion or bulk motion coupled with secondary forces such as electrostatic acceleration of charged 

particles due to Knudsen layer formation during the early phases of plasma formation. With either 

increasing angle (from the laser axis) or increasing distance from the target, plasma density and collision 

rates decrease rapidly, thus lessening the extent o f differences in the velocity distribution of various plume 

components. However as would be expected the wedge targets show substantial differences in both their 

bulk distribution of particles spatially within the plume (figure 4.11.1 -4.11.2) and also the number of velocity 

groups observed in each probe trace (figure 4.12.1-12.3,4.13.1-13.3).

43.4: Particle Angular distribution.

If a non standard influence on plume behavior is studied (horizontal confinement), then clearly the greatest 

difference in plume dynamics will be seen in that plane being directly influenced. To complicate matters 

further, no models of plasma generation or plume evolution with plasma conductive decay under target 

confining conditions exist at present, due mainly to the

Peak Signal: Angle Profile Vert array. Yag plasma
Peak Signal: Angle Profile Horz array, Yag plasma

Fig 4.11.1-4.11.2: Peak signal for all probe angles, for both planes. Increasing the cavity depth decreases the peak ion 
signal, however the rate o f  fall at large angles is less pronounced for the wedge targets (figure 4.1 l.l).T he  sharp cutoff 
from both wedge targets in the vertical is clear. The similarity o f  the profile for both wedges in the vertical (figure 
4.11.2) indicates that the collimation effect is more strongly dependent upon the cavity height rather than the cavity 
length.

extremely complicated processes created through plume cooling and decay from contact with a surface, 

plasma plume deflection from a surface, and multi component plume interaction (in the sense that most 

models assume that the plume is continuous in the change in velocity/density/temperature from one point to 

the next, clearly this would not be a valid assumption for plasma generated inside a containing cavity at 

early timescales where plasma collision with the cavity surfaces could lead to highly complex behaviour).
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In considering the temporal behavior of the plume, one can choose to display either the very early 

timescales (0 5-1 8//sec) involving the leading edge and main peak (fast component) or the trailing edge (2- 

10//sec) The figures (4 11 1-4112) display the angular dependence of the peak ion signal, showing the 

lower peak ion signal as one moves away from the laser axis, m both planes of study As will be shown 

later, the drop in peak ion signal for greater geometric confinement is a recurring trend m plume cavity 

confinement The rate of fall of the peak ion signal with increasing angular distance from the laser axis is 

very pronounced for both wedge targets when compared to the planar target in the vertical It is clear that 

the collimation of a laser plasma plume is much more heavily dependent upon the height of the cavity than 

the depth, since the difference in the vertical angular profiles for the 6 and 14mm cavities are not 

significantly different The plumes from the wedge targets display decreasing peak values (especially near 

the laser axis) We associate this with plasma interaction with the internal area of the cavities, which 

essentially act as a substrate for plasma to decay onto The effect (plasma decay into the target) would be 

area and time dependent The internal surface area of the cavities is larger than the planar target, and the 

length of time the plume spends in the cavity volume increases with cavity depth The peak ion signal for 

the plume in the honzontal plane has a nearly flat plateau over a relatively large angle (30°), followed by a 

shallow decay out to ~60° This would indicate that although plasma is being collimated by the wedge 

target, it is also very uniform in its angular density distribution in the honzontal plane The most probable 

reason for this, is the high level of collisions occurring within the plumes, while they are within the cavities 

volume, which reduce the differences in the different group velocities, and produce a more unified 

streaming plume

The 3D profile of time-angle-densities for each target are displayed in figure 4 12 1-413 3 The profiles m 

the wedge targets in the honzontal (figures 4 12 1-2), display a much smoother decay from the initial peak 

than a planar trace, which displays a number of multiply grouped velocities just after the mam peak An 

interesting difference is the more pronounced rate of fall of peak ion density with angle It is steeper for the 

planar than the wedge targets plume, with the 14mm wedge displaying much shallower decay in peak ion 

density with angle

The smoother decay in both wedge targets from the initial peak is indicative of a higher collisional rate, 

which lessens the velocity gradients throughout the plume, while the less pronounced signal decay with 

angle indicates a higher scattenng angle of the main ion plume centered on the laser axis Extended tails in 

TOF traces are usually from low kinetic particle flow overlapping the back front of the electron cloud of 

the plumes charged part (Ermer et al [22]) This extended ‘tail* generally occurs when energy distnbution 

within the plume favours the leadmg edge Here the majonty of particles are charged, and move away with 

greater velocity than that of the bulk cloud Such trends are inherent in high energy transient systems, such 

as laser plasmas In the vertical plane, the plume collimation from the wedge targets is dramatic
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3D plot Time vs Ion Density vs Angle- probe array(Horz+Vert):
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Fig 4.12.1-12.3: Angle-density-tirae 3D displays o f the ion density for the horizontal probe array (left hand side). The continued 
trend from other work o f lower peak particle density with greater geometric confinement is demonstrated here again. Considerable 
structure is evident not only in the angular dependence but also in the temporal profiles. In all targets the peak density occurs 
closest to the laser axis, falling steadily with angle for the planar target, and in a less pronounced manner in the wedge targets.

Fig 4.13.1-13.3: Angle-density-time 3D displays o f  the ion density (Right hand side) for the vertical array o f  probes. That peak 
ion density scales down with greater confinement is also evident in the vertical plane. The wedge targets show a more collimated 
peak density over a smaller angular range while the planar target displays the typical decay profile. For larger angles the wedge 
cavities no longer display a clearly defined single peak, but show two less well defined components o f  extended duration.
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The rate of fall of ion signal with angle is very pronounced in comparison with the planar target Although 

the 3D plots have been rescaled to display the main peak more clearly, the duration of the total signal from 

the wedge targets is approximately 2-4^sec shorter than that from the planar target for the vertical plane 

The difference in the duration of the signal between the targets increases as the sampling angle is increased, 

and one moves further away from the laser axis From Anisimov et al [14], ‘the forward direction nature of 

the laser evaporation process has been found to result in an anistropic expansion velocities o f the atomic 

species which are controlled by the plasma dimensions’ Thus a plume which is unable to expand vertically 

will be forced to undergo substantial redistribution of its charged constituents, increasing the lon-electron 

collision rate

43  5 Plume temperature and velocities trends

We have noted higher electron temperatures for plasma plumes from wedge targets of fixed depth and 

decreasing height m the previous section and thus, assuming a Maxwellian distnbution v e is given by

Equ 3 Ve—
(  g ^  I

2 (Hendron et al [2])
Knme /

The increase in temperature of electrons translates to a higher electron velocity The large area inside the 

cavities can lead to both thermomc emission of positive ions and electrons from hot surfaces (Threstrup et 

al [16]) and also rapid thermal decay at the boundary between the plasma and cavity surfaces However, 

decay of the plume into the target surface is likely to dominate over any process which might liberate 

particles from the target surfaces back into the plasma The flux of ions and electrons can be calculated 

from the Langmuir-Saha and Richardson equations (Lochte-Holtgreven [34]) and both show an exponential 

increase in the fraction of ionized species with temperature Since an enhanced temperature regime exists at 

early timescales* for such targets, the effect o f plasma collision and decay with the cavity’s internal 

surfaces is likely to be more pronounced for a more highly charged plume This could account for the 

contradictory trend of lower particlc densities from confined plumes In the most probable case, multiple 

thermal layers will be created honzontally, and as the region of the streaming plume closest to the internal 

surfaces will thermally decay faster then the plume centered in the cavity, such a process is area dependent 

The longer the plasma undergoes such a process, the more internal energy a plasma will lose to the target 

bulk Higher plasma temperatures, will lead to higher thermal ionization, while higher photon energies will 

lead to higher photo ionization The containing aspect of the cavities will maintain local particle densities 

for much longer than that of a freely expanding plume This should increase any effect of plasma collision 

and decay with internal surfaces From the Anisimov model [31], the assumption being that the plasma is 

axially symmetric, however as one would expect, the further along the cavity the plume propagates the less 

likely it is that such an assumption can be maintained Indeed the pressure profile from the Anisimov model 

is given as, Equ 3 1,

♦Optical measurements of plume parameters to be presented m chapter 5
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And the density is given by,

(Anisimov et al [14])

Equ 3 2
M

x , y, z , t]a (Anisimov et al [ 14])
l(y)XYZ

This gives pressure and density profiles at spatial coordinates x,y,z and at time t Here y is a constant 

adiabatic index, /2 and 1\ are constants related to the gamma function T, and a~ l/(y-l) Such a function 

displaying the typical shifted Gaussian is usually seen m TOF curves from either ion probes, Faraday cups 

or spectral intensity of a spatially resolved ion In very energetic plasma plumes the curve from the ion 

signal is rarely as smooth and simple as the approximations given by the Anisimov model However if the 

velocity separation between different ion groups m the cloud is small, multiple overlapping ion signals can 

give a resultant smooth TOF signal (Novodvorsky et al [17]) The number of velocity groups in a trace 

show a strong dependence on the laser intensity and hence fluence At the high fluences reported here, the 

temporal separation of the different velocity groups is small due to their high velocity, but clear enough to 

resolve The full ion traces from both horizontal and vertical arrays are of greater duration than that 

reported by Novodvorsky et al [17] and P E Dyer, et al [27] The smoothness of the traces for both probe 

signals in the horizontal and the vertical, becomes more apparent as the cavity depth increases The plume 

traces near the laser axis show only a short lifetime trailing region, whereas the probes at greater angular 

range show a large secondary plume, whose amplitude increases with angle This is especially pronounced 

in probe signal in the horizontal plane

Large scale plume splitting and multi-component plume distribution usually indicates layering of charge 

and electrostatic acceleration of particles under the influence of dipole model electric fields setup inside the 

plume(Dreyfus [27]) For laser plasmas, two fluence ranges exist such that free-electron collisions are not 

as strong a perturbation at the lower range (Dreyfus [27]), and thus do not contribute significantly to 

collisions at later stages Generally only at high fluence (>12-15J/cm2 for Al, Amoruso et al [35]) does one 

observe large scale plume splitting and multiple plume components, due to free particle collisions within 

the plume’s volume Below the threshold fluence, most of the laser energy is expended m ablation and 

plasma formation, above the fluence threshold, the remaining energy in the pulse is used to heat lomc 

species to high temperature, giving rise to the characteristic forward expansion of laser plasma plumes The 

fluence threshold level will clearly depend on when in the laser pulse the plasma density reaches the critical

♦Optical measurements o f  plume parameters to be presented in chapter 5 
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value (Nc) for which energy delivery to the target surface is attenuated, and instead absorbed at the frontal 

regions of the plume

4 3  7 Plume 2D angular distnbution trends

If the plasma is considered as a body of zero net current flow, then the long range plasma potentials act as 

an accelerator, whose influence would be volume and density dependent Thus such processes would 

favour the planar target plasma, given the higher densities seen in both planes for this plume In considering 

the angular profile of the peak ion signals for each target/wavelength/onentation we fitted a Gaussian cross 

section using equation 2, to characterize the angular dependence An important assumption is symmetry of 

the plume properties about the laser axis, which was tested using the seventh probe positioned at -4° 

Figures 4 14 1-4 14 2, display the angular fit to the peak ion signals for the first group velocity for each 

probe, which is centered about the main peak in the trace This was not repeated for the other group 

velocities because not only are the number of plume groups different for each target, but the processes 

involved in shaping the properties of successive groups are many and interdependent The first group is 

essentially a collision-less, semidetached layer moving ahead of the mam plume (Leboeuf et al [25] Wood 

et al [26])

Considering the honzontal profiles/fits (figure 4 14 1) the most obvious feature is the strong flattening of 

the angular cross section in companson to the same plots in figure 4 14 2, which display the angular profile 

for each target in the vertical plane Usually increasing fluence does allow the width of the plumes forward 

section to widen due to higher scatter velocity (as seen in section 1 of this chapter), thus allowing a larger 

deposited area on deposited substrates, however high fluence usually leads to roughness in the film surface 

(Dyer et al [27]) The 6mm wedge density is higher than the 14mm wedge, a trend seen previously with 

electron probes and visible emission spectra* The solution to this is to consider the greater coupling 

between the plasma and the mtemal area of the cavity Initially confinement of the plume will lead to 

higher particle densities sampled by the probe, however as the depth of the cavity increases, plasma decay 

into the target surface will begin to undermine the plumes ability to maintain high enough temperatures 

required for non-neutrals to exist, this will result in lower signal levels at a probe This trend was also 

observed in section 1, at high fluence (~70J/cm2) When the angular profiles were plotted, the initial wedge 

depth (3mm) wedge displayed little change from that of the planar target, while increasing the wedge depth 

(6-11-17mm) displayed a large drop m angle resolved peak ion densities The higher the fluence used the 

deeper the wedge target must be for significant changes to be observed

The penetration depth for laser vaponzation increases as the wavelength decreases [28, 29, 30] and as the 

pulse width decreases However the amount of ablated matenal is independent of the cavity dimension so 

long as the cavity height is greater then the laser spot size, otherwise a non-typical coupling of the laser 

spot to the targets surface will occur However the temperature is likely to be lower due to lower absorption

•Optical measurements o f plume parameters to be presented in chapter 5
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in the pre-plume (Kim et al [28]) which was also demonstrated by fast ICCD images of plasma generated in 

wedge targets in the visible*.

4.14.1

YAO Horizontally array: Peak ion Signal, angle and target resolved

4.14.2

YAO Vertical array: Peak ion Signal, angle and target resolved

Fig. 4.14.1-4.14.2. Angular distributions o f  the peak ion density, for each target, for all target plumes, in both the 
vertical plane and horizontal plane for the first plume group. The dotted lines are the Gaussian fits made to each profile 
and fitted using equation 2. The angular profiles are similar to those studied by Thestrup and Lunney [16]. The angular 
profile in this work for the planar target is broader then that observed by Thestrup for aluminum, however the latter 
used a fluence o f 2.5J/cm2. No fit was made to the 14mm wedge in the horizontal by virtue o f  the absence o f a clear 
trend in the angle resolved signal, but also due to the absence o f a clear baseline..

Notably, for figure 14.4.2, the collimating effect in the vertical plane o f plasma generation confined by 

wedges is not strongly affected by the depth. A strong narrowing of the vertical angular profile is observed 

in moving from the planar target to the 6mm wedge, but only a small difference exists between the two 

wedge targets, while all values are slightly lower. The latter aspect is due to greater plasma decay into the 

larger internal surface area of the 14mm wedge. The higher values of the Ni for figure 4.14.1 in the 

horizontal was observed in section 1, as a slight increase in the peak value of Ni for 3mm deep wedge 

targets. Thus such a trend would be expected here. The extent of the increase over the planar target is 

attributed to collimation of the plume reregistering as a higher measured ion density, which clearly decays 

♦Optical measurements o f  plume parameters, to be presented in chapter 5.
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rapidly as the cavity depth is increased further (a trend also observed in section 4 1 for all fluences used 

there)

YAG Horz YAG Vert
Target w m  Area Target w 1/2 Area

Planar 83 96 Planar 102 141
6mm 109 159 6mm 26 25
14mm —  — 14mm 24 25

Wj/2, refers to the half-max width o f  the curve in degrees, and A is the are under the curve, in 
arbitrary units

Table 3 Constants fitted with equation 1 to peak profiles from all targets, in both the horizontal and the vertical, w is the 
half max width A large decrease in the fitted width is present in the wedge targets in the vertical m comparison to the 
planar target Further increases in wedge depth do not produce further narrowing o f  the plume to the same degree If a 
reliable fit could be made to the 14mm target in the horizontal, it would expected that a more broadened plume would 
be observed as the wedge depth decreases

43  7 Particle Velocities, Target and plume trends

In considering table 3, the smaller the half-max width of an angular profile, the greater the extent o f plume 

collimation Thus as can be seen from the half-max width value, the laser plasma is being collimated to a 

greater extent but as the confinement increases, the bulk signal (the area) is also lower Indeed both 

numbers scale down as the confinement increases (this is more pronounced in the vertical array) Since the 

plasma is still free to expand horizontally, we assume that the flattened regions in the wedge targets are in 

fact due to collimation in the horizontal plane Expansion which normally would occur in three dimensions 

is now confined Since the wedge targets do not show very large velocity changes at these pressures (~10 

3mbarr), the particles cannot be redirected in the forward direction completely, and thus some portion of the 

plume which would undergo expansion in the vertical must comprise the wide cross section seen in the 

wedge targets angular distribution fits

E4m/sec
YAG

E4m/sec
YAG

E4m/sec
YAG

Group 1 Drobel (4yl Group2 probe 1 (4y) Grouo3 Drobel

Planar 8 9 Planar 7 7 Planar 5 3
6mm 7 0 6mm 5 9 6mm 4 7
14mm 6 9 14mm 4 5 14mm 3 9

Group 1 Probe4 GrouD2 Probe4 OS2} GrouD3 Probe4 C352'!

Planar 7 2 Planar 6 6 Planar 5 4
6mm 5 6 6mm 3 7 6mm -------
14mm 6 0 14mm 3 5 1 4 m m --------

Table 4 Group velocities for all targets from the vertical probe array [probe 1 (4°- closest to the laser axis) and probe 4 
(35°)]

The group velocities scale well relative to the degree of containment(the deeper the cavity the lower the 

peak velocity, this effect is much more pronounced at small angles) They are a full order of magnitude 

larger then those reported in (Novodvorsky et al [17]) However the latter used much lower laser energy
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(40mJ) compared to ~780mJ used here For all angles studied, and all velocity groups the peak TOF 

velocity is lower as the degree of containment increases, reinforcing the trend seen in section 4 1 with 

varying fluence, for a larger number of wedge depths One aspect of the laser plasma plume which usually 

does not change is the highly directed expansion, back along the laser axis, TOF velocities sampled here 

should display higher TOF velocities than those at larger angles This is indeed the case as table 4 

demonstrates For the first group, velocities near the laser axis (probe 1~4°) are lower at probe 4 (35°) for 

all targets However as the velocity group considered increases, the difference m velocity for 4° and 35° for 

all targets is not so large This is clear from figure 4 13 1-3, in the 3D profiles, where all targets exhibit less 

pronounced secondary peaks as the angle from the laser axis is increased Therefore the component of the 

plasma most affected by geometric influence (a physical surface) is the fast, frontal region of the plume

4.3 8 Plasma plume target interaction

In considering the group velocities for probe one (4°) for all targets, and all three velocity groups, the most 

obvious trend is the decrease in the peak velocity of the plume as the cavity depth is increased (as the 

degree of confinement is increased) this reinforces trends observed with data from the first section of this 

chapter, where ion probes displayed lower TOF velocities for cavity targets However one must remember 

that in section 4 1 the operating pressure was ~10 5mbarr, while here it is ~103mbarr, while the probe to 

target surface distance was also different The fast particles which lead the plume’s expansion, and thus 

have the highest kinetic energies, undergo a large number of collisions with the ambient gas This slows the 

forward propagation of the plume substantially For cavity confined plumes, this will increase the length of 

time it takes to exit the cavity volume As stated previously, plasma decay mto the cavities internal surface 

will cause rapid decay of energetic particles into the target This will not only register as a smaller probe 

signal but will contribute to lowering the internal energy and hence velocity of the plume

Equ 4 Te=2 88E 4xA 1/8(Z +1)'5/8Z 3/4( R ) 1/2x1/4 (Novodvorsky et al [17])

where A is the atomic mass of Aluminum (26 98u), Z the average ion charge in the plume, I the laser 

intensity (W/cm2), X the laser wavelength in cm, and x(c) the pulse duration of the laser beam 

(Novodvorsky et al [17]) From equation 4 the electron temperature has a square root wavelength 

dependence In section 4 2 electron probes and wedge targets, displayed electron temperatures peaking at 

10000K, 4cm from the aperture of the wedge target, at ljisec delay after the laser pulse The peak 

temperature scaled upwards with greater confinement Thus a good estimation for the electron temperature 

of the plume of the YAG plume is 10600K Collimation of a laser plasma, via a confining target does lead 

to higher temperatures and higher velocities as was demonstrated in section 2 However the decay of 

plasma in contact with a surface clearly undermines plasma enhancement The point at which collimation 

and containment of plumes becomes a disadvantage depends on the internal area of the cavity, and on the
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kinetic energy of the plume The latter quantity depends on many factors These include the laser energy 

and wavelength and the ambient gas pressure

4.3 9 Conclusion

Summarizing the trends seen above, we have observed strong collimation of the plume in the vertical plane 

due to cavity confinement, and lower angular decay of peak ion signals Multiple velocity groups 

corresponding to multi-plume component expansion were observed and are attributed to large scale 

restructuring of charged species within the plume due to the constraints placed on vertical expansion In the 

horizontal plane, flattened cross sections of ion angular distribution for the first velocity group were 

observed, leading to a fanning effect as the plasma diverges substantially in the horizontal plane after 

leaving the cavity The general trend is of lower peak ion densities with greater geometric confinement, i e 

as the cavity depth increases

The possibility of using wedge target confinement to study superior PLD thin film generation, creating 

large area film of even thickness, via a larger angular width of even plume density being deposited m the 

substrate is proposed A definitive conclusion for electron studies for rectangular wedge targets, is the trend 

of lower electron and ion densities The most probable reason for this is the extension of the plasma plume, 

as the collimating nature of the targets produces enhanced velocities This point is reinforced given the 

earlier arrival o f the peak ion and peak electron signals for all confining targets The higher electron 

temperature from the Langmuir probe signals also infer an extended plume, of lower local particle density 

The term ‘local’ refers to the assumption that the plasma is not inherently of lower density (the same 

volume of material is ablated in each case ) but is spatially extended, and possessing higher expansion 

velocities The plume becomes stretched and extended and thus fewer particles exist per mm3 for the probe 

to register The ion and electron traces for all targets, display a narrower main peak region followed by a 

slower moving main body, while confining targets display faster decay of the initial faster plume signal 

This would indicate a more compact plume, moving at a higher velocity Another possibility is that of 

plasma decay into the target, and deposition onto the target surface
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4 4 Time and angle resolved ion studies of plasma plumes from collimating targets plasma 

generation between two parallel plates 

4 41  Introduction

In order to extend our study of the interaction of laser generated plumes with specific target geometries, a 

laser plume was created via laser ablation of a flat aluminum target The plasma plume was contained 

between the target surface and a 1 55mm thick flat parallel plate The latter was positioned at different 

distances from the target surface The laser was delivered to the target surface via a hole in the front plate, 

and thus the plume interacts with the front plate, and a secondary plume is generated from the expansion of 

the plume after it passes through the hole in the front plate The second plume was studied with an 

electrostatic probe, which sampled the plume at various points The most important aspect of this 

experiment was the comparison to the plume studies described in the previous sections The expansion 

vector most affected by the targets is different In the earlier studies, plasma expansion parallel to the target 

surface was constrained However expansion back along the laser axis, normal to the target surface was not 

In this experiment, forward expansion of the plume is affected, by virtue of the presence of the plate, which 

is parallel to the target surface As a consequence of this geometry, the expansion vector, normal to the 

target surface is affected All other expansion vectors are un-affected by geometric influence Experimental 

conditions were almost identical however there were some differences

4 4 2 Experimental setup

Plasma generation was achieved with a Nd YAG Q-switched laser o f energy 0 33J at 1 064/an The laser 

beam was focused to a spot size of 1600/nn using a 24cm plano-convex tens giving an irradiance of 

~1 x lO ^ /c m 2 An operating pressure of -10 3mbarr was maintained for all the experiments The fluence on 

to the target was -16/Jem2 The electrostatic probe was mounted on a movable arm which could be 

positioned away from the target holder, and the probe tip was orientated parallel to the target surface The 

first probe was positioned 9 4mm from the laser path and 40mm from the target surface when studying the 

plume distribution The probe was grounded to the vacuum chamber, and the signal taken through a single 

BNC-BNC connector vacuum feed through

The capacitor was biased at -35V, this was sufficient to repel all negative charges impinging on the probe 

when acquiring the saturated ion signal, as the plasma plume streams past it Five shots were used to clean 

the target, while three were then averaged The angular positions of the probe in the horizontal position 

were 11 3°, 14°, 16 7°, 19 3°, 21 8°, 24 3°, 26 6°, 28 8°, 30 1° The normal distance from the probe tip to the 

target surface was kept constant at 40mm The probe was translated parallel to the target surface, leading to 

a maximum angle with the laser path of 30° to the target normal
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Probe

Angles 11.3° 14.0° 16.7° 19.3° 21.8° 24.3° 26.6° 28.8° 30.1°
sampled:

o°
//  ♦

Laser patl

Target

Main plume

Plate sep:
0.0mm, 0.8mm, 
1.6mm, 2.4mm, 
3.2mm

Secondary plume

—  

^  Front

Figure 4.15:(above), experimental setup. The probe was translated parallel to the target surface, and the 
distance between the plates varied. The distance between the back plate and the probe was constant.

4.4.3: Overview of experimental trends.

Figure 4.16: (left) 3D time-angle distribution o f  plume traces. Both the fast component (sharp spike) and the main body o f 
the plume (slow component), show a strong dependence on the distance from the laser path. The integrated charge, peak 
TOF velocity and width o f both components reinforce this trend.

Figure 4.16, displays the ion probe traces for the first probe for all angles sampled, for the second plate 

separation used (0.8mm). The clear rising edge, which will not always be composed of a single group of 

particles moving at the same velocity, is still present for the parallel plate arrangement. However it was 

noted that the duration of this peak, and the entire ion signal was substantially shorter than those seen in
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sections 4 1-43, for other target configurations It was also observed that for other target geometries, there 

was a clear separation between the fast main peak and the second slower signal However for the parallel 

plate geometry, the two signals merge smoothly Secondly, the rapid decrease in the measured particle flux, 

as the angle from the laser path is increased is also a reoccumng trend in laser ablated plumes This was 

also demonstrated for the target configurations studied in previous sections and in this section The decay in 

the peak signal (arising from the fast component in the plume) and the decay in the slower secondary signal 

with angle is clear The extremely short duration of the signal at large angles when compared to large angle 

signals from previous sections, demonstrates not only the strong collimation of the plume about the laser 

axis, but the short duration, of the signal, resulting from a highly localized, high velocity expansion 

Although other target geometries studied in previous sections displayed enhanced expansion velocities, the 

duration of the probes signals was still comparable to the signal from planar targets The signal duration in 

this configuration is the shortest to be seen in this body of work, indicating the plume is physically of 

shorter scale length, and passes the probe tip over shorter timescale

4 4 4  Plume dynamics

In a two plate target system such as that here, there are three distinct processes occurring Firstly the plume 

interaction with the inner surface of the front plate, and resulting deposition of plume constituents upon the 

inner surface Secondly, re-channeling of the plume as it is forced through the hole in the front plate 

Lastly, the expansion of the second plume from the aperture, which is different to a plume pushing off a flat 

target In this case the forward force provided to the second plume, other than its own pressure driven 

expansion is the force of the main plume pushing on the plasma inside the aperture Another aspect of 

interest is the deflection and sudden decrease m velocity of the main plume between the plates when the 

mam plume collides with the front plate

Considering first the plume collisions with the front plate From fast ICCD imaging of optical work*, it was 

observed that the plume at the termination of the laser pulse is of approximate dimensions 0 6-0 8mm in 

height, parallel to the target surface, and extends no more then 0 4mm forward from the target For plate 

separation of ~0 0mm, the resulting cavity geometry is essentially a capillary, of length equal to the 

thickness of the front plate (~1 5mm)

For the second plate separation (0 8mm), the cavity width is such that at that point in time when the plume 

reaches the inner surface of the front plate, the plume expansion in the vertical plume would be relatively 

small compared to the fast forward expansion The main trend seen here is that for certain cavity widths 

(~lmm or less), geometric collimation of the plume as it moves through the hole in the front plate alters the 

velocity distribution of the particles Those particles at the leading edge of the plume (and thus the most 

energetic constituents of the plume) become increasingly separated from the main body of the plume

♦Optical measurements of plume parameters, to be presented in chapter 5
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N/cm3 Ion Density fo r various plate separation values at angles 11°
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Figure 4.17.1: Voltage traces for the first probe position (11°) for all plate separation values. The reoccurring theme in 
this work is the merging o f the fast, well defined spike with the slower moving, widened main plume component. The 
separation o f  these two distinct components o f  the plumes velocity distribution decreases as the angles sampled 
decreases.

This accounts for the absence of a pronounced second peak as the cavity width increases beyond ~lmm 

(figure4.17.1). Indeed only the first two cavity widths (Omm, 0.8mm) display a pronounced second peak, 

while increasing the cavity width leads to a smoother trace, indicative of a more continuous, slower moving 

plume. This would infer that a shift in the velocity distribution of the plumes particles occurs only over a 

range of particle energies for this particular target-plume interaction. This is due to the fact that the larger 

cavity separation results in a longer time of flight of the plume before interacting with the front plate, since 

the plasma density decays rapidly from the plume center then those particles interacting with the front plate 

will do so at a lower particle densities.

The different traces are similar to those reported previously in (Anisimov et al [31]). In the latter’s work, 

the authors used visible emission spectroscopy and Faraday cup measurements, to study the interaction of a 

laser plasma plume with a grid (the grid had a transparency of 30%). The ion traces reported there, also 

display a two component trace, but also an attenuation of both the main peak and the trailing signal. They 

attributed this to a ‘dramatic non-linear transformation of the velocity distribution due to counter streaming 

particles’ (Chrisey et al [32]). One aspect of the laser plasma plume expansion is the strong collimation of 

the charge distribution. By integrating the total signal over the signal lifetime, the charge collected from the 

plume by the probe can be measured, and when done for the various parameters provides a useful 

indication of charge distribution within the streaming plume. This value ranges from a maximum of lOOnC 

for a plate separation of 0.0mm to 6nC for a plate separation of 3.2mm per pulse (figure 4.17.2), with the 

largest collected charge occurring nearest the laser axis, and falling off steeply as the angle from the target

^Optical measurements o f plume parameters, to be presented in chapter 5.
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normal sampled increased. These values are comparable to those reported in section 4.1, and to those 

reported by Lunney at al [12, 13, 15].

C o lle c te d  ch a rg e -a n g u la r d is trib u tio n  F -1 5 .6 J/ cm 2

A ngle/D eg

Figure 4 .17.2: Collected charge for each probe, for all plate separation values. Integrating the current-time trace. There 
is a clear grouping o f  the collected charge for the last three cavity widths relative to the first two. Such a trend was also 
seen in section 4 .1, where angle resolved peak particle densities were clearly grouped for certain cavity depths.

More importantly in Anisimov’s work, as the grid was moved closer to the main target surface, the shift in 

the velocity distribution became greater, with two distinct peaks of equal magnitude. The longer the trailing 

edge of an ion plume trace, the greater the proportion of the plume particles which have low kinetic energy, 

in comparison to the high velocity particles which lead a plume’s expansion. Thus shifts from a smooth, 

uniform ion trace to a multi-component trace, is usually indicative of increases in the internal kinetic 

energy of the plume.

The chief difference between this work and that of Anisimov is the relative volume of plasma which can 

reach the probe. While the bulk of the plume in Anisimov’s work could stream through the grid, only that 

portion of the plume moving normal to the front plate within the diameter of the aperture will pass through 

the aperture and register on the probe as a signal. Clearly the closer and earlier to the generation point o f 

the plasma the smaller the dimensions of the plasma will be. Thus the smallest plate separation will allow 

the largest fraction of the original plume to expand freely in vacuum after the plume has left the aperture of 

the front plate. Thus it is not unusual that the smaller the plate separation the larger the recorded ion 

density. An important conclusion here is the difference in the angular profiles of the ions for this target 

geometry compared to the various wedges employed in previous sections. In the horizontal plane for the 

wedge targets, the plume underwent angular broadening as a consequence of confinement in that plane.

This then leads to lower integrated charge values from each probe for the various plate separations (figure

4.17.2). However here, the plume particles are ‘collimated’ radially in all planes as they are forced through 

the aperture on the inner surface of the front plate.
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Figure 4.18.1,4.18.2: (left) Angle resolved peak ion densities for all plate separation values. The smallest plate 
separation (Oram) displays strong collimation o f  the initial plasma plume, which registers on the probes as a nearly 
constant ion density over a relatively large angle (although the angle is small when compared to the angles studied in 
previous sections). As can be observed, the rate o f  fall o f  the ion density with angle, and the peak ion density for each 
targets drops rapidly from D=0.8mm onwards. Despite the small cavity widths used, when a geometric influence is 
used to configure the plumes properties, the affect will be greatest if  the geometric influence is brought to bear when 
the plume is at its most energetic, i.e. very early in the plasma history. (Right) Best fit values for Z/X ratios for all 
targets (fitted from equation 1.2, section 1). As is expected the extent o f the forward plume collimation is most 
pronounced for the smaller cavity separations, where Z/X is large for D=0, 0.8mm but then falls rapidly for larger 
values o f  D, mirroring the profile seen in figure 4.18.1 (left).

For fixed fluence previous targets displayed significant changes in the peak ion density recorded and the 

angular profile of the plume’s particles only for certain cavity depths or heights. Equally so here, 

significant differences in the plumes angular profiles (figure 4.18.1) show large changes for small values of 

D, and saturated influence at larger values of D, compared to changing the depth of a rectangular wedge in 

section 4.1 and 4.3, where significant changes in the peak ion density and the angular distribution occur 

only at moderate to large cavity depths. The chief difference is density, or the density of the plasma when it 

interacts with the geometric influence. In the above cases, the very small plate separation occurs early on in 

the plasma history, when the plasmas density is high. In section 1, significant geometric influence occurs 

only after the plume has filled the rectangular cavity, and emerged from the target’s volume.

4.4.5: Ion dynamics and signal angular dependency.

A notable feature generally of laser generated plumes is the peaking of the plume density and the ion flux 

in the forward direction, normal to the target surface. This distribution of ions occurs not only parallel to 

the laser axis but also parallel to the target surface, radially out from the expansion vector of the plume. The 

large difference in the collected charge (figure 4.18) for the first two cavity widths (0.0mm, 0.8mm), 

compared to the grouping of collected charge values for the other cavity widths (1.6mm, 2.4mm, 3.2mm) 

indicates that at the fluences reported here, collimation is significant under limited conditions (certain 

cavity widths). For increasing cavity widths a larger expansion of the plasma plume in 3D space is allowed 

before the plume collides with the inner surface of the front plate. Therefore, the closer the front plate to the
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target surface, the smaller the volume of the plasma as it reaches the front plate Thus the larger the volume 

of matenal which will pass through the aperture

Shifts in the velocity distribution are also cavity width dependent Since the target-probe distance is 

constant, increasing the cavity width effectively lowers the density of the plume which contacts the front 

plate by virtue of the longer transit time of the plume and expansion driven decreases in particle density, 

thus effects such as collimation and increases in velocities due to local pressure increases (as the plasma is 

forced through the aperture) are clearly density dependent High fluence laser ablation signals from 

electrostatic detectors generally display multiple velocity groups Large electnc fields resulting from the 

high-density plasma, can give rise to strong forward accelerations by way of ambi-polar diffusion (Ermer et 

al [22]), then ions are accelerated by columbic fields generated by electrons escaping from the plume at 

high velocity and undergoing relatively few collisions (a Knudsen layer) This has also been proposed by 

(Pappas et al [33]) In the latter work, the authors argue that strong electrostatic interactions of 

photoelectrons and the emitted ions result in the formation of a ± charge cloud 1 e , a tenuous plasma This 

charge could couple to neutral atoms and molecules sufficiently that electron impact excitation occurs 

Since the ions and electrons travel together and have greater kinetic energy than the neutrals they should be 

concentrated at the forward edge of the plume and, given the radial temperature distnbution in the plume, 

the greater proportions of ionized particles should drop dramatically as one moves out from the laser axis 

Indeed good evidence of this is provided by the relative smoothing of the ion traces as the distance from the 

laser axis increases With few peaks and velocity groups, the plume displays good thermalization and 

continuity in particle flux the further out the probe samples

4 4 6 Time of flight velocities trends

Nearer the laser axis, the higher ion flux, and presence of localized electron layering in the plume leads to 

sharp decreases from the ion peak to negative going signals or ‘troughs’ in the ion flux signal It is these 

troughs that allow one to distinguish the different velocity groups, and at high fluence, where the collisional 

rates between ions and electrons will help to maintain ionization rates, one should expect higher kinetic 

energies In [30] the authors studied the total positive charge accumulated on a Faraday cup from a KrF 

laser generated plume as a function of fluence, for MgO in vacuum (1 O^mbarr) As the fluence was 

increased beyond 3J/cm2, the net charge measured in the plume increases exponentially This net charge 

provides a moderate potential well for co-moving electrons The authors calculated that a 001% net 

positive charge over the length of the plasma would provide an electron potential well of ~12eV Electron 

heating in the plume via collisions should scale with fluence This in turn will dnve a broadenmg of the 

energy distribution of the ions, resulting in the charge localization which is termed ‘slow’ and ‘fast’ 

components The larger the difference in amval time at the probe of the peaks of such curves, the greater 

the difference in velocity of the components Equally the narrower the components are in time the more
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localized in space these velocity groups are, and the greater the electrostatic potential must be between the 

charged forward region of the plume and any slower component.
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Figure 4.19: Peak TOF velocities for probe positions 1 l°and 21°, for all plate separations. A unique aspect o f  this target 
configuration is the response o f  the first peak (fast component) against the second peak (main body o f  the plume) to 
increasing plate separation. The fast component displays a clear decrease (-linear) for increasing plate separations, 
while the slower component is relatively unaffected.

The group velocities scale well relative to the degree of containment (increasing plate separation), with the 

peak TOF velocity scaling down with increasing plate separation. The leading edge of laser plasma plumes 

is usually highly charged, and moves at higher velocities then the main body of the plume. In moving 

through the aperture in the front plate the frontal regions of the plasma plume are clearly more affected then 

the middle or trailing edge of the plume. The decrease in TOF velocity for the first group (located at the 

frontal regions of the plume) indicated by figure 4.19, and relative lack of responsiveness for the second 

velocity group (located in the main body of the plume) would infer that the more energetic a plasma plume 

than the greater the effect of plasma-target surface interaction on plume behavior. From work with electron 

probes and confining targets in section 4.2, we measured electron temperatures peaking at 8200K, 4cm 

from the aperture o f the confining target, at a 1/isec delay after the laser pulse. The peak temperature scaled 

upwards with greater confinement. Given the good scaling of the TOF velocity in figure 4.19 and the 

clearly established trend from section 4.2, that for laser plasma plumes, increased thermal velocity usually 

goes hand in hand with increased flow velocity, we can assume that if the velocity distribution is indeed
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Maxwellian then from equation 4, a higher flow velocity is indicative of a higher temperature within the 

plume Thus we can assume that collimation o f the plume does indeed lead to a higher plume temperatures 

We have confirmed this with temperature measurements^ from space and time resolved emission 

spectroscopy* which showed enhanced temperatures, center of mass velocities and extended line profiles 

for plasma emerging from an aperture having undergone expansion from a planar surface Interestingly 

lower peak densities from line widths were also observed Considering figure 4 13 it is clear that the peak 

TOF velocity distnbution displays a nearly linear change in peak value for the vanous cavity widths, while 

the second plume component seems to be only partially affected With the exception of simplified 

modeling of the effect of target geometry on laser-target coupling, no theoretical analysis of plume-surface 

interaction yet exists, thus no companson can be made However one clear conclusion is the lower peak ion 

densities (Ne~10n cm3) reported here compared to section 4 2 (Ne~1012-1013cm 3) Although the fluence 

reported there was higher, other conditions were similar The chief difference is the nature of the target 

(rectangular cavity) Another point of interest is the large difference between the velocity groups reported 

in section 2 (upwards of four groups per trace) compared to those reported here, where the peak TOF 

velocities of both groups is within one-quarter order of magnitude of each other, whereas in section 2 the 

difference is one-half order of magnitude, while the peak velocities themselves are also lower (2 5- 

6xl06cm/sec here compared to 8-24x106cm/sec reported in section 2

4 4 7 Conclusion

To summarize, we have observed that as the width between the target surface and the front plate is 

increased that the peak ion density sampled by the probe decreases for the fast component of the plume, but 

the second slower main body is relatively unaffected TOF velocities show a linear dependence on the 

cavity width for the main peak and relative insensitivity of the second slower component to collimation In 

companson, the angular distnbution of the plume out from the laser axis, displays very strong forward 

concentration of the plumes ions, and a strong fall off in ion signal as the angle from the laser axis is 

increased The largest change observed in the plasma plumes properties occur when the plate separation 

values increases from zero to non zero values, corresponding to a change in the geometry of the system, 

from a micro capillary to a real parallel plate system Further increases in the cavity width display a 

saturated change in both the peak ion density sampled by the probe but also in the TOF velocity However 

changes in the TOF velocity are only observed for the main velocity group and not the secondary, slower 

moving plume component

♦Optical measurements of plume parameters, to be presented in chapter 5
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4 4 8 Concluding remarks

One trend which emerges from all targets studied, is that o f lower peak density for both ions and electrons, 

when the target area in contact with the plume increases at any stage in the plume evolution The most 

obvious cause of this is conductive decay of the plasma into the target This can occur via ion collisions 

with the target surface, depriving the plasma of high energy ions which could maintain plasma temperature 

through collisions with other particles Secondly, a plasma is usually a highly charged medium, and thus 

the potential difference between the plasma and the target is a strong loss mechanism for free electrons and 

low energy ions at the edge of the plume at the plasma target interface Such loss mechanisms are both area 

and time dependent Thus as the internal area of a cavity increases, not only is conductive decay enhanced, 

but the time taken for the plume to leave the cavity volume increases Thus any enhancement in velocity 

and temperature through collimation and containment comes at the price of an enhanced plasma decay rate 

The most definitive result is for the vertical distribution of the plume’s ions from a planar target as 

compared to a rectangular wedge Strong collimation of the plume was observed resulting in strong 

narrowing of the plume’s cross section in the vertical plane as a consequence of the physical barrier offered 

by the wedge in lessening plume expansion in one plane

Some interesting trends can now be deduced about the nature of laser plasma plume interaction with 

surfaces In section 1, it was observed that decreasing the fluence lead to lower peak ion densities and 

lower TOF velocities However for a fixed fluence, and increasing cavity depth, the trend was repeated 

Thus containing a laser plasma plume for varying durations (which is effectively forcing a laser plasma 

plume to interact with a grounded surface) has the same effect as decreasing the fluence delivered to the 

target In section2, for fixed cavity depths and decreasing cavity height, higher TOF velocities were 

observed (related to higher temperatures), as well as lower particle densities, for both positively and 

negatively charged particles Since higher temperatures and velocities scale with increasing fluence, the 

effect of decreasing cavity height is to mirror that of increasing fluence All metals display a saturation in 

particle yield beyond some set fluence value However for cavities of decreasing height, the particle yield is 

in fact lower

Finally, in section 4, plasma plume interaction with a surface normal to its expansion vector, resulted in the 

funnehng of plume through the aperture in the front plate This led to increases in the TOF velocity for the 

fast plume component, while the slower plume component displayed no change m the TOF velocity for all 

plate separation values used
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Chapter Five: Space and Time Resolved Visible Emission 

Spectroscopy and Imaging of Laser Plasma Plumes

Introduction

This chapter discusses results from the range of experiments performed in 

the space-time range termed ‘intermediate field’, using space and time 

resolved visible emission spectroscopy and imaging. Here the laser 

generated plasma plume was studied for time scales less then 500nsec. The 

plume properties such as electron temperature and electron density, 

ionization temperature, and ion edge velocity were compared for various 

target geometries. The target geometries used included rectangular wedges 

of fixed depth and varying height, capillaries of fixed length and varying 

diameters, and vertical parallel plates o f varying separation. Plume dynamics 

were studied using gated ICCD imaging. For confined plumes, enhanced 

temperatures, densities and emission spectra are demonstrated for all 

confining targets at early stages after the laser pulse. Other effects such as 

large increases in the forward extension of the plume, and enhanced edge 

velocities are also presented. High voltage electric field influence of varying 

polarity and intensity, on laser generated plasma was also studied. Enhanced 

electron density, and late stage ion emission was observed. This effect was 

limited to late stage plasma behaviour and only above certain voltages.
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As discussed earlier, electrostatic probes are extremely limited by theory, as to the earliest point in the 

plasma lifetime which they can probe. In order to push the spatial and temporal limit back further to the 

space-time origin, another form of diagnostics must be employed. As outlined in chapter three, the 

Chromex visible spectrometer and Andor ICCD are exceptionally versatile. Another positive attribute of 

visible spectroscopy is the large range of theories which are applicable in translating emission spectra into 

real physical parameters with which to determine the plasma properties. The chief variable employed is the 

degree of containment offered by the three target geometries used (figure 5.1.0).
Taigft *ype

5.0: Overview

Rectuifriar cavity (wedge):
m ain variable height *H"

Infinity (flat target)

1 5m m  
1mm

Length *1/ fixed  at 6m m

2D Radial cavity (cap flbry);
m ain variable D iam eter *D’: 

Infinity (fla t target) 
4mm  
3 mm  
2m m

Length *L' fixed  al 10m m

ID vertical cavity (f htes):
m ain variable cav ity  width *L *:

5mm
Hole diameter*d* fixed at 1 5m m

L aser path A X  i s  the exp  a jt s io n  v e c t o r  m a p p e d  b y
the sp ectra meter SMt

Figure 5.1.0: Schematic overview o f  the three target configurations employed in this chapter. Each target configuration 
allowed for varying degrees o f  containment in different spatial planes. For each target configuration, relative 
dimensions such as height or diameter were varied in order to study how the plume parameters varied under the 
influence o f  varying the volume o f  the confining influence o f  each target configuration. Finally using the first target 
(wedge) high voltage electric field effects were studied by biasing the target.

Each target configuration confined the plasma from different directions. Relative to the plasma, different 

expansion vectors of the plasma were thus affected by the presence of the internal surfaces of each target 

The rectangular wedge target influenced plasma expansion parallel to the target surface in one dimension,

Laser path

Lase r  path

E n try  hole 
diam eter 
‘d ’—l  5mm
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while the expansion vector perpendicular to the target surface was unaffected The capillary target, similar 

to the rectangular wedge, increased the degree of confinement by effecting expansion vectors parallel to the 

target surface in two dimensions The third configuration employed, involved retarding the forward 

expansion of the plasma (normal to the target surface) by generating the plasma between two parallel 

plates The other expansion vector of the plume, such as those parallel to the target surface, were 

unaffected Lastly, usmg a rectangular wedge of fixed dimensions, a variable magnitude and polarity bias 

electnc field was placed on the target to study electric field influence on laser plasma plumes 

In this manner, systematic changes in the degree of confinement was studied

5 1 Time and space resolved visible studies of laser plasma generation and dynamics m rectangular 

cavity’s 1-Dimensional horizontal confinement

5 1 1  Experimental Setup

1-Dimensional plasma, confined in the honzontal plane, was achieved by generating the plasma mside a 

rectangular wedge cut into an aluminum block The wedge height was varied over the range, infinity 

(planar target) to 1mm separation between the upper and lower plates The wedge targets had a depth of 

6mm Clearly there are differences in diagnostic approaches that limit the spatial and temporal range of 

study To fully understand plasma behaviour under the influence of target configuration multiple 

diagnostics must be brought to bear In order to study early timescales, space and time resolved visible 

emission spectroscopy was employed Using the lines emitted within the detectors range, density and 

temperature profiles for each target were compared at selected times For later timescales, ion probe 

measurements at selected positions in the plume were used to study the temporal behaviour of the plume 

Finally Gated visible imaging allowed us to observe the dynamical behaviour over the plume’s emission 

lifetime

Plasma generation was achieved with a Nd Yag Q-switched laser of energy 0 8J at 1 064«m (15nsec 

FWHM) The laser beam was focused to a spot size of 500wm using a 20cm plano-convex lens giving an 

irrad iance  o f  ~2 5 x l O ,0W c m 2 The targets were m ach in ed  from  alum inum  b lo ck s The targets all h ad  a 

depth of 6mm Height was varied from planar aluminum plate (open target) to 2mm, 1 5mm and 1 Omm 

wedges An operating pressure of ~105mbar was maintained for all experiments The spectrometer and 

detector system used to study the plume’s spectral properties was a Chromex visible spectrometer coupled 

to an Andor gated visible camera (chapter three, section 3 4) Light from the plasma was coupled to the 

spectrometer slit via a two lens system and a three-piece prism rotation system (described m more detail in 

chapter 3, section 3 4 3) The first lens, used to collimate the plasma light was a plano-convex 15cm focal 

length lens of diameter 5cm, placed 16cm from the plasma The second lens used to focus the plasma 

image onto the slit was a 10cm focal length lens of diameter 5cm The image formed on the slit was real
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and the magnification ratio was ~1:5. Between the two lenses was a rotation prism arrangement. This 

allowed the plume (moving horizontally away from the target) to be imaged moving up the vertical slit. In 

this system a single image, gated via the intensifier could be captured over the complete spatial extent of 

the plume at any time delay chosen. By gating the intensifier with respect to the laser we could study the 

temporal and spatial behaviour of the plasma in different targets. The bi-dimensional nature of the CCD 

allowed the spectrometer to project wavelength dispersion along one axis o f the CCD, and distance normal 

from the target surface along the other axis of the CCD. Finally, between the object lens and the prism 

system a YAG mirror and focusing lens were placed to allow us to bring the laser beam in 90° to its usual 

axis. Combined with rotation of the target, we could focus the beam on the target and have the plasma 

expand at the spectrometer slit. Thus now, after prism rotation the CCD axis that initially represented 

distance from the target surface, now represents the vertical extension of the plume. We termed these two 

setups, ‘off axis’(observing the plasma from the side, parallel to the main expansion vector back along the 

laser axis), and ‘on axis’, observing the plasma head on, along the main expansion, parallel to the laser axis.

5.1.2: ICCD Spectroscopy parameters.

The gate time on the ICCD when spectra were taken ‘off axis’ was 25nsec, and when ‘on axis’ was 17nsec. 

This was necessary to avoid saturation on the CCD while maintaining the same ICCD settings. Ten shots 

were accumulated and the background count subtracted from the signal. Each target surface was pre

conditioned with 40 shots of the un-focused laser beam to ensure a clean surface. The slit width on the 

spectrometer was fixed at 300/im for all experiments. The central wavelength on the spectrometer was 

fixed at 459nm, the spectral range was thus 447nm to 470nm. The CCD pixel matrix was binned 5x5. 

Initially it had been intended to use the lines referenced by Gotz et al [1]. Here the authors found three 

groups of aluminum lines clustered at 360nm, 450nm and 570nm. Our plasma also gave these lines, 

however for our purposes the lines at 360nm, and 570nm were too short lived in space and time to be of 

significant use in calculating physical parameters. Thus the four lines over 447-466nm were used. A typical 

spectrum for this region is displayed below (figure 5.1.1).

Typical emission spectrum, 80nsec, x=2.9mm, planar target.
2 2 5 0 0

Wav«l«ngth/nm
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Figure 5 1 1 Typical emission spectrum from a planar target The four lines studied are shown, three Al III on the left 
side (447-453nm), and the single Al II (466nm) on the far nght The total spatial lifetime o f the above lines was a 
maximum o f 9 5mm, while the temporal lifetime was 400nsec after the finng o f the laser pulse 
5 13 ICCD Imaging parameters

The Andor ICCD camera, when mounted alone with coupling optics allows the imaging of the plume at 

selected times The gate in imaging mode was reduced to llnsec to avoid saturation and increase the 

temporal resolution to study fast dynamical processes The light from the plasma was further reduced by 

placing a neutral density filter (0 01% transmission) in front of the camera This was necessary to study the 

hot compact plume at very earlier timescales (<90nsec) without damaging the CCD array The CCD pixel 

array was binned 2x2

5 1 4  LTE considerations

Before we proceeded, with the analysis, we assumed that the plasma state is characterized by LTE theory 

The values of electron density and temperature allows us to check our assumption

Equ 1 1 Ne > 1 6 x 1012 xT(eV),/2A E (eV )3 (Gotz et al [ 1 ])

Equation 1 1 gives the minimum density condition for the plasma to be considered to be in LTE AE is the 

largest energy transitions for which the condition holds In our work AE is 2 8eV for AL III (447 985nm) 

The highest temperatures measured (discussed later) were 22500K, this gives a lower limit on the nght 

hand side of equation 1 1 of 5xlOl3cm 3 The lowest densities measured using Stark broadening were 

2x 1016 cm 3, thus validating our assumption of LTE in the plasma

5 1 5  Electron density and Ionization temperature calculations

In our work the small number of lme of the same ionization stage means unacceptable levels o f reliability 

in usmg the Boltzmann plot method with just three AL III lines present Thus we used the ratios of 

intensities of successive ion stages of the same element It is important for accuracy that the spectral lines 

be located in the same spectral window, with no overlapping lines present The two lines chosen were Al 

III (453 049nm) and Al II (466 186nm) Of the three Al III lines available this line was used because it 

emerges from the continuum the earliest and showed the greatest spatial extension in the forward direction 

This allowed us to map the temperature over a large spatial extent for each gated spectrum The mam 

constraint is the presence of the continuum Only when the lmes are clearly visible can one safely apply the 

above procedure For our system the earliest applicable time delay was 60nsec after the laser pulse All 

spectra before this time were continuum dominated
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Ion AE

cm'1

El

cm'1

Eh

cm'1

Config Ji

-Jk

Log(gf) f A

E8 s'1
gi gK

AL III 

(447.99nm)

22316 167612 189928 4f-5g

(2F*-2G)

5/2-

7/2

1.0191 1.31 3.35 2 4

AL III

(451.3831 nm)

24074 143713 167787 4p-4d

(2P"-2D)
3/2

0.419 1.31 2.15 4 4

AL III

(453.0459nm)

22074 143713 165787 4p-4d

(2P°-2D)

3/2-

5/2

-0.28 1.18 2.552 4 6

AL II

(466.186nm)

21439 85481 106920 3pi-3s4p

(1D-1P,,)

3/2-

5/2

-0.285 0.11 5.3 5 3

Table 5.1: Constants for the four lines studied in the visible (NIST databank).

/
Equ l .2: = 0.16655 x T / '*  x N e exp
I  ALII

• 111 26.7825 1£4n

Equation 1.2: Ion to atom ratio equation for AL III (453nm) and AL LI (466nm) using equation 8 in chapter two, 
section 2.1.4. The left hand side is the physical ratio o f the intensities o f  each line in the raw data. Inputting the density, 
and a range o f temperature estimations allows one to generate a calibration curve to match the actual ratio.

0 9 1 .0 1 .0 1.1 1 1  1 2  1 3  1 .3

D is t/m  m

Figure 5 .1.2: The actual ratio o f  the AL III(453.04nm) to AL II(466nm), spatially resolved 60nsec after the laser pulse. 
The target surface is to the left, and the laser comes from the right. The difference in the physical extension from the 
target o f  the two different ion stages leads to increasing instability in the intensity ratio at the leading edge o f  the 
plume. Here the more energetic AL III is more extended than the AL II, and moves away from the target faster. At later 
time delays after the laser pulse, the trailing edge o f  the ratio becomes unstable, due to the absence o f  the higher stage 
(AL III) near the target surface, which has decayed faster than the lower stage (AL II).

For electron densities, calculated from Stark width broadening in the visible, the Al III (453.049nm) line 

was fitted with a Lorentzian profile, allowing the half-max width of the line to be used in determining the 

density using the electron impact parameter from Dimitrijevic et al [2].

The most important parameter used in this work is the electron impact parameter, W, for the AL III line at 

453nm:
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AL III(453.0459nm) [4p-4d(2P°-2D)]:

W =1.41A at IOOOOK, W = 1.22A at 15000K, W = 1.12 A at 20000K. (Dimitrijevic et al [2])

Chl*2 = 118627.10073 

y0:2028 .13215. ±59.92493 

xc:465.0353. ±0.00478 

w:0.77077, *0.01659 

A :18175 .26181. ±334.98619

o- Raw Data 
Lorentzian Fit

*•000 
35000 

3*000 
O 2 SO 00o■

w  J#000  

cg 15000
o

180 0 0

465 486 467 468 466

Wav# lengths/rim

l« of A l 11(466.118nm) at 11 On sec -------0.65mm

------ 0.95mm

— —  1.65mm

ZL -------2.50mm

-

v/  , \
v

----------------- »

W avelength frim

Figure 5.1.3: Lorentzian fit to raw data for AL II visible line (466.18nm) at 200nsec 12.5mm from the 
target surface. Figure 5.1.4: AL II line profile change with distance from target (same line) at 1 lOnsec.

By combining the density profiles calculated from Stark broadening and the temperature profiles from line 

intensity ratios, we were able to translate emission spectra into real physical variables. Laser plasmas are 

characterized by large changes in density throughout the volume, thus spatially varying line widths show 

measurable changes across the plumes spatial length for a particular time delay, as seen in figure 5.1.4. 

Although the broadening of lines from the spectrometer was approximated, its component was not 

subtracted from the line profiles used to determine Nc (see appendix E). The instrument function of the 

Chromex was Lorentzian, and line fits to used here were also Lorentzian. Thus de-convolution of the 

instrument function involved direct subtraction of the instrument broadening value from the measured line 

widths. This was done for one data set (appendix E). The resulting change in the value of the numerator in 

the electron density is the same for all targets. Thus the trend observed from one target to the next is 

conserved.

Another important issue is that of the physical extension of the plasma plume in the horizontal plane, and 

the resulting longer ‘line of sight’ (cross section) along which light is collected. If all plumes studied were 

of the same physical shape then this would not be an issue of major concern. However the targets employed 

here result in a non-standard accumulation of light from a plasma plume, because of the changes in the 

density profile resulting from target influence (i.e. for rectangular wedge targets, the plume undergoes 

expansion horizontally, to a greater extent then that of the planar target by virtue of the wedge geometry 

employed ). Since the changes in the distribution of emitted light from different targets has not been 

characterized (and would be expected to be nontrivial), emission spectra from the different targets have not 

been compensated for this effect.
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5 1 6  Laser target interaction

Plasma ignition depends greatly on the material In metals the leading edge of the pulse penetrates only a 

short distance into the surface, typically less than one wavelength The heating and ionization of the surface 

is driven mainly by electnc field ionization (109-10l2Vm l) The initial contact o f the laser pulse with the 

target creates a low temperature high density plume on the surface The criteria for ignition can be 

considered in terms of the estimated threshold irradiance required for plasma igmtion( Liu et al[3], Phipps 

et al [3 1]) Equ 2

V r )>B,

where x is the laser pulse duration, and B=4xl05Wsl/7cm 2 for f  in the range of lOpsec-lOnsec (see 5 1 5,

next page) In these experiments t  was 16nsec thus giving Othr( -Jt  ) > 108W/cm2 The laser irradiance m 

this work was greater then ~10nW/cm2, large enough to establish a high density plasma on the target 

surface during the laser pulse Initial electrons for plasma formation are probably due to multi-photon 

ionization of the atomic species in the vapour, fracture ejection of ions and electrons from the surface and 

continued inverse bremsstrahlung at the frontal region of the early plasma for the remainder of the laser

Figure 5 1 5 Threshold irradiance-pulse width dependency for laser plasma ignition (Phipps et al [3 1])

pulse This initial plasma strongly absorbs the trailing edge of the laser pulse, reducing the laser energy 

reaching the target Absorption of the laser during the pulse by dense plasma layers on the target act as a 

shield from the trailing edge of the laser pulse, preventing further mass ablation and heating the frontal 

region of the plume, hence decreasing the plasma density Smce collision dnven emission during the 

continuum phase is density dependent, decreasing continuum at early timescales is associated with a 

lowering of the ablation rate, and a forward expansion of the plume at early timescales infers increasing 

absorption of the laser in the extended plume Figure 5 2 1 displays the on axis emission spectrum at 

lOnsec for each target The continuum peak scales upward with decreasing wedge height Figure 5 2 2 

shows the off axis emission spectrum at lOnsec (during the trailing edge of the laser pulse for the different 

targets The decrease m the peak value of the continuum with decreasing wedge height is pronounced It is
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proposed that this is due to line of sight summation of light. This statement can only be valid if the 

spectrometer is seeing a plasma of increasing horizontal extension, back along the laser path.

60000 -  

55000 -  

50000 -  

45000 -  

£  40000 -  

O  36000 -  

30000 -  

25000 -  

20000  -

448 450 452 454 4S6 458 460 462 464 466 468 470

Wavelength/nm

Fig 5.2.1: On axis emission spectra at lOnsec (during trailing edge o f  the laser pulse). Here the plasma is expanding 
towards the spectrometer slit. Note the increasing peak continuum count, due to line o f sight summation o f  light on the 
CCD array. This is a valid statement only if  the plasma is increasingly extended along the laser axis as wedge height 
decreases, (in the graphs , The L after 6mm refers to the wedge length/depth, the H after 2mm, 1.5mm 1.0mm refers to 
the wedge height/upper-lower plate separation).

Wavelength/nm

Fig 5.2.2: O ff axis spectra at lOnsec, 1.2mm from the target surface. The profile shown for each target is the peak over 
the spatial extent o f  each continuum plume for each target. Here the plasma expands away from the target and the 
spectrometer slit is orientated normal to the targets surface, parallel to the expansion o f  the plume. The peak continuum 
values scale downwards as the wedge height is decreased. This is the exact opposite to that o f  On-axis emission 
(above). The reason for this is the shifting forward o f the position o f  the peak continuum. As the wedge height is 
decreased the plasma is channeled forward, resulting in a lower peak continuum value at 1 .2mm.
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Figures 5 2 3 and 5 2 4 clearly indicate the extension of the AL HI (447 99nm and 453 0459nm) with 

decreasing wedge height at early timescales The peak of each line is shifted forward with respect to the 

planar target, showing greater forward extension of the plume as the wedge height decreases All wedge 

targets display greater forward plume extension over the planar target The loss of energy from the target 

surface to absorption in the frontal regions of the vapor leads to greater heating of the extended plume, and 

hence higher temperatures, the large difference in the forward extension of the Al III (453 0459nm) line 

(>80nsec), and the edge of the gated visible images in figures 5 4 1-5 4 4 are clear evidence of increased 

thermally dnven forward velocity The laser energy absorbed by this extended plasma can be expressed as 

(Liu et al [3]),

E q u  3 a>absort, =  <D()[l-e x p (-a p / ,)],

where L is the physical thickness and ccp is the absorption coefficient The latter was not calculated here, but 

from the gated images, a fast, low temperature, plume can be seen moving away from the target at early 

timescales The physical extension of this vapour plume scales with decreasing wedge height, and matches 

the trend in decreasing continuum peak emission with decreasing wedge height At early timescales the 

plasma emission was dominated by continuum which decreased with time This emission was attributed to 

Bremsstrahlung processes, both collisions of electrons with ions and atoms (free-free emission) and 

recombination of electrons with ions (free-bound emission) at the leading edge Considering reflection of 

the laser pulse is dependent on the plasma frequency, given by

Equ 4

Vp = 8 9x 103Ne1/2 Hz (Liu et al [3])

l The laser (1 064//m) has a frequency of 2 828x10l4Hz If Ne is approx 1019then 

Vp = 1013Hz, thus reflection of the laser pulse is negligible Therefore absorption of the pulse m the 

extended plume is the more dominant mechanism This is chiefly through inverse b re ms strahlu ng

5 1 7 Early Phase Analysis

The fast decay in continuum emission is due mostly to plume propagation, while long lived low level 

continuum is due to recombination at longer timescales The early time scales (30nsec-70nsec) show Al II 

(466 186nm) and AL III (453 0459nm) dominating the spectra The lines are strongly broadened and 

superimposed on the intense continuum As die continuum decays the spectra are dominated by extended 

line emission, the three AL III lines being more extended than the AL II line in all targets The difference in 

spatial extension between the AL III lines as a group and the AL II lme becomes more pronounced with 

decreasing wedge height as the plume expands rapidly forward At later times lme emission dominates
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from radiative decay of excited species to ground state ions and excited atoms as the plasma cools and 

expands.

AI3(447.99nm) spatial Profile 50nsec

Dist/mm

Fig 5.2.3: O ff axis spatial profile o f  AL III (447.99nm) at 50nsec, the profile shown for each target is the peak over the 
wavelength extent o f  each line. Note the clear shifting forward o f the peak intensity as the wedge height decreases.

A I3(453.0459nm ) spatial Profile 50nsec

Dist/mm

Fig 5.2.4: O ff axis profile o f  AL III (453.0459nm) at 50nsec, the profile shown for each target is the peak intensity over 
the spatial extent o f  each line.
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Fig 5.3.1, 5.3.2, 5.3.3, 5.3.4: Images at lOnsec, taken with the ICCD camera in imaging mode, with a gate time o f 
1 lnsec, and intensity reduced to .01% via a neutral density filter. The vertical extension o f  the planar plume is 0.8mm, 
while the wedge plume heights can be measured with respect to the wedge outline approximated by the white lined 
rectangle in each image. (The complete set o f  images for this target group are presented at the end o f  section 5.1)

Plume Edge Velocity (0-110nsec continuum dominated emission)- 
CCD Image resolved

a
f
i

i

T/nsec

Fig 5.4 : Edge velocity o f  the plasma from each target. The edge velocity o f  each plume was obtained as the point where 
the intensity fell to half the peak intensity for that target divided by the delay time on the ICCD. The differences in 
edge velocity between the targets is very large at the earliest time delay. A five fold increase in the initial velocity, seen 
as one goes from a planar target to a 1mm high, 6mm deep wedge. This confirms the line, and continuum extension 
seen in the line profiles, and images.
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5 1 8  Analysis 80nsec

Beyond 80-90nsec the continuum has either decayed sufficiently or line emission at the leading edge has 

become pronounced enough to calculate line widths and temperatures In order to clearly and reliably 

calculate the line widths and ion/atom ratios required for presenting physical values to diagnose the plasma 

properties, continuum emission must not be too pronounced and the lines must not be overlapping or have 

unacceptable signal to noise levels The earliest time when all cntena were meet was 70nsec after the laser 

pulse As discussed earlier the plume shows a greater spatial extension with decreasing wedge height This 

difference becomes more pronounced with time Figures 5 5 1-5 5 4, all display the difference in the 

position of the leading edge of the lme In each line profile, the profile is made up of the two regions, the 

plume m which the continuum is still dominant (left side of the dashed vertical lme intersecting the profile) 

and the extended line emitting region (to the nght side of the dashed line) Again the peak continuum value 

is seen to decrease with decreasing wedge height The physical length of the plume still dominated by 

continuum increases as the wedge height decreases Initially the lower continuum with decreasing height 

was attributed to plume extension and resulting laser pulse absorption, lowering the density However as 

can be seen from images fig 5 3 1 -5 3 4, the highly extended plume in the wedges is also brighter, whereas 

the plasma generated on the planar target is localized completely on the target surface The absorption of 

the laser beam in this extended plume is likely to enhance large volume photo ionization, at early 

timescales However as the plume expands rapidly, cooling occurs and the resulting large volume 

recombination could account for the lower level continuum emission the wedge targets exhibit after the 

initial hot 20-50nsec period when broad band continuum completely dominates the emission spectrum The 

AL III lines both show a flattened peak region This is especially pronounced from the 1mm high wedge 

Initially from Image 5 3 1, (planar target) the vertical diameter of the plasma was calculated to be no 

greater then 0 8mm Figures 5 5 2 indicates, the strong probability that the plasma in the 1mm high wedge 

is in direct contact with the upper and lower surfaces of the wedge over the length indicated by the flattened 

line profiles The AL III (453 014nm) lme shows a greater peak ‘line emitting’ profile (nght hand side of 

the dashed lme) m the wedge targets than the planar targets This behaviour is further reinforced by figure 

5 7 The peak ionization temperature shows a max of 1000K difference between the planar target and the 

1 mm wedge Again the wedge targets show a region of constant temperature, which although not perfectly 

constant, shows very small spatial fluctuations The relatively small differences and almost matching 

profiles of the planar and 2mm high wedge indicate that only on scales of <1 5mm is the vertical 

compression of the plume, offered by the other two wedge targets (1 5mm, 1mm high) of significant 

importance in temperature effects
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AI3_3(453.014nm) spatial profls SOnsec

Dlst/mm

AI3_1(447.98nmj spatial profile lOnsec

0.0 1 0 2.0 3 0 4.0 SO 8.0 7.0

Dlst/mm

AI2(46l.185nm) spatial profile ttnsec

Dlst/mm

Fig 5.5.1, 5.5.2, 5.5.3: show the spatial profile o f  the lines AL III (447.985nm), AL 111(453.014nra) and the AL II line 
(466.185nm) at 80nsec delay. The three Al III lines have been designated AL3_1, AL3_2, AL3_3, to describe them 
independent o f  wavelength. They refer to the three AL III lines in the spectrum o f  figure 5.1.1 moving left to right. The 
legend in each figure indicates the target. Here ‘L ’ is the length o f  the cavity, and ‘H’ is the height o f  the cavity. In 
each figure, a vertical dashed line represents the division between continuum dominated emission and line dominated 
emission. The laser beam comes from the right, and the plasma expands from the left. Note that in the profile o f  AL III 
(453nm), the 1mm wedge emission profile is nearly flat across an extended region, indicating that the plasma is in 
direct contact with the inner surfaces o f  the cavity, and is being channeled along the cavity volume.

Using equation 1.2 at the start of this chapter, the peak intensity ratio of AL III(453)/AL II(466nm) was 

obtained, and this then allows for the determination of the ionization temperature within the plume. 

Figure.5.6 displays the spatial profile o f the ionization temperature for all four targets at 80nsec. The value 

of the electron density, required by equation 1.2, was obtained from Stark width of each line for each time 

delay studied. There is a clear increase in the determined ionization temperature as the degree of 

containment is increases (i.e. all wedge targets display higher ionization temperature over the planar target). 

Another important feature of figure 5.6, is the clear extent of the temperature increase over a large scale 

length from the target surface.
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Ionization Temperatura/K 80nsec
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Figure 5.6: Spatial profile of the ionization temperature for all four targets at 80nsec. The leading edge of 
the profiles becomes increasingly unstable due to the difference in the spatial extension of the two lines 
used (AL III 453.015nm, AL II 466.185nm). The latter is less extended then the former.

Dist/mm

Figure 5.7.1: Spatial profiles o f  the line width (FWHM) for A L 3 _ l, determined by fitting a Lorentzian line profile to 
AL III(453nm). Note that although the targets show substantial differences in the position o f  the peak and its spatial 
extent, the peak line width for each target is within a small range o f  values. The approximate decay profile for the line 
widths is x '1, where x is the distance along a line moving out from the target normal. Such a decay profile has been 
demonstrated by Liu et al (Liu et al [3]) for early time scales only, later the plasma density profile becomes non-linear.
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Ne/m3 AI3_3(453.02nm) 80nsec
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Figure 5.7.2: Spatial profiles o f  the electron density for AL3_3 (via Stark width broadening o f  the 453nra line). This 
was the only line whose electron impact parameter could be determined. The vertical black arrow, indicates that in the 
spatial region bounded by the target surface to the vertical dashed line (~3.6mm) a clear trend o f  higher peak electron 
density and shifting forward o f  the peak position occurs as the wedge height decreases. The decay profile for the planar 
target matches that reported by (Liu et al [3]) (using flat targets at different irradiances). Liu reported a NcocAt'' decay 
o f  electron density in time. The decay profile here is also approximately inverse linear (with distance from the target), 
but there is a clear flattening o f  the decay profile for each target at a particular point. The region bounded to the right o f 
the vertical dashed line, displays approximately converging values o f  electron density for all targets.

Figure 5.7.1, shows, nearer the target surface a clear trend of increasing line width in the AL3_1 line 

(indicative of increased density). The difference in the peak line width over the four targets is not large, 

however the extent of the spatial difference over which they appear is large. Again the decreasing wedge 

height, and resulting higher temperature, and high forward velocity, establishes well resolved lines far 

ahead of the planar targets lines. Figure 5.7.2 gives a clear indication of higher peak density and greater 

forward extension with decreasing wedge height. Each target displays peak line and continuum emission at 

different spatial positions at the same time delay. Figure 5.8, displays the emission spectrum 2.9mm from 

the target surface. Although the spectra show displays higher continuum levels in the wedge targets, at this 

spatial point line emission is not substantially greater.

Emission spectra, all targets, 80nsec, x=2.9rnrn

Wavelengths/nm

Fig 5.8: Emission spectrum, at 80nsec, at 2.9mm from the target surfaces. The predominance o f  the 2mm wedge 
spectrum over the other wedge targets is due to the presence o f  continuum, which as stated earlier, peaks at different 
points in the cavity’s for each cavity, depending on the height o f  the latter.
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5.1.9: Analysis: 120nsec.

Moving forward 40nsec in our analysis sees the continuing decay of the continuum. The relative change in 

position o f the peak for both AL3_1, AL3_3 lines across the four targets is very different (figure 5.9.1- 

5.9.3). While the peak of both lines in the planar and 2mm wedge targets shift forward by incremental 

amounts, the lines for the 1.5mm, and 1mm wedge targets jump by over 2.4mm forward along the laser 

path. Previously the maximum was shifted back behind the approximate centre of mass of the lines. 

However now, in the 1.5mm, 1mm wedge targets the peak is now shifted forward of the center of mass. 

The planar and 2mm wedge show no such shift. The flattened profile from 80nsec in the 1mm wedge is 

now seen in the 2mm wedge, indicating that the plasma has now contacted the upper and lower surfaces of 

this target. It displays a rapid extension of line emitting plasma in the forward direction. The three wedge 

targets now show a second peak at the leading edge. The value o f the peak profile scales with decreasing 

wedge height.

Dist/mm

Fig 5.9.1: AL III (447.985nm) spatial emission profile, 120nsec delay.
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Fig 5.9.2: AL III (453.024nm) spatial emission profile, 120nsec delay.
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D ist/m m

Fig 5.9.3: AL II (466.19nm) spatial emission profile, 120nsec delay.

It is the lowest energy line of the AL III group, AL3_3(453.19nm) that shows the most pronounced 

difference in spatially resolved emission profiles. While the planar target also displays fast moving line 

emitting plasma ahead of the continuum dominated peak, which is shifted back towards the target, this line 

emitting region is o f lower intensity than that of the wedge targets.

 Planar

6m m LJm m H  

— <— 6mmL_J.5mmH 

—• — 6mmL_1mmH

Emission spectra, all targets, 
120nsec, 3.5mm

7 000  -
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Fig 5.10.1: Emission spectrum, at 120nsec from laser pulse initiation, 3.5mm from the target surfaces. The spectra are 
taken at the intersection o f  all wedge targets profiles for AL3_3 (~3.55mm, indicated by the red arrow, figure 5.9.2). It 
occurs however at the trailing edge o f  the 1,5mm, I mm wedge targets for AL3_1.
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Emission spectra, all targets, 120nsec, 49mm

4 4 7 .5  4 5 0 .0  4 5 2 .5  4 6 5 .0  4 6 7 .5  4 7 0 .0

Wavelength/nm

Fig 5.10.2: Emission spectrum, at I20nsec, 4.87mm from the target surfaces, at the leading edge o f  the second peak in 
the AL3_3 profiles, indicated by the green arrow in figure 5.9.2.

The most important feature to consider in the spectrum is to compare fig 5.10.1 with fig 5.10.2, specifically 

with regard to the ratio of intensity o f the AL II line with AL3_3 (453nm). Despite being some 1.5mm 

ahead spatially, the ratio of these two lines in figure 5.10.2 is substantially in favour of the higher stage ion, 

while the peak count of the A13_3 line is some 25% higher. This shift is more pronounced as the wedge 

height decreases.
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Fig 5.11.1: Ionization temperature profile at 120nsec, spatially resolved for all targets.
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Predictably the shift in favor of the higher ion stage at the leading edge of the wedge plumes leads to a large 

increase in ionization temperature over a spatially extended region. The maximum temperature difference is 

between the planar target and the 1mm high wedge, some 2000K over a region of 0.7mm (4.9mm to 5.8mm).
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Fig 5 .11.2: Line width profile o f  AL3_1 (447.985nm) at 120nsec. The trend most apparent here is the larger peak line 
widths for all wedge targets. However at 120nsec, the 1mm wedge displays decaying peak line width, relative to the 
other wedge targets. All targets display similar values o f  line width to the right o f  the vertical dashed line.

Figure 5.11.2 (above) still displays the enhanced forward leading edge line emission from the wedge targets. 

The difference between the three wedge targets is now less pronounced due to the decrease in edge velocity 

of the plume (fig.5.4), but all three are now grouped well ahead of the planar target. The line width decreases 

rapidly at the leading edge, with all targets converging to similar values at 3.8mm. It is precisely at this spatial 

point that the AL3_3 (453nm) line (fig 5.11.3) shows the increasing line profile, with all wedge targets 

scaling upwards relative to the planar target. It is at the peak of the profile that the peak temperature is seen 

(fig: 5.11.1).

Ne/nv3 AI3_3(453.0214nm) 120nsec

-■— Planar Density 
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Fig 5.11.3: Density profile o f  AL3_3 (453.02nm) at 120nsec. At this point in the plasma history, all three decay profiles 
are visible. Nearer the target surface (left o f  the first dashed line (0-2mm), with the vertical arrow pointing upwards) 
the 2mm wedge cavity maintains higher electron densities than the other targets. In the middle region (2-2.5mm) all 
four targets show similar values o f  electron density, however from 2.5mm onwards the planar target displays higher 
values o f  electron density. Rapid, channeled expansion o f the wedge plasmas leads to rapid drops in local particle 
densities.
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Fig 5.11.4: Line width profile o f  AL2(466.05nm) at 120nsec. The trend is: ‘higher particle density’ near the targets 
surface, followed by ‘converging particle densities’ at some intermediate spatial point, and finally decreasing particle 
densities at the leading edge o f  the plasma, -as the wedge height decreases. All lines exhibit this trend, although at 
different time delays and over different spatial regions.

Figures 5.11.3, and 5.11.4 display the density from the AL3_3 line and the line width from the ALII line.

Only at the trailing edge of the plasma is the increased density with decreasing wedge height still evident in 

the AL3_3 line. There is a small region where all four targets show similar values of line width related 

density, however at the leading edge, the line width related density profile is the inverse of that nearer the 

target surface, namely decreasing density with decreasing wedge height. Similar behaviour is evident in the 

line width profile of ALII. The width increases with decreasing wedge height, but only near the target surface 

at the trailing edge of the plasma. Again there is a region where all targets show similar line widths, but at the 

leading edge the line width profile decreases with wedge height. This is accounted for by considering the 

collimating effect of the wedge targets and the extended nature of the plume in the wedge which is also 

evident from the images in figures 5.12.1-5.12.4 (next page). The 2mm and 1.5mm wedges show 

concentrations of plume on the upper and lower surfaces of the cavity’s. The vertical symmetry of the 

distribution is especially evident in the 1.5mm wedge. The reason such behaviour is not seen in the 1mm 

wedge is due to the fact that the vertical diameter o f the plume at the early timescales (<2Qnsec) is o f the 

order of 0.8mm (fig.3.1). Thus the plasma in the 1mm wedge does not have sufficient vertical space 

necessary to split in to two components, as the 2mm and 1.5mm wedges do. Instead if one examines fig 

5.12.4 a twisted, rebounding filament of bright plume seems to exist in the 1mm wedge.
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5.12.1: Planar target, 120nsec 5.12.2: 2mmx6mm wedge image, 120nsec.
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Fig 5.12.1-5.12.4: Images at 120nsec, taken with the ICCD camera in imaging mode, with a gate-time of 1 lnsec. No 
filter is present.

It is possible that the enhanced peak profile of the AL3_3 line and AL3_1 lines (and resulting higher 

ionization temperature) is due to the collision of plasma with the upper and lower surfaces of the cavity. Since 

the length of each wedge is constant, the difference in height would result in the plasma colliding at a higher 

temperature and density due to decreased vertical expansion as the wedge height decreases.

5.1.10: Analysis: 160nsec.

This is the last temporal point where significant differences exist between the four targets. From 200nsec 

onwards the target plumes show rapid convergence in their behaviour. In the line profiles of AL3_3, the 2mm 

and 1.5mm wedge targets show convergence at their leading edge (fig 5.13.2). Only the 1mm wedge 

maintains its enhanced profile. There is a clear indication of a two component plume peak from all wedge 

targets, the position of the secondary peak scaling forward with decreasing wedge height. Figure 5.14.1, the 

emission spectrum at the peak of the leading edge, displays a shift in the peak scale of the spectrum from each 

target. In the planar target the AL II line is the most dominant, but as one goes from the planar target to the
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1mm wedge the most dominant line becomes the AL3_3 line. This shift is not limited to this line only, but to 

all the AL III lines.
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Fig 5.13.1: Spatial profile o f  the ionization temperature at 160nsec. At this stage in the plasma history, all targets show 
rapid convergence o f  plasma temperature profiles.

Despite the large shift in favour of the AL III lines in the spectrum, this is not mirrored by a large shift in 

temperature (fig 5.13.1). The temperature profiles show convergence at later times, while the leading edge 

of the temperature profile becomes less continuous. This is a consequence of the difference in the spatial 

extent of the AL II lines used in the line ratio calculation. In reality the temperature profile cannot be 

trusted beyond 8.5mm given the lack of extension of the AL II relative to the AL III lines.
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Fig 5.13.2: Spatial profile o f  the AL III (AL3_3) line at 160nsec. Fig 5.13.3: Spatial profile o f  the AL II line at
160nsec.
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E m issio n  s p e c tra , all ta rg e ts , 1 6 0 n s e c , 5 .4 m m
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Fig 5.14.1: Emission spectrum at 5.4mm from the target surfaces for all targets. Delay is 160nsec. This spectrum 
corresponds to the point o f  peak line intensity for the Al 3_3 profiles (figure 5.13.2). In figure 5.13.2 the wedge targets 
display superior peak intensity profiles, and this peak is shifted dramatically forward relative to the planar target. The 
spectrum above demonstrates this. For the planar target the AL II line (466.5nm) displays higher peak intensity then all 
the AL III lines. However for the wedge targets there is a gradual growth in the AL III lines over the AL II line.

Finally one can see from figure 5.13.2 that the planar target profile also shows a substantial extension 

forward, however as the value of the profile shows the peak is still shifted back towards the target surface 

(left hand side), half o f which is low level, long lived continuum (indicated by the vertical line through the 

profiles). Again as with the AL III profiles at 120nsec, the profiles at 160nsec show an almost complete 

absence of a peak continuum value, this is especially so for the 1.5mm and 1mm wedge targets. Continuum 

emission is via electron collisions, which itself is density dependent. From this we can infer that the density 

profile in the wedge targets is very different to that o f the planar target. If one considers figure 5.14.2 the 

‘profile inversion’ is now clear for the AL3_3 line, (i.e. reversing the trend of increased density with 

decreasing wedge height). The planar target shows the largest density, the density decreasing with wedge 

height.
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Fig 5.14.2: Spatial profile o f  density, for the four targets, via the line width o f  AL3_3 (453nm). The planar target 
displays higher electron densities then all wedge targets. The trend now is o f  lower electron density as the wedge height 
is decreased. This is the complete opposite o f  the trends which existed at earlier time scales.
The profile inversion exists for different lines at different times.
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5.15.1:Planar target, 160nsec. 5.15.2: 2mmx6mm wedge image, 160nsec.
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5.15.3: 1.5mmx6mm wedge image, 160nsec. 5.15.4: lmmx6mm wedge image, 160nsec.
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Fig 5.15.1-5.15.4: Images at 160nsec, taken with the ICCD camera in imaging mode, with a gate-time o f  1 Insec. No 
filter is present

From this point onwards the AL3_3 line decays rapidly, its density values already showing a lack of 

smoothness in comparison with earlier timescales. If one considers figure 5.15.1-15.4, we can see a 

darkened region near the target surface, in the wedge targets, indicating that the plume there has for the 

most part detached itself from the back surface, this accounts for the lack of continuum in these targets. In 

the case of the 2mm , and 1.5mm wedges the two ‘layers’ of plume seen on the upper and lower surfaces at 

120nsec have now moved back to the center of the wedge and combined. This combination has produced a 

new bright region in the wedge center (fig 5.15.3). Given the strong possibility of low level continuum 

emerging from this region, this may account for the extended low level continuum in the wedge targets 

profile (fig 5.12.2, fig 5.12.3) which is shifted forward in comparison to the planar target. This low level 

continuum is also highly extended spatially and is uniformly distributed (fig 5.12.2—1.5mm target).

5.1.11: Analysis: 200nsec.
At this late stage of the plume’s expansion, the AL III lines have decayed rapidly and their signal to noise 

ratio is not good. Thus line widths of these lines are unreliable. The temperature profile, although
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calculated is not presented here. It is very noisy, but does show a peak ionization temperature of 15900K 

for both the 1mm, and 1.5mm wedge targets. The 2mm wedge and planar target have a peak temperatures 

of 15300K, and 15000K. The peak temperature of the targets are spread over a 0.6mm range from 7.2mm 

to 8mm, with the planar target trailing the wedge targets.
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Fig 5 .16.1: AL II line width spatial profile at 200nsec. At this late stage in the plasma history, the AL II line now 
displays a similar three fold trend over its spatial range. Near the target’s surface, the wedge targets retain higher 
particle densities, and converge rapidly over a particular spatial region (1.9-2.4mm), while at the leading edge o f  the 
line profiles, the planar targets display superior line width values.

With the AL II line the density profile is still continuous, with the peak line width still increasing with 

decreasing wedge depth (fig 5.16.1). Again this region is shifted back towards the target. Moving forward 

towards the leading edge, the line width shows a decreasing profile with decreasing wedge height.

Emission spectra, all targets, 200nsec, 6.0mm

I

W a ve le n g th s/n m

Fig 5.16.2: Spectrum at 200nsec, at x=6mm from the target surface.

Even at this late stage and low signal level o f the AL III lines, the wedge targets still retain their superior 

peak emission value of all lines. This is now especially so for the AL II (466nm) line and the 

AL3_l(447nm) line. In the final group of images (fig 5.15.1-5.15.3), all plasma plumes have left the target 

surface and are moving towards the exit of the cavity. The 1.5mm wedge plume is very extended spatially, 

some brighter plume appears to be moving back into the wedge as well as out of the cavity. The brightest 

region is highly extended. The 2mm wedge shows a new brighter region centered in the cavity, previously 

at 160nsec it was the 1.5mm wedge which showed this feature, the plasma in the 2mm wedge had yet to
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contact in the center. Now 40nsec later the trailing edge of the two films of plasma that were seen on the 

upper and lower surfaces are now detaching from the upper and lower surfaces and colliding in the cavity 

center. Throughout the lifetime of the plasma imaged while the plumes are exiting the wedge targets, the 

peak region of brightness is the aperture or exit o f the wedge. Here the plasma undergoes expansion in the 

vertical, and appears to curl up and down, along the vertical surfaces of the targets outer face.

Fig 5.17.1-5.17.4: Images o f the o f the wedge targets. No filter is present. Time, 200nsec.

This collision of plumes could account for the line width profile of this target, which at the leading edge of 

the plume shows similar values as the planar target, and higher values than other wedge targets. The 

localized bright region in the 1mm wedge images, corresponds to a position near the exit of the cavity, the 

spectra (fig 5.16.3) at that point clearly shows the enhanced line emission, the largest difference being in 

the peak count of the AL II line. From this time onwards the plumes leave the cavity’s and cool and expand 

rapidly. There is no detectable spectroscopic signal from any of the AL III lines after 330nsec, and the AL 

II lines decays into background after 390nsec. Images of the plumes are still resolvable up to 400nsec for 

the planar target and 570nsec for the wedge targets. Beyond 650nsec no photon based signal in the visible 

range is detectable at the settings used here (i.e. no-gain). A full time history of all plume images is given at 

the end of this section.
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5.1.12: Analysis: >1000nsec.

In order to probe later time delays an ion probe was used to sample the ion signal from each target. The 

wedge heights used were deliberately different to those reported above. The question as to whether decreasing 

wedge height leads to lower density at longer timescales requires this to avoid any type of systematic error.

Ion Density ID-Smm from target surface

T/usec
Fig 5.17.5: Ion density trace for three wedge heights, I Oram, 6mm ,3mm. Wedge depth 20mm. Axial distance is 
4.5mm.Here ‘H ’ is the height o f  the wedge, and ‘L ’ is the depth or length o f the cavity. The main difference here in 
comparison to data from chapter four, is that the probe is positioned 4mm from the wedge target block, and the cavity 
depth (20mm). Thus this depth is the largest employed. The lower peak ion densities are due to the large depth o f  the 
cavity (20mm here, compared to 6m m  in section 4.2). There is also the possibility o f ‘shadowing’, i.e. that due to the 
probe’s close proximity to the wedge aperture, that the main body o f the plume has not expanded greatly parallel to the 
target surface, and thus most o f  the plume passes close, but not through the probe tip.

Despite the difference in both timescales and instrument, lower densities at later times, are a feature of 

wedge targets with decreasing wedge height. The arrival time o f the peak of each wedge is 1.3/jsec (3mm 

wedge), 1.4//sec (6mm wedge) and 1.6//sec (10mm wedge). This gives peak velocities of 3.46, 3.21 and 

2.81 (103) m/sec, thus peak TOF velocity increases with decreasing wedge height.

5.1.13: Conclusion.

In summary, 1-Dimensional horizontal confinement is achieved by generating the plasma inside a 

rectangular wedge cut into a Aluminum block. Rapid decay of continuum emission is a clear trend at early 

timescales, and generation of an extended plume, which expands forwards from the wedge back surface 

was observed. Clearly containing a plasma at early timescales will lead to higher densities near the target 

surface at early timescales, as the plasma is unable to expand parallel to the target surface. This will also 

result in forward collimation of the plume. Higher ionization temperatures, and greater forward velocity of 

the lines are observed as a result of containment, as the plasma is forced to redistribute its internal thermal 

energy. Usually forward expansion of a plasma is negated by the laser pulse during its duration. This 

accounts for the lack of low intensity fast plume at early delays. However given the inability o f the plasma 

in the wedge to expand vertically parallel to the target surface, forward expansion is enabled, even during
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the laser pulse Thus very large pressure gradients must exist in the plasma The emergence of double peaks 

in the wedge targets at later timescales (>100nsec), and a shift m favour of higher ion stages in the emission 

spectrum at these points, seem to indicate a two phase velocity distribution, with a faster, more highly 

charged plume leading the expansion at the front while a slower secondary component trails behind This is 

not unlike probe signals at later stages, where one observes a fast main peak, followed by a slower more 

extended mam plume Plume splitting in the vertical dimension was an unexpected aspect of plasma 

dynamics, as plasma layers build at the upper and lower surfaces of the cavity’s , then later leave these 

surfaces, colliding at the wedge center The most obvious reason for this is to again infer redistribution of 

plasma particles during the laser pulse The lack of vertical expansion space, and resulting deflection of 

plasma from the upper and lower surfaces of the cavity’s which recombine at later time delays, would be an 

effect which would increase as the height of the cavity is decreased For selected times, and over a selected 

spatial region, densities and line widths increase with decreasing wedge height, but decrease at the leading 

edge of the plume This occurs to a different extent for each of the lines studied Lower peak ion densities 

and higher peak ion velocities were observed at later timescales (>1000nsec) This latter trend mirrors that 

seen with electron probes in chapter four Again we infer the ‘lower local’ density from higher expansion 

velocities (not lower ablated mass volume), the most credible evidence of this is the ICCD images, which 

display fast, extended plumes emerging from the cavity’s
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5 2 Time and space resolved visible studies of laser plasma generation and dynamics m 

Capillaries 2-Dimensional radial confinement

Having studied ID containment within a honzontal cavity, we extended this to 2D radial containment 

within a capillary The mam purpose of this is to increase the degree of containment In a capillary the 

plasma is still free to expand normal to the target surface, however like the wedge targets discussed 

previously, plasma expansion parallel to the target surface is affected Specifically, in capillanes the 

expansion parallel to the target surface is allowed only within the diameter of the capillary itself While still 

usmg line ratios to calculate ionization temperatures, and line broadenmg to calculate electron densities, 

the line-to-continuum temperature technique was also used, for early stage temperature determination This 

allowed us to probe the plume earlier than the 70-80nsec limit found when usmg lme ratios

53 1 Expenmental Setup

The capillanes had a section cut from the side wall (1 5mm high 9mm long), along the length of the 

capillary This facilitated light emission to the spectrometer and minimizes plasma loss from the cavity 

Although not a perfectly containing cylmder, it was sufficient for 2Dimensional radial containment The 

expenmental setup was identical to the previous expenment, however given the limitations on diagnostics 

dunng early timescales another technique was used

53 2 LTE Considerations

Although atom to ion ratios are used here, they are only presented for timescales after 80nsec, thus to study 

temperatures before 80nsec the line-to continuum ratio method was employed Under the assumption of 

LTE in the plasma, the electron temperature, Te can be assumed equal to the excitation temperature Texc 

Thus Te=Texc=T Again, in the analysis, we assumed that the plasma is in LTE The values of electron 

density and temperature allow us to check our assumption Returning to equation 1 1,

Ne > 1 6 X 1012 xT(eV)l/2AE(e V)3 (Liu et al [3])

This gives the minimum density condition for the plasma to be considered to be in LTE AE is the largest 

energy transitions for which the condition holds In our work AE is 2 76eV for AL m  (447 9nm) The 

highest temperatures measured (discussed later) were 60000K (at 20nsec after the laser pulse), this gives a 

lower limit on the right hand side of equation 3 of 7 7x 1013cm 3 The lowest densities measured usmg Stark 

broadenmg were 1 5x 1016cm 3, thus validating our assumption of LTE in the plasma for capillary targets 

In this target configuration, plasma parameters, especially temperature, showed a two phase behaviour At 

early timescales (<80nsec) values for all targets are seen to decrease very rapidly This occurs as a 

consequence of high velocity expansion of the dense high temperature plume The second phase, (>80nsec)
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shows a less pronounced decrease in physical parameters such aa temperature and edge velocity, but does 

indicate spatial structure throughout the plume, this is especially so in the confining targets Both densities , 

and ion spatial profiles, at selected delays indicate both plume splitting and inversion m density profiles (as 

one goes from the planar target to capillaries of decreasing diameter, trends that existed at early delays are 

seen to reverse, i e higher densities near the target surface)

5.3 3 Lme-to-continuum temperatures

From chapter 2, equation 11, one must chose an emission line, and associated continuum region for 

inputting into the left hand side of equation 11 We used AL III (453 04nm) here and by taking the center 

wavelength positions to be the same for both the line and the continuum cases 1 e Xi=X,c, equation 11, 

chapter 3, is simplified In this case, the peak continuum level is the base line of the Lorentzian fit to the 

emission line Secondly, for Aluminum, \  was not accessible from any source Thus its value was 

calculated by using two lines of the same ionization stage, ALIII at 447 9nm and 453 04nm These were 

used with equation 11, allowing two equations to be formed with two unknown variables (£ and Te) This 

then gives two simultaneous equations and thus one can solve for £, The approximated value for \  found 

here was ~0 98 This technique was employed by Liu and Mao, for Silicate and Silicon in the visible [3, 5] 

under similar irradiance levels and laser pulse widths The partition function of AL m  ions was calculated 

via equation 12, chapter 2, at a mean temperature of 28000K (2 41 eV) thus giving a degeneracy of 0 13 

The values for J, and E, were obtained from the NIST databank, Kentucky line list, and NIST ionization 

levels [4 1, 4 2, 4 3] This technique has been used by Zeng and Russo [5] to study silicate plasma in 

capillaries

53  4 Analysis Phasel (t<80nsec)

The early phase of plasma generation during the laser pulse is a complex process, The initial plasma 

generated by the leading edge of the laser usually prevents the trailing edge from reaching the target 

surface This decreases the particle density in favour of higher temperatures m the absorbing plasma The 

main mechanism for laser absorption is inverse bremsstrahlung, but also multi-photon ionization The 

higher temperatures due to laser pulse absorption leads to greater forward extension of the plume and 

enhanced forward velocity If this process continues, and the irradiance is high, then the bulk vaporization 

near the target surface decreases, this then lowers the particle density and hence plasma density Laser 

absorption near the target surface can then increase This balance between pulse absorption near the 

surface, leading to higher density, and absorption at the frontal region leading to higher temperatures, 

allows a self regulating regime to exist (Caruso et al [6]) The loss of energy from the target surface to 

absorption in the frontal regions of the vapour leads to greater heating of the extended plume, and hence 

higher temperatures and the resulting higher expansion velocities lead to a rapid drop in density in the 

plume as one moves away from the surface with an inverse dependence (Caruso et al [6]) It is precisely
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this relationship of plume absorption and higher temperatures in the frontal region/higher edge 

velocity/greater forward expansion that we wish to diagnose as a way to understand the dynamics of the 

plasma in the capillaries for early timescales. Figure 5.18 shows the spatial profile at 458.88nm (a region 

where no aluminum lines are present at the middle o f the spectrometer’s spectral window). At 16nsec the 

laser pulse has terminated, and the plasma begins to move rapidly away from the target surface. This is a 

well established fact, from both plasma models (Narayan and Singh [11]), Anisimov et al [16]) and from 

imaging fast imaging studies (Geohegan et al [15]).

OfT-AxIs emission spatial profile 20nsec 
Continuum Dominated

o '

Dlst/mm

Fig 5.18: Spatially resolved continuum emission at 20nsec.

The notable shifting forward of the plumes leading edge has been a hallmark of all confining targets 

studied, and is seen to increase as the extent of the confinement increases. The higher peak count is 

indicative of higher collision rate of ions and electron, from higher localized densities. This would indicate 

that the absorption of the laser pulse is occurring further from the target surface in the capillaries, or that 

substantial forward channeling of the plasma is occurring. However as stated, such a process usually occurs 

due to higher densities at the target surface, resulting in absorption of the beam in the frontal region of the 

plume via inverse bremsstrahlung.

Edge Velocity 
(104) m/sec

Plume Rdge Velocity (<M10nsec continuum dominated smission)- 

CCD image resolved

T/naoc

Fig 5 .19: Edge velocity o f  the plume for each target. The edge velocity at any instant is calculated using the motion o f 
the point where the intensity is 50% o f  the peak intensity.
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In our experiment, not only is the peak continuum shifting forward which indicates frontal plume heating 

and resulting temperature driven expansion, but the spatial extension of the continuum is larger for the 

capillaries, and its peak value is higher. Observing figure 5.19, the peak edge velocity of the plumes shows 

a large increase in the confining targets, while their decay profile indicates that they reach their peak 

velocity later than the planar target. The peak velocity in the capillary targets is higher then that reported 

previously in section 5.1 with wedge targets, the probable reason for this is the greater channeling of the 

plasma normal to the target surface. The extent of the spatial extension of the plasmas in the capillary 

target’s continuum could be attributed to either recombination continuum, with the rapid expansion of the 

plume rapidly lowering the plasma density in the frontal regions, or direct channeling of the plasma via the 

radial containment offered by the capillary.

53.5: Plume extension.

Although gated visible images were taken, these are o f limited use, because one can only display a limited 

region of the plume, allowed by the aperture in the capillary wall. More useful, is to display the spatial 

profile o f emitted light along the central axis of the capillary. Figures 5.20.1-5.20.4. show the light 

distribution for the four targets for timescales o f 0-50nsec. The substantial difference in the extension of 

each target’s plume is evident from very early timescales. The possibility that the capillaries internal 

surfaces are acting as a plasma light collimator and giving artificially large expansion profiles exists due to 

scattered visible

Qatod Image Spatial Profiles 0-50nsec(planar)
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Fig  5 .20 .1 : C C D  im age  em iss io n  p ro file  p lan a r targe t. Fig 5.20.2. CCD image emission profile 4mm cap.
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Fig 5.20.3: CCD image emission profile 3mm capillary. Fig 5.20.4. CCD image emission profile 2mm capillary.
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light However the from the internal geometry of the targets, only a small percentage of the reflected light 

would be directed entirely out through the wall aperture The most important feature is the forward 

expansion at 10, and 20nsec, dunng the laser pulse While the planar target shows highly localized 

emission, the confining targets give unusually structured profiles, extended away from the target surface 

At later times (30-50nsec), all profiles shift their peak emission back towards the target surface, while the 

2mm capillary displays a double peak profile, with a dip, centered at 3 3mm

5.3 6 Earlier phase electron temperatures and velocities

The plasma frequency is density dependent

Equ 5 <0p = 8 9x 103 x (Hz) (Liu et al [8])

and the laser frequency is 2 2x l015 Hz

We do not have density values at early timescales If the highest density seen at the earliest timescales 

(70nsec after the laser firing) is approximately lx lO 17 cm 3 (presented later), and the bulk number density 

of aluminum is ~1022cm 3, then a reasonable range of densities at early times could be taken as 10l8-102° 

cm 3 Taking these two values and calculating the resulting plasma frequency, gives 2 8xl09Hz and 

8 9xlO,3Hz for our two limits Thus despite our liberal estimate for the upper value for the plasma density, 

it is still below the laser frequency by two orders of magnitude Thus losses due to laser pulse reflection 

from the plasma are negligible If the dominant mechanism is absorption via inverse bremsstrahlung and 

the absorption coefficient otp (cm ]) for the electron-ion inverse bremsstrahlung is

z V
Equ 6 ap=(3 69xl08) ^ T (Caruso et al [6])

where Z, Ni and T are the average ion charge state, ion density and temperature of the plasma and v is the 

frequency of the laser pulse Then for aluminum plasmas in the temperature range of 10eV-14eV, 

Z=7(approximation) N, could be approximated at 1018-19cm 3 At temperatures of lOeV and upwards, the 

values in the exponent can be ignored Thus for aluminum, the above equation can be simplified to

12 154 .
Equ 7 a„= cm

Before proceeding, in order to quantify the absorption rate, temperatures at the early timescales involved 

are required Figures 5 21 1-5 21 4 show the spatially resolved temperature for time delays of 40,50,60,and 

70nsec Earlier time scales are too dominated by continuum emission Latter measurements (>80nsec) 

suffer from poor reliability due to the rapid decay of the continuum relative to the line emission
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Electron Temperature 4fln*ec (Llne-Contlnuum method)
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Fig 5.21.1: Temperature spatial profile at 40nsec. The clear trend is o f  higher peak temperatures, which are shifted 
forward spatially.
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Fig 5.21.2: Temperature spatial profile at 50nsec. At 50nsec the difference in the extent o f  the forward expansion is 
pronounced

Electron Temperature 60nsec (Line-Contlnuum method)
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Fig 5.21.3: Temperature spatial profile at 60nsec. With the rapid expansion and forward collimation o f the plasma 
within the capillaries, the local particle density falls rapidly, leading to the rapid decay o f  continuum, and the 
subsequent fall in line-to-continuum temperatures.
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Electron Temperature 70nsec (Line-Contmuum method)
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Fig 5.21.4: Temperature spatial profile at 70nsec. At this point one must interpret such measurements with caution. The 
continuum intensities for all targets have fallen well below the line intensities, thus undermining the responsiveness o f  
the technique.

Given the edge velocities and CCD emission profiles, we expect a large difference in early temperatures. 

Indeed the four targets show a systematic and pronounced temperature difference from the earliest 

timescales (40nsec). For all timescales the temperature spatial profile’s leading edge value increases as 

containment via capillary diameter decreases. The frontal regions of the plumes also show large scale 

extension in the capillaries, at 40nsec. The peak temperatures are grouped close together at 40nsec but 

spread from 50nsec onwards as thermal energy is rapidly converted to kinetic energy with resulting higher 

edge velocity. Later, the peak temperatures in the capillaries were seen to decrease for the 2mm, and 3mm 

targets. This is due to both rapid channeling/expansion of the plume forward, and resulting cooling, leading 

to the rapid decay in continuum which would result from such an expansion.

From ~90nsec onwards temperatures from line-to-continuum ratios cannot be trusted due to weak 

continuum signal. To calculate absorption coefficients, temperatures for timescales as early as 

20nsec(termination of the laser pulse) are required. Thus by taking the peak temperatures for the four 

targets from 40-90nsec, and fitting a decay curve, it is possible to extrapolate back to earlier delays (Liu et 

al [3]). In [3] the authors fitted a linear decay, however while the planar target did show a linear decay, our 

data for the capillaries simply did not match linear decay. A second order linear decay curve was thus used. 

Figure 5.22.1 displays the fitted/extrapolated, temporally resolved temperatures for the four targets. Since 

the processes occurring during the laser pulse are extremely complex, one can not extrapolate back further 

than the termination of the laser pulse (16nsec).
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Peak Electron Temperatures (real+Extrapolation)

For all targets, fitted using an Exponential decay dependency
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Fig 5.22.1: Temperature versus time, fitted data. The points from 40nsec onwards are real data points, while those for 
20 and 30nsec are from the curves fitted to the peak temperatures at earlier timescales. These curves then extrapolated 
back for 20nsec and 30nsec (left o f  vertical dashed line). The laser pulse width is ~16nsec. These extrapolated 
temperatures are in good agreement with XUV Boltzmann and ionization temperatures, from real data from the arrival 
o f  the laser pulse (-Onsec), for confining targets (discussed in chapter 6).

Even assuming errors in fitting of 20%(maximum), the temperatures scales well with both time and target 

capillary diameter. The assumption of large scale laser beam interaction in the frontal regions of the 

plasma, matching a large increase in the forward extension of the continuum, and large forward expansion 

in the CCD emission profiles (Fig 5.21.1-5.21.4) propose large temperature increases in capillary targets 

relative to planar target plasma at early timescales. Figure 5.22.1 is a good indication of this.

5.3.7: Absorption coefficient calculations.

Using these early temperature estimates, and the data from the CCD image profiles to find approximate 

plume lengths, one can calculate estimates for the absorption length product otp/ (Table.2). This can then be 

used to calculate the irradiance absorbed during the laser pulse. Since the laser irradiance absorbed by the 

plasma is given by:

Equ.8 Oabsorb=<D0[l-exp(-ap/)], (Liu et al [3]) 

then given a larger absorption coefficient xlength product, resulting in a larger Oabsorb, a greater proportion

temperatures used to determine a , are approximately the same as the ratio of the enhanced temperatures 

(from figure 5.22.1), and given the Ne2 in a , this factor cannot be ignored.

of the incident beam is converted into thermal energy within the plasma (table 6). We have assumed that 

the ratio of enhanced electron density from one target to the next, at the same instant as the extrapolated
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Peak Temperatures/Kj 20nsec Plume length/mm:20nsec Absorption Coefficients/cm:20nsec Q,h<»rh:20nsec

Planar: 67K K  
4mm capillaiy: 103KK 
3mm capillary: 150KK 
2mm capillary: 210KK

Planar: 0.32mm 
4mm capillaiy: 0.4mm 
3mm capillary: 0.42mm 
2mm capillary: 0.46mm

Planar: 0.028 
4mm capillary: 0.042 
3mm capillary: 0.043 
2mm capillary: 0.046

Planar: 0.02 <X>
4mm capillary: 0.0410 
3mm capillary: 0.0420 
2mm capillary: 0.0450

Table 6: Peak temperatures (from the extrapolated data (figure 5.22.1), approximated plume lengths (from ICCD image 
profiles (figure 5.20.1-5.20.4), absorption coefficients (equation 7 -for ol calculation using extrapolated Tc and equation 
8, for calculation o f  Oabsorb)̂  and Absorb for all targets, after the termination o f  the laser pulse. Thus for the trailing edge 
or second half o f  the laser pulse, the pre-plasma formed by the first half o f  the laser pulse on the target surface, is 
absorbing more laser energy in the capillaries then in the planar target, due to greater plume expansion normal to the 
target surface. This occurs despite lower absorption coefficients for the capillary plasmas, due to higher electron 
temperatures. It is assumed that Nc scales for each target by  th e  same ratio deduced for the extrapolated 
temperatures, this is necessary since we do not have early phase Nc values.

]

Fig 5.22.2: Normalized absorption factor (Dabsorb, versus the inverse o f the cavity diameter (normalized to the planar 
target value o f  0 .020). Planar target is taken as having diameter equal to infinity. As the degree o f  containment 
increases the percentage o f  the laser beam absorbed by the pre-plasma increases. Note the grouping o f  the values for 
the capillaries relative to the planar target.

This may account for the higher peak temperatures in the confining targets from the extrapolated 

temperatures (20-40nsec), and the experimental temperatures from the data (>4 On sec line-continuum 

method). Thus as the capillary diameter decreases, the pre-plasma formed by the first half of the laser 

pulse, is being collimated forward away from the target surface. This highly extended plume, is then 

absorbing the second half of the laser pulse, leading to the high temperatures seen in both the experimental 

line-to-continuum, and the extrapolated peak temperatures. This explanation is reinforced by figure 5.22.2, 

which compares the calculated absorption factor for all targets. With respect to the fall off in all 

temperatures as one moves to the smallest diameter capillary (fig 5.21.3-5.21.4) after 60nsec, one can 

observe that the experimental temperatures show the 2mm diameter capillary to have a higher temperature 

then the other capillaries, but that the other capillary profiles are more extended spatially, the rapid 

expansion leading to lower peak temperatures.

5.3.8: Plasma interaction with target surface.

Finally the question of direct interaction of the plasma with the capillary walls must be addressed. From 

ICCD images of planar targets in section one, the vertical diameter of the plasma at the termination of the 

laser pulse was shown to be not more then 0.8mm. Thus at 20nsec, the vertical separation between the
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plume edge and the capillary wall (2mm diameter) is greater than 0.4mm on either side. The standoff 

distance , i.e. the distance from the surface where laser absorption occurs x ,, where this value is small in 

comparison to the spot diameter d* is given by,

7 / 1 6  0 - 5 / 8

Equ.9 X, /cm = 1365
S tM

11/16

x (d >

(Z  + 1 )

3/4/l7/4r 7/8

(Blamer et al [10])

where 8t = 0.071. A. is 1064nm, M is 27, x is 16nsec, Z=3, and <J) is 4.0x10“ W/cm2.

When the X| is calculated, it was much less then the spot diameter. Thus a one-dimensional expansion 

perpendicular to the target surface occurs within the plasma. Here X| is 6.8nm. This value is much smaller 

then the laser spot diameter (500wm), thus xj/ds « 1 ;  validating the assumption that the plasma expansion is 

1-dimensional, occurring perpendicular to the target. The channeling effect seen in the continuum at very 

early timescales (O-lOnsec), where the continuum shifts forward with decreasing capillary diameter, and 

when the laser pulse has yet to terminate, opens up the possibility that plasma radiation impinging the inner 

surface of the capillary could either generate a low density layer on the inner surface, or be reflected back 

to the plasma plume. Balmer and Weber [11], observed three body plasma generation inside a capillary, 

due to both reflected laser light, and/or reflected plasma radiation. The collision of multiple plasma 

components under such extreme conditions would enhance both particle densities and ionization rates 

considerably.

53.9: Analysis: Phase2 (t>80nsec): Plasma Density.

With the decay of the continuum one must the use atom-to-ion ratios for ionization temperature 

measurements. The decay however allows one to use Stark width broadening to calculate plasma densities. 

Theory and equations for both are discussed in [1 ,9 ,7] and chapter 2, section 2.1.2, while the electron impact 

parameter W, required for AL III (453nm) is taken from (Dimitrijevic et al [2]).
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Fig 5.22.5: (200nsec)

Figure 5.22.1-5.22.4: Space and time resolved densities, taken from the line width o f  AL III(453nm). Note that the density 
shows a linear decay trend for early timescales(<100nsec), and close to the target. This is in agreement with predictions 
from the plume expansion model o f  Narayan and Singh [11]. The density o f  the planar taiget (black) can clearly be seen 
to ‘clim b’ through the other three targets as the time sampled increases. The laser comes from the right, and the plasma 
expands from the targets surface (left).

Considering the earlier statements about absorption in the forward plume region, the higher peak particle 

density from 80nsec onwards can be attributed to the confining effect o f the capillary. The rapid expansion of 

the plume in the planar target occurs in all three dimensions. In a capillary after the plume has made contact 

with the inner walls of the vessel, its expansion is along the capillary axis, thus it is approximately 

1 Dimensional. Although some plasma will exit through the aperture, this should be a small effect. The first 

two graphs (80, 120nsec) show that the capillary plasmas lead the planar target spatially, with their density 

shifted forward.

In section one (wedge targets) it was noted that at early timescales, the confining targets displayed higher 

densities over their complete spatial range. However as the delay increased, the density profiles of the targets 

converged spatially, and further out from the target surface, reversed their relative trend to each other. At later 

timescales, the trend was the inverse of its earlier behaviour. We associated this with very rapid directed 

expansion of the plume in the confining targets, lowering the local particle density. For the three AL III, and 

single AL II lines, whose widths were measured in this way, each ion stage showed the before mentioned 

convergence and inversion at different delays and over different spatial regions. However the trend here with 

capillaries is that as the delay progresses, the planar target is seen to ‘climb up’ through the density profiles 

o f the confining targets, eventually peaking above the others at approximately 200nsec. We attribute this to 

enhanced velocity of the plume as a consequence of the 2D containment offered by the capillary. The 

significant difference between 1D containment (wedge) and 2D containment, is that in wedge targets the large 

differences in density between the targets were highly localized spatially. While here the trends occur over 

the complete spatial distribution of the plume. This behaviour is not unique to AL III (453nm) as figures
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5.22.2-5.22.5 show. The AL III line at 447nm, also shows the planar target’s continuous increase in density as 

time proceeds.

53.10: Analysis: Phase2 (t>80nsec): Spatial profiles.

In the previous section, we noted the extended nature of the continuum as a consequence of the capillary 

containment. The initial higher peak velocities, and highly directed expansion of the plume, is maintained 

also for the ions. Figure 5.8.1-5.8.4 display the spatial profile for each target, at selected time delays.

Dist/rrm

Fig 5.23.1: (80nsec) ALIII (453nm) spatial profile. The peak intensity increases as the capillary diameter decreases, 
while the position o f the peak shifts forward.

AI3_3(453nm) spatial profile I20nsec

Dist/mm

Fig 5.23.2: (120nsec) ALIII (453nm) spatial profile. The peaks now coincide in their spatial location, indicating that the 
higher peak edge velocities seen in capillary target at early timescales (<60nsec) are no longer present. This reinforces 
figure 5.19, which shows that 80-l00nsec, all edge velocities converge in value.
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AI3_3(453nm) spatial profile 160ns ec
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Fig.5.23.3: (160nsec) ALIII (453nra) spatial profile. The peak intensities scales with greater confinement as the 
capillaries prevent rapid expansion in the vertical plane, which would allow the plasma to cool rapidly. A double 
structure in the intensity profile begins to emerge.
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Fig 5.23.4: (200nsec) ALIII (453nm) spatial profile. Timescales after 160nsec show rapid convergence o f all physical 
parameters. However the double peak is now clearly visible.
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Fig 5.23.5: (240nsec) ALIII (453nm) spatial profile. Although all the plasma from all targets continues to decay, 
containment offered by the capillaries slows the rate o f  decay , with the peak intensity o f the leading peak scaling with 
greater confinement.
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The higher peak count and greater forward extension at 80nsec is clearly evident. As time proceeds 

unusual structure emerges in the spatial profiles of the confining targets. Although this is also the case for 

the planar target, it is greatly enhanced for the capillaries. Such ‘plume splitting’ has been observed by 

many authors (Hopp et al [9]), in air, 180mTorr with visible imaging, (Amoruso et al [14]) splitting in air, 

150mTorr fast imaging in the visible, [4] in vacuum, utilizing a double laser pulse and electrostatic 

analyzer for TOF measurements (Anisimov et al [16]). The source of the multi-component behaviour is 

generally attributed to charge distribution within the plume, with the leading edge composed of energetic 

ions and electrons in layers, while the main body of the plume is mostly thermalized particles under going 

hydrodynamic expansion in a denser region subject to strong recombination, hence the brightness of this 

region’s emission profile. As the delay increases the difference in kinetic energy leads to an increasing 

separation between the two plume components. All four lines show the same behaviour to different 

degrees. The extent of the plume splitting here is more pronounced than that reported in section one 

(wedges). A reasonable assumption is that the greater containment and higher temperatures lead to a higher 

initial expansion velocity and higher collision rate. Geohegan et al [15] proposed that hot/transient 

electrons, escaping from the main plume at early stages, and not undergoing large scale energy changing 

collision, and sets up a space charge layer which accelerates a fraction of the ions, creating a two 

component ion distribution. To reinforce the charge separation/layering idea, one can observe the bulk 

visible emission from the plasma imaged onto the CCD array, and extract the intensity profile.

Qatsd Image spatial ProT lM  >Qn*«c
G a t e d  I m a g e  Spatial P r a n k *  1 2 0 n * e c

Fig 5.24.1: ICCD image intensity profile(80nsec). Fig 5.24.2: ICCD image intensity profile (120nsec).

9  (tad lirag* Spatial Profile* 200ns*c
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Fig 5.24.3: ICCD image intensity profile (160nsec). Fig 5.24.4: ICCD image intensity profile (200nsec).

Dist/mm DBt/mm

Fig 5.24.5: ICCD image intensity profile (240nsec). Fig 5.25.6: ICCD image intensity profile (280nsec).

By comparing the spatial profile of the ion stages via the spectrometer against the total light profile one can 

match the bulk length of the plume, its main emission regions, against the peak emission regions for the ion 

stages studied. In comparing the emission profile at 80nsec from figures 5.23.1, and 5.24.1, the clearest 

similarity is the fact that in both graphs, the peak for the three capillary targets are shifted forward relative 

to the planar target. The peak values also scale in a similar manner. The physical edge of the profiles for the 

AL III lines is not as extended as the bulk emission profile, while at the trailing edge of the plume there is a 

clear cutoff, back beyond which there are no AL III lines. The AL III emission stops at 6.5mm, while the 

bulk emission reaches 8mm from the target surface. Remarkably the AL III profiles at 120nsec all have 

their peak at the same spatial point, with the planar peak value still lagging behind, this same profile is seen 

in the bulk emission at 120nsec. At later timescales, the ion profiles exhibit spatial splitting, the bulk 

emission profiles do not exhibit this but do show a large region of almost constant intensity for the 2mm 

capillary target at 200nsec. It displays a ‘kink’ at 240nsec along its trailing edge, while for 280nsec all 

capillary targets have a linear, downward sloping ‘hat’ region instead of the smooth Gaussian profile. 

Finally the most notable feature is the difference in peak bulk emission of the confining targets at later 

stages, the planar emission has virtually ceased, yet the main body of the plasma in the confining targets 

continues to move along the capillary axis.

53.11: Analysis: Phase2(t>80nsec):Ionization temperatures, emission spectra.

As stated previously, actual values for temperatures beyond 80-90nsec require a method other than the line- 

to-continuum method. Utilizing the ion-to-atom ratios for AL 111(453nm) and AL II (466nm) allows for the 

spatial profile of ionization temperatures to be calculated at selected time delays. The theory and equations 

were taken from [2, 17] and chapter 2, section 2.1.4. One limitation found with this approach is the relative 

position of the two ions used. The higher ion stage, with a higher velocity will cover a specific spatial
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region, which the lower stage will not. Thus at early timescales, or when one is dealing with a highly 

energetic plasma (such

as contained/channeled plume) the ratio becomes unstable due to weak signal from the lower stage (this 

occurs predominantly at the leading edge, and at early timescales). At later timescales the higher ion stage 

has left the target surface, thus the trailing edge of its signal is weak. This is evident in figure 5.25.1, where 

the difference in the spatial extension of the two ion stages leads to increasingly noisy profiles of ionization 

temperature at the leading edge due to weak AL II signal. Comparing this with figure 5.21.4, the last 

temperature graph using the line-to-continuum method, the temperatures in the latter run from 23000k 

upwards, while from figure 5.25.1, they run from 22500K upwards.

Dist/nrn

Fig 5.25.1: (80nsec). Ionization temperature for 80nsec for all targets. Recalling figure 5.24.1, which displayed line-to- 
continuum temperatures for 70nsec. The peak temperature there was decreasing for each capillary, and the planar target 
had overtaken the capillary targets. However as stated at that stage in the plasma history the low level o f continuum 
undermined the validity o f  the measurements. Here using atom-to-ion ratios, with good signal strength for both ions 
used, a more accurate trend is seen. The peak ionization temperature scales upwards as the capillary diameter 
decreases. The leading edge o f  the plasma within the capillaries also displays much higher temperatures, extended over 
a larger spatial range, out from the target surface compared to the planar target.

This is a good indication of the viability of using more then one diagnostic tool to completely map a plasma 

behaviour. Compared to the very high temperatures, both measured and extrapolated and the rapid rate of 

temperature decay seen at earlier timescales, the temperatures in figure 5.25.1-5.25.4(next page) show 

much greater degrees of thermalized equilibrium throughout the plumes.
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Fig 5.25.2: (120nsec). Ionization temperatures for all targets at 120nsec. Interestingly the three capillary targets do not 
show large differences in peak temperature, but their peak temperatures scales forward as the capillary diameter 
decreases.

!
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Fig 5.25.3: (160nsec).Ionization temperatures for all targets at 160nsec.

The rate of fall per time resolved graph is very moderate, while from 80nsec onwards the clear trend in the 

capillary targets is a convergence in temperatures, both in numerical value and spatial profile.
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Fig 5.25.3: (200nsec). Ionization temperatures for all targets at 200nsec. One can see, due to weak signal level o f  one 
ion stage relative to the other, the intensity ratio becomes increasingly unstable at the leading edge o f  the plume.
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Despite this all capillary targets maintain superior temperature profiles even towards the end of the useful 

emission lifetime of the lines used (approx 300-350nsec max for the AL III lines, and 350-440nsec for the 

AL II line). Since the temperatures are calculated from ion ratios, it is useful to look at the emission spectra 

at selected times, at specific regions spatially. The spatial points chosen correspond to figures 5.23.1- 

5.23.2 (the AL III spatial profiles), at critical points of interest, i.e. trailing, leading edges, peaks.

Emission spectra 126nsec x=3.18mm Emission Spectra 160nsec x=4.42mm
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Fig 5.26.1: Emission spectrum (120nsec, x=3.18mm).
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Fig 5.26.2: Emission spectrum (160nsec, x=4.4mm). 
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Fig 5.26.3: Emission spectrum ( 160nsec, x=6.5mm). Fig 5.26.4: Emission spectrum (200nsec, x=3.0mm).
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Emission spectra 200nsec x«7mm
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Fig 5.26.5: Emission spectrum (200nsec, x=7mm).

Importantly, in the statement that plume splitting is indeed due to multi-component expansion with separate 

velocities, and that the leading edge of the second component is mostly highly charged ions, then sampling 

the spectra at these points should show clearly a higher distribution of higher charge states. In figures

5.23.2, 5.23.3. splitting has yet to occur. The peak emission is centered at 4-5mm from the target, while a 

leading edge break is seen at approximately 6.5mm. This could represent the first indication of charge 

separation in the plume. Looking at the spectra at these points (Fig 5.26.2, 5.26.3), the emission in figure

26.2, at the center (4.42mm) shows good AL II emission at 466nm. However at the leading edge (fig 

5.26.3, x=6.5mm), Al II emission is almost completely absent, the spectrum is dominated by the AL III 

stage. This is unusual, since the plasma is thermally energetic enough to sustain such a stage, then the 

lower stage should also exist in sufficient densities to emit. However if indeed layer charged separation is 

responsible then this would not be the case. Finally we observe the emission spectrum at a time delay when 

full plume splitting has occurred, and at the peak of the two components (Fig 5.26.4, 5.26.5), the emission 

spectrum at the center o f the rear peak exhibits a larger peak count for the AL II stage over the AL III 

stages. Further ahead at the center of the forward component, the ion stage ratio is in favor of AL III over 

the latter. Interestingly only the 2mm diameter capillary shows good AL II emission at the forward peak 

(x=7mm), but still maintains its superior AL III peak emission over the lower stage, and over the other 

targets. It is possible that multiple charge layers could form, the primary electron layer which accelerates 

the AL 2+ lines is strong enough to pull AL+ ions simultaneously, but also that the subsequent layering of 

AL 2+ ions, would itself inductively create a second space charge layer in its wake, which could accelerate 

the lower stage ions via electrostatic repulsion. The relative mass difference between AL 2+ and AL + is 

negligible, and electrostatic acceleration depends on charge, in this case both the total charge density of the 

electron layer in front, but also the relative local ion charge. The capillary targets apparently optimize both 

conditions, as evident by the higher ion stage count, greater extent of plume splitting, and greater forward 

extension of the plume body.
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53 12 Conclusion

In summary as the confining effect is increased a number of effects are observed Firstly higher peak 

temperatures at the termination of the laser pulse, based on higher peak temperatures from line-to-contmuum 

ratios from 40nsec onwards This is attributed to confinement of the hot dense plume, which is unable to 

decay via rapid expansion, and in which radiative decay is constrained by the capillaries internal volume The 

confining effect of the capillaries leads to greater forward extension of the plume, which occurs over all 

timescales due to both the collimating effect o f the capillary and also higher temperatures leading to enhanced 

expansion rates, and spatial structure in the distribution of light of visible light From a simplified analysis 

based on extrapolated temperatures from the lme to continuum technique, greater laser absorption was 

proposed, which is plume length dependent, was demonstrated within the capillary targets, the percentage of 

laser absorption scaled with decreasing capillary diameter, due to greater scale length, which arose from 

forward collimation of the pre-plasma in the capillaries The extent o f the laser absorption scales with 

decreasing capillary diameter and stems from a low density, weakly emitting fast plume which moves away 

from the target surface at early timescales This fast component is then highly collimated by the capillanes

Higher peak velocities at early timescales were observed and attnbuted to channeling and enhanced 

temperatures from confinement coupled with higher peak densities and lme widths, close to the target surface 

and early during the plume’s lifetime Rapid drops in densities are attnbuted to higher plasma expansion 

velocity over its complete spatial range An effect which emerged at later tune scales was of greater ‘plume 

splitting’ effects due to charge layenng in the plume, causing charge separation spatially into two components 

in the capillanes The most pronounced difference between plasma contained two dimensionally m capillanes 

and that with rectangular cavity’s relates to the profiles of line width and density The general trend of higher 

electron density within the rectangular cavity’s is maintained only so long as the fast expansion velocity 

doesn’t undermine plasma density Thus the reversal o f this trend occurs over a spatial region for different 

time delays At certain time delays, the density spatial profile within the rectangular cavity’s, displays three 

distinct trends in relation to the four targets However in the capillanes, enhanced density profiles occur over 

the complete spatial limit of the plume We associate this with the inability of the plume to expand 

honzontally, as it can in the rectangular cavity’s
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5 4 Time and space resolved visible studies of laser plasma generation and dynamics in longitudinal 

cavity’s 1-Dimensional longitudinal confinement

In continuing our study of the influence of target configurations on laser plasma generation and plume 

evolution, we extended our study from ID honzontal (transverse) confinement (wedges), 2D radial 

confinement (capillanes), to ID vertical (longitudinal) confinement The most important effect of this 

work, was the plasma expansion vector most affected Plasma generation within capillanes or rectangular 

wedges affects plasma expansion parallel to the target surface However expansion normal to the targets 

surface is not affected directly In 1-Dimensional longitudinal confinement, two parallel plates are 

onentated perpendicular to the laser beam path Here the plasma is free to expand parallel to the target 

surface, but expansion normal to the targets surface is affected by the presence of the front plate To 

complement electron densities calculated from stark broadenmg, density sensitive line ratio values for Nc 

are introduced and compared with Nc values from stark broadening

5 5 1 Experimental Setup

1 -Dimensional longitudinal confinement was achieved by generating a laser plasma between two parallel 

plates, of varying plate separation (similar to that employed in chapter 4 section 4) The laser was delivered 

to the target via a hole of fixed diameter 1 5mm through the front plate and impinged on the inner surface 

of the back plate Subsequent plasma generation and rapid expansion allowed the plume to fill the cavity 

and expand out through the entry aperture, forming a high temperature, high velocity jet Both the plasma 

within the cavity and the emerging jets properties were studied via space and time resolved visible emission 

spectroscopy Temperature measurements were taken from the two separate techniques used above for 

capillary studies The use of lme to continuum ratios, whose defining limitation is the requirement of 

reasonable panty between the continuum intensity and lme emission signal created a spatial limit that could 

be studied The required cntena are only fulfilled over a limited spatial range, usually close to the target 

surface (<3mm), which infers a limit on the largest time delay after the laser (for power densities on the 

order of ~10nW/cm2, this is approximately 80nsec) In the expenments performed here, this meant that 

reliable tem p era tu re  measurement from  su c h  a method was limited to reg io n s inside the cavity Ionization 

temperature measurements usmg the ratio of two successive ion stages are viable both inside and outside 

the cavity, although the earliest possible measurements were limited to timescales greater than 70-80nsec 

The differences in the limit of the above two approaches highlight the two regimes seen in this work First, 

the generation and rapid expansion of the high temperature, high density plasma, away from the flat target 

surface Only when the plate separation approaches 2mm approximately does one see substantial 

differences in the plume emission properties at early timescales In this region (inside the cavity) line 

widths are seen to increase substantially as the plate separation decreases
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Following the approach taken by Tijerina et al [21], density sensitive line ratios were utilized as a means to 

calculate the electron density using a technique other than Stark broadening. Tijerina published results on 

this technique, but not for temperatures greater than 20000K for aluminum. Communications with 

Tijerina’s research group, who have the CHIANTI code, and ran the code in order to acquire constants 

required for the technique, which were not in Tijerina’s reported work allowed this technique to be used.

5.5.2: Density sensitive line ratio calibration.

A B C D Tc
3.9979 1.94918 15.11459 0.55464 10000K
2.92250 0.86603 15.22076 0.55576 15000K
2.56527 0.05049 15.27091 0.55669 20000K

2.0926 0.02351 15.3609 -0.5587 30000K.

Table 6.2: Constants required to fit the sigmoid curve (chapter 2, section 2.1.7) to translate the real line ratio to
density value using equation 16 in section 2.1.7. The constants are temperature dependent.

The reliability of this technique has been compared to density calculations in aluminum from Stark 

broadening by Lenk et al [22], and Kundston et al [23] using laser ablation of aluminum targets and

studying several AL II lines to determine the electron density.

I(360.2nm)/I(448.lnm)

Log(Nt) fcnrT*!

Figure 5.26.6: Calibration curves for density sensitive line ratios using AL III at 360.2nm and 448.1nm. The curves are 
generated by using the outputted constants from the CHIANTI code developed by the U.S Naval observatory.

AL III d e n s i ty  M n t t t l v *  ra tio  p ro f it*  1 2 0 n * * c , 2 m m  c a v ity  
U n «  ra tio

Figure 5.26.7a,b: (left) intensity profile o f  the two AL III lines used in density sensitive line ratios, (right) ratio o f the 
two lines used. Near the target surface and at the leading edge o f  the plume, where the line emission is either weak or 
unstable, the ratio is noisy.
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The main advantage of this technique over Stark broadened values, is that the fitting procedure can be 

automated by software routines, allowing a very large number of points to be resolved. It also does not 

require knowledge of the instrumental profile, which was not known. The main limitation is the availability 

of the fitting constants at only certain temperatures. The temperatures used to acquire the fitting constants 

were taken from ionization temperatures deduced from ion-atom ratios. The latter required that the electron 

density be known. This parameter was taken from the Stark broadened values. In this manner electron 

densities calculated from line ratios are directly affected by the electron density values acquired from Stark 

broadening. Thus one technique is not fully independent of the other. A second concern is that the constants 

required were available for temperatures of 10, 15, 20, 30000K, and from figure 5.26.6, which uses the 

constants displayed in table 6.2, the calibration curve is temperature dependent. From ionization 

temperatures in previous sections, it was clear that temperature differences over a lOOnsec timescale did 

not always drop by a full 10000K. Thus densities from line ratios can be unresponsive in time, due to the 

absence of a calibration curve at the plasma’s exact temperature for any time resolved measurement.

Emission spectrum, x*3mm, t*120nsec for cavity width*2mm

Wavelength/nm

Figure 5.26.7c: Typical emission spectrum for the lines used for density sensitive line ratio. The two AL III lines at 
370.2nm and 371.3nm are shorter lived both spatially and temporally then the two on the left hand side o f the spectrum.
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Figure 5.26.7d,e: Partial Groatian diagrams, showing the transitions for AL Ill(left) and AL Il(right) lines, used to 
calculate electron density (stark widths, and line ratio) and temperature (atom to ion, line to continuum) calculations 
(Knudtson et al[23]).
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5.5.3: Line-to-Continuum temperatures.
Temperatures do not show large increases. Although enhancement is present, it is not as large as 

the change in density, or as obvious a temperature increase as seen in other target configurations.

—■— 30nsec 
—• — 40nsec 
—r 50nsec 
—v— 60nsec 

70 rise c 
-  "■ ■ flOnwc

Temperature: Line to Continuum 2mm sap
— 30nsec 
— • 40raec 

— * 50nsec 
— v 60nsec —* 70ns*c 
— '—  80 rise c

Temperature: Line to Continuum 3mm sap

Temperature: Line to Continuum 5mm sepTemperatures: Line to Continuum 4mm sep — 30nsec

Dist/mm Dlst/mm

Fig 5.27.1-5.27.4: Line to continuum temperatures for the four plate separations. The peak temperatures for all targets 
occurs away from the targets surface, with a sharp peak just before or at the inner surface o f  the front plate. The 
temperature profile from the target surface to the main peak is linear, compared to temperatures from planar and 
capillary targets, which were curved, both for the rising edge o f the peak and the peak itself. There is a small 
incremental rise in the peak temperature o f  the jet outside the cavity (to the right o f  each graph) as the separation 
between the plates decreases. The vertical line in each plot is the approximate position o f  the front plate.

The cause of this is rapid cooling of the energetic plume into the front plate, and the fact that the plasma is 

free to expand parallel to the target surface. In all values of plate separation, the temperature decay profile 

is almost identical. The main exception is the numerical difference in temperature and the spatial position 

of the peak. The differences can be clearly seen in figures 5.27.1-5.27.4. The peak temperature scales 

upwards as the cavity width is decreased, however the increase is not large, but the position of this peak 

shifts forward spatially. This indicates that either the plasma is in direct contact with the front plate and is 

experiencing a retarding pressure, or some form of rebounding plasma particles are impinging on the 

plasma front. A common feature at later timescales is the nearly flat plateau in temperature in the cavity for 

all plate separations. The temperature profiles become increasingly noisy as the ratio of continuum to line 

varies with weakening continuum signal. In reality only the temperatures emerging from the cavity (right of
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the black vertical line)from the 2mm plate separation can be trusted. This is due to the low level of 

continuum relative to the line used for all targets except the 2mm cavity. It displays a second peak moving 

away from the aperture. The timing and position of this peak correspond well with similar temperatures in 

the ionization temperature profiles (fig 5.29.1). In such a system there are essentially two plasmas. The 

initial hot, dense plasma moving away from the target surface, and the emerging jet from the front aperture.

In the case of the 2mm and to a lesser extent 3mm cavity’s, the expansion velocities of laser plasma 

(>104cm/sec) ensure that the plume which collides with the front plate does so at high density. In such a 

plume, highly ionized particles will collide with the front plate, dissipating their kinetic energy and could 

assist in the formation of a low density second plume on the inner surface of the front plate. Images of the 

early phases of plasma generation and expansion in the cavity’s (figure 5.27.5, below) clearly demonstrate 

the different physical length of the plasma normal to the target surface, dictated by the plate separation.

2mm 
cavity

3 mm 
cavity

4.5mm
cavity

Figure 5.27.5: Time resolved ICCD images o f each plate during and just after the termination o f the laser pulse. The 
images are zoomed in images o f  the raw ICCD data, and focused on the cavity volume only. As the cavity width 
increases plume extension, normal to the target surface increases.

The extent of this effect would obviously decrease as the plate separation increases and the plume has a 

larger distance to transit and longer allowed decay time before reaching the front plate. The resulting 

‘funneling’ of such an energetic plume through a narrow diameter aperture will increase the local density in 

the region of the aperture (fig.5.28.1-5.28.4. next page).
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5.5.4: Electron density and plume front plate interaction.

Another important aspect of the plume’s interaction with the front plate is the effects on the plumes density 

(determined via Stark widths of the 453nm line), as particles ‘pile’ up against the front plate, which is 

essentially a substrate. This effect can be clearly seen in figures 5.28.1-5.28.4. Secondary peaks in the 

electron density profile are visible in all plate separations. The slope of this secondary peak is most 

pronounced in the 2mm cavity.
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Fig 5.28.1-5.28.4: Time and space resolved density for 80-200nsec range, using Stark broadening o f  the AL III-453nm 
line. Peak densities at early times scale upwards as the plate separation decreases. Secondary peaks can be clearly seen 
at the front plate aperture. The secondary peaks are due to localized ‘funneling’ o f  the plume through the aperture. The 
vertical line in each plot represents the center o f  the front plate.

The corresponding increase in the collision rate leads to higher temperatures in the front plate’s internal 

cavity (the front plates were 1.8mm in thickness). There are some pronounced differences in the profile of 

Nc for the line ratio calculations (figures5.28.5-5.28.8). Although the range of values of Nc for both 

techniques are not dissimilar (lx lO l6cm'3 to lxlO 17 cm'3), the temporal and spatial profile show marked
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differences. The line ratio plots all exhibit lower electron densities for all targets and all time delays than 

those from Stark broadening (comparing fig 5.28.1-5 with those below).
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Fig 5.28.5-5.28.6: Time and space resolved density for 80-240nsec range, using the line ratio technique, 2mm and 3mm 
plate separation. Peak densities at early times scale upwards as the plate separation decreases, mirroring the trend seen 
in figure 5.28.1-5.28.4 with Stark broadening. Secondary peaks can be clearly seen at the front plate aperture. Two 
advantages o f  using line ratios for density calculations over Stark broadening, are the ability to measure densities at 
earlier and later timescales than would be feasible with Stark broadening, albeit at later timescales the peak signal o f 
the lines becomes less stable, and thus the profile o f  the density is noisier. A second advantage is the ease o f 
calculation, which can be automated, allowing a much larger number o f  points to be calculated for the same data batch. 
The vertical line in each plot represents the center o f  the front plate.

The difference does exceed -15%, and thus given the means by which densities are calculated for line 

ratios, the difference is within the errors of the latter technique, which depends heavily upon the 

temperature value used to deduce the required parameters for Ne calculation from line ratios. A second 

difference is the lack of response in time of the line ratio values. All Stark broadened values for Nc display
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large drops in the value of Ne with time for all targets. However this is not present in the profiles of Ne for 

the line ratio plots, which display a small and in some cases an incremental increase is observed. The most 

probable case of this is the dependency upon temperature of the line ratio technique. Tijerina [21] 

calculated the constants for the aluminum lines used here for various temperatures, in steps of 10000K from 

10000K to 40000K.
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Fig 5.28.7-5.28.8: Time and space resolved density for 80-240nsec range, using the line ratio technique, 4mm, 5mm 
plate separation.

Laser plasma plumes are characterized by fast plume expansion, leading to rapid drops in temperature. 

Unless one uses a calibration curve for the exact temperature at every time resolved measurement, 

translating line ratios to electron densities will be less accurate, and this will manifest as unresponsiveness 

to actual changes in electron density. Ne values from Stark broadening are a direct measurement of the line 

width multiplied by the impact parameter (assuming that broadening»instrument broadening).
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We note from fig 5.29.1-5.29.4, that the large temperature increase occurs only after the jet has left the 

cavity. The second peak is shifted well ahead of the outer surface of the front plate. The temperature inside 

the cavity continues to decay rapidly, with the rate of decay higher, for the smaller plate separation. 

Assuming that the plasma is initially isothermal during the laser pulse (Narayan anad Singh [11]), then after 

the laser pulse termination the expansion becomes adiabatic. The chief difference is the presence of the 

laser as both a confining and heating influence. Thus in isothermal expansion, temperature gradients of 

measurable degree cannot form, the energy loss from the plasma being balanced by continued heating from 

the laser. However rapid expansion allows large thermal gradients to form over the plume’s volume. Thus 

high temperatures are associated with confinement and reheating. The compression experienced by the 

plume as it is forced through the aperture produces a local increase in plasma density both inside the 

aperture and in the plume emerging from the aperture. Such a change in particle density would obviously 

be more pronounced as the initial density of the plasma entering the cavity increases. The resulting 

compression fuels rapid increases in temperature and the resulting increase in velocity is clear from 

fig.29.1-29.4.

lonz Temperature, 80nsec, all targets hxu Temperature, 121ns ac, al targets

22400

—» 2mm Cavty

lonz Tarryaratura, 160nsec, al targets — ■— 2mm Cavity 
— •— 3mm Cavtty

Dist/mm DMftnm

Fig 5.29.1-5.29.4: Time and space resolved ionization temperatures determined from line intensity ratios for 80- 
200nsec range. The most notable trends are the rapid decrease in plasma temperature in the cavity, and resulting je t 
emerging from the aperture. The peak temperature and spatial extension o f  the jet scales with decreasing plate 
separation. The vertical lines in each plot indicate the position o f  each front plate for the cavity width used.
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The extended nature of the jet emerging from the cavity is also pronounced as is the low rate of temperature 

decay in the jet at later timescales This is probably due to an ‘emitter-feeder’ system set up between the 

plasma still contained between the plates, feeding the jet from the aperture through the front plate The 

subsequent reheating as the cavity plume is channeled through the aperture, then allows the emerging jet to 

be spatially extended yet retain a high temperature for long timescales The electron density shows an 

approximate z 2 dependence, falling off rapidly from a peak shifted near to the target surface However a 

second peak showing a similar decay profile is evident for all targets The density profile in a plasma at 

point z and at time t, can be expressed as (Narayan and Singh[l 1])

Equ 10 Ne(x,y,z,t)= ■■ ■■ ~ 'T--------------- exp
2 'n n 'n zX(t)Y{t)Z(t)  F

N-r x 2 y 2 z 2

2 X ( t f  ~ 2 Y ( t f  ~ 2Z (t) ‘

where NT is the density at the center o f the laser-irradiated spot (Z=0) at time t According to this equation 

the electron density should decrease from the target surface However as seen this is not applicable over the 

entire length of the plume, but only in a limited region after the peak, where a linear decay is seen This 

seems to imply that for that region the plasma expansion is indeed one dimensional, which is in agreement 

with predictions given by Narayan and Singh [11]

The unusual rising edge of the electron density profile is a unique feature of this target configuration It has 

been observed for other target configurations (Wedges and Capillaries) Another unusual feature of this 

target configuration is the high electron density inside the cavity at early timescales In section 5 1 (wedge 

targets) and section 5 2 (capillary targets) enhanced confinement gave densities peaking at 4 6E10l6cm 3 

compared to planar targets, where densities did not exceed 1 5E10I6cm 3 The extent of the containment in 

the above was much greater then that reported here However despite this, peak electron densities here are 

nearly twice that o f previous experiments

5 5 5 Expansion dynamics

Despite the larger dimensions and the ability of the plume to expand through the aperture, electron densities 

peak here at nearly 9 5E10,6cm 3, twice those reported earlier Thus since the definmg difference between 

section 5 1 and 5 2 is the expansion vector of the plasma which is being affected, we can conclude that 

retarding the plasma expansion vector parallel to the laser axis has a greater influence on localized plasma 

densities than that of vectors parallel to the target surface (i e laterally) Since the temperatures both inside 

the cavity and outside m the jet are lower than those reported in the preceding two sections, then clearly the 

bulk of the ablated mass is directed forward, back along the laser axis The plasma is still free however to 

decay via expansion parallel to the target surface, and through conductive decay into the target surface 

Thus containing a plasma inside a cavity (capillary or rectangular wedge) constrains the plasma during the 

initial hot phase, and thus is more effective m generating high temperatures, which no doubt lead to high 

expansion velocities which are highly
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collimated, thus leading to rapid decay of densities. This argument is further reinforced by the increase in 

the jet temperature after expansion through the aperture, the densities in the jet are not as enhanced as those 

in the cavity, yet the temperature difference is pronounced. Again radial confinement is more conducive to 

high temperatures, but not higher densities. Effectively the aperture and front plate act as a micro-capillary.

5.5.5: Velocity profiles.

The velocity profiles for the different targets (determined by following the intensity half max count in the 

ICCD images) show good trend evolution from one cavity separation to the next. A rapid second order 

decay is followed by a less pronounced linear decay, with the emergence of a second peak in both the 4mm 

and 5mm cavity’s. A proposed explanation for this is the dynamic relationship between the forward 

velocity of the expanding plume, and expansion into tenuous, low density medium

Edge Velocity: ins ids cavity AL !fl(4S3mn Una)

Velocity ms

Edge Velocity: Outs Ida cavity AL IB(4S3nm line) 

Veto city ms 2mm Cavtty

Time delayinsec Time delay/ri

Fig. 5.30.1: Center o f  intensity velocity
for the plasma inside the cavity(between the plates).

Fig. 5.30.2: Center o f  intensity velocity for the cavity 
jet outside (emerging from the hole in the plate).

which could form ahead of the main plume as a consequence of fast blow off gas becoming trapped in the 

cavity and acting as temporary gas medium into which the main plume must expand. The smaller the plate 

separation the more pronounced such an effect would be. The effect of channeling plasma through an 

aperture allows the higher temperature plume to expand at an enhanced rate (fig. 5.30.2). The higher 

velocity is maintained for longer durations, and as seen from figure 5.31, the enhanced intensity profile 

matches the ionization temperature profile for that time delay.
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D isV m m

Fig 5.31: Spatial resolved intensity profile for AL III (453nm) at 160nsec. The vertical lines are the center 
o f the front plates for each target. The plume moves from left to right.

While the leading edge of the intensity profile for each target does not show significant differences , the 

trailing edge of the jet emission is more pronounced for smaller cavity depth. Curiously the emission 

intensities for each target’s jet show close convergence at the aperture of each front plate (all ~700 counts). 

The enhanced temperatures are seen only after the jet has left the cavity and aperture. After 200nsec the fast 

jet from all four targets displays rapid convergence of temperature and decreasing intensity. The 2mm 

cavity jet maintains its greater spatial extension until approximately 320nsec, when emission from the AL 

III lines becomes too weak to resolve clearly above the background signal

Emission Spectra, I20nsec Aperture Jet
Emission Spectra, 120nsec in cavity

Wavtiugth/nm Wavrtengthtom

Fig 5.32.1: Emission spectra for all targets at the peak o f the AL33 (453nm) line spatial profile within the cavity(left) 
Fig 5.32.2: Emission spectra for all targets at the peak o f the AL33(453nm) spatial profile in the jet(right) at I20nsec 
for each target. The peak intensity occurs at different spatial points for each target. Note the reversal o f  intensities 
within the cavity, where emission is dominated by the AL II line and for the jet AL III dominates. As the cavity width 
decreases, the jet is increasingly dominated by the higher ion stages.

5.5.7: Plume dynamics imaging.

Figure 5.33.1-15 (next page) display the IICD images of laser plasma plume generation between two 

parallel plates, for plate separation values of 2, 3 ,4.5mm. The two most notable differences in the
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Figure 5.33.1 (top left)-5.33.15 (bottom right): ICCD images o f  the plasma plume for various time delays for plate 
separation values o f 2mm, 3mm, and 4.5mm. These values, were deliberately different from the values used in the 
spectroscopic work, in order to ensure that any trends seen in the spectra, should be mirrored in the images, and 
should also be a continuous trend, and not specific to certain plate separation values. The most striking aspects are at 
later time delays, were the je t has completely separated from the front plate and the dynamics is analogous to gas puff 
generation. The expansion o f  the plasma along the vertical plane, along the inner surface o f the front plate is clear in 
the 3mm cavity at 160nsec. Obviously this effect occurs at different time delays for each target, (the white vertical 
dashed line represents the approximate center o f  the front plate for each cavity width)

plumes occurs later in the plume’s history, where all plate separation values display a detached, spatially 

localized plasma plume, leaving the aperture at the front plate and moving away (330nsec). The emission 

lifetime of this detached jet is largest for the 2mm cavity.



The emission spectra for 120nsec after the laser pulse, both withm the cavity and for the aperture jet, give 

good indication of the temperature within the two different plumes without the need to perform temperature 

calculations In the jet, the spectra is completely dominated by AL III, and completely lacking in AL II 

photons The higher kinetic energy of the more highly charged ions, and subsequent re-heatmg of the plumes 

as it is forced through the aperture gives the AL III a superior TOF velocity The ratio of AL III to AL II 

inside the cavity, would indicate that as the cavity width is increased, the temperature at selected times within 

the cavity increases However in reality a more probable answer is the rapid channeling of plasma through the 

aperture, which as the cavity width decreases, will channel plasma of higher density and temperature initially 

The further away the front plate is from the target surface the lower the particle density will be when it does 

contact the inner surface of the front plate, and thus if temperature increases seen in the second jet occur due 

to re-col limation, then this process will be density dependent

5.5 8 Equilibrium considerations

In the analysis, we assumed that the plasma is in LTE, thus a Maxwellian distribution of the free electrons 

is required LTE conditions require that the collision excitation and de-excitation processes predominate 

over radiative processes, 1 e that the electron number density is sufficiently high The values of electron 

density and temperature allows us to check our assumption, again using equation 1 1,

N„ > 1 6  X 1012 xT(eV)l/2A E(e V)3 (Gotz et al [ 1 ])

Here AE is the largest energy transitions for which this condition holds In this work AE is 2 7668eV for 

AL III (447 985nm) The highest temperatures measured were 33000K, this gives a lower limit on the nght 

hand side of equation 2 of 6 2x 1013cm3 The lowest densities measured using Stark broadening were 

9 4x 1016 cm 3, thus validating our assumption of LTE in the plasma

5.5 9 Conclusion

Generation of laser plasma within the vertical, formed by two parallel plates, resulted in enhanced peak 

electron density values, and a lower rate of decay in electron density both spatially and in time The cavity 

plasma was seen to collide with the front plate and localized regions of high electron density were seen to 

form in and around the aperture of the front plate Subsequent generation of high temperature plasma jets, 

emerging from the aperture were seen, with enhanced peak temperature, velocity and spatial extension as a 

consequence of decreasing plate separation and enhancement of plume parameters as it was channeled 

through the aperture It was concluded that one dimensional confinement along the laser axis enhances 

electron densities, but not plasma temperature significantly within the cavity’s While 1 Dimensional 

honzontal (wedges) and 2Dimensional radial confinement (capillanes) enhances electron temperature and
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expansion velocity normal to the targets surface, but not electron density to the same extent The virtual 

absence of enhanced temperatures within the parallel plates geometries are even more apparent when 

compared with the temperature increases within capillanes and rectangular wedges (20-35%)
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5 6 Time and space resolved visible emission spectroscopy of laser plasma generation and dynamics in 

Horizontal cavity’s with high voltage electnc field influence 1-Dimensional Horizontal geometric and 

electrostatic confinement

Having studied ID containment within a horizontal cavity, 2D radial containment within a capillary, and 

ID vertical confinement between parallel plates, we sought to introduce a new variable, namely the 

presence of an electnc field We consider such a variable a ‘non-standard’ influence on laser plasma 

generation and evolution, given the relatively limited work done using electnc fields The target employed 

was a rectangular cavity, of height 1 5mm, and depth 14mm The target, isolated from all other metal 

surfaces in the vacuum chamber was charged with a bias voltage ranging from -9KV to +9KV 

Following the analysis used in previous sections, line ratios were employed to calculate ionization 

temperatures, and stark broadening to calculate electron densities

5 7 1 Experimental Setup

The expenmental setup was identical to the previous expenments in the visible, however the target block 

was isolated from the chamber and mam target holder by sandwiching it between sheets of Perspex, which 

can hold off 20KV per mm The target was biased using two industnal high voltage “GRIFFON” D C 

power supplies Each delivered a maximum of 5KV each The power supplies were stacked in senes, thus 

providing a maximum of 10KV The bias voltages used were ±2, 3, 4, 6, and 9KV The gate, or sample 

time on the ICCD was set at 30nsec, and the plasma generation and evolution was studied for a maximum 

of 300nsec after the finng of the laser pulse The ICCD was delayed in steps of lOnsec, and in this way the 

time and space resolved behaviour of the plasma under the influence of varying electnc field intensities 

was studied No gam was used on the intensifies and the pixels were binned 10 by 10

5 7 2 Geometry and field considerations

Little research has been done in the area of electnc field interaction with laser generated plasmas With the 

exception of work by Williamson [19], who studied laser KrF ablation of titanium at a fluence of 4Jcm2, 

and then influenced the plasma plume by placing a fine copper mesh placed 14mm from and parallel to the 

target surface A bias on the mesh was vaned over a range of ±200V, while the target was grounded 

Williamson observed an 8 fold increase in the LIF signal from the plasma as the bias voltage was increased 

from 0 to +200V Only a small change in the plasma was observed for negative voltages This study was 

time integrated, and at low fluence The only other reported work with electnc fields is by Varro et al [19] 

In this work, the authors used a configuration similar to Williamson, with a plate, positioned 10mm from 

the target surface (Au, which was grounded) A -20KV DC bias voltage was then placed across the gap A 

10l2Wcm2 ps laser beam was then delivered at grazing incidence to the target A low temperature plasma
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was then generated on the target surface, the electric field influences pushed photo ionized electrons back 

to the

target surface. The result was a short burst o f XUV radiation of duration equal to the laser pulse duration , 

from the target surface, which was not present without the bias voltage, or even with a positive voltage. 

Although there are some theoretical treatments of electric field influence on laser plasmas, they remain few 

in number, and as yet unproven. In this work, we adopt the same approach as Williamson [18] and Varro 

[19], with one main difference, the geometry of the target is not planar but a wedge cavity of depth 14mm, 

and height 1.5mm. Secondly, in this work, the target is charged up and the ground plane is in front of the 

main target block (Figure 5.4).

Schematic of target and approximated field configuration:

+ and - bias

Side view: Cavity internal field configuration (approximation)

DC

50mm14mm

12mm 14mm
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Top view Cavity internal field configuration (approximation)

Figure 5 4 Schematic overview o f  target configuration and field lines (approximation) For negative bias voltages, the field lines are 
directed from the ground point, to the target block For positive bias voltages, the field lines are directed away from the target to the 
ground po in t Where the field lines are highly compressed and close together, the electric field flux per unit area o f  space is high

symmetry for simplified analysis A good example of this is the assumed symmetry of plasma plume 

expansion from a flat surface However as we have shown in the previous sections, geometric effects upon 

plasma parameters are not simple or trivial Equally so, it would be expected that geometry would 

configure the electnc field lines from a charged body in a complex manner Utilizing a software 

package,‘Equipotential3D’ which is available commercially from [20], the electric field intensity and 

energy density distribution throughout the internal volume of the cavity was calculated The only inputs 

required by the ‘EquipotentiaBD’ software were the proportions of the surfaces, and the approximate 

surface charge density per m2 This quantity was first determined

In calculating the surface charge density per m2, a number of approximations were made Firstly the 

approximate capacitance of the target was calculated From Young [21], the capacitance of a simplified 

parallel plate capacitor is given by equation 11

 ̂ QEqu 11 C=£-0 — = — 
d V

Here, Q is the charge on the target, V is the bias voltage, A is the surface area of each plate, and d is the 

distance between each plate Eo is the permittivity of the dielectric (8 85x1012F/m) The value of £o in 

vacuum differs from air by less then 6% For this simplified calculation we ignored the cavity’s internal 

volume and consider only the area on the front of the target block, facing the grounding plane This gives 

Q~ 14x 10 11C for a bias voltage of 9KV The surface charge density is given by equation 12

Q
Equ 12 p  — ------

^Stt

ASn is the area of the n ’th surface, and from Young [21], charge is distributed uniformly across the targets 

surface Thus summing the entire surface area of the target block gives ASn~0 00386m2, and from equation 

2, p=0 03626 ^C m 2 Since the electnc field intensity is related to the charge density, given by

PnEqu 13 Ej.= —
£o

Then Eihere is ~0 4xl04 V m 1 This value for the electnc field strength is an approximation, namely for a 

single surface Clearly the internal geometry of the cavity will affect the field distnbution To perform such 

calculations manually would be exceptionally challenging However the use of software packages makes 

analysis o f field distributions by target configurations less burdensome, and the 2Dimensional nature of the 

software’s calculations allow one to observe the electnc field distnbution within the cavity Figures 

5 5a,b,c are the programs output for three input voltages (giving three charge values and hence three charge
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density values). The numerical value over the field lines are the electric field intensities (in units of 104 

Vm). The unbroken linear green lines represent the outlines o f the cavity.

Figure 5.5a,b,c: Electric field intensities and configurations within the cavity for different bias voltages. Top: 9K.V, 
middle, 4K.V, bottom: 2KV. The configuration of the field lines are modeled in ‘equipotenial3D’[21]. The solid green 
lines are the outline of the internal surfaces of the cavity. The numerical values on each graph represent the field 
intensity at that point (in units of approximately 104 V/m). The field lines are also color coded, darkened lines indicate 
weak field intensities. Thus observing the above three graphs, all display compressed, darkened field lines at the center 
of the cavity, parallel to the plane of the cavity. Here field intensities are low, due both to lower field intensities at 
lower bias voltages and due to cancellations of opposing field lines at that point In the 2K.V case, a dark blue region 
runs along the cavity. Here the field lines are weak, compared to the 9KV case, where a similar region of low field 
intensity exists, but as the color code shows, light blue, the field at the center here is stronger. The numerical values 
confirm this. In laser plasma experiments performed here, the laser beam entered from the left, and was focused onto 
the vertical surface, to the right, indicated by the large numerical value.
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The clear trend is that as the bias voltage is increased, not only does the charge density increase on each 

surface, but the field lines are closer together. For all bias voltages, a null region occurs in the central 

region, parallel to the plane of the cavity, where the field intensity is low. This is due to cancellation of 

field lines from opposite faces. The size of this ‘null’ region decreases for higher bias voltages. The field 

lines point away from the surfaces, but for a negatively charged target the lines would face into the target 

surfaces. From Young [21], the energy residing in the electric field is given by:

Equ 14: u = 0.5eoE2 J/m3

The value of u is also calculated by ‘EquipotentiaBd’. Figure 5.6a,b,c display a false color images of the u 

for three values of the bias voltage used.

4  L » K V
—J‘ I

Figure 5.6a,b,c: False color images of the energy density within the volume of the cavity as a consequence of the 
electric field, with darkened regions indicating near zero field levels. The numerical values assigned to each case 
indicates the normalized (relative to the 9K.V case) charge density on each surface of the cavity. Since the energy 
density is proportional to the square of the electric field, the rate of fall of energy density as one moves away from the 
cavity’s surfaces is higher than that of the field intensity itself. Thus at that centre of each cavity, a large well defined 
darkened region exists, where either the field intensity is zero or extremely low, due to oppositely directed field lines 
canceling each other out. The higher the bias voltage applied, the higher the electric intensity at each point, and the 
smaller the region of zero field energy at the cavity’s center. Thus at some very high value, we would expect the entire 
cavity to be filled with a non-zero value for the energy density. In laser plasma experiments performed here, the laser 
beam entered from the left, and was focused onto the vertical surface, to the right, indicated by the numerical value.
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The energy density within the cavity’s is substantially different from that of a planar target, where the 

electric field intensity and the energy density fall off rapidly as the distance from the target surface 

increases. The overall picture given by the field analysis will assist in the analysis o f plasma parameters 

such as plasma electron density and ionization temperature.

5.7.4: Electron density analysis.

Using Stark width broadening of the same line (AL III, 453nm) as was employed in previous sections, the 

electron density was calculated for each bias voltage used, for two time delays after the laser, over the 

length of the plasma at each time resolved event.
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Figure 5.7: Electron density at lOOnsec time delay. Space and bias voltage resolved. At this early stage in the plasma 
expansion, only moderate differences are visible for different voltages, and these differences occur at high voltages. 
Distance from the back surface of the cavity is labeled ‘Dist/mm’.

Laser plasma plumes are characterized by high particle density and highly ionized charged states. Such a 

system will exhibit a very high internal electric and magnetic field, which will shield the plume from the 

influence of external electric and magnetic fields. Although field influence during early phases of the 

plumes history are possible as Varro et al [19] have shown, they do require very large electric field 

intensities. Even in the work reported by Varro the laser beam was incident on the target surface at an 

grazing angle, which would greatly reduce the power density of the laser beam and hence the density of the 

plasma. However the chief problem with work of this kind is to balance the need for the plasma density to 

fall sufficiently for field influence. The longer the delay after the laser pulse, the weaker the plasma signal, 

This then has a detrimental affect on the viability of plasma diagnostics (such as measuring line widths)
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which become more unstable as the plasma signal becomes weaker. By using higher voltages, the earliest 

time when significant field influence is observed will be shifted back in time, closer to the laser pulse 

termination. However, very high voltages (>20KV) are required for good signal change from the plasma for 

early time scales.
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Figure 5.8: Electron density at 180nsec time delay. Space and bias voltage resolved. At this late stage of 
plasma history, the plasma density has dropped enough for significant field effects to be observable. The 
concave nature of the density profile for the various bias voltages is especially pronounced.

In calculating the electron density at a later time delay (180nsec, figure5.8), comparing the plasma density 

in the cavity for OKV bias for lOOnsec and 180nsec, the peak value falls from ~6xl016cm‘3 to ~2xl016 cm'3. 

However for the largest bias values used (±9KV) the peak electron density drops from ~5x 10l6cm'3 (at 

lOOnsec, figure 5.7) to ~4x 1016cm'3 (figure 5.8). The rate of fall of peak electron density for both polarities 

of high voltage bias is far less than that of the unbiased cavity. The second notable feature is the extended 

nature of the electron density profile in figure 5.8 for both bias polarities. There is a clear trend of greater 

forward extension of the plume, and higher density values at the forward region for increasing bias 

voltages. The peak electron density for the positive bias is approximately 17% higher than that of the 

negative bias. The position of the peak electron density is also shifted slightly back for positive bias 

voltages when compared to the unbiased case. Another important feature of figure 5.8, is the relative 

absence of change in Ne until ~±5KV. From OKV to ~±5KV, the peak electron density does not change, 

however values of Ne are resolvable for increasingly larger distances in the forward direction. Above 

~±5KV there is a large and sustained increase in the peak value of Ne, and the overall value (space 

resolved). Both the forward and back regions of the plume display enhanced electron densities for high bias 

voltages, the positive bias displaying slight enhancement over the negative bias. This is not unique, as
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Williamson [19] observed similar changes in the LIF signal from a titanium plasma, with enhanced 

emission from positive and negative bias, the positive bias enhancement being 10-12% more than that of 

the negative bias enhancement relative to the unbiased signal Using ICCD images, Williamson also 

observed a shifting forward of the plasma’s peak emission point for negative bias voltages, but observed no 

shift for positive bias voltages

There are two possible reasons for enhanced electron densities First, where a particle is repelled by the 

field, being of like polarity (1 e electrons repelled from the cavity’s internal surfaces by a negative bias), 

the electric field will act as a buffer against plasma decay into the target surfaces, which act as substrates 

In observing the electric field energy density plots (figure 5 6a,b,c) it can be clearly seen that at the center 

of the cavity for each bias used, a large darkened region exists, where the particles will ‘collect’ or reside in 

being repelled by the charged surfaces This ‘null’ region of electric energy, could essentially emulate a 

cavity of lesser height From section 5 1, it was observed that higher electron densities and greater forward 

expansion of the plasma plumes was demonstrated when the height of the cavity was decreased Thus it is 

possible that the greater the bias voltage applied, the greater the repulsion of like charged particles from the 

surfaces Coupled with the compression of the plume’s particles in a region of lesser height then that of the 

cavity itself However for each bias polarity, particles of opposite charge will be attracted to the cavity’s 

inner surfaces Thus for a positive bias, electrons will be attracted to the cavity’s inner surfaces, and ions 

repelled Given the ratio of the mass of an electron (9 1 x 10 MKg) to that o f the a doubly charged aluminum 

ion (44 8 x l0 27Kg), it is reasonable to propose that unless the bias voltage is exceptionally high, the plasma 

ions are not strongly influenced by the electric field for either polarities, and this would be especially so 

given that average velocities for Al III ion in such cavity’s is approximately of the order of ~5x 105cm/sec 

at the time delays studied here (section 5 1) Therefore the enhancement of the electron density for positive 

bias voltages must be explained It is highly possible given the particle densities, and the rapid motion of 

the plume away from the back surface, that electrons are undergoing collisions with other particles as they 

are deflected towards the upper and lower surfaces of the cavity The length of the cavity and relative 

uniformity of the energy density of the field along die cavity could result in an extended length over which 

such particle deflections and collisions can occur

§ 7 5 Ionization temperatures

Utilizing the same technique and lines as those used in section 5 1, ionization temperatures were calculated 

for a range of time delays after the laser pulse, for all bias voltages used, over as large a spatial range as the 

lines extension would allow The same trend as that seen in the density profiles emerges Although 

ionization temperatures were calculated for the time range of 80nsec to 240nsec, only at ~120nsec does any 

observable difference between the bias voltage resolved profiles become visible (figure 5 9) even here, the 

chief difference is the slight shifting forward of the position of the peak in the ionization temperature for
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the unbiased case, whereas for both polarities, the peak is further back. There is a negligible difference in 

the peak temperature itself.
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Figure 5.9: Ionization temperatures for a delay of 120nsec after the laser pulse, for all bias voltages used. Ionization 
temperatures were calculated for time delays of 80,100,120,160,180 and 240nsec after the laser pulse. No discernible 
differences were observed for time scales of less then 120nsec.
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Figure 5.10: Ionization temperatures for a delay of 180nsec after the laser pulse, for all bias voltages used. Although a 
small difference (<1000K.) exists for ionization profile for the unbiased versus the high voltage (±9KV) case, the most 
notable difference is the shifting back of the position of the peak ionization temperature for both polarities.

For ionization temperatures at 180nsec, clearly visible trends begin to emerge, with the peak ionization 

temperature for both polarities being ~1000K larger at the maximum voltages used (±9KV). The shifting 

back of the peak ionization temperature relative to the unbiased target is now clear, and the extent of the 

retardation of the profile is greater for the positive voltage than for the corresponding negative value. Even
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given these differences, the extent o f the influence of the bias voltage for figure 5.10, is not as dramatic as 

that seen for electron density for the same time delay (figure 5.8). Although unexpected this is not a new 

aspect of this work. In the previous sections, plasma plumes generated between parallel plates, displayed 

substantial increases in electron density, but negligible changes in electron temperature, while plasma 

plume generated in rectangular wedges and capillaries displays medium increases in electron density and 

large increases in temperature.

Figure 5.11: Ionization temperatures for a delay of 240nsec after the laser pulse, for all bias voltages used. At this late 
stage in the plasma history, clear differences in the profile of the ionization temperature emerge. For both polarities, the 
peak value increases for increasing bias voltage.

The latest time resolved measurement of ionization temperature was at 240nsec. Here (figure 5.11) 

differences of ~3500K (maximum) were observed over the complete bias range studied, with the peak of 

the temperature profile for the positive bias still shifted slightly back relative to that o f the position of the 

peak for the negative bias. The leading edge of this late delay temperature profile is noisy, due to weak 

signals from the AL II line, which is not as spatially extended as the AL III line. Calculations at later time 

delays were not viable given the weak signal levels of both ions.

5.7.6: Emission profiles.

The final variable considered here is the spatial profile of the peak emission intensity of the AL III (453nm) 

line for various time delays after the laser pulse (figure 5.12a,b,c). It is not surprising that the profile 

mirrors that o f both the electron density and the ionization temperature, with no observable difference in 

the emission intensities before a certain time delay. In the case of emission intensities this is ~160nsec, 

where the maximum negative bias voltage (-9KV) displays a 20% increase in the peak emission intensity. 

All other bias values display a small but observable increase in intensity, but relative to the unbiased target

1.6

Plume expansion

Tionz/K 
2 4 0 n s e c
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the differences do not exceed ~10%. There is a slight curvature of the profiles front, with the unbiased 

target leading the biased cases for all bias voltages and for both polarities.

Counts
Plume expansion

25000

In moving to later time delays, the electric field influence on the emission profiles increases, this is clearly

present from 240nsec onwards. The peak profile o f the line is not only larger, but is also broadened by the

bias voltage for both polarities, with the positive bias showing greater enhancement then the negative. This

is also seen in the electron density profiles, and was also reported by Williamson [18]. Plume particles also

respond to positive bias voltages more readily than negative bias voltages, as indicated by figure 5.12c,

where the large increases in emission intensity occur after +3KV, while the increases for the negative bias

is less sharp, and almost linear in appearance. This fact was also reported by Williamson in studying the

LIF intensity profile of titanium ions.

BUS A

Figure 5.12a,b,c: Emission profiles for three time 
delays (180, 240 and 290nsec) for the peak 
intensity of the AL III (453nm) line for all bias 
voltages studied, over the complete spatial range 
of the line. Before a delay of ~160nsec there is no 
discernible difference in the emission intensities 
for any bias voltage value. As the time delay 
increases, the bias profile for the peak intensity 
follows that of the electron density and the 
ionization temperatures. The difference in the 
position of the peak intensity between the two 
polarities used is still present, with the positive 
polarity peak shifted slightly back relative to the 
negative polarity case. Overall both polarities not 
only increase the peak intensity with increasing 
bias voltage, but the width of the profile in space 
is larger then the unbiased case.
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5.7.7: Particle-field interaction analysis.
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Williamson [18] attempted to analysis plume particle interaction with the electric field in his experiments 

by considering the velocity changes occurring due to the electric field force on a charged particle. A similar 

analysis was attempted here, however the geometry in this work is radically different from the standard 

planar target and parallel charged plate. As a consequence a number of assumptions must be made in the 

analysis. A diagrammatical overview of the analysis is shown in figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.13: Schematic of the analysis of the electric field influence on a charged particle, of charge q', 
moving with velocity VHn at an angle of 45° to the plane of the cavity, with resolved velocity components 
parallel and perpendicular to the cavity plane (VXn, VYn)- Here we assume that the normal field component 
at the centre of the cavity at height H=0, is negligible, due to field cancellation from opposing surfaces. As 
the particle moves upwards towards the upper surface, for each height Hn the field intensity En varies, as 
does the force on the charged particle EFrw thus each iteration of the upward velocity component VYn at 
some Hn combined with the downward force on the particle from electric force EFn will produce a gradient 
in the particle’s upward velocity, which will be reduced as the particle approaches the upper surface. The 
rate of decrease in the particle’s upward velocity, and the velocity at the point and time of impact with the 
upper surface, will all depend upon the particles initial velocity, and the rate of increase of electric field 
intensity. The latter depends upon the bias voltage and the cavity dimensions. The particle’s velocity 
component parallel to the plane of the cavity VXn will be unaffected by the electric field, due to the field 
lines emerging perpendicular to the surfaces from which they originate. To simply the analysis the force on 
the particle from the vertical back surface, whose field lines run parallel to the cavity’s plane, are ignored. 
This is a valid assumption given the profile of the energy density from figure 5.6a,b,c which clearly 
indicates that the field influence from the back surface is highly localized, and does not extend forward 
greatly along the cavity. It can be seen from the electron density plots (figure 5.7-8) that significant field 
influence for the bias values used here does not occur until later timescales (>140nsec). At such times, the
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plume particles, moving at approximately K^m/sec will travel a distance of -  1.5mm along the cavity, away 
from the back surface.

In the analysis, a range of velocities could be considered, and all particles were assumed to be moving at a 

angle of 45° to the plane of the cavity. The force on a charged particle of mass m, charge e, and in the 

vicinity of an electric field E, is given by:

Equ 15: F=-eE [Young 20]

Thus if the particle velocity is known at some initial time T|, and the particle is at H=0 (center o f the 

cavity) moving upwards towards the upper (or lower surface) of the cavity, then the force on the particle 

could be calculated, and the change in the particle’s velocity for each height Hn under the influence of a 

field En can be known. In this way a range of velocities for different bias voltages (and hence different 

electric field intensities) could be studied and the effect o f the field related to the observed results. Firstly 

the electric field distribution must be numerically calculated at each height Hn.

5.7.8: Cavity-field profile.

In order to calculate the electric field distribution within the cavity, the approach followed by Young [20] is 

employed. In that analysis, a charged particle is positioned at distance x from a rod, of length 2a, with 

charge Q distributed uniformly along its length (figure 5.14).

dO

Figure 5.14: Young’s [20] analysis, a simplified electric field distribution from a rod.

Young divided the rod into infinitesimal sections of length dy, with corresponding charge dQ. For uniform 

charge distribution the ratio of dQ to Q is equal to the ratio of dy to 2a, the total length. Thus:

dQ dy 
Equ 16:—  =  —  

Q 2 a
and rearranging this gives,

Equ 17: dQ = Qdy_
2 a

The distance r from this section to the charge is (x2+r2)l/2, dE at this point is given by:
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Q dy
Equ 18: dE= *  7

4x£0 2a(x + r  )
If this field is vector resolved then :

Equ 19a,b: dEx=dEeosa dEy=dEsina

y xsina= . — and cosa= ■ -----—= , so that substituting these into the equation 18, gives:
y 2 +jc2

Equ 20a.b: dE,------ ------------ — ---------  anddEy= — -----------
4^ o  2a(x2 + / ) 3'2 4^ o  2a(x2 + y 2)3/2

To find the total field components Ex and Ey, one must integrate over the range a to -a. After this operation 

Ex and Ey are described by:

Equ 21a,b: Ex= - -------— 2 —  and Ey=0.Q »
4 zs0 x (x 2 + y 2)'

Due to the symmetry, Ey summed over the length of the rod is zero. If this analysis is to be applied to the 

cavity case, then firstly x becomes H (height from the center o f the cavity), and 2a becomes L, the length of 

the cavity. Secondly, upon rotating Young’s rod 90° to represent a finite strip of the cavity’s inner surface 

(figure5.15), the entire calculation must then be done twice, to represent both the strip on the lower surface 

and the upper surface. The field distribution from both surfaces must then be added, and should cancel at 

H=0, at the cavity center.

Increm entafly wide strip of charge

Cavity length L

Figure 5.15: Following Young’s [20] analysis, a simplified electric field distribution within the cavity’s volume is 
considered. The electric field influence or field lines not emanating from the incremental narrow strip of inner cavity 
surface were ignored (i.e. the field lines to the left and right of the particle’s trajectory parallel to the charge strip are 
ignored, only those field lines from the strip are considered). The electric field is resolved into two components parallel 
and perpendicular to the surface. We consider only the influence of field components normal to the cavity surface.
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Using equation 21a, the Electric field distribution within a cavity was calculated for various bias voltages, 

by writing a routine in MATLAB 6.0. The field for each surface (upper and lower surfaces in the cavity) 

was calculated and then the profiles for each surface were summed. The E field distribution was thus 

mapped over the cavity’s height (figure 5.17a,b).
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Figure 5.16a,b: Electric field distribution in the cavity, for various bias voltages (left-full scales, right-rescaled to lower 
values). Height =0 represents the center of the cavity. With the particles equidistant from the upper and lower surfaces 
within the cavity, and moving parallel to the two inner surfaces.

As can be seen from the above figures, the electric field intensity falls rapidly as the distance from the 

source surface is increased, and as figure 5.16b displays, field cancellation at the cavity’s center gives 

negligible or very small values for the field intensity. As the distance to the source surface decreases the 

differences in the E-field for the various bias voltages increases dramatically, this is due to the inverse 

square dependence in equation 21.

5.7.9: Velocity profile response.

In considering the interaction of an energetic particle with a retarding field, the most important variable is 

the particle’s velocity. Since the effect of the field is to act as a retarding force, then the higher the initial 

velocity of the particle, the longer it will take the field to significantly influence the particle. Equally if the 

duration of the influence is fixed then, the extent of the velocity reduction from the field will be lesser, as 

figure 5.17 demonstrates. Here the charged particle (an electron) experiences a retarding force
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Electron Velocity vs Time for all bias voltage*

Time/nseo

Figure 5.17: Velocity profile of an electron launched at 30x 104m/sec, and exposed to the field influence for a limited 
duration. The greater the field strength, the greater the extent of the velocity reduction, 
from a negative bias field, and thus the particles slows.

As the bias voltage is increased the electric field intensity at each point in the cavity increases. Secondly, 

given the inverse squared dependence of the field intensity from the source, the closer the particle is to the 

source the greater the retarding force, and the more rapidly the particle will decelerate under this force. At 

some point for a fixed velocity and bias voltage, the particle will undergo velocity reversal and begin to 

move away from the source and be accelerated by the now repulsive force of the negative field. For a range 

of velocities at a fixed field intensity, the fastest particles will both show the smallest drop in velocity, but 

will also reach the source surface more rapidly, and thus will experience the very high intensity field near 

the source surface. This can be clearly seen in figure 5.18. Here a range of velocities were inputted into the 

analysis routine for a fixed bias voltage (9KV). While the slowest moving particles ( lx l0 4m/sec) took the 

longest to reach a region of high field intensity, they also under went a reversal of velocity further from the 

source surface (inner surface of the cavity). The greater the velocity of the particle, the sooner it reached a 

high field region and began to experience a retarding force, but the longer it took for that force to reduce 

the particles velocity to zero, in some cases the particle’s velocity was high enough to over come the 

retarding force, and it still reached the inner surfaces of the cavity. This can be seen in figure 5.18, where 

for particle’s velocities greater then 35xl04m/sec at 9KV, the particle reached the cavity’s surfaces despite 

the retarding force (this explains the sudden termination of the velocity traces in these cases for Ve=75, 50, 

35x 104 m/sec, compared to lower velocities).
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Dynamic Velocity for different initial velcoties for a 9KV bias

V.
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Figure 5.18: The higher the initial velocity the more rapid the velocity decay, but some particles still overcome the 
retarding field (75-35xl̂ m/sec). For each velocity displayed, the flight time from cavity center to upper surface, 
moving at 45° to the plane of the cavity dictated the ‘run’ time of these calculations. This explains the cutoff of the 
higher velocities (75-20xl04m/sec), which reach the upper surface with non-zero velocity.
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Figure 5.19: A rescaled figure of figure 5.19 for velocities below 20xl04m/sec.
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Height of particle reversal vs electron velocity for all bias values 
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Figure 5.20: For each velocity value and each bias voltage value a particle will under velocity reversal at some height 
H, from the center of the cavity. The upper surface is 0.75mm from the cavity center. Choosing a bias voltage (i.e. 
2KV), a range of velocities were inputted into the analysis. The point of zero velocity (or velocity reversal) was 
determined. If the particle reached the upper surface with non-zero positive velocity then the field had failed to halt its 
motion. This height of zero velocity was then plotted against the initial velocity. In the 2KV case, only particles of 
velocity less then 5x K̂ m/sec are repelled and experience velocity reversal. All other particles reach the upper cavity 
surface with non-zero positive velocity. As the bias voltage is increased, a larger proportion of particles begin to 
experience a sufficient reduction in velocity which leads to velocity reversal, and they are repelled by the charged inner 
surface. For high field intensities a large proportion of the particles are either dramatically slowed before they reach the 
inner surface, or they are repelled from the surface completely. In either case, electron densities in the plasma could be 
maintained at higher values for a greater duration than that of the no field case, where particles are free to impinge on 
the cavity surface and decay into the target. Since this mechanism exists all along the cavity (which is 14mm long), 
then as the plasma decays with time and velocities within the plume shift to lower ranges, such a process would 
become even more pronounced. This would also explain why, at early time scales no change in the plasma conditions 
are seen. Simply the electron velocity is too high.

Figure 5.20, clearly infers greater velocity change due to a fixed bias voltage as the velocity range shifts to 

lower values. Even if the concept of a reversal o f velocity in a plasma is questionable, the consequences for 

the local electron density within the plume cannot be ignored. Lower particle velocities near the surface of 

the inner surfaces of the cavity will lead to a less steep electron density gradient as one moves from the 

centre of the cavity to the surfaces. Such a state will also reduce the rate of decay of the plasma’s internal 

energy into the target volume. Since plasma decay into surfaces has been a recurring aspect of cavity 

contained laser plasma studies in this work, then any process which offsets this decay is important. Indeed 

for all laser plasma studies in the visible in this chapter, geometric confinement has demonstrated enhanced 

electron densities due to the plasma’s inability to expand 3Dimensionally, however this came at the cost of 

faster decay of the plume at later timescales. The strength and stability of the electron density values from
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figure 5 8, and the intensity profiles from figure 5 12c all demonstrate superior values and lifetimes as the 

containing effect of the electnc field offsets plasma decay within the cavity

The next logical question to anse is the effect upon electrons when a positive bias is applied We infer the 

same explanation as Williamson [19], in that accelerating electrons across the volume of the plasma will 

enhance collisions within the plume, and assist in maintaining the populations of ions within the plasma 

Clearly this effect will also increase as the bias voltage is increased, with collision velocities increasing 

with the applied electnc field It is possible that the same mechanism could be applied to ions, However 

given the mass difference between ions and electrons it is more reasonable to infer that electrostatic 

acceleration and de-acceleration is more dominant a process for electrons than ions Although the extent of 

the force felt by a particle will depend upon the particle’s charge, and given that the electron density is 

taken from the line width of the AL III lme, the question remains as to whether the larger force expenenced 

by the ion due to its charge can offset the increased mass, which the field must overcome if significant 

influence is to seen in the plasma’s behaviour Clearly we have ignored the field effects parallel to the 

cavity plane Such field components would effectively accelerate or de-accelerate a charged particle 

(affecting its velocity component parallel to the cavity) Although such an effect would exist, further 

analysis beyond the simplistic model given above is beyond the scope of this work

5 7 10 Conclusion

The space and time dependent electron density, ionization temperature and emission profiles for ions in the 

visible range 453nm-464nm were studied, for laser generated aluminum plasmas inside rectangular cavity’s 

charged with vanous bias voltages, ranging from -9KV to 9KV Substantial enhancement of the electron 

density was observed for increasing bias voltages of both polanties, but only for late timescales in the 

plasmas history (>120nsec) This was attnbuted to particle containment by the electnc field which repelled 

like charged particles and enhanced collisions by oppositely charged particles which are accelerated 

towards the field source Calculation of ionization temperatures displays enhancement, which is also only 

significant at later timescales, and the extent of the enhancement is not as large as that m the electron 

density The emission profile of the AL III (453nm) lme is enhanced and broadened strongly for large bias 

voltages in companson with the unbiased target Small but observable differences in the position of the 

peak emission profile and ionization temperature profile were observed for bias targets over the unbiased 

case, with peaks shifting back as the bias increases This is similar to that observed by Williamson at much 

lower fluence and bias voltage

Finally attempts were made to characterize the behaviour of electrons with vanous velocities inside the 

cavity’s for the different bias voltages applied The general trends which emerged from this analysis are of 

greater influence of the electnc field for particles of lower velocity, with either significant decreases m 

velocity or foil reversal of the particles trajectory towards the inner surfaces of the cavity if the applied bias 

is high enough to repel the charged particle A well defined velocity range was observed to not undergo 

significant changes in particle trajectory for a particle value of the bias as the kinetic energy of the electrons
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was too high to be influenced by the field at the intensities used No attempts were made to analysis the 

effects upon ions of electnc fields, as the ion mass is significantly higher than that of electrons

5 7 11 Concluding remarks

Given the differences seen in containing a plasma in a manner which does not inhibit the forward 

expansion of the plume (wedges and capillaries), one must ask what exactly is enhancing the temperature 

within the capillanes and rectangular cavity’s (1 Dimensional confinement in the honzontal and 

2Dimensional radial confinement), but not the parallel plates (1 Dimensional confinement in the vertical) 

Collision of plasma with the front plate is essentially plasma deposition with a substrate, thus plasma 

temperatures should show a small and highly localized temperature increase in the vicinity of the front 

plate as particles compact and ‘pile up’ at the plate surface, this should lead to a higher colhsional rate, and 

indeed a sharp peak in the temperature is seen m figures 5 27 1-5 27 4 Yet the temperature increases here 

are negligible m companson to the 5000-8000K differences seen in the other confining cavity’s The most 

obvious source of enhancement are particle collisions within the plume This could be achieved either 

through maintaining a high electron density and sufficiently high temperatures for highly ionized ions to 

exist, or through the collision of plasmas of varying volume and degree of ionization Within both the 

capillanes and the rectangular wedge, both of the above exist Supenor electron densities exist in both 

capillanes and the rectangular wedge as do higher ionization and electron temperatures

ICCD images of plasma dynamics within the rectangular cavity’s display multiple plasma components 

undergoing deflection and collision within the cavity volume While particle collisions are probably 

enhanced when the plasma collides with the front plate in the parallel plate geometnes, and indeed small 

temperature increases are observed at the front plate surface, however by default, the most energetic 

component of the plasma will still exit through the aperture (the most energetic ions move almost exactly 

along the laser path normal to the target surface), while the plume within the cavity is still free to expand 

parallel to the plane of the two parallel plates as can be seen from the ICCD images The relatively large 

contact area between the plasma and the front plate will invanably allow for rapid conductive decay into 

the target surface However in the capillary and wedge targets, the most energetic components (within the 

plume center) are not in direct contact with the inner surfaces of the cavity’s, but are buffered by plasma 

layers which will be in contact with the inner surfaces

Thus although plasma surface interaction will cause plume decay, this process will be slowed by the 

temperature gradients which will exist in capillanes and the rectangular wedge targets Over all one could 

say that the energy flux between the plasma and any surface will be maximized in the parallel plate 

geometry and minimized in capillanes and the rectangular wedge targets The effect of plasma-surface 

interaction is seen to be affected by the presence of a high intensity electnc field, generated by a bias 

placed on the target Here particles (electrons) could undergo significant shifts in their velocity distnbution
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such that localized values of electron density are maintained at a high value, with this value and the spatial 

extent of the electron density profile increasing as the bias increases For sufficiently high electnc field 

intensities ,and lower electron particle velocities, particle repulsion form the targets inner surfaces is 

possible
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Chapter Six: Space and Time Resolved EUV Emission
Spectroscopy of Laser Plasma Plumes

Introduction

This chapter discusses results from the range o f experiments performed in the 

space-time range termed ‘near field’, using space and time resolved EUV 

emission spectroscopy. Here the laser generated plasma plume was studied for 

time scales less then 40nsec after the laser pulse. The plume’s properties such 

as electron temperature and line width, ionization temperature, and ion space

time profiles were compared for flat and wedge targets. Double beam 

experiments were performed, where one laser creates a laser plasma, and 

another heats this plasma. This was done for planar and wedge targets to study 

the effects o f plasma confinement on the laser-plasma coupling process. For 

confined plumes, enhanced temperatures, densities and emission spectra are 

demonstrated at early stages during and after the laser pulse. Other effects such 

as large increases in the forward extension o f the plume, and enhanced edge 

velocities are also presented. Plasma re-heating by secondary laser beams 

demonstrated higher re-heated intensities for contained plasma than re-heated 

plasma from a planar target.
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6 0 Overview Space and time resolved EIJV studies (Near field!

In general the spectrum from a laser produced plasma consists of lines and continuum The latter arises from 

bremsstrahlung and or recombination radiation The contribution of the different components depends heavily 

on the atomic number of the target material, the power density of the laser used, and the spectral region under 

study The higher the atomic number of the sample the greater the contribution of continuum emission from 

high density collisions during early stage emission Indeed for high Z targets, continuum emission predominates 

and at short wavelengths, emission from the plasma is completely continuum dominated (Carroll et al[l]) Early 

stage (<50nsec) emission from laser plasma is dominated by continuum emission due to high densities, and 

moving to shorter wavelengths allows for the study of processes during the laser pulse Having seen large scale 

enhancements in visible continuum emission from confining targets, the next logical step was to push the space- 

time envelope back further However in order to probe higher energy regimes, shorter wavelength/higher energy 

photons had to be used Utilizing the 2 2m EUV grazing incidence spectrometer allowed the emission 

properties of aluminum ions in the regions below 33nm to be studied The space time domain covered by EUV 

emission was approximately 60nsec after the arrival o f the laser pulse, and spatially the EUV emission range 

was approximately 1 8-2 Omm from the target surface This is almost precisely the space-time range which is 

off limits to visible spectroscopy due to the domination of continuum emission

6 I EUV space-time diagnostic study 

6 1 1 Experimental setup

Laser ablation was achieved via a Nd YAG laser (Xi=l 06fm , XpUise=15nsecJ E=0 78J) focused onto a planar 

aluminum target via a 20cm Plano-convex lens The resulting irradiance was calculated at -0  5xlOllW/cm2 with 

a 350pm  spot size An operating pressure of ~5 0 x l0 5mbar was maintained for all experiments The MCP 

detector was equipped with a gating unit (Kentech high voltage pulsar) which allowed the system to be time 

resolved with a sampling width of 12-14nsec By moving the bulk target and focusing lens with respect to the 

spectrometer slit the spatial distribution of species throughout the plume could be sampled The target was 

moved in steps of 0 15mm with respect to the slit and the time step was 3nsec The total spatial region studied 

was from the target surface to 1 8mm from the surface The EUV signal lasted a maximum of 45nsec, 

depending on the position being sampled The signals were shot averaged for 8 shots and the spectral regions 

studied were 51 5-45 92eV, 44 6-39 8eV, and 41 32-37 5eV This was required to acquire sufficient number of 

lines to form Boltzmann plots for AL VI and AL VIII lmes, which were spread across the above spectral 

regions Secondly these regions all have lines for which the spectroscopic constants are all reliably known 

Figures 6 1 1-613 displays typical emission spectra for the regions sampled We were unable to locate any 

electron impact parameter for the lmes studied here, thus density determination from line widths was limited to 

observing the relative change in the FWHM of the lines studied and interpreting this as a reliable indication of
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density throughout the plume. This was done for Al VI (243A), Al VII (240A), and Al VIII(250A). These were 

chosen due to their strong signal, good separation from other lines and extended lifetime compared to other 

lines for the same stages.
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Figure 6.1.1, 6.1.2, 6.1.3: Sample spectra for the three spectral ranges studied (not from the same space time coordinates).
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6.1.2: Diagnostic techniques.

In order to determine the temperature we utilized the two most reliable techniques available. Namely Boltzmann 

plots, which require no knowledge of the density, and ion to atom line intensity ratios which do require a value 

for the density. The lines chosen for the Boltzmann plots were AL VI and AL VIII. There were sufficient 

numbers of lines for each ion stage to justify Boltzmann plots o f both ion stages. A detailed description of 

applying the theory to temperature calculations is given in (Khater [15]). However briefly, plotting Ln(IX3/gf) (I 

is the area under the line X is the wavelength of the lines, g and f  are spectroscopic constants for the transition, 

X3/gf in the plots is a constant for each line represented by C), versus the upper energy of the transition, and 

fitting a straight line yields the electron temperature. The most useful aspect o f this technique is its 

independence from electron density, and the range of conditions under which it can be applied. The greater the 

number of lines sampled the better is the stability of the plot.

Boltzmann Plot AL8 lines at 24nsec, 0.45mm. Boltzmann Plot AL6 lines at 21nsec, 0.3mm.

Figure 6.1.4, 6.1.5: Boltzmann plots for the various Aluminum lines in the EUV (left plot AL VIII, right plot AL VI region) 
used to calculated electron temperatures for space and time resolved emission studies. Given the large errors for such a fit, 
temperatures extracted from the above should be interpreted with caution._______________________________________
Ionization stage Wavelength (A) gf value Energy levels cm'1

I: AL VIII 325.31 0.093254 309110-1710

2: AL VIII 328.20 0.1210598 309110-4420

3: AL VIII 285.467 0.953015 397020-46720

4: AL VIII 247.401 0.11015 404200-0

5: AL VIII 248.45 0.33426 404200-1710

6: AL VIII 250.139 0.53456 404200-44200

7: AL VIII 251.347 0.653105 444570-46720

8: AL VIII 289.12 0.6834 608100-262180

Table 7: Constants for Boltzmann plot with AL VIII lines in the EUV region.

One important issue was the variation in the EUV detectors response across its length (chapter 3, section 3.3.7). 

In the above Boltzmann plots, where the same line can be seen at two different detector settings, the maximum 

difference in the intensity of this line was ~17%. Thus in using lines from three different detector settings, one 

should compensate for the variation in detector sensitivity. However it was found that the -17%  in signal 

translated into only a ~0.15 (maximum) difference in the natural log of IX3/gf for various lines. Since this
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would not make a large difference to the Boltzmann plots, and since the variation across the detector is not 

constant at 17% it was decided not to adjust the spectra, and to thus perform the calculations with the raw data.

Ionization stage Wavelength (A) gf value Energy levels cm'1

1: AL VI 312.237 0.2558 323002-2732

2: AL VI 307.249 0.258821 325469-0

3: AL VI 310.907 0.20417 325469-3829

4: AL VI 308.563 0.20417 326815-2732

5:AL VI 242.766 0.6412 451396-41167

6: AL VI 275.343 0.1227 451396-88213

Table 8: Constants for Boltzmann plot with AL VI lines in the EUV region.

Although ideally one should attempt to map as many lines as is physically possible over as large a range as 

possible, in order to form stable Boltzmann plots, in reality this is not feasible, especially in the EUV. Here one 

must translate the target and focusing lens such that the spectrometer slit samples a different region of the 

plume. For each sample point one must then take time resolved spectra, and then for three different detector 

settings. Lastly as is discussed later, if one wishes to compare different targets, this procedure becomes 

extremely laborious with the total number of spectra which need to be analyzed reaching some 550 for each 

target. Ideally, one should fit a line function to the emission lines of study (i.e. a Lorentzian or Gaussian 

function). However given the large number of lines to be processed (for AL VIII for three detector settings, at 

12 spatial points for 15 time resolved events for eight lines, =4320 lines, and six lines for AL VI=3240 lines) it 

was not feasible to fit manually such a large number of lines in Origin. Attempts were made to write software in 

MATLAB 6.0, to fit Lorentzian and Gaussian functions to lines in an automated manner for a large number of 

lines. While this approach was successful, given the large number of variables required for successful line 

function fit, the limits of the program resulted in unacceptable iteration time. It was also found that, for a 

handful of lines fitted manually in Origin, that MATLAB was overestimating the line width for Lorentzian fits 

and under estimating the line width for Gaussian fits (by -22%). Thus a mathematically simpler method of 

calculating the curve area was required. It was decided to use the mid-point approximation formula to 

approximate the area under the lines, as displayed in figure 6.1.6.

Equ: 1.0 £  f ( x )dx « — ~ j[v o  + }>\ + ----- y n-\ ] (Anton, [14])

a  x ,  x 2

Figure 6.1.6: Mid-point approximation to irregular curve [14],

* n - \
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The main difference in applying a line function, such as a Lorentzian and area approximation, is the absence of 

a base line in the approximation. However, as pointed out by Khatar [15], the relative intensities and gf values 

for the measured spectral lines, as opposed to the absolute values, will not affect the calculated temperature, and 

will only result in a change in the intercept. Taking the Boltzmann plot from figure 6.1.4, AL 

VII, at 24nsec, at 0.45mm, and recalculating the area under each spectral line using Origin 6.0, then fitting a 

Lorentzian function and then re-plotting the Ln(I/C) values gives figure 6.1.7.

B oltzm ann Plot AL8 linos at 2 4 nsoc , 0.45m m . 
Lorontzian manual fit

E„ cm*1

Figure 6.1.7: Manual fit of the lines in Origin 6.0, using the Lorentzian line function. Clearly the vertical scale is different 
due to different integrated areas, yet the linear fit is similar regarding the proximity of each point, and the slope value 
calculated. Again, given the grouping of points, the Boltzmann plots are very sensitive to changes in a single points value 
(i.e. point 8).

When one compares the automatic fitting and the tested linear fit (in Origin, figure 6.1.4), the position of the 

fitted line relative to the points for both the automatic fitting (figure 6.1.5), and the manual fit (figure 6.1.7) are 

not dissimilar. Secondly the slopes calculated are ~20% of each other (computer slope~7.06xl0'6, Te~141600K, 

Manual slope ~5.72x10^, TC~174800K). Although a 20% error is relatively large, one must recognize that 

applying spectroscopic techniques to diagnose plasma under such extreme conditions will lead to difficulties in 

data interpretation and theory reliability. The larger the number of lines used in a Boltzmann plot the more 

reliable the calculated slope and the less vulnerable the plots are to sudden shifts in the position of one point. 

However for the EUV range in aluminum, increasing the number of lines studied would have involved a large 

increase in the volume of collected data, and an even larger amount of data processing would have been 

required (especially given the need to map a large space-time envelope for two separate targets). Therefore, one 

should interpret the space and time resolved temperatures from Boltzmann plots with caution. The approach 

adopted should be to compare theoretical values for electron density and temperature (Dreyfus equation 1.1- 

1.2), ionization temperatures from atom-ion intensity ratios and Boltzmann plots with the understanding that in 

order to quantify a physical system, which by nature is extreme, more than one approach should be adopted.

6.1.3: Theoretical plasma parameters.

The second technique, ion-to-atom is much simpler to apply, and can operate at very low signal levels. However 

its chief weakness is the requirement of inputting a value for electron density. Here in the EUV, the absence of 

an electron impact parameter, forced us to use a substitute value. The analytical model of self-regulating laser
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ablation of Phipps and Dreyfus gives the flowing expressions for electron temperature and density at the end of 

the laser pulse:
l / 8 7 3 /4  TtT : J-J 1 in* . . -

n r V p t r Pu J [,2y ' \ K )Equ 1.1: Tc= 2 .9 8 x l0 ^z  + 1^5/8 ^  P' “ pulse ) (Phipps et al[3])

™5/6 J 113
ion P

Equ 1.2: Ne=3.59x10“ 7  ^7 j _ n 9/16 33/4>r3/8 (cm 3) (Phipps et al[3])
1/8 V *  * pulSe

mion is the mass of the ion in atomic mass units, X is the laser wavelength in cm, i  is the duration of the laser 

pulse in sec. Thus for Ip ~0.5xl0uWcm‘2) and Z=6, these expressions give values of Te ~14eV (185000K) and 

Ne~3.6xl019cm'3. As will be shown later, the value given by Dreyfus, is in good agreement with temperatures 

calculated from Boltzmann plots. Taking the density from above, and simplifying the analysis by assuming a 

homogenous density which various by more then one half order of magnitude across the volume of the plasma 

at any one time instant studied (i.e. that from the centre to the edge of the plasma the variation in Ne is less then 

0 .5xl019cm'3), we can then apply the ion-to-atom ratio to calculate ionization temperatures (Atwee et al[5]). 

Given the large number of lines available, the above ratio was calculated for many different pairs o f ions. Those 

presented here are: Al V III/A1 VII (285A/309A), Al VIII/A1 VII ( 250A/239), Al VII/A1 VI (239A/243A), and 

Al XI/A1VIII (284A/285A).

6.1.4: Ionization equations for the EUV.

Below are the equations for the line ratio equations for lines in the EUV region used here. Multiple line ratios 

allow one to study the relative reliability of using this technique, and the different response for different pairs of

Equ 2.1-2.11: The simplified equations below are taken from chapter five, section 5.1.5. However here using the constants 
from tables 7 and 8, the equations have been simplified to their most relevant variables (ionization temperature, numerical 
multiplier and the intensity of the two lines used).

A TV III

A LV II

= 5.4717 x KT* x r 3/2 exp
28.4483£5")

T. J A18/A17 [285.467/309.023]

A LV III

A LV II

= 8.17898x1 O'4 XT’” 2 expl -
28.386£5

A LV II

ALVI

A LVII

ALVI

= 9.02722x1 O'4 x T / '2 exp

= 9.593 lx  1(T x T //2 exp -

A18/A17 [289.12/309.023]

A17/A16 [309.0233/307.249]

A17/A16 [309.023/312.237]
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^ L  = 4.83x1 (T4 x r 3/2 exp
r

^ L  = 2.135xlO-4 x7’e3,2cxp

'  26.9202£5n

t;

26.964E5

A LV II

ALVI1

ALVI

A LV II

ALVI

AUX

ALX1II

AUX

A LV III

AUX

A LV III

= 8.1505 x 10"4 x 7?/2 exp '  29.4915^5^

= 4.8877 x l O ^ x r 3' 2 ex
(  22.5349£5>|

lpi I  ,

= 2.969 x 1(T  xT eiu  exp 

= 13.35910-4 x ^ 1' 2 exp

32.467£5N[

T* J
'  35.2296£5a

V - e /

/
= .47066x1 (T4 x7;3/2 exp

_  3489ZT5\  

< )

A18/A17 [250.139/240.77]

A18/A17 [250.139/239.03]

A17/A16 [240.77/243.766]
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ries (Taken from the NIST data base, required when used as lower stage in the ratio)

Al VI 190.549ev 

Al VII 241.833ev 

Al VIII 284.745ev

We observed that ionization temperatures calculated from the intensity ratio of pairs of ions of the different 

charge gave small but acceptable differences in temperature, however as the ion stages used increase in degree 

of ionization, the peak temperature also increases. For example the peak ionization temperature from the ratio of 

Al VII to Al VI was seen to peak at 210000K (18eV), while the peak value for the ratio of Al IX to Al VIII was 

260000K (22eV). Equally so, differences in temperature exist for the two Boltzmann plots used. In the analysis, 

we assumed that the plasma is in LTE (complete space-time plots of Tionz for the various ratios are given later, 

fig 6.6.1-4, page 256).

6.1.5: Equilibrium and density considerations.

The values of electron density and temperature allows us to check our assumption. LTE is said to exist if the 

time between collisions of the particles in the plasma is small compared with the duration over which the 

plasma undergoes significant change. Thus when the electron collisions are the major processes of de

excitation, the system is said to be in LTE (Voevdin et al[4]).

Equ.3 Ne£ 1.6 x 10i2xT i/2A E 3
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Equation 3 gives the minimum density condition for the plasma to be considered to be m LTE AE is the largest 

energy transitions for which the condition holds In our work AE is 75 41eV for AL VIII (289 12nm) The 

highest temperatures measured (discussed later) were in the range 250000K-290000K, this gives a lower limit

Ne over the plasma volume, the good agreement between Phipps and Dreyfus temperature (equation 1 1), and 

all temperature profiles calculated here, reinforce our assumption of LTE, or at least close convergence of 

plasma conditions to those associated with LTE

6 1 6  Laser-surface interaction

When the electromagnetic field of the incoming laser pulse contacts the target surface it penetrates into the bulk 

matenal by only a fraction of a wavelength However the electric field is sufficiently intense to ensure 

conduction and vaporization of the surface to occur The r m s electric field strength E in Vm 1 is given by 

E=194(|)1/2 so that for (|)=10!6-l 022 W m 2 E ranges from 2x10* to 2x l012 Vm 1 Thus the net effect of this 

transient interaction is the generation of a thm plasma layer close to the target surface The ‘pre-plasma’ is 

relatively cool and of low density The extent of this pre-plasma generation depends heavily on the wavelength 

and the pulse duration of the beam The initial contact o f the laser pulse with the target creates a low 

temperature high density plume on the surface As the laser pulse continues to arrive at the target the electrons 

in the pre-plasma begin to absorb the incoming laser energy and increase their kinetic energy substantially The 

increase in electron energy leads to enhanced collisional ionization and thus higher electron densities Thus the 

rate of photon absorption by electrons and the resulting increase in electron densities increases until Ne 

approaches a critical value At this point reflection from the front surface and high level absorption at the front 

of the plume dominates This lowers the amount of energy reaching the target surface, resulting in a decrease in 

plasma generation The large increase in kinetic energy of the particles at the frontal regions of the plume leads 

to rapid expansion The electron density thus decreases, and the laser pulse can again reach the target surface 

This changing processes continues until termination of the laser pulse The density, temperature, and 

dimensions of the plasma adjust m a such a manner to ensure that the plasma absorbs the same amount o f laser 

energy to maintain a self-regulating regime This assumption is valid m laser produced plasmas where the 

thermalization time tci is significantly less than the plasma expansion time, resulting in the establishment of a 

uniform temperature in the plasma The thermalization time of energy exchange between electron and ions 

during collision can be estimated from the relation (Hanlal et al[5]),

on the nght hand side of equation 5 of 1 4 x l0 ,9cm 3 Although we have estimated the electron density from 

equation 1 2, and simplified the analysis by not taking into account the obvious variation in the numerator for

Equ 4
252MT*12

l n ( A K
where Equ 5
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and ln(A) is the Coulomb logarithm, which involves dynamical information about the ion-electron collisions 

and for laser produced plasmas takes a value ranging from 5 to 10, and M is the atomic weight. With ne=5xl019 

cm'3 and Te=180000K, the relaxation time is on the order of ~0.4nsec, which is much smaller than the plasma 

expansion time or the laser pulse (16nsec).

6.1.7: Laser absorption mechanisms.

The two dominant mechanisms responsible for plasma absorption at the laser irradiance levels used in this work 

are inverse bremsstrahlung and photo-ionization. Inverse bremsstrahlung absorption a ib via free electrons is 

approximated by:

Equ 6: a j c m '')=! ,37x 1035X.3 (Gamely et al[7])

where A. is the wavelength of the laser in fjm. Laser absorption due to inverse bremsstrahlung increases 

exponentially from low irradiances (<10GW cm*2) to higher values (>15GWcm'2) and saturates at higher values 

(65GWcm'2). Given the Nc2 and Tel/2 dependency in equation 6, it is not unexpected that continuum emission 

exists predominantly during and just after the laser pulse, peaking at approximately near the peak of the laser 

(figure 6.2, determined by averaging a 5nm window of continuum values centered at 22.5nm).

Figure 6.2: Continuum Coefficient (Cc) space time profile at 22.5nm. Significant EUV continuum emission is highly 
localized spatially and peaks near or just after the peak of the laser pulse.

Continuum emission, especially at short wavelengths, is indicative of high electron density and temperature, 

and at EUV wavelengths, is highly localized in time during the laser pulse, and spatially near the target surface, 

as figure 6.2 shows. The other important mechanism, absorption via photo-ionization can be estimated from 

Kramer’s formula:

Equ 7: <xib= ]>]7.9 X 10‘ f 11
U vJ U J

N  (Gamely et al[7])
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where En and Nn are the ionization energy and number density of the excited state n, h is Planck’s constant, V| is 

the laser frequency (2.828x10l4Hz), I is the ionization potential of the ground state atom. The absorption 

coefficient of photo-ionization is obtained by summing up all the excited states for which ionization energies 

are smaller than the laser photon energy. Since excitation potentials of atomic transitions in aluminum are much 

greater than the photon energy of the pump beam used (1.171eV), direct photo-ionization by the absorption of 

the laser photon is ruled out. The only possibility for this type of ionization to occur is by simultaneous 

absorption of a number of photons. The ionization rate in case of photo-ionization is given by:

Equ 8: Wn=<Do n3/2 (Gamely et al[7])

where p=Ij/<Do h is the number of photons absorbed and is the electron oscillation energy which is given by 

^os=0.093X2I(eV), where I is the power density used for the ablation (Wcm'2). During the initial stages of the 

laser pulse, low electron and ion densities and large numbers of neutral atoms are present. Free-Free transitions 

involving neutral atoms may provide another absorption mechanism. When the ion density increases slightly, 

free-free transitions take over and become the dominant mechanism for laser absorption. The absorption 

coefficient is given by equation 9 (in terms of the ion density) and equation 6 (in terms of the electron density):

(

Equ 9 : <Xjb=3.69x10
— hv 
kT (Atwee et al[5J)

Here X, nj, v, and T are the average charge, ion density and frequency of the laser, and temperature of the 

plasma. The laser energy is highly absorbed if ctjbX is large, where X is the dimension perpendicular to the 

target of the expanding plasma. With the absorption coefficient having a n 2 dependence, the plasma absorbs the 

laser energy only close to the target surface, where the density is high. This can clearly be seen in the space time 

plot of line width for various lines below.

Line W idth/A

0.45 x \ A '
M . - V

040 t v i .-•V"
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Dist/m m

AL6 24.3nm

Figure 6.3.1: Space time profile of Lorentzian line width for Line width profile for AL 6 (24.3nm).
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Figure 6.3.2: Space time profile o f Lorentzian line width for AL7 (24.0nm).
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Figure 6.3.3: Space time profile of Lorentzian line width for AL8 (25.1nm).

The Line width has a clearly defined peak close to the target surface for all three ion stages. However the decay 

profile is not consistent with that from the Anisimov model, which gives a (XYZ)'1 profile for density and a 

(XYZ) *") profile for temperature. The peak line width from both the 3D plots for line width and the above 

profile at 6nsec, clearly indicate that the peak density occurs away from the target surface, and during the peak 

of the laser pulse. The forward nature of the line width profile after the main peak does indicate frontal heating 

of the plasma during the laser pulse. If an electron impact parameter (W) was available for these lines then one 

could infer a value for the electron density in the plume at the peak of the laser pulse and compare this to the 

critical density for aluminum plasmas. A ‘W ’ value would also make ionization temperatures from atom-ion 

ratios in the EUV more accurate (as the theory for atom-ion ratios requires a value of Nc) it would then allow 

other temperature measurements, such as Boltzmann plots (which are independent of Ne) to be more accurately 

compared. Despite the absence of Ne values, interpretation of the line width profiles does allow some trends to 

be deduced. The line width profile at 9nsec in figure 6.4 (above), does not go to zero at large values of distance 

from the target surface.



Space Resolved Llnewldth at Amec

Figure 6.4: Line width spatial profile at 9nsec (peak of the laser) for three ion stages.

This can not be due to instrument limited broadening, as this has been determined to ~0.05A (chapter 3, section 

3.3.6), far lower than the above values for the line width. The absence of a strong decreasing slope in the line 

width would infer laser pulse absorption. This would lower the density at the target surface as the beam 

reaching the target is attenuated via absorption from free electrons.

Figure 6.5.1, 6.5.2: Electron temperatures for AL VI and AL VIII (via Boltzmann plots)

Considering the Boltzmann temperature plots for AL VIII, ALVI (figures 6.5.1, 6.5.2) one can clearly see that 

the peak temperatures reside close to the target surface, during the peak of the laser pulse. Thus if inverse 

bremsstrahlung is to predominate it would do so relatively deep inside the plasma, during the laser pulse. The 

enhanced kinetic energy of the ions near the front o f the plasma would lead to higher expansion velocities and 

lead to the more extended lower density region seen in figure 6.4, which one must recall displays the spatial 

profile of line widths at 9nsec (peak of the laser pulse).

6.1.8: Plume dynamics.

From [2] the standoff distance, i.e. the distance from the surface where laser absorption occurs is X!. Where this 

value is small in comparison to the spot diameter d* a one dimensional expansion of the plasma occurs , where 

8t = 0.071. A. is 1064nm, M is 27, x is 16nsec, Z=9, and O  is 5xlOloW/cm2.
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Equ. 10: X|/cm =1365
StM 7/16 ^ 5 / 8

(Z + l) 11/16 c ( 0 3/U 7/4r 7/8) (Liu et al[2])

When the X| is calculated, if it is much less then the spot diameter then a one-dimensional expansion 

perpendicular to the target surface occurs within the plasma. Here xi is 10.2nm. This value is much smaller then 

the laser spot diameter (350wm), thus X|/ds « 1 ;  validating the assumption that the plasma expansion is 1- 

dimensional.
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Figure 6.6.1-6.6.4: Ionization temperatures for three different pairs of ions of increasing ionization. The ratio of AL VIII/AL 
VII is shown for two separate pairs, giving slightly different peak temperatures.
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Thus the expansion of the plume parallel to the target surface is negligible, thus reinforcing the proposed 

heating of the frontal plume as a reason for the extended nature of the line width profile in figure 6.4. 

Observing figure 6.6.1-6.6.4, the most pronounced difference is the relative sensitivity of the space time plots as 

the ionization levels increase. The ratio of AL VII/AL VI (fig 6.6.4) is almost constant over a large area, 

bounded by the duration of the laser pulse in time, and extending for 1mm from the target surface. Upon 

termination of the laser pulse the ionization temperature for this pair drops rapidly. In fact all plots display this 

behavior for a limited space time region. The trend is that of constant temperature for a larger space time region 

as the ionization stage of the pair decreases, the constant region also extending out further from the space time 

origin. The slope of the decay is also most dramatic for the higher ion stages. One might argue that this is a
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consequence of the higher stages decaying faster as the plume expands and cools If the energy difference in the 

upper levels between the line pairs is calculated (ALIX/ALVIIM 69eV, ALVIII/ALVII-9 4eV, ALVIII/ALVII- 

1 38eV and ALVII/ALVI-3 6294eV) and then the ionization energy of the lower stage is included (ALVIII- 

284eV, ALVII-241eV, ALVI-190eV) to give the total energy difference between the ion pairs which is (used in 

equation 8, chapter 3, section 2 1 4) then equal to 279eV-ALIX/ALVIII, 232eV-ALVIII/ALVII, AL 

VIII/ALVII-138eV and 193 6eV-ALVII/ALVI Thus as a consequence of the ionization energy of the lower ion 

stage, the energy difference is larger for ALIX/ALVin and lowest for AllviI/ALVI The larger the values of AE 

in the exponential term of equation 3 (chapter 3, sec 2 14) the steeper the temperature dependent curve (which 

represent the expected atom-to-ion ratio) and as a consequence the more responsive the calculated ionization 

temperatures will be to small changes in the intensity ratio of both lines

Thus ultimately to ensure the best possible response curve in converting intensity ratios to usable temperatures 

the highest ionization stages should be employed However since such high ion stages would be relatively short 

lived both spatially and temporally, this would severely limit their applicability Thus ionization temperatures, 

although involving two ionization stages are a reasonable indication of the relative conditions seen by each ion 

stage in the plasma The termination of the laser pulse marks the beginning of rapid temperature decay for all 

ion pairs However spatially the rapid decay occurs further back as the upper ion stage increases For AL IX/AL 

VIII, 0 5mm from the target surface, for AL VIII/AL VII, 0 65mm and for AL VII/AL VI the distance is 

approximately 1mm

6 1 9  Temperature trends

The Boltzmann plots for AL VI display a highly localized temperature peak bounded by the laser pulse (figure 

6 5 1), and defined within a region 0 4-0 9mm from the target surface The decay profile in time matchs that 

seen by [9], and the space time plot shows two distinct regions Firstly, a high temperature region, bounded by 

the duration of the laser pulse, and showing a non-linear fast decay profile, and a second region, of lower 

temperature, decaying slowly This is in conflict with ionization temperatures, but direct comparison cannot be 

made given that the latter involves two separate ion stages The Boltzmann plot temperatures for AL VITI 

displays (figure 6 5 2) an unusual space time profile Again the peak temperature is bounded by the laser pulse 

and close to the target, however the increase seen at 21nsec over the complete spatial region is unexpected The 

secondary increase m the space time plot is both smooth and of lower peak value than the primary peak We 

noted that figure 6 3 3, displaying the lme width of AL VIII is not as smooth as that of AL VI or AL VII There 

is no well defined peak, and the decay profile is not a smooth curve, but an extended main peak followed by a 

plateau region and finally a sharp decrease in the line width Thus the line width profile and ionization 

temperature profile in space and time for AL VIII are not dissimilar The same similar decay profile is seen for 

the lme widths and Boltzmann plot temperatures for AL VI The peak line width and peak electron temperature 

both occur at the same space time point, and decay m the same manner^ In [9] the authors studied the temporal 

decay of a Boron laser plasma in the X-EUV Their studies indicate thatiplasma expands isothermally within the

duration of the laser pulse, however it expands adiabatically after the laser pulse During this expansion the

thermal energy is converted mto kinetic energy and expansion occurs along side a rapid decrease in
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temperature Indeed such a rapid expansion would lower the local density greatly and this is observed from 

figure 6 3 1-6 3 3, where the line width of the three lines studied is seen to decay sharply after the laser pulse

6 1 10 Conclusion

In summary we have used space and time resolved EUV spectroscopy to map the properties of highly charged 

ions in a aluminum laser plasma, at early stage of laser plasma generation and expansion, where continuum 

dominated UV/VIS spectroscopy is unusable The ionization temperatures and Boltzmann plot electron 

temperatures of similar values numerically with Phipps and Dreyfus model of self regulating laser ablation and 

plasma formation (equations 1 1 , 1 2 )  The temporal profile o f temperature, and line widths related to density 

are in good agreement with other authors [10, 11] We have observed a region of almost constant temperature in 

space and time for vanous line ratios, the area of which increases as the ion stages in the ratio calculation 

decreases This is associated with lower responsiveness of the intensity ratio calibration curve due to smaller 

energy differences between the upper level energies of the associated lines and the lower ionization energy of 

the lower stages Peak lme widths are seen to peak away from the target surface and occur at a point localized 

within 0 3mm of the surface The peak line width shifts back in space and time for higher ion stages The 

reliability of spectroscopic techniques dunng and just after the laser pulse is questionable, given the 

insensitivity of intensity ratios, and the small number of lines available for Boltzmann plots However the 

space-time profile of both expenmental techniques is not in question, i e a decay profile which displays peak 

temperatures at or near the space-time envelope covered by the laser pulse, and temperatures which decay as the 

space time coordinate increases The median peak temperature inferred by both expenmental techniques is 

approximately 260000K The temperature at the termination of the laser pulse, as given by equation 1 1 

(Dreyfus) is 185000K, and the peak temperatures at this time from the data are 200000K (AL VI Boltzmann 

plot), and 155000K (AL VIII Boltzmann plot), while ionization temperatures averaged for all ratios gives 

Te~240000K at the end of the laser pulse Thus to conclude, one could state that although diagnostic techniques 

in the EUV, and at early timescales are difficult, they can provide a upper limit on the peak temperatures within 

the plasma

Initially this body of work was undertaken to characterize the response and viability of the gating unit for the 

EUV detector, and then secondly to attempt to expand the data available for interpretation of laser plasma 

generation, i e other than visible emission spectra and probes We attempted to employ vanous diagnostic 

techniques in this spectral range and to test their applicability m the EUV The lack of responsiveness and 

sensitivity of ion ratios at early timescales for lower ionization stages limits their use in the EUV dunng the 

laser pulse and for this system, up to two laser pulses widths after the pulse amval onto the target Lme width 

measurements, as an indication of plasma density, are stable even dunng the laser pulse However the absence 

of an impact parameter in the EUV is a major obstacle to early phase electron density measurements To 

conclude, early phase plasma diagnostics in the EUV range are feasible, but should be considered with a degree 

of openness and caution
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6 2 Overview

In chapter five, enhanced plasma parameters in the visible were observed for plasma confined within a 

rectangular cavity The earliest point m the plasma lifetime when lmes emerged from the continuum was 50-

7 On sec Thus meaningful measurements earlier than ~60nsec were unobtainable In utilizing grazing incidence 

EUV spectroscopy, comparisons could be made dunng this early phase between EUV emission from planar 

targets and EUV emission from confining targets This then extended the space time envelope back to the 

amval of the laser pulse at the target Secondly m studying the EUV emission from wedge targets, the 

enhancement trends seen in the visible could be confirmed for earlier time scales

6 J  Enhanced EUV emission from laser generated aluminum plasma in confining cavities

6 J  1 Experimental setup

The expenmental conditions used are identical to those reported above, however 5 shots were averaged instead 

of 8, this was due to the limited area withm the cavities Secondly this study focused on the 24” range (44 6- 

39 8eV) only Figure 6 7 displays a typical spectrum for the regions sampled In attempting to study space and 

tune resolved behaviour, we found that the effects o f interest occur across a range of spatial regions, but at 

selected times only This is an aspect of target configuration influence on plasma dynamics that is well 

established in the visible, but not the EUV Our studies focused on AL VIII (289 12A) This lme was chosen 

due to its strong signal, good separation from other lmes and extended lifetime compared to other lmes for the 

same stage The target used (other than the planar target), was also of aluminum The cavity was machmed from 

a block, and was rectangular in shape, 1 2mm in height and 3 5mm m depth The mam impetus for studying 

emission at such short wavelengths is to extend the study of target configuration effects on plasma generation 

and evolution The only means available for very early studies (<50nsec) of plasma behaviour is short 

wavelength spectroscopy Secondly, early stage studies are by default both spatially limited and occur dunng 

the laser pulse, thus both imaging and electrostatic diagnostics are useless under such constraints VUV and 

Visible emission spectroscopy are contmuum dommated m the spatial temporal range studied here Thus one is 

forced to use grazing incidence emission spectroscopy, which when time resolved can provide information on 

plasma dynamics from ‘first-light’ EUV signal up to 50nsec after the amval of the laser pulse

Wav«l«ng1h/A
Figure 6 7 Sample spectra for 
the spectral range studied.
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Regarding diagnosing plume dynamics within the cavity, as stated in section 6.1.4, we have found that line 

ratios when used for temperature determination, are somewhat insensitive under such extreme conditions, 

however their peak values for temperature are not in conflict with the model by Dreyfus and Phipps.

63.2: Early phase emission.

Planar: Onsec Planar: 6nsec

Figure 6.8.1-6.8.4: Space and wavelength resolved spectra at Onsec (first signal) and 6nsec for both planar and wedge 
targets. The extent of the continuum in the wedge relative to the planar is pronounced, especially at Onsec, as is the forward 
extension from the back surface. Previously this had been observed in the visible. Plasma generated within the cavity had 
displayed a spatially enhanced peak value of the continuum, while the spatial width (extent of forward extension) and the 
position of the peak continuum were dramatically shifted forward in comparison to the planar target.

Its clear from figures 6.8.1-6.8.4, that not only is the continuum enhanced considerably in the wedger, but is 

shifted forward and more spatially extended at early timescales. This can only be accounted for via absorption 

of the laser pulse in the low temperature plume which forms at the onset o f the laser pulse. From section 5.1.2, 

visible
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imaging of laser plasma generation m rectangular cavities (wedges) displayed, a collimated, low intensity plume 

within the cavity moving away from the target surface during the laser pulse (15nsec long) The peak intensity 

in the cavity is distributed over a much larger range spatially This would indicate that the absoiption of the 

laser pulse is occurring further from the target surface in the wedge However as stated, such a process usually 

occurs due to higher densities at the target surface, resulting in absorption of the beam in the frontal region of 

the plume via inverse bremsstrahlung As can be seen from the spectra at 0 65mm (figure 6 913) the plasma is 

substantially enhanced over that o f the planar target The relative difference in the peak count of the AL IX lines 

grouped at 284A relative to the AL VIII at 285A indicates a highly excited and energetic plume, and such high 

charge states would indicate a high colhsional rate within the plasma Later timescales show both plasmas 

converging in their spectral properties (figure 6 9 5-6 9 7-profiles and 6 9 14-15-spectra) In trying to 

understand how the cavity causes such unusual differences in both line and continuum emission, we must 

consider the differences in spectral lme emission first From studying EUV emission from flat targets (section 

6 1) it was already found that peak lines and continuum emission occurs well away from the target surface, and 

this was so for a flat target Thus under ordinary conditions the pre-plasma formed at the leading edge of the 

laser pulse, is absorbing the main body of the laser energy and is doing so relatively far away from the surface, 

as indicated by the position of the peak continuum from visible studies (section 5 1) This pre-plasma is 

relatively cool and of low density However considering the difference in the spectra at 0 15mm at 3nsec, the 

wedge target displays enhanced lme emission but relatively little continuum emission Thus the pre-plasma 

formed within the cavity is already displaying significant differences in lme emission intensity Given the ion 

profiles at 3nsec, we can see that the pre-plasma is extended well ahead of the target surface The peak ion 

profile for both targets displays the peak emission at similar distances, yet the spectra at these points, especially 

at the peak have radically different continuum levels High level continuum, being indicative of large numbers 

of free electrons under going collisions, and subsequently causing ionization enhancement is clearly seen m the 

spectra from the wedge plasma at 0 65mm at 3-6nsec

6 3 3 Spectra and ion Profiles

Considering figures 6 9 1-15 This is especially clear in the peak intensity of AL IX lines at 284A, 300A and 

305A Spectral emission at 0 65mm after the laser pulse (~12nsec) still displays the enhanced wedge emission 

for both continuum and lines, but the differences are less stark than those at early timescales, dunng the laser 

pulse Indeed further out (1 35mm at 21nsec) the spectra clearly show the wedge plasma emission decaying 

rapidly below that of the planar spectra Both the termination of the laser pulse, leading to rapid expansion, and 

the collimating effect o f the wedge all contribute to a faster rate of thermal decay of the plasma in the cavity (as 

is evident from the ion profiles) The role of conductive decay mto the target (the wedge having a much larger 

surface area) cannot be ignored, even at such early timescales Given the extent of the pre-plume extension, 

self-focusing of the laser beam in the plasma cannot be ignored This is due to density gradients seen by the 

beam as it penetrates the plasma edge Hora (Hora, 1981 [12]) derived the laser power threshold for non-linear 

force self focusing of a laser beam m a plasma,
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Figure 6.9.1-6.9.15: Peak intensity space resolved ion profiles of AL VIII (284.12A) for selected delays after ‘first signal’. 
The most pronounced trend is the large scale enhancement of the ion profile at early timescales and close to the target 
surface where the effects of cavity containment are more pronounced. As seen in earlier work, enhanced temperatures and 
the collimating effect of the cavity, gives the line profile of the contained plasma substantial enhancement over the planar 
profile. However eventually the planar profile overtakes the cavity plasma, this process is dominant after the laser pulse, 
when the cavity plasma is free to expand, and no longer has the benefit of energy input via photo-ionization.
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Equ 11 P> 1 46x106T 5/4 for ©p^ ©, and T>10eV
P> 1 15x 104T for ®p«  ©,

P is the laser power in watts, T is the plasma temperature in eV cop is the plasma frequency and can be 

calculated from

Equ 12 a>p.8 9xl03 x A/]v7(H z)

The laser frequency is 2 lxlO !5 Hz However we do not have density values at early timescales Thus if the 

highest density seen at the earliest timescales (in the EUV range) is approximately lxlO 19 cm 3, and the bulk 

number density of aluminum is 6 0x l022cm 3, then a reasonable range of densities at early times could be taken 

as 1019-102° cm 3 Taking these two values and calculating the resulting plasma frequency, gives 2 8xlOl3Hz- 

8 9xlO,3Hz If these values are inputted into equation 11 with a average temperature of 18eV, the the nght hand 

side of equation 11 (o)p< o ,) for gives 8, and 2x 1011 W/cm2 Thus despite our liberal estimate for the upper value 

for the plasma density, it is still below the laser frequency by two orders of magnitude If I~0 5xlOu W/cm2 then 

in the EUV range, self focusing during the laser pulse due to density gradients in the plasma is possible

However it is on the threshold of the required condition If the same calculations are done with T~5eV, and

Nc~l 0,7cm 3 (from visible emission studies), then for the case of o)p« c o  (<o=2 8x1012Hz), the nght hand side of 

equation 11 for the second case gives 5 7xl04 This is clearly much lower then the power density used in any of 

the expenments reported in both chapter 5 (visible emission studies) and chapter 6 (EUV emission studies) The 

assumption here is that the self focusing is occumng at an increasingly large distance from the target surface, 

due to the forward extension of the plasma

63  4 Laser-plasma interaction

For plasma laser beam interactions, much higher laser light intensities are produced when self focusing occurs 

than those produced from the beam divergence and focal properties of lenses This would cause a sharp increase 

in the power density seen by the plasma, and could account for the massive difference in continuum levels at

0 65mm at 3nsec in the spectra from the two targets Indeed the best evidence of this is the fact that the 

emission spectra for both targets at 15nsec aren’t dissimilar at 0 15mm, yet are very different at 0 65mm 

Clearly any enhanced absorption by a pre-plasma would cut off laser heating of that pre-plasma back near the 

target surface This appears to be the case here The rapid decay of the emission profile from the wedge target at 

later timescales, is dnven by a rapid decrease in plasma density itself fueled by a higher edge velocity

More recently we have become aware of work using femtosecond lasers focused inside micro-rectangular 

grooves (Nishakawa et al [13]) The authors studied the temporal emission from aluminum cavities in the 4-

1 Onm soft x-ray region, studying the emission spectrum at 45° degrees off angle to the target surface Here the 

authors observed a 9 1 times (max) enhancement and a 5 4 (mm) times enhancement of the peak x-ray emission 

intensity (depending on the dimensions of the cavity) This is in good agreement with the peak intensity 

enhancement seen at 3nsec for AL VIII (5 56) in the wedge cavity The authors in Nishakawa et al [13] propose
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that plasma collisions with the side walls o f the cavity are responsible for the enhanced emission, in which two 

separate components were observed A fast x-ray spike and a smoother longer emission profile The first 

emission spike is driven by laser ablation and heating of the target, while the second is collision driven Since 

this later component was of 2nsec duration and separated from the fast initial spike, there are good grounds for 

attributing the enhanced emission seen m this work to both collisional processes in the cavity, but as proposed 

by us, plasma density gradient effects during the ablation duration, and subsequent effect on the expansion of 

the plasma Here it is likely that we are unable to distinguish the EUV emission from the laser plasma 

generation and the EUV emission from plasma collision with the inner surfaces Not only is our gate time much 

larger than that quoted in (Nishakawa et al [13]), but the duration of our laser is substantially longer Thus one 

would expect to observe the enhanced emission from plasma collisions to be included in the bulk EUV emission 

from the plasma itself If we take the distance from the target surface to x=0 65mm, where the difference 

between the wedge spectra and the planar spectra are the largest, and then average an arrival time for ions at 

that point of approximately 1 Onsec, then the average velocity for aluminum ions would be 0 4xl05m/sec This 

would give such ions an average kinetic energy of 0 21KeV However equivalent emission intensities from the 

planar target do not occur until 20nsec at that point (0 65mm) This gives an ion energy of approximately 

0 19xl05m/sec, and a kinetic energy of 0 051KeV Lastly the authors of (Nishakawa et al [13]) observed a 

systematic increase in the duration and peak value of emission from the second component as the depth of the 

cavity was increased, while no second component was observed for depths less then 135|isec Thus clearly there 

is a required minimum confinement distance from the target surface in order to observe enhanced emission 

properties from laser plasmas The most reasonable cause of this is the assumption that fast particles or plasma 

components, projected out normal to the target surface, are undergoing collisions with plasma components and 

particles rebounding from the cavities internal surfaces Unless a cavity is of a certain minimum depth, then 

most o f the plasma plume (especially at early timescales, when the plasma is of limited volume) will simply 

expand normal to the target surface, undergoing few or no collisions with internal surfaces Indeed, most plasma 

models assume a 1-dimensional expansion during the early phases of plasma history

6 3  5 Conclusion

To summarize the data trends here, we have studied space and tune resolved EUV emission from Aluminum 

laser plasma for different target configurations Reinforcing earlier work in the visible range, we have observed 

enhanced line and continuum emission at early time scales, leading to enhanced forward expansion of the cavity 

confined plasma Peak continuum and line emission is seen to shift forward in the cavity, and is assumed to be 

due to either plasma interaction with the cavity’s inner surface or absorption and self focusing of the laser pulse 

in a fast low temperature plume collimated forward by the cavity The enhanced velocity and collimation leads 

to faster decay of the confined plasma, and mirrors inversion behaviour seen in the visible region at later 

timescales in similar targets The enhancement factor is in good agreement with that of (Nishakawa et al [13]), 

taking into account the difference in power density, target dimensions and sampling time of the EUV detector 

used here
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6 4 Overview

Having studied the effects o f target geometry on laser plasma generation and evolution, the question arose as to 

what affect target geometiy has on other processes A prime example is the coupling of a second laser pulse to a 

pre-existing plasma The different plasma gradient profile for a contained plasma would no doubt effect not 

only the percentage of laser energy absorbed, but also over what scale length within the main plume the second 

beam would be absorbed If the time delay between the plasma generating laser and the re-heating laser is 

vaned, then the two systems should respond differently, as laser heating of the pre-plasma is affected by the 

different rate of change of process within the plasma, the latter is affected by the influence of the confining 

target

6 5 Second stage EUV enhanced emission Studies of the effect of confinement on laser heating of a laser 
generated pre-plasma with variable time delay

6.5 1 Experimental setup

We employed a rectangular aluminum cavity of depth 3 5mm, and vertical width 1 2mm Using time resolved 

EUV emission spectroscopy in the 24-3 lnm range, laser generated plasma from such a cavity and a planar bulk 

target is studied, the experimental setup was identical to that described above (section 6 1 1) A second laser 

was then used to heat the pre-plasma, and the time delay between the two lasers was vaned In order to cancel 

out the enhanced EUV emission when a plasma is generated inside such a cavity, all spectra of the plasma 

heated by the second laser are normalized to the pre-plasma, for each target Thus enhancement seen due to 

laser coupling with a pre-plasma can be studied, and secondary enhancement of this process inside a cavity can 

be compared to planar targets The basic interaction model is that the pre-pulse laser forms a layer of evaporated 

target matenal, which is highly ionized This layer then undergoes reheating to higher temperatures upon amval 

of the second pulse, while causing further ablation of the main target surface The extent of this second ablation 

depends greatly on the scale length of the plume at the amval of the second beam, and also the density gradients 

encountered by the second beam, which will configure where and to what extent the second beam is absorbed 

Clearly if the influence of the confining cavity is seen by the plasma at an early stage m its evolution, then the 

effect will be to shape the density gradients of the plasma, which heavily affect radiation absorption, 1 e 

absorption of a second beam Indeed having seen enhanced emission both spatially and for a limited temporal 

range (section 6 3) within confining cavities one would expect that any trends seen in planar targets with respect 

to delaying the second laser pulse, should be substantially different inside a cavity, irrespective of its geometry 

In Nishakawa et al [13] the authors performed a similar expenment utilizing femtosecond lasers, and much 

smaller cavities The proposed source of the 9 5 times enhancement for lines emitted by the contained plasma 

(also aluminum) was collision of the hot plasma after the termination of the laser pulse with the upper and 

lower faces of the cavity They extrapolated the leading edge of a sphencal plasma at 45° and estimated the time 

taken for collision to occur between the plasma edge and the inner walls o f the cavity This estimated time was 

in good agreement with the observed XUV (7nm) spike, relative to the less intense XUV signal o f nanosecond 

duration
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6.5.2: Power density effects.

Clearly collisionally driven ionization is heavily dependent on the free electron density and on the average 

ionization state in the plasma, both of which are dependent on the power density of the laser used. One 

undesirable aspect of aligning two laser beam on to the same spot size by the means employed here, is the 

smearing of the focused spot, forming a horizontal ellipse, thus lowering the power density. Here two Nd:Yag 

lasers each of duration 15nsec, and wavelength 1.064//m, were focused onto the same spot via two 18cm plano

convex lenses.
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Figure 6.10.1, 6.10.2: Temporal profile of AL VI (31.2nm), and AL VIII (28.412nm), for both targets and both lasers. As 
previously stated in section 6.3 comparing both of these targets at I-0.5TW, a five fold increase in line intensity of a 
confined plasma was seen at early timescales, but highly localized spatially. The enhancement is still present at the lower 
power densities (I~0.055TW for the heating laser, lower due to spot ‘smearing’), but is greatly reduced, and reduced further 
for the lower energy laser (YAG -0.44J, giving I-0.0287TW for the plasma generating laser). In the above graphs ‘T/nsec’, 
is time from the arrival of the laser pulse at the target, measured via a photo detector.

The crater on the target was elliptical in shape (in the horizontal, of minor diameter ~1.1mm). The first laser, 

used to generate the pre-plasma (E=0.44J), gave I-0.028TW, and for the heating laser (E=0.78J), I-0.055TW. 

These intensities are substantially lower then those reported in similar work in section two 6.3, there 

enhancement factors of up to 5.5 in the peak emission intensities of lines were seen from the two targets 

discussed (IP>0.05TW). Thus in the pre-plasma emission spectra we expected to see far less enhancement than 

reported before, as figures 6.10.1 and 6.10.2 display. Indeed as we will show, plasma emission intensity, 

enhanced via containment is heavily dependent on the power density. In plasma with a longer scale length, heat 

conductivity is lower and a higher temperature remains for a longer duration. Hence both the collisional and the 

recombination rates decrease as the plume scale length increases. Increasing the separation between the lasers 

pulses, results in a longer duration EUV pulse. This is clearly evident in the differences between the spectra 

emitted from both targets at 18nsec. Here the base (pre-plasma) emission spectra is displayed with that of the 

reheated plasma spectra for the three time delays (figure 6.11.1 -6.11.4, next page).
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The planar target shows enhanced emission over the pre-plasma spectra for all time delays, however clearly the 

larger the time delay the less pronounced the enhancement. However the reheated spectra from the wedge target 

shows large enhancement on the wedge pre-plasma spectra, and all time delays are convergent, with only a 

slight fall off in peak intensity of the emitted species and continuum, as the time delay increases. The 

dependence of the EUV emission on the laser wavelength, pulse duration and energy may be related to the time- 

dependent electron density (N e) and temperature (Te) profiles.
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Figure 6.11.1-6.11.4: EUV emission spectra for both targets, with pre-plasma spectra and delayed re-heated emission 
spectra, for two wavelength ranges. The spectra are shifted for clarity. Here, ‘planar pre-plasma’ refers to the spectrum from 
the generating laser (Ip~.028TW), while ‘planar +1.5nsec’, refers to the spectra from the re-heated plasma with the delay 
between the lasers equal to 1.5nsec. The most pronounced differences are the relative value of the continuum baseline. For 
both the pre-plasma spectra and the re-heated plasma spectra in the cavity, it is superior. As the inter-laser delay increases, 
the increase in intensity for the planar target falls steeply from its initial peak (1.5nsec inter-laser delay). However for the 
wedge targets the increase in intensity is very stable over the complete set of inter-laser delays used. This is clearly seen in 
figure 6.12.1, and 6.12.2.
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6 5 3 Laser and plasma interaction
In the case where the laser undergoes direct interaction with the target bulk, higher electron densities are 

generated, thus interaction of a second beam usually occurs at the frontal region of the pre-plasma, where 

densities tend to be lower Another aspect of plasma behavior is the oscillation of charge particles in an electnc 

field of the heating laser Defining the plasma frequency, Wp, for case of electron oscillation

Equ 13

f  2 V /2 n e
= 56 4 n U2 (Hora [12])

then clearly optimum transfer of energy from the heating laser to the pre-plasma occurs when the laser 

frequency matches that of the plasma (for Nc~0 5x l019 cm 3, wp~2 5xlOl3Hz), if the laser frequency is 

2 84x 10I4H z , then considering the forward collimation of the plasma even dunng the laser pulse as a 

consequence of confinement, excitation of the plasma’s forward region by the intense electnc field of the 

heating laser is a good candidate for understand mg the supenor emission from cavities with reheatmg from a 

second laser The fact that such enhancement is seen only in the forward regions (from the previous section) and 

not at the targets surface reinforces this proposal The r m s electnc field E, is related to the irradiance <(>(Wm2) 

by

Equ 14 E rm  = 19 4<|>1/2 (V e in 1) (Hora [12])

In this work the irradiance used was of the order 1014 W m 2 , thus iirm*has a corresponding value of 

~107Vcm 1 If we accept that excitation of the pre-plasma by the electnc field of the heating laser plays an 

important role in enhancement, then the success of this enhancement depend heavily on the density of free 

electrons in the pre-plasma This scales directly with the power density of the incoming beam. Spectra from 

both the planar and the wedge target for both laser intensities reported here (lower as a result of beam smearing) 

but also from previous work on such targets with a highly focused beam display continuum and line emitting 

intensities which scale with higher power density

6 5 4 Temperature, irradiance and radiation trends

Although the wedge target maintains enhanced continuum and lme intensities for all power densities reported 

(0 02-0 05TW/cm2), the extent of the enhancement is clearly reduced as the power density is lowered Thus 

given estimates of the peak electron density from the analytical model of self-regulating laser ablation of 

Phipps and Dreyfus (Ne~0 364x1020 cm 3), it is highly reasonable to assume that lower electron densities exist at 

the leading edge of the plasma, especially m the wedge target’s pre-plasma, at the reduced power densities 

reported here Thus a good mechanism for accounting for the supenor enhancement in the cavity upon re

heating the pre-plasma with a second beam is electnc field excitation from the second laser pulse within the 

frontal region of the plume In fact as the time delay increases between both lasers, the wedge target actually 

displays increased intensity profiles over a very large temporal lifetime, while the planar target, displays 

decreasing enhancement for increasing inter-laser delay, and steep decay in line profile intensities Obviously 

laser absorption would play an important role in photo-ionization dnven excitation of the pre-plasma The 

absorption coefficient is scale length dependent
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Equ. 15 Oabsorb = 0[1 -exp(-aibL)], (Liu et al[2])

which immediately favours the cavity plasma. Indeed we proposed that enhanced emission from such cavities 

(section 5.1 in the visible and section 6.3 in the EUV) was due not only to higher electron densities but also 

superior absorption of the trailing edge of the main laser beam. Therefore absorption of the pulse in the 

extended plume is the more dominant mechanism for direct plasma generation, but is also dominant for pre

plasma heating. This is chiefly through Inverse Bremsstrahlung. If the dominant mechanism is absorption via 

inverse bremsstrahlung and the absorption coefficient a ib (cm 1) for the electron-ion inverse bremsstrahlung is 

given by equation 11, page 7, then for aluminum plasmas in the temperature range of 10eV-14eV, 

Z=7(approximation). Nj could be approximated at lO '^ c m '3, possibly this figure could be upwards of a full 

order of magnitude lower at the leading edge. At temperatures of lOeV and upwards, the values in the exponent 

can be ignored. Given the extent of the pre-plume extension, self focusing of the laser beam in the plasma 

cannot be ignored. This is due to density gradients seen by the beam as it penetrates the plasma edge. Hora 

derived the laser power threshold for non-linear force self focusing of a laser beam in a plasma, as equation 11. 

The plasma frequency (2.5xl013Hz from above) is based on the assumption of constant electron density 

throughout the volume of the plasma. Clearly this is not valid, and the density gradient in the cavity is likely to 

be very different to that from a planar target. Lens focused laser beams are not limited by the diffraction limit, 

but mostly by aberrations in minimizing the diameter of the beam. The question then arises as to what optimizes 

self focusing of the beam within the plasma itself, and do the density gradients and enhanced intensities seen in 

cavities, affect strongly the absorption of a second beam at a laser frequency of 2 .2xl014 Hz. From classical 

optics, the greater the gradient of refractive index per infinitely thin slab of medium, the greater the refraction. 

Indeed studies have demonstrated refraction and self-focusing at MW power levels (Hora et al [12]). Space and 

time resolved visible studies (section 5.1) on rectangular cavities demonstrated much higher densities gradients 

spatially in the cavities for the first 80nsec, with the peak electron density observed well ahead of the planar 

target’s peak density. Thus self focusing during the laser pulse due to density gradients in the plasma is 

possible. As a consequence, secondary heating via another beam, which will undergo much greater self- 

focusing contained in a rectangular cavity than that of a planar target, can possibly account for the difference 

between the spectra observed from the re-heated pre-plasma from both targets.

T/osec T/nsec

AL VIII (285A) Planar Temporal Profile
AL VIII (2S&A) Wedge Temporal Profile

Figure 6.12.1, 6.12.2: Temporal profile of AL VIII(28.5nm) for both targets for pre-plasma and re-heated intensity counts.
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6.5.5: Normalized enhanced emission.
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Figure 6.13.1, 6.13.2: Temporal profile of AL IV(31.2nm) and AL IX(28.4nm) lines for both targets for pre-plasma and re
heated plasma for different inter laser delays. Here, we took the emission profile in time of the two ions displayed, and used 
the emission profile for the pre-plasma as the base line, to which the delayed re-heated emission profiles were normalized by 
dividing the pre-plasma time profile into the delayed re-heated profiles. This was done for both targets. Thus the differences 
observed are independent of the enhancement one would see from the pre-plasma being generated in the cavity, and thus the 
differences for the three time delays, are a direct indication of enhanced coupling processes for laser heating of the pre
plasma in rectangular cavities.
One can clearly see that gain for each time delay in the cavities is greatly superior to that of the planar target for both ions, 
the gain being higher for the higher ionization stage. Another unusual feature is the clear convergence of the gain factor for 
all time delays in the cavity target for both ions. In both cases its occurs at 18nsec, just after the termination of the laser 
pulse (15nsec). The gain factor increases after the convergence point, simply because the cavity affords the plasma a longer 
period of enhancement in terms of offsetting radiative decay and cooling as the plasma expands, the greater the time delay 
of the second laser after the pre-plasma, the more pronounced the upward slope of the gain factor, but this occurs only at 
later times, thus re-heating is effecting the pre-plasma for a longer period after the arrival of the pre-plasma laser pulse by 
virtue of the pre-plasma being contained.
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The assumption here is that the self focusing is occurring at an increasingly large distance from the target 

surface, due to the forward extension of the plasma. For plasma laser beam interactions, much higher laser light 

intensities are produced than those produced from the beam divergence and focal properties of lenses, this 

would cause a sharp increase in the power density seen by the absorbing plasma.

One final question of interest is that of plasma collision with the inner surfaces of the cavity. In (Nishakawa et 

al [13]), secondary XUV signals o f nanosecond duration were observed and later accounted for by femotsecond 

generated plasma colliding with the internal walls of the cavity, which was also a rectangular in shape.

In section two, we observed large scale enhancement in space and time resolved EUV emission from the 

cavities discussed here. The enhancement occurred over a range of 0.7- 1.05mm from the back surface of the 

cavity where the laser impinges the target. Along this length, the peak EUV emission of highly charged ions is 

seen to be nearly constant. This region is the approximate centre of a projected line from the center of the back 

wall, up at 45° to the upper and lower surfaces of the cavity. Collision driven enhancement, if it occurs should 

be seen here. This is approximately the range spatially where the spectra from the cavity displays much higher 

peak line and continuum emission over a planar plasma. Figure 6.13.1, and 6.13.2 are the best indication of 

enhanced laser coupling to a pre-plasma in a cavity over a planar target The gain factor is in good agreement 

with that reported by (Nishakawa et al [13]) for enhanced line emission in Aluminum rectangular cavities (peak 

gain factor 9.6) in the 7-10nm range for femotsecond laser ablation. Murphy et al [13] observed a 3.5 gain 

factor in heating a nanosecond generated pre-plasma with a picosecond laser pulse. The gain profile for the time 

delays employed displayed a peak (inter-laser delay lOnsec), followed by a smooth decay in the gain factor, the 

target being planar. Trends seen there do not conflict with those seen here.

EUV wavelength intagrated emission for 
planer target, all time delays

EUV wavelength integrated emission for 
Wedge target, aH time delays

Delay-ISnsec 
Delay-2 5nsec 
Detay-5 5ns*c

15

T/ni T/nsac

Figure 6.14.1, 6.14.2: time resolved wavelength integrated EUV emission values for both targets. Here the EUV spectra 
were integrated, summing all EUV bulk signal received by the detector. Note the rapid fall in peak signal in the planar target 
after the first delay, compared to the wedge target which is nearly constant for all time delays. This trend exactly mirrors 
those in figures 6.12.1, and 6.12.2, where the temporal profile of detected ions displays the same trends as the bulk signal.

If one considers that at the point of study (x=0.65mm) the wedge target displays substantial enhancement over 

the planar target, then it not surprising that other processes, such as secondary beam heating, ion profile and 

bulk EUV signal also exhibit enhancement at this point. The most important feature here however is the relative 

lack of change of the bulk integrated signal from the wedge target for the three different time delays. While the
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planar target drops by over 50%, for both the ion temporal profiles and the bulk EUV signal, the wedge target 

maintains the superior ion and bulk EUV profile, thus smce plasma radiative and collisional processes are most 

density dependent then the logical conclusion is that a cavity confined EUV scale plasma is very homogenous, 

in companson with a freely expanding plasma An important application of this is the ability to prolong plasma 

lifetimes for enhanced photo-absorption studies where in the absence of good absorbing cross sections for 

strong absorption relative to background signal, one could employ long duration backlighting sources Here 

good absorption signal summing with the scale length of the absorbing plumes would be replaced with 

absorption time scales with the duration of the pump signal While this approach would not be suitable for 

spatial scanning of an absorbing plume, it would be feasible where such a plume is contained either 

geometncally or magnetically or by a gaseous medium, and the plumes overall length is small, in terms of 

presenting a large cross section to the pumping beam or back lighting source

6 5 6 Conclusion

In summary, we have studied the effects of generating a pre-plasma and heating this pre-plasma by a second 

laser pulse, with varying time delays This system was studied for both planar targets and rectangular cavities 

Base enhancement of plasma generation in cavities was seen to decrease as the power density of the laser 

generating the pre-plasma decreased This trend was reinforced when comparing enhancement in such targets at 

higher power densities Secondly by normalizing emission profiles for two ionization stages for each target, we 

observed a large gain factor dunng early stage emission for reheating of the pre-plasma with a second laser and 

for the cavity this factor converged for all time delays after the termination of the pre-plasma laser pulse The 

cavity target displayed supenor gain factors for both ionization stages studied and for all time delays between 

pre-plasma and heating laser

6 5 7 Concluding comments

This thus completes our attempt to push the space-time limit of diagnostics back to the space-time ongm, and to 

investigate whether enhancement of plasma parameters, such as temperature and density seen in the visible, is a 

trend which exists at even earlier timescales The general picture which emerges is of plasma generation, 

geometncally confined, being substantially different from plasma expanding from a planar target The inhibited 

expansion, leading to higher local particle densities probably dnves collision based ionization, and enhances 

laser absorption m the leading regions of a plume, which itself dnves rapid expansion of the plasma, even 

dunng the laser pulse It is not clear to what extent enhanced temperatures owe their ongin to enhanced laser 

absorption or to particle collisions due to enhanced density ansing from containment Indeed high particle 

densities near the target surface tend to lead to beam attenuation and reduced ablation rates, which will then 

dnve laser absorption further out from the target surface, where the particle density is lower However as seen 

from ICCD images and EUV particle profiles, this will fuel rapid expansion of the leading edge of the plume, 

dnvmg the particle density into a rapid decay across the front half of the plume This balance between ablation 

and beam attenuation by low density plasma is probably accelerated in time by confining cavities Cavities 

collimate the fast blow off particles seen in ICCD images and other fast framing devices, and this would play a
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crucial role in deciding where exactly the trailing edge of the beam is absorbed (or indeed a second laser beam) 

If indeed particle profiles in the visible indicate a substantial shifting forward of plume constituents (especially 

visible continuum emission) at early timescales, then one can infer that density gradients in cavities at early 

times decay less sharply as one moves away from the target surface, then beam heating of this low density 

extended plume is likely to occur not at a precise point, but over an extended scale length A crucial element in 

diagnosing plasma behaviour under an influence such as target geometry is the reliability of temperature and 

density techniques It is not sufficient to simply observe emission and absorption spectra and attempt to infer 

physical mechanisms to describe plasma history Smce interaction of a hot, high density plasma plume with a 

geometrically irregular target and the resulting ‘macroscopic’ change which occurs to the density profiles, 

microscopic and atomic process can then be inferred to understand and explain the observed effects It is 

definitely a case of bulk dynamics first (plasma-target interaction), macroscopic dynamics second (temperature 

and density profiles), and atomic processes leading to the observed spectra, last
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Conclusion

Introduction

This chapter summarizes the most important aspects o f the present work, 

including the hardware development and new equipment commissioning and 

application o f theories relevant to each diagnostic tool used to interpret raw 

data.

A summary o f the broader conclusions derived from the study o f laser 

plasma plume generation with varying target configurations is also given.

An outline of possible avenues o f future investigation into configuring laser 

plasma plumes is discussed, and other diagnostic techniques which can 

augment existing tools are outlined.
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Summary

In the present work, the effects of multi-variable target conditioning upon laser generated plasma plumes 

have been investigated In order to fully diagnose the effect of such variables upon plasma behaviour, the 

plume has been studied over as large a space-time range of plasma history as was feasible by employing 

multiple diagnostic tools

These diagnostics required the development of new hardware and techniques in order to properly apply the 

new diagnostic tools

The target material, aluminum was chosen primarily because of the ease of machining various target 

geometries and because of the large body of work already existing on the studying of aluminum laser 

plasma plumes

In order to achieve the required goals, numerous hardware developments were undertaken Firstly, a new 

multi-purpose vacuum target chamber was designed with the main goal o f flexibility in utilizing all 

diagnostics tools employed Since the requirements of one diagnostic technique were generally in conflict 

with others, the design had to include the requirements of each diagnostic technique in its design, i e 

mounts, range of motion, precision and reproducibility of positioning The system was also configured to 

allow continuous upgrades for future work

The use of probe techniques required the development of a chamber and power supply unit capable of 

holding and biasing many probes in order to study laser plasma plumes at many spatial pomts Automated 

software acquisition and signal processing were instigated in order to ensure efficient processing of large 

volumes of data and to increase the number of time resolved points which were translated into a physical 

parameter Both ion and electron probes were utilized, and a number of theories were applied m translating 

the raw data to physical parameters

In employing space and time resolved visible emission spectroscopy, a Chromex visible gated spectrometer 

and Andor ICCD were commissioned and their final configurations were optimized for rapid data 

acquisition and to allow full spatial sampling of a laser plasma plume’s emission spectrum The need to 

fully diagnose the plume’s temperature and density led to the application of numerous techniques in raw 

data interpretation over a large space-time range of the plume’s visible emission history For each 

technique employed (Ne from Stark broadening and line ratios, Tc from Boltzmann and line-to-continuum 

techniques and T10n from lme intensity ratios) automated data processing was employed in order to ensure 

that a large volume of both space and time resolved data was available for interpretation Substantial effort 

was also employed in both the vacuum chamber’s design and the format of the experiments in order to 

perform experiments in the visible range to study the effect of high voltage electric fields on the temporal 

and spatial evolution of laser plasma plumes
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In utilizing space and time resolved EUV emission spectroscopy, a high speed gatmg detector unit was 

commissioned Since time resolved measurements had not been feasible up to this point, the temporal 

response of the plasma and the optimum operating parameters for time resolved experiments in the EUV 

had to be determined Techniques applied in the visible range for interpreting spectra and translating raw 

data into physical parameters were employed and the viability of such techniques was studied

Finally, although not employed in actual experiments, a precision high current magnetic pulse generator 

was designed and tested It had been intended to study the effect o f magnetic field influence of laser plasma 

in both the visible and EUV ranges The vacuum chamber was designed to facilitate from its inception the 

installation of the magnetic coils, and the required high voltage, high current delivery required for such a 

system The success of the device is thus seen as a hardware development aspect o f this project which will 

augment future work for CLPR

Conclusions

The following conclusions were drawn from  this work 

Langmuir probe measurements

Langmuir probes were utilized for very long timescales and by virtue of plume expansion, at moderate 

distances from the target surface (>30mm)

Laser plasma plumes are characterized by high TOF velocity, and high particle flux It was initially 

believed that confinement of a laser plasma plume would lead to a higher particle density However for all 

target geometries employed, and for plume sampling both in the vertical and horizontal planes, lower 

particle densities were observed The greater the degree of confinement (the larger the internal volume of 

the cavity, irrespective of its configuration) the lower was the peak particle density The temperature 

response of the plume was the reverse of its density response Higher confinement led to higher electron 

temperatures Sampling the plume’s spatial distribution in 2Dimensions clearly identified the collimating 

properties of different target configurations

The first target configuration employed, of rectangular wedges with varying depth demonstrated a recumng 

property (assuming fixed fluence) of decreasing particle density as the internal volume of the cavity 

increases (through varying depth of the cavity) The increasing depth corresponds to an increase in the total 

surface area, and the length of time the plasma is in contact with such surfaces The rate of decay of the 

plume’s particle flux depends on the fluence used For high fluence only cavities of sufficient depth have a 

significant effect on the spatial distribution of the plume and its peak particle densities However as the 

fluence is decreased, observable effects become apparent for smaller cavity depths
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For the particle distributions in the honzontal plane from rectangular cavities of varying height or depth a 

common feature is the fanning effect the cavity has on the angular distnbution of the plume particles, 

resulting in a very large angular region of small vanations in peak particle density In contrast, the vertical 

distnbution of particles from rectangular cavities, displays substantial collimation of the plume as a 

consequence of the target influence

For the other target configuration employed, that of parallel plates, the most stnking effect is the relative 

independence of the TOF velocity of the slower main component on the cavity width Contrasted against 

this is the linear dependence of the TOF velocity of the fast component of the plume on the cavity width 

(plate separation)

Space and time resolved visible studies

The trends observed through the visible spectral range diagnostics, reinforced those seen with probe 

studies The most obvious conclusion is the lack of increased temperatures (either electron or ionization 

temperatures) for plasma generated between two parallel plates compared to the large (~30%) and sustained 

increase m temperatures from both rectangular cavities and capillanes However the parallel plate system 

demonstrated the largest increase in electron density (70%) for all target configurations reported here 

Individually all targets displayed unique behaviour For the rectangular cavities a decrease in the cavity 

height was followed by an increase in temperature (approximately 5000K increase over the planar target) 

and density (especially at the early phase, t<100nsec) The enhanced temperatures and velocities which 

dnve a rapid expansion of the plume in the cavity leads to a rapid drop in electron density after ~150nsec 

This drop in density is most pronounced at the plume’s frontal region, where the highest particle velocities 

are to be found The above trends were also seen in the capillary targets, where the extent of the enhanced 

temperatures and densities were -25% higher then those observed in the rectangular wedge targets This is 

attnbuted to the greater degree of containment offered by the capillanes The rapidly decaying plume 

emerging from the confining targets, exhibiting lower particle densities, then register at the probes as 

decreasing Ne and Ni with greater confinement This trend is the exact inverse seen in the early stages of 

visible emission history

Space and time resolved EUV studies

Extending the study of target influence to shorter wavelengths, resulted in the extension of the space-time 

limit back to the ongin (laser amval on the target surface) This then allowed for the confirmation of trends 

seen in the visible Indeed laser plasma generation in rectangular cavities display substantially enhanced 

emission properties over those from a planar target Although we were unable to deduce densities or 

temperatures from EUV spectra from cavity plasmas (due to the absence of electron impact, ‘ W’ values), 

the space time profile of the peak intensity of various lines for both a planar target and a wedge target were
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similar to that observed in the visible Cavity plasmas in the EUV demonstrated large increases in peak 

emission intensity, but only for a limited duration and only over a discrete spatial region The cavity 

plasma then decayed rapidly and was overtaken by the emission from the planar target This is exactly the 

trend observed in the visible Again, the confining effect of the cavity leads to higher expansion velocities 

and a more rapid decay in the plume’s temperature and density

Alongside the physical influence on the plasma from the cavity, the effect o f the cavity on the plume’s Nc 

profile led to enhanced reheating effects from a second laser beam The extent o f the reheating was a 

second enhancement mechanism observed in cavity plasmas over a plasma from a planar target The 

reheating effect was observed to be more stable for a larger range of inter-laser time delays for the cavity 

plasma than that of the planar plasma, which demonstrated reheating enhancement which peaked at a 

specific inter-laser time delay

In all experiments performed, the importance of multiple techniques for physical parameter determination 

was reinforced when the difference in vanous techniques was not insignificant 1 e Nc values from 

Langmuir versus Orbital theory, Tc values from ion ratios, line-to-continuum, and Boltzmann plots, and Ne 

values from Stark widths versus density sensitive line ratios

Since each theory or technique is most reliable at different phases in the plasma history, one must employ 

not only different diagnostic tools, but also different theones for raw data translation if a reliable and 

complete overview of a particular influence is to be studied

The trends extracted from target effects on plume density values demonstrates the importance of not 

drawing unwarranted general conclusions from observing a limited region of the plumes history

Future work

Future work which could extend that reported here could take form of three distinct paths

Firstly there exists a large range of other diagnostic techniques which could be employed to augment the 

study of laser plasma plumes Each has a different temporal range over which it would be employed Lenk 

et al [1], employed taking the electncal signal of the target dunng the laser pulse and for 1-2 laser pulse 

widths after the termination of the laser pulse itself This technique allows for the calculation of electron 

temperatures at extremely early phases in the plasma history, and being an electncal measurement it 

doesn’t require a plethora of theoretical assumptions or corrections, as is frequently the case with 

spectroscopic techniques The technique utilizes high kinetic energy electrons escaping from the plasma, 

which act as a source of potential between the target-plasma system and some grounded point By 

measuring the current in the target via a set o f low inductance resistors, one can build up a time dependent
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IV relation for the plasma Assuming a Maxwellian energy distribution for the plasma electrons, the target 

current is given by

i1=i0exp"c(U<h'UT,/kTc

io is a constant, Te is the electron temperature, UO is the plasma work function and UT is the induced target 

voltage Plottmg U-ln(I) for a single time resolved event should give a straight lme graph with the slope 

equal to l/kTc

A second approach is to utilize the charged nature of plume constituents to effectively study discrete 

signals from the plume The retarding field analyzer has been employed by many authors for plasmas 

generated by various means [2-5] Again this is an electronic measurement and is exceptionally diverse m 

the ranges of conditions under which it can function Effectively the technique is identical to an ion probe, 

however by design one can select which ions one wishes to study by biasing the multiple grids at increasing 

voltages to reject all but the most energetic particles (figure A) More importantly smce particles of 

undesired polarity can be rejected (1 e electrons are rejected via the first grid which is negatively charged), 

such a technique can operate at much higher fluences than either ion or electron probes, and thus by default 

(for laser plasmas) be employed much closer to the plasma origin (1 e the target, and thus will sample the 

plume at a very early point in its history) With good design these devices can be extremely small thus this 

would not only increase the spatial accuracy but would allow the device to be mounted on a movable 

mount, effectively allowing a large range of positions within the plume to be studied

Figure A Schematic of the retarding field analyzer used by Demtroder and Jantz [2]

Another interesting technique is to sample the magnetic field generated from the plasma Such magnetic 

signals are by nature very short lived (<5Gnsec) and highly localized They are typically present only for 

the very early phase of the plasma history, and again electrical measurements are relatively easy to employ 

By minimizing the diameter o f the loop, the spatial resolution is increased If a 2D array of such sensors 

was placed behind the target (assumed planar and thin, 1 e not greater then 5mm) then the space and time 

resolved magnetic field generated from the plasma could be sampled With interpretation one can deduce
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the average current following in the plume under very extreme conditions, this can then be related to the 

electron density

This technique, combined with the other discussed above, and integrated with ion and electron probes 

represent a multi-faceted approach to non-optical based measurements o f laser plasma plumes, over a very 

large space-time range They are inherently faster then any optical measurement, by virtue of the limitation 

of existing gating units for photon based detectors (typically the faster photon based detectors are 

-nanosecond scale devices, picosecond EUV and x-ray detectors are available but are very expensive)

All of the above represent device or detector development, another avenue for future experiments would be 

to employ field influences such as magnetic and electric fields The number of studies usmg magnetic fields 

are too numerous to state here (see chapter 3, section 3 7) but such a variable represents a highly complex 

and hence interesting aspect of plasma behaviour The main challenge is to generate a sufficiently intense 

magnetic field so as to produce a measurable and useful difference in the plasmas behaviour 

To date there is only a handful of reports on electnc field influence on laser plasma plumes The absence of 

work in this area (with the exception of laser plasma ion sources) and the large envelope of variables (field 

geometry, intensity DC or pulsed, polarity) mean that such any effort directed at studying electnc field 

influence upon laser plasmas would yield a worthwhile dividend

The importance of fusion work and its dependence on magnetic containment would warrant developing 

expertise in magnetic field generation and influence for any research group Secondly the coming 

deployment of large scale plasma propulsion systems which employ field influences to accelerate the 

plasma, will no doubt mean the direct application of research done by laboratories presently to future 

propulsion projects Indeed expertise and capability in such an area, especially for high field intensities 

would represent a specialist aspect of a laboratory’s capabilities

Finally, regarding the continuation of work reported here, a number of aspects of plasma-surface 

interaction could be investigated One means of studying such an effect would be to use a rectangular 

wedge target with upper and lower surfaces of a different matenal than that of the ablated target surface 

Companng the emission intensities, ionization temperatures, electron temperature and electron densities of 

aluminum plumes when the upper and lower surfaces are ceramic as compared to metallic (in order to study 

heat conduction effects) would assist in formulating the main mechanism responsible for lower plume 

particle densities from confining targets Another interesting effect would be to study re-heating of a laser 

plasma plume by a second laser, with the latter focused a few millimeters from the target surface in order to 

couple to the expanding plume With varying inter-laser time delays an array of probes could study the 

large increase in the particle’s kinetic energy as a consequence of re-heating by the second laser This 

system could be repeated for vanous target configurations, which should influence the absorption of the 

second laser pulse and hence affect the reheated plumes particle distnbution Such an expenment could
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also be done in the visible range, to extend and compare those trends observed in the EUV with secondary 

beam re-heating of plasma plumes The influence of different wavelengths, and pulse durations of the re

heating laser could also be studied in both the far-field (with probes), inter-mediate field (visible 

spectroscopy) and near field (EUV)

If very early phase diagnostics (magnetic probe arrays, and target signal samplmg) were included, then a 

similar approach to multi-composite targets and plume reheating could be undertaken as was pursued m 

this work
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Appendix A-list of files

Filename Package/format

Binned m MATLAB 6 0
Cont_ratio m MATLAB 6 0
Cont_ratio2 m MATLAB 6 0
Density_ratio m MATLAB 6 0
Density_raio2 m MATLAB 6 0
Efield m MATLAB 6 0
Efield2 m MATLAB 6 0
Ion_import m MATLAB 6 0
Ion_import2 m MATLAB 6 0
Ion_import3 m MATLAB 6 0
Ionz_ratio m MATLAB 6 0
Ionz_rartio2 m MATLAB 6 0
Magfield m MATLAB 6 0
Pulse m MATLAB 6 0
XUV1 M MATLAB 6 0
XUV2M MATLAB 6 0
XUV3 M MATLAB 6 0
XIV4M MATLAB 6 0
Spectra2_GO m MATLAB 6 0
Spectra3_LO m MATLAB 6 0
Spcctra4_LO m MATLAB 6 0
Spectra5 m MATLAB 6 0

TEST C C++
Ion C C++
Optical_model m MATLAB 6 0
Calibration m MATLAB 6 0
Main54501a vi LAB VIEW 5 0
Scope_imt vi LAB VIEW 5 0
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A ppendix A: Software and P rogram s
%  %  %  %  %  %  %  %  %  %  %  %  b i n n e d . m %  %  %  %  %  %  %  %  %  %  %  %  %  %  %  %  % %  %  %  % 
format long;
filename3='2mm_t20.asc';
rawl=G;
raw2=[J;
rawl=dlmread(filename3,'');
[n,m]=size(rawl);
ccc=l;
ddd=l;
forii=l:2:n;

ddd=l;
forjj=l:2:m;

raw2(ccc,ddd)=raw 1 (iijj )+raw 1 (iijj+ 1 )+raw 1 (ii+1 Jj)+raw 1 (ii+1 J j+ 1); 
ddd=ddd+l;

end
ccc=ccc+l;

end
r_filel-B ';
r_file2=strcat(r_file 1 ,filename3); 
fid=fopen(r_file2,'wt');
[m,n]=size(raw2); 
for m5=l:l:m; 

forn5=l: l:n;
count^rintfCfu^’yo.Sfraw2(m5,n5)); 

end
fprintf(fid,'\n');

end
fclose(fid);
clear r_filel r_file2 count m5 n5;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%cont_ratio.m%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%0/«»° (,continuum  to line ratio  p rog ram .%%%%%%

format long; 
raw=[]; 
final=[]; 
values=[J;
filename3='5mmt5.asc'; 
ra w=dlmread( filenam e3 ');
[njm]=size(raw);
con t_cen t= 74 ; % co l en try  o f  co n t cen ter
line_cent=74; %col entry of line center
d_start=50; %%col in array to start
d_stop=211; %%col in array to stop
x_start=50;
x_stop=84;
average_cont=0;
ref_C=0;
iii= l;
for ii=d_start: 1 :d_stop;

values(:, 1 )=[raw(x_start:x_stop, 1)]; 
values(:,2)=[raw(x_start:x_stop,ii)];
%ref_C=min( val ues( :,2)); 
ref_C=raw( 100,ii);
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line_area=s um( val ues(: ,2))-ref_C * 34; 
dx=(values(34,1 )-values( 1,1 ))/34; 
line_e=line_area*dx; 
cont_area=(ref_C*34)/dx; 
cont_data(iii, 1 )=iii;
cont_data(iii,2)=abs(line_e/cont_area);
cont_data(iii,3)=ii;
iii=iii+l;

clear values ref_C line_area dx line_e cont_area;
end
temp=[ 1000:10:120000];
[n,m]=size(temp);
f o r j j= l : l :m ;
cal_ratio(jj)=(. 1013655/temp(jj))*exp(9.151 E4/temp(jj))*( 1/. 13216)*(.5*( 1 -exp(-3.567E4/temp(jj)))+exp(- 
3.567E4/temp(jj)))A- l ;
end
[n2,m2]=size(cont_data);
f°r jUti=l : 1 :n2;

[tempval]=find(cal_ratio<cont_data(jjj,2)); 
final (jjj, 1 )=d_start; 
if size(tempval)=0; 

entry='
e lse
row=tempval(l); 
entry=temp(row);
end
final(jjj,2)=entry; 
d_start=d_start+1; 
clear entry row tempval;
end

%%%%%%%%%%%cont_ratio2.m°/()%%%%%%%
r_filel='R-';
r_file2=strcat(r_file 1 ,filename3); 
fid=fopen(r_file2,'wt');
[m,n]=size(final);
form5=l:l:m;

forn5=l:l:n;
count^rint^fid^'yo.Sf', final(m5,n5)); 

end
fprintf(fid,'\n');

end
fclose(fid);
clear r_filel r_file2 count m5 n5;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%density_ratio.m.%%%%%° (.density sensitive line ration  in the VIS
%%%%%%
write=l;
fo rm at long;
ra w l= [] ;
raw 2= [];
final=Q;
filenam e 1 -2 m m _ t8 .a s c ';  
filen am e2 = '2 m m b _ t8 .asc '; 
raw  1 = d lm read (filen am e 1 ' ) ;
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raw2=dlmread(filename2,'');
[n2,m2]=size(raw2);
profile 1 (1 :m2-1 )=raw 1 (74,2 :m 1);
profile2( 1 :m2-1 )=raw2(57»2:m 1);
forii= l:l:m 2-l;
ratio(ii)=(profile2(ii)/profile l(ii)); 
end
start=l*10A14;
stop=5*10A17;
Ne=[start:(stop-start)/8000: stop];
[t,y]=size(Ne);
forjj=l:l:y;
R(jj)=2.56727+((.05049-2.56727)/(l+exp(-(logl0(Ne(jj))-l 5.27091)/0.55669))); %20KK 
RGj)=2.0926+((.02351-2.0926)/(l+exp(-(logl0(Ne(ij))-15.3609)/0.5587))); %30KK
R(jj)=_-2174+(( 1.8601+.2174)/( 1 +exp(-(log 10(Ne(jj))-15.422)/0.5612))); %40KK
End
forkk=l:l:m 2-l;

[temp 1 ]=find(R(: )>ratio(kk)); 
value=max(temp 1); 
if length (temp 1 )= 0 ;

entry=l;
else
entry=Ne( value);
end
fmal(kk,2)=entry;
fmal(kk,l)=kk;
clear value entry temp 1;

end
%clearrawl ravv2 profilel profile2 R Ne;
ifwrite==l;
r_filel='R-';
r_file2=streat(r_file 1 ,filename2); 
fid=fopen(r_file2,'wt');
[m>n]=size(flnal); 
for m5=l:l:m; 

for n5=l:l:n; 
eount=fprintf(fid,'%f', final(m5,n5)); 
end

fprintf(fid,'\n');
end
fclose(fid);
clear r_filel r_file2 count m5 n5;
end

%%%%%%%%%Efleld.m%%%%%%%%%
write=l;
cavity_l=14A10-3;
height=[0.0005* 10A-3:0.005 * 10A-3:1.5 * 10A-3];
Q=3.08*10A-11; 
l=length(height); 
forrr=l:l:l;
Eprofile(rr)=(Q*9* 10A9)*( l/( height(l+l-rr)* ( (height(l+l-rr)*10-3)A2+14*10-3A2 )A.5 ));
end
Eprofile2( 1 :rr)=fliplr(Eprofile);

[nl,ml]=size(rawl);
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Eprofile3=(abs(Eprofile-Eprofile2));

Eprofile4=Eprofile3( 150:300); 
clear x;
Vyn(l)=75*10A4; 
time=.005 * 10A-3/V yn( 1); 
m=9.1 *0A-31; 
fortt=2:l:rr*0.5;

Ayn(tt)=(-1.6* 10A-19*Eprofile4(tt))*. 1098* 10A+31;
Vyn(tt)=Vyn(tt- 1)+Ayn(tt)*time;
Tyn(tt)=time*tt; 
stats(tt, 1 )=time*tt* 10A9; 
stats(tt,2)=Vyn(tt); 

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
i f  write— 1;
r_filel='2KV-';
r_file2=strcat(r_filel,'EF');
fid=fopen(r_file2,'wt');
xxx=[Eprofile3]';
[m,n]=size(xxx); 
fo r m5=l:l:m; 

for n5=l:l:n;
count=fprintf(fid,'%.8fxxx(m5,n5)); 

end
fprintf(fid,'\n');

end
fclose(fid);
clear r_filel r_file2 count m5 n5;
end
%%%%%%%%%0/oEfield2.m%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
write=l;
cavity_l=14A10-3;
ds=3*10A-6;
height=[0.005* 10A-3:ds: 1.5* 10A-3];
Q=3.08* 10M1; 
l=length(height); 
for i r = l : 1:1;
Eprofile(rr)=(Q*9* 10A9)*( l/(height(l+1 -rr)*((height(l+1 -rr)* 10-3)A2+14* 10-3A2 )A.5)); 
end
Eprofile2( 1 :rr)=fliplr(Eprofile);
Eprofile3=(abs(Eprofile-Eproflle2));
Eprofile4=Eprofile3 (1* .5:1);
Vrange=[ 10*10A4:1 * 10A4:50* 10A4];
m=9.1*0A-31;
for JJ=1:1 :length(Vrange);
V yn( 1 )=V range(jj); 
time=(ds)/Vyn(l); 
fo r tt=2:l:rr*0.5;

Ayn(tt)=(-1.6* 10A-19*Eprofile4(tt))* .1098* 10^31;
Vyn(tt)=Vyn(tt-1 )+Ayn(tt)*time; 

end
[u]=find(V yn(: )>0); 
point=max(u); 
stats(jj, 1 )=u(point)*ds;
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clear u point Vyn Avy time; 
end
clear Eprofile Eprofile2 Eprofile3 Eprofile4;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
if write==l;
r_filel='2kv’;
r_file2=strcat(r_file 1,'bias'); 
fid=fopen(r_file2,'wt');
[m,n]=size(stats); 
form 5=l:l:m ; 

for n5=l:l:n;
count=fprintf(fid,'%.8f', stats(m5,n5)); 

end
fprintf(fid,'\n');

end
fclose(fid);
clear r_filel r_file2 count m5 n5;
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%0/oion_iinport.m%%%%%%file reading from 
ptobes%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

char name_array 1 =[];
sl='EAL6pl_'; %%%%ftrst string in names, first matrix group
s2-.txt'; %% data type, .txt, or .dat or .asci
no_files=81; %%no o f  files to read in from eaeg group, each group must have same number o f files
file_next=[l 1:1:91];%' 1'; %%number, stepper to designate difference, must increase sequentially
for ii=l:l:no_files;
convert=file_next(ii);
add=num2str(convert);
add2=strcat(s 1 ,add);
add3=strcat(add2,s2);
name_array 1 (ii,:)=add3;
clear add add2 add3;
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%division section, read in two files at a time, 
format long;
%name_arrayl=['vbpl.txt';'vbp2.txt';'vbp3.txt';'vbp4.txt';'vbp5.txt';'vbp6.txt';'vbp7.txt';'vbp8.txt';'vbp9.txt']; 
name_array 1 =['vbp 10.txt']; 
for j j= l: 1:1;
char name 1 =name_array 1; 
raw=dlmread(name_array 1 (jj,:),'\t');
[n,m]=size(raw);
maxp=max(raw(:,2));
[x,y]=fmd(raw(:,2)==max(raw( :,2)));
values(jj,l)=jj;
values(ij,2)=raw(x( 1), 1);
valuesQj ,3)=maxp;
clear x y maxp raw nam el;
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%Ionz_ra tio. m %%%%%%%%%%%%
%first col is temp
%second is actual values RHS of eq for each temp try

stats(jj,2)=u(point);
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%third col is actual line ratio LHS o f eq 
format long;
no_targets=6; %no of columns relative to number oflincs 
raw=[J;
final=D;
filename3-tion4mm.dat'; 
raw=dlmread(filename3,'');
[n,m]=size(raw); 
for ii=2:1 :no_targets+l; 

for j j= l : 1 :n;
[temp 1 4emp2]=fmd(raw(:,ii)<raw(jj,ii+no_targets)); 
final(jj,l)=ij; 
ifsize(templ)==0; 

entry=l;
else
row=max(temp 1); 
entry=raw(row,l);
end
final(jj,ii)=entry; 
clear entry;
end

end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%Ionz_ratio2.m%%%%%%%%%%%%
r_filel-R-';
r_file2=strcat(r_file 1 ,filename3); 
fid=fopen(r_file2,'wt');
[m,n]=size(final); 
for m5=l:l:m; 

for n5=l:l:n;
count=fprintf(fid,,%.8f', final(m5,n5)); 

end
fprintf(fid,'\n');

end
fclose(fid);
clear r_filel r_file2 count m5 n5;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%Ionz_ratio3.m%%%%%%%%%%%%

%cols are ratios for lines al33, al2 in visible (453nm, 466nm) 
write= 1; 
format long;
no_targets=ll; %no of columns relative to number oflincs 
calib=U;
raw=[];
final=[J;
filename3='vbtion24.dat'; 
ra w=dlmread(filename3');
[n,m]=size(raw);
Ne=[3.5E16 3.1E16 2.2E16 1.4E16 0.6E16 0.5E16 0.6E16 1.4E16 2.2E16 3.1E16 3.5E16]; 
temp=[ 15000:20:35000]; 
for ii= 1:1 :no_targets; 
for hh= 1:1:1000;
calib(hh)=(4.83E15/Ne(ii))*(temp(hh)A 1.5)*exp(-26.925* 1 E4/temp(hh));
end
for j j= l : 1 :n;

[temp 1 ]=find(calib(:)<raw(jj ,ii)); 
if size(tcmpl)==0;
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entry=l;
else
ro w=max(temp 1); 
entry=temp(row);
end
final(jj,ii)=entry; 
clear entry tempi; 
end 

clear calib;
end
clear raw; 
ifwrite==l;

r_filel-R-';
r_file2=strcat(r_file 1 ,filename3); 
fid=fopen(r_file2,\vt');
[m,n]=size( final); 
for m5=l:l:m; 

forn5=l:l:n;
count=fprintf(fid,'%.8ffinal(m5,n5)); 

end
fprintfCfid/Vn');

end
fclose(fid);
clear r_filel r_file2 count m5 n5;
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Langmuirl.m%%%file read in%%%%%%%%%% 
char name_arraya=[J; 
char name_arrayb=[J;
sl='ALPlplan_'; %%%%first string in names, first matrix group
s2-.txt'; %% data type, .txt, or .dat or .asci
no_files=52; %%no o f files to read in from each group, each group must have same number of files
for ii® 1:1:9;

convert=ii; 
add=num2str(ii); 
add2=strcat(s 1 ,add); 
add3=strcat(add2,s2); 
name_arraya(ii,:)=add3; 
clear add add2 add3; 
end 
ddd=l;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
for iii= 11:1 :no_files;
convert=iii;
add4=num2str(convert);
add5=strcat(s 1 ,add4);
add6=strcat( add5 ,s2);
name_arrayb(ddd, :)=add6;
ddd=ddd+l;
clear add4 add5 add6;
end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%(,oLangmuir2m%%()/()form 3D data matrix%%%% 
values=|J;
vbias( 1:47)=[-1.2:.2:8]; 
vbias(48:52)=[8.5 9 10 11 12];
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final=Q;
forjj=l:l:9;
name 1 =name_arraya(ij,:); 
raw=dlmread(name 1 ' ) ;
[n,m]=size(raw); 
values(:Jj)=raw(2000:10000,2); 
clear raw namel; 
end
%clear name_arraya; 
raw=dlmread('ALP lplan_10.txt',''); 
values(:,10)=raw(2000:10000,2); 
time=raw(2000:10000,1); 
clear raw;
iii= i;
for j j= 11:1 :no_files; 
name 1 =name_arrayb(iij,:); 
raw=dlmread(namel,'');
[n,m]=size(raw);
values(: jj)=raw(2000:10000,2);
clear raw namel;
i in i j+ i ;
end
%clear name_arrayb;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%^.»Langmuir3.m0/<)"/()Calculations,/o%%%
Me=9.1*10A-31;
A=.1727; %probc area in cm2
e=1.6*10A-19;
k=1.38*10A-23;
start=100;
stop=6500;
ccc=l;
for kk=start: 10:stop; 

vbias( 1:47)=[-1.2:.2:8]; 
vbias(48:52)=[8.5 9 10 11 12]; 
fmal(ccc, 1 )=time(kk);

%data_int(:,l )=[vbias( 1 ):.05 :vbias(52)]';
%data_int(: ,2)=interp 1 (vbias,val ues(kk,: ),data_int(:, 1),'spline');
data(:,l)=[vbias]';
data(: ,2)=[values(kk,:)]';
[x,y]=find(data(:,2)<0); 
cutoff! =x(l);
data2a=data(cutoffl :no_files,l); 
data2b=log(abs(data(cutoffl:no_files,2)/50));
[a,b]=find(data2b>-12);
[a2,b2]=polyfit(data2a(a( 1 ):a( 1 )+6),data2b(a( 1 ):a( 1 )+6), 1); 
final(ccc,2)=e/(k*a2( 1)); %Tc/K
fmal(ccc,3)=(((8*k*final(ccc,2))/(3.14*Me))A.5)/100; %vel cm/sec 
[o,p]=size(data2a);
[a3 ,b3]=polyfit(data2a(o-10:o),data2b(o-10:o), 1); 
x2=(a2(2)-a3(2))/(a3( 1 )-a2( 1)); 
y2=a2(l)*x2+a2(2); 
final(ccc,4)=exp(y2);
final(ccc,5)=(fmal(ccc,4)/(e*A))*(2*3.14*Me/(k*final(ccc,2)))A.5; %%ne in cm3 
for 111=1 :l:o;
temp(lll)=exp(data2b(lll))A2;
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end
[a4,b4]=polyfit(data2a(o-20:o),[temp(o-20:o)]',l); 

fmal(ccc,6)=((Me*9.8596*a4(l))/(2*(AA2)*eA3))A.5; %%ne orbital theory in cm3.
final(ccc,7)=x2; %plasma poten V
fmal(ccc,8)=69*(final(ccc,2)/(final(ccc,5)*10A6))A.5; %debye length, 
clear data a2 b2 a b data2a data2b data_int data cutoff x2 y2 a3 b3 a4 b4; 
ccc=ccc+l;

end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Langmuir4.m%%writefile%%%% 
write_name-ALp 15MM.txt'; 
r_ f ile l-R-';
r_file2=strcat(r_file 1, write_name); 
fid=fopen(r_file2,'wt');
[ntn]=size(final); 
for m5=l:l:m; 

for n5=l:l:n;
count=fp^intf(fid,'%5.8f,, final(m5,n5)); 

end
fprintf(fid,'\n');

end
fclose(fid);
clear r_filel r_file2 count m5 n5;
disp('FINISHED');

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%magfield.m%%%%%% 
c=20*10A-6; %capacitance 
v=2*10A3; %driving voltage 
rcoil=60; %coil resistance 
Icoil=10.11 %v/rcoil: %dc currcnt approx 
fl=.055; %former length in m 
fd=.05; %former diameter in m 
intfd=.016; %core diameter in m 
wireth=.0004; %thickness o f wire in m 
tumsl=fl/wireth; %number o f turns axially 
tumsr=(fd-intfd)/wireth; %number of turns radially 
radii=[intfd/2: wireth: fd]; 
lengths=[0: wireth:fl]; 
forir=l:l:tumsr; 

for il=l:l:tumsl;
b(ir,il)=((12.56*10A-7)*Icoil*(radii(ir))A2)/(2*(lengths(il)A2+radii(ir)A2)A1.5);

end
end
btotal=sum(b(:,:));
bfinal=sum(btotal)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%pulse.m%%%%%%
v=2*10A3;
c=8*10A-6;
q=c*v;
t=483*10A-6;
inst_c=82;%q/t;
wire_diam=.002; %wire diameter in m 
former_l=.055; %former length in m 
former_r=.02; %fomier radius in m 
first_c=.012; %diameter from inside first turn in m. 
no_l=former_l/wire_diam; %no o f turns longditually; 
no_r=former_r/wire_diam; %no o f turns radially:
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b=4*3.12*10A-7*inst_c*no_l/2; %%b field no divided by radius
edge=ro und(no_r)
invert=[];
for ii= l:l :edge;

invert(ii)= l/(first_c* .5+ii*wire_diam); 
end
scaler=sum(invert);
final_b=scaler*b %%%peak b field at center o f  former for all layers 
x=[0:.001 -.formerJ]; 
avg_r=[first_c:.003 :no_r*wire_diam]; 
row=l;
for kk= 1:1 :length(avg_r); 

forjj=l:l:length(x); 
n(rowjj)=((x(jj)/avg_r(kk))A2+l )A1.5;

end
row=row+l;
end
n_fmal=[J;
for pp= l: 1 :length(x);
n_final(pp)=sum(n(:,pp));
end
for 11=1:1 :length(x);
final_bx(ll)=final_b/n_final(ll);
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%XUV. 1%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%3D peak form%%%%%%%%% 
char name_arraya=[]; 
char name_arrayb=[J; 
profile=[];
sl='wx'; %%%%first string in names, first matrix group
s2='.dat'; %% data type, .txt, or .dat or .asci
wc=751;
xn=l 1; %%number o f  space resolved points
tn=14; %%number o f time resolved points
for ii=l:l:xn; 
clear add2; 
add=num2str(ii); 
add2=strcat(sl,add); 
clear add; 
forjj=l:l:tn; 
add3=num2str(jj); 

add4=strcat(add2,t,); 
add5=strcat(add4,add3); 
add6=strcat(add5,s2); 

clear add3 add4 add5; 
ra w=dlmread(add6); 
value=max(raw(wc-2:wc+2)); 
profile(ii j j  )=value; 
clear value add6 raw; 
end 
end

write_name='. txt'; 
r_file l='Wal9-284'; 
r_file2=strcat(r_file 1 ,write_name); 
fid=fopen(r_file2,'wt');
[m,n]=size(profile);
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for m5=l:l:m; 
for n5=l:l:n; 

count=fprintf(fid,'°/o5.8f \  profile(m5,n5)); 
end

fprintf(fid,'\nr);
end
fclose(fid);
clear r_filel r_file2 count m5 n5 n m;
disp('FINISHED');
clear all;
%%%%%%%%%%%%XUV2.m%%%%%%%%%%%%Ionization ratio%%%

format long;
a=0;
b=0;
divl='Pal9-284.txt'; 
div2-Pal8-285.txt'; 
raw=dlmread(div 1); 
ra w2=dlmread(di v2); 
temprange=[ 120000:100:400000];
[t]=length(temprange); 
for cc=l:l:t;
values(cc)=(2.969E-4)*(temprange(cc)A1.5)*exp(-32.4678E5/temprange(cc));
end
ratio=[];
ratio2=[J;
[mm^in]=size(ra w2); 
forkk=l:l:m m  

fortt= l:l:nn-l; 
a=raw(kk,tt); 
b=raw2(kk,tt); 
ratio(kk,tt)=(a/b);

[temp 1 ]=find(values<ratio(kk,tt)); 
ifsize(tem pl)=0; 

entry = 1; 
else

entry =temprange(max( temp 1)); 
end

ratio2(kk,tt)=entry; 
clear entry;

end
end

s5-.txt'; 
s6=TF; 
s7-ratio'; 
r_filel='284-285'; 
r_file2=strcat(s6,r_file 1); 
r_file2a=strcat(r_file2,s5); 
r_file3=strcat(s7>r_file 1); 
r_file3a=strcat(r_file3 ,s5); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
fid=fopen(r_file2a,'wt,);
[m^i]=size(ratio2);
form5=l:l:m;

forn5=l:l:n;
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count=fprintf(fid,K)/o5.5fratio2(m5,n5)); 
end

fprintf(fid,'\n');
end
felose(fid);
clear r_file2 r_file2a count m5 n5 m n;
disp('FINISHED');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
id=fopen(r_file3a,'wt');
[m,n]=size(ratio); 
for m5=l:l:m; 

forn5=l:l:n;
count=fprintf(fid,'%5.5fratio(m5,n5)); 

end
fprintf(fid,'\nr);

end
fclose(fid);
clear r_filel r_file3 r_file3a count m5 n5; 
disp('FINISHED');
% % % % % % % A L8 Boltzmann plots% % % % % 0/o0/o% % % % XU V% % 0/o% % % % % % % % % % %
save=l;
raw4=[];
raw4a=[];
raw4b=[];
data2=[];
s='23xl2t'; %%%%first string in names, first matrix group
sa='24xl2t';
sb='25xl2t';
s i - xl';
s2-.dat'; %% data type, .txt, or .dat or .asci
xt= 15; %%number of time resolved points
for ii= l: 1 :xt; 
add4=num2str(ii); 
add5=strcat(s,add4); 
add6=strcat(add5 ,s2); 
add5a=strcat(sa,add4); 
add6a=strcat(add5a,s2); 
add5b=strcat(sb,add4); 
add6b=strcat(add5b,s2); 
raw4=dlmread(add6); 
raw4a=dlmread(add6a); 
raw4b=dlmread(add6b);

w=[32.531 32.82 28.5467 25.0139 24.7401 24.845 25.1347 28.912]; 
gf=[.093254 .1210598 .953015 .53456 .11015 .33426 .53456 .6834];
E=[309110 309110 397020 404200 404200 404200 444570 608100J;
l(7)=(sum(raw4b(253:287))*21)/21;
l(8)=(sum(raw4b( 199:214))*2* 15)/l 5;
l(5)=(sum(raw4a(701:719))*2* 18)/l 8;
l(3)=(sum(raw4(697:724))*27)/27;
1( 1 )=(sum(raw4(763:788))* 15)/15; 
l(2)=(sum(raw4(742:763))*21)/21; 
l(4)=(sum(raw4(670:697))*27)/27; 
l(6)=(sum(raw4a(604:630))*26)/26;
%1(5)=1(6); 
for yy = 1:1:8
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data(yy,l)=log((l(yy)*w(yy)A3)/gf(yy));
data(yy,2)=E(yy);
end
slope=poly fit(data( :,2),data(:, 1), 1); 
temp(ii)=(slope( 1 )*-1 )A-1;
%clear slope 1 data raw rawa rawb add4 add5 add6 add4a add5a add6a add4b add5b add6b;
end
if sa v e = l; 
s3-.txt';
write_name=strcat(s l,s3); 
r_file 1 ='T A18Bltz-'; 
r_flle2=strcat(r_file 1 ,write_name); 
fid=fopen(r_file2,'wt');
[m,n]=size(temp); 

for n5=l:l:n; 
count=fprintf(fid,'% 5.8ftemp(n5)); 
fprintf*( fid^Vn'); 

end
fclose(fid);

clear r_filel r_file2 count m5 n5 n m;
disp('FINISHED');
end

%%%%%%%AL6 Boltzmann plots%%%%%%%%XUV%%%%%%%%
save=l;
raw4=[];
raw4a=[];
s='23x2t'; %%%%flrst string in names, first matrix group
sa='24x2t';
sl='x2'; %%write line
s2-.dat'; %% data type, .txt, or .dat or .asci
xt=15; %%number of time resolved points
for ii=l:l:xt; 
ii=14;
add4=num2str(ii);
add5=strcat(s,add4);
add6=strcat(add5,s2);
add5 a=strcat( sa,add4);
add6a=strcat(add5a,s2);
raw4=dlmread(add6);
raw4a=dlmread(add6a);

w=[31.2237 31.0907 30.7249 30.8563 24.3766 27.5343]; 
gf=[.2558 .20417 .258821 .199986 .6412 .1227];
E=[323002 325469 325469 326815 451396 451396];
l(l)=sum(raw4a(23:53));
l(2)=sum(raw4a(61:89));
l(3)=sum(raw4a( 161:172))*2;
l(4)=sum(ra w4a( 137:153)) *2;
1( 5 )=sum(ra w4(844:887)); 
l(6)=sum(raw4a(923.930)); 
for yy=l:l:6;
data(yy,l)=log((l(yy)*w(yy)A2)/gf(yy));
end
data(l,2)=E(l);
data(2,2)=E(2);
data(3,2)=E(3);
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data(4,2)=E(4);
data(5,2)=E(5);
data(6,2)=E(6);
slope=poly fit( data(: ,2),data(:, 1), 1); 
temp(ii)=(slope( 1 )* - 1)A-1;
clear slope 1 data raw rawa add4 add5 add4a add5a add6a a add5b;
end
if s a v e = l;
s3=’.txt';
write_name=strcat(sl,s3); 
r_filel='A16Bltz-'; 
r_file2=strcat(r_file 1 ,write_name); 
fid=fopen(r_file2,,wtr);
[m,n]=size(temp); 

for n5=l:l:n; 
count=fprintf(fid,'%5. 8 f temp(n5)); 
fprintf(fid,'\n‘); 

end 
fclose(fid);
clear r_filel r_file2 count m5 n5 n m;
disp('FINISHED');
end
%%%Spectra3_GO.ra%%minimize error fit to iterate the range of w-half-gaussian %%%°/oeach
variable is varied separately.
format long;
w_test_temp=[];
w_test_range_temp=[];
w_test_peak_temp=[];
w_test=[];
w_diff=[];
w_diff2=[];
count_r=[j;
wave_r=[j;
w_best_fit=[];
w_test_range=[];
w_difT_center=[J;
w_difif2_center=[];
final_fit=[];
point_step= 1;
for line_step=line_start: 1 :line_stop; 
wave_lside=array_2(point_step,5); 
wave_rside=array_2(point_step,6); 
line_step
w0=array_2(point_step,2); %0/ocentral peak frequency raw_data 
co unt_r_raw=array _main( wave_lside: wa ve_rside,line_step);
wave_r_raw=array_main(wave_lside:wave_rside,l); %%range of wavelengths that the line exist over 
w_length=length( wa ve_r_ra w);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%interpo 
late raw data
wave_r=wave_r_raw( 1 ):.01: wave_r_raw(w_length); 
count_r=interp 1 (wave_r_raw,count_r_raw,wave_r,'cubic');
[new_peak 1 >new_peak2]=max(count_r); 
wO=wave_r( ne w_peak2);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
w_0=length(count_r);
w_l=length(wave_r);
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area=sum(count_r_raw)*(wave_r_raw(w_length)-wave_r_raw(l))/w_length;
wave_half_r=(.25:(wave_r( l)-wave_r(w_l))/-200:(wave_r( 1 )-wave_r(w_l))*-l .5); %%range of half
widths that the line exist over
w_12=length(wave_half_r);
for width4=l:l:w_12; 
for width5_temp=l: 1 :w_l;

w_test_temp(width5_temp)=(area/(wave_half_r(width4)*1.2529964))*exp((-2*(wave_r(width5_temp)-
wO)A2)/wave_half_r(width4)A2);
end y_base=abs(min(coimt_r_raw))+abs(min(w_test_temp));

[t_w 1 ,t_w2]=max(w_test_temp-y_base); 
for width5=l: 1 :w_l;
w_test(width5)=new_peak 1 *((w_test_temp(width5)-y_base)/t_w 1);
end

for width6=l: 1 :w_l; 
w_diff(width6)=(sqrt((w_test(width6)-coiint_r(width6))A2))A2;

end
w_diff2(width4)=sum(w_diff);

end
[w_b 1 ,w_b2]=min(w_difI2); 
w_best(point_step)=wa ve_half_r( w_b2);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%°/<>now have optimized width-halfmax 
wavelength best guess%%%%%
%%change the central wavelengths to check lmeshift%%%% 
wO_range=[ wO-. 12: .01: w0+.12];
% w0_range=454.932; 

w_13=length( w0_range); 
for width8=1:1: w_13; 

for width9_temp= 1:1: w_l; 
w_test_range_temp(width9_temp)=(area/(w_best(point_step)* 1.2529964))*exp((- 

2*(wave_r(width9_temp)-w0_range(width8))A2/(w_best(point_step))A2)); 
end
y_base2=abs(min(count_r_raw))+abs(min(w_test_range_temp));

[t_c 1, t_c2 ] =ma x (w_te st_range_te mp - y _b a se 2); 
for width9= 1:1: w_l;
w_test_range(width9)=(new_peak 1 )*((w_test_range_temp(width9)-y_base2)/t_c 1);

end
for width 10=1:1:w_l; 

w_diff_center(width 10)=(sqrt(( w_test_range(width 10)-count_r( width 10))A2))A2; 
end
w_diff2_center(width8)=sum(w_diff_center);
[w_c 1, w_c2]=min(w_diff2_center); 
w_best_center(point_step)=w0_range(w_c2);

end
%%%%now have optimized center wavelength best guess
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%final alogrithm to best guess peak value%%%
%w0_peak=[array_2(point_step, 1 )-250:100:array_2(point_step, 1 )+2000];
wO_peak=new_peakl ;%[new_peakl -200:20:new_peakl+100];
w_14=length (w0_peak);
for width 12_temp= 1:1 :w_l;
w_test_peak_temp(widthl 2_temp)=(area/(w_best(point_step)* 1.2529964))*exp((- 
2*(wave_r(widthl2_temp)-w_best_center(point_step))A2/(w_best(point_step))A2));

end
y_base3=abs(min(count_r_raw))+abs(min(w_test_peak_temp));
[t_d 1 ,t_d2]=max(w_test_peak_temp);
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for width 11=1:1: w_14; 
for width 12=1:1: w_l;

w_test_peak( width 12)=(w0_peak(width 11)) * (w_test_peak_temp( width 12)-y_base3)/t_d 1;
end

for width 13=1:1: w_l;
w_peak(width 13 )=(sqrt((w_test_peak(width 13 )-count_r( width 13 ))A2))A2; 
end
w_peak2( width 1 l)=sum(w_peak);
[w_d 1 ,w_d2]=min(w_peak2); 
w_best_peak(point_step)=w0_peak(w_d2);

end
%%%%now have optimized center peak value%%%%%best guess
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%
w_best_fit( 1:601,1 )=[(wave_r( 1 ):(wave_r( 1)-wave_r(w_l))/-600: wave_r(w_l))] 
for width7_temp=l: 1:601;

w_best_fit_temp(width7_temp)=(area/(w_best(point_step)* 1,2529964))*exp(- 
2*(w_best_fit(width7_temp)-w_best_center(point_step))A2/(w_best(point_step))A2);
end

y_base4=abs(min(count_r_raw))+abs(min(w_best_fit_temp)); 
[w_fl,w_f2]=max(w_best_fit_temp-y_base4); 
for width7=l: 1:601;

w_best_fit(width7,2)=((w_best_fit_temp(width7)-y_base4)/w_fl)*w_best_peak(point_step);
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%
%w_best_center(point_step)
[b_d 1 ,b_d2]=max(w_best_fit(: ,2));
fmal_fit(point_step,l)=w_best_fit(b_d2,2); %%%peak value best fit 
final_fit(point_step,2)=w_best_fit(b_d2,l); %%%wave center best fit

final_fit(point_step,3)=w_best(point_step); %%%halfmax wave best fit
fmal_fit(point_step,4)=((w_best_fit(601,1 )-w_best_fit( 1,1))*sum(w_best_fit(:,2)))/601; %%%integrated 
%%area under line best fit 
point_step=point_step+1;
%figure;
%plot(wave_r,count_r,'*b');
%hold on;
%plot(w_best_fit(:, 1 ),w_best_fit(:,2));
%plot(wave_r_raw,count_r_raw,’r*’)
%hold off;
clear wave„r wave_l count_r wave_r wave_half_r w_test w_diff w_diff2 w0_range w_best_fit_temp 
w_test_temp;
clear w_test_range w_diff_center w_diff2_center w0_peak w_test_peak w_peak w_peak2 w_peak_fit
count_r_raw wave_r_raw;
end
clear w_best w_best_center w_best_peak;%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%
%%%Spectra3_LO.m%%minimize error fit to iterate the range of w-half-Lorentzian %%%%each
variable is varied separately.
format long;
w_test_temp=[];
w_test_range_temp=[];
w_test_peak_temp=[];
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w_test=[];
w_diff=[];
w_diff2=jj;
count_r=[];
wave_r=[];
w_best_fit=[];
w_test_range=[J;
w_difjf_center=[];
w_diff2_center=[];
final_fit=[];
print_command=2;
point_step=l;
for line_step=line_start: 1 :line_stop; 
wave_lside=array_2(point_step,5); 
wave_rside=array_2(point_step,6); 
line_step
w0=array_2(point_step,2); %%central peak frequency raw_data 
count_r_raw=array_main(wave_lside:wave_rside,line_step);
wave_r_raw=array_main(wave_lside:wave_rside,l); %%range of wavelengths that the line exist over 
w_length=length(wave_r_raw);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% interpo 
late raw data
wave_r=wave_r_raw( 1): .01: wave_r_raw(w_length); 
count_r=interp 1 (wave_r_raw,count_r_raw,wave_r,'cubic');
[new_peak 1 *new_peak2]=max(count_r); 
w0=wave_r(new_peak2);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
w_0=length(count_r); 
w_l=length( wave_r);
area=sum(count_r_raw)*(wave_r_raw(w_length)-wave_r_raw( 1 ))/w_length;
wave_half_r=(.25:(wave_r( l)-wave_r(w_l))/-200:(wave_r( 1 )-wave_r(w_l))*-1.5); <>range of half
widths that the line exist over
w_12=length( wave_half_r);
for width4=l:l:w_12;
for width5_temp= 1:1 :w_l;

w_test_temp(width5_temp)=(2*area/3.14)*(wave_half_r(width4)/(4*(wave_r(width5_temp)-
wO)A2+(wave_half_r(width4))A2));
end

i f min(co unt_r_ra w)>min( w_test_temp);
y_base=min(count_r_raw)-min(w_test_temp); 

elseif min (co unt_r_ra w) <m in (w_te st_tc mp);
y_base=(min(w_test_temp) -min(count_r_ra w)) * -1;

end
[t_w 1 ,t_w2]=max( w_test_temp+y _base); 
for width5= 1:1 :w_l;
w_test(width5)=new_peak 1 * (w_test_temp( width5)/t_w 1 )+y_base; 

end
for width6=l:l:w_l; 

w_diff(width6)=(sqrt((w_test(width6)-count_r(width6))A2))A2;
end
w_diff2(width4)=sum(w_diff);

end
[w_b 1 ,w_b2]=min( w_diff2); 
w_best(point_step)=wave_half_r(w_b2);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%°/onow have optimized width-halfmax 
wavelength%%%%%best guess
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%%change the central wavelengths to check lineshift0 <»%%% 
wO_range=[wO-. 12:.01 :w0+. 12];
% wO _range =454.903; 
w_13=length(wO_range); 
for width8=1:1: w_13; 

for width9_temp= 1:1: w_l; 
w_test_range_temp(width9_temp)=(2*area/3.14)*(w_best(point_step)/(4*(wave_r(width9_temp)- 

wO_range(width8))A2+(w_best(point_step))A2)); 
end
if (count_r_raw( 1 )+count_r_raw(w_length))*.5>min(w_test_range_temp);

y_base2=(count_r_raw( 1 )+count_r_raw(w_length))*.5-min(w_test_range_temp);

elseif (count_r_raw( 1 )+count_r_raw(w_length))*.5<min(w_test_range_temp);
y_base2=(min(w_test_range_temp)-(count_r_raw( 1 )+count_r_raw(w_length))*.5 )*-1;

end
[t_c 1 ,t_c2]=max(w_test_range_temp+y_base2); 

for width9=l:l:w_l;
w_test_range( width9)=(new_peak 1 )*(w_test_range_temp(width9)/t_c 1 )+y_base2;

end
for width 10= 1:1:w_l;
w_diff_center(width 10)=(sqrt((w_test_range(width 10)-count_r( width 10)) A2))A2; 
end
w_diff2_center(width8)=sum(w_diff_center);
[w_c 1 ,w_c2]=min(w_diff2_center); 
w_best_center(point_step)=w0_range(w_c2); 

end %%%%now have optimized center wavelength%%%%%best guess 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%final alogrithm to best guess peak value%%% 
%w0_peak=[array_2(point_step, 1 )-250:100:array_2(point_step, 1 )+2000]; 
w0_peak=ne w_peak 1 ;%[new_peak1 -200:20:ne w_peak 1+100]; 
w_14=length(w0_peak); 

for width 12_temp= 1:1: w_l;
w_test_peak_temp( width 12_temp)=(2 * area/3.14)*(w_best(point_step)/(4*(wave_r( width 12_temp)- 

w_best_center(point_step))A2+(w_best(point_step))A2));
end

if (count_r_raw( 1 )+count_r_raw(w_length)):4t.5>min(w_test_peak_temp);
y _base 3=( co unt_r_ra w (1 )+count_r_raw(w_length))*.5-min(w_test_peak_temp); 

elseif (count_r_raw( l)+count_r_raw(w_length))*.5<min(w_test_peak_temp);
y_base3=(min(w_test_peak_temp)-(count_r_raw(l)+count_r_raw(w_length))*.5 )*-l;

end
[t_d 1 ,t_d2]=max( w_test_peak_temp+y_base3); 

for width 11=1:1: w_14;
for widthl2=l:l:w_l;

w_test_peak(widthl2)=(w0_peak(widthl 1 ))*(w_test_peak_temp(widthl2)/t_dl )+y_base3;
end

for width 13=1:1: w_l;
w_peak(width 13)=(sqrt((w_test_peak(width 13)-count_r(width 13))A2))A2; 
end
w_peak2( width 11 )=sum(w_peak);
[w_dl ,w_d2]=min(w_peak2); 
w_best_peak(point_step)=w0_peak(w_d2);

end
%%%%now have optimized center peak value%%%%%best guess
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%
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w _ b e s t _ f i t (  i ;601, l)=[(wave_r( 1 ):(wave_r(l )-wave_r(w_l))/-600: wave_r(w_l))]'; 
for width7_temp= 1:1:601;
w_best_fit_temp(width7_temp)=(2*area/3.14)*(w_best(point_step)/(4*(w_best_fit(width7_temp)-

w_best_center(point_step))A2+(w_best(point_step))A2));
end

if (count_r_raw( 1 )+count_r_raw(w_length))*.5>min(w_best_fit_temp);
y_base4=(count_r_raw(l)+count_r_raw(w_length))*.5-min(w_best_fit_temp); 

elseif (count_r_raw(l)+count_r_raw(w_length))*.5<min(w_best_fit_temp);
y_base4=(min(w_best_fit_temp)-(count_r_raw( 1 )+count_r_raw(w_length))*.5 )*-1;

end
[w_fl,w_f2]=max(w_best_fit_temp+y_base4); 
for width7=l: 1:601;

w_best_fit(width7,2)=(w_best_fit_temp(width7)/w_fl)*w_best_peak(point_step)+y_base4;
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%
%w_best_center(point_step)
[b_d 1 ,b_d2]=max(w_best_fit(:,2));
final_fit(point_step, 1 )=w_best_fit(b_d2,2); %%%peak value best fit 
final_fit(point_step,2)=w_best_fit(b_d2,1); %%%wave center best fit 
final_fit(point_step,3)=w_best(point_step); %%%halfmax wave best fit
final_fit(point_step,4)=((w_best_fit(601,1 )-w_best_fit( 1,1 ))*sum(w_best_fit(:,2)))/601; %%%integrated 
area under line best fit
final_fit(point_step,5)=line_start+point_step; %%°/<.index on cdd array 
point_step=point_step+l; 
if  print_command= 1; 
figure;
plot( wave_r,count_r,'*b'); 
hold on;
plot( w_best_fit(:, 1 ),w_best_fit(: ,2)); 
plot(wave_r_raw,co imt_r_raw,'r*') 
hold off;
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%
clear wave_r wave_l count_r wave_r wave_half_r w_test w_diflf w_diff2 w0_range w_best_fit_temp 
w_test_temp;
clear w_test_range w_diff_center w_diff2_center w0_pcak w_test_peak w_peak w_peak2 w_peak_fit 
count_r_raw wave_r_raw;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%
end
clear w_best w_best_center w_best_peak;%

%%%%%minimize error fit to iterate the range of w-half-Lorentzian %%%%multi-variable program
which iterates all possible values simultaneously%%%%5
format long;
w_test_temp=[];
w_test_range_temp=[J;
w_test_peak_temp=[];
w_test=[];
w_diff=[J;
w_diff2=[];
count_r=[];
wave_r=[];
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w_best_fit=[]; 
w_test_range=[J; 
w_difY_center=[]; 
w_diff2_center=[]; 
final_fit=Q; 
print_command= 1; 
point_step=l;
for line_step=line_start: 1 :line_stop; 
wave_lside=array_2(point_step,5); 
wave_rside=array_2(point_step,6); 
line_step
w0=array_2 (point_step,2); %%central peak frequency raw_data 
count_r_raw=array_main(wave_lside:wave_rside,line_step);
wave_r_raw=array_main(wave_lside:wave_rside,l); %%range of wavelengths that the line exist over 
w_length=length( wa ve_r_ra w);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% interpo 
late raw data
wave_r=wave_r_raw( 1): .01: wave_r_raw(w_length); 
count_r=interp 1 (wave_r_raw,count_r_raw,wave_r,'cubic');
[new_peak 1 ,new_peak2]=max(count_r); 
w0=wave_r(new_peak2);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
w_0=length (co unt_r); 
w_l=length( wave_r);
wave_half_r=(.25:(wave_r(l)-wave_r(w_l))/-200:(wave_r(l)-wave_r(w_l))*-1.5); %%range of half 
widths that the line exist over 
w_12=length(wave_half_r); 
y_ba sc A=min (co unt_r);
count_r_temp( 1 :w_l)=count_r( 1 :w_l)-y_baseA; 
area=sum(count_r_temp)*(wave_r(w_l)-wave_r( 1 ))/w_l; 
for width4=l:l:w_12; 
for width5_temp= 1:1: w_l;

w_test_temp(width5_temp)=(2*area/3.14)*(wave_half_r(width4)/(4*(wave_r(width5_temp)-
wO)A2+(wave_half_r(width4))A2));
end
low 1 =min(w_test_temp); 
low2=min(count_r_temp); 
y_baseB=low2-low 1; 
w_test( 1 :w_l)=w_test_temp( 1 :w_l); 

for width6= 1:1: w_l;
w_difT(width6)=(sqrt((w_test(width6)-count_r_temp(width6))A2))A2;

end
w _diff2 (w id th 4 )= su m (w _ d iff);

end
[w_b 1 ,w_b2]=min(w_difT2); 
w_best(point_step)=wave_half_r(w_b2);
w_best_fit( 1:601, l)=[(wave_r( 1 ):(wave_r( 1 )-wave_r(w_l))/-600: wave_r(w_l))]'; 
for width7_temp=l: 1:601;
w_best_fit_temp(width7_temp)=(2*area/3.14)*(w_best(point_step)/(4*(w_best_fit(width7_temp)-

wO)A2+(w_best(point_step))A2));
end
low7=min(w_best_fit_temp(:,2));
low8=min(count_r);
y_base4=low8-low7;
w_best_fit( 1:601,2)=[w_best_fit_temp( 1:601 )]'+y_base4;
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%%%%%%%%%%%fc%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%
%w_best_center(point_step)
[b_d 1 ,b_d2]=max( w_best_fit(: ,2));

final_fit(point_step, 1 )=w_best_fit(b_d2,2); %%%peak value best fit 
final_fit(point_step,2)=w_best_fit(b_d2,1); %%%wave center best fit 
final_fit(point_step,3)=w_best(point_step); %%%halfmax wave best fit 

fmal_fit(point_step,4)=area;%((w_best_fit(601,1 )-w_best_fit( 1,1 ))*sum(w_best_fit(:,2)))/601; 
%%%integrated area under line best fit
final_fit(point_step,5)=line_start+point_step; %%%index on cdd array 
point_step=point_step+1; 
if  print_command=2; 
figure;
plot( wa ve_r,count_r,' *b'); 
hold on;
plot(w_best_fit(:, 1 ),w_best_fit(: ,2)); 
plot(wave_r_raw,count_r_raw,'r*') 
hold off; 
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%
clear wave_r wave_l count_r wave_r wave_half_r w_test w_diff w_dif¥2 w_best_fit_temp w_test_temp; 
clear area count_r_raw wave_r_raw;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%
end
clear w_best w_best_center;

///////////////////////////////////////La ngm u i r 1 .Q!Ill III III I III ////////////////////// ////////////////////
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <conio.h>
#include <math.h>
#define delta_vb 59/*no of files with diff bias V same probe*/
#define real_value 25/*n umber of temporal values to be saved*/
#define first 75/* point in time amongest waveform to start entries*/
#define width 2 /*out put from lab view*/
#defme length 500 /*length of waveform*/
#define tmax 5*pow 10(-6); /*far right in oscilliscope window*/
#define tmin 0; /*initial time in oscilliscope window*/ 
void main()
{
FILE *fp, *stream; /*fp is a pointer to a file for readin, stream is for file write*/
int number, i, k, k2, k3, k4, k5, k6, k7, k9, nline, nline2;
int nline3, nline4, nline5, nline6, nline7, nline8, nline9, nline 10;
int v_counter, v_counter2, counter, level, stepper, extraline, ref_position;
int trst, vsvb, vsvb2, vsvb3, vsvb4, sign_test, ref_position2;
int slope_change, end_value, test_val2, test_val3;
int dvc, sub_delta_vb, refer, entry, sub_first;
IIIIIHIIIIiniHHIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIHIIIIIII
int write=l; /*set to 0 for no write, set to 1 for write*/
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIH IIH IIIII
char string[delta_vb][15], filestepper[7], type[5];
char pathpcl[50],pathpc2[40];
char lp_fnames[delta_vb][40]; /* final array of file names and paths*/
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char *strl = "\123_",
char *str2 = " txt",
char *str3 = "a \\",
char *str4 = "\" ",
float axy 1, bxy2, bx2a, bx2b,
float by2a, by2b, ay la, ay lb, ax la, ax lb,
float cxy2, cx2a, cx2b, cy2a, cy2b,
float c l , c2, aslope, bslope, xcc, ycc, A, A l, B, B l, A2, B2,
float buffer[1000],
float main_array[real_value][width][delta_vb], /*mam array where all waveforms are read into*/
float temp_main_array[length][width], /*main array where all waveforms are read into for a set vbias*/
float v_imtial, diff_value, adjust_val,
float v_stepper, min_vb, sheath, e_perm,
float v_actual,
float v_values[delta_vb],
float IV_form[delta_vb][2],
float lnIV_form[delta_vb][2],
float DIDV[delta_vb][2],
float vslope[delta_vb-l][3],
float FINAL_vplasma[real_value][l I],
float vb_diff[delta_vb-l],
float temp, temp2, temp3, temp4, temp5, temp6,
float temp7, temp8, temp9, temp 10, temp 11, temp 12, temp 13, temp 14, temp 15, temp 16, temp 18,
float tempi7, sheath_r,
float e=l 6*powl0(-19),
float boltzmann=l 38*powl0(-23),
float pie=3 141592654,
float Me=9 11 *pow 10(-31),
float Te, No, Ne, Ne_acc, Ve, debye_L,
float Ap= 1727, /*area of probe m cm squared*/
float VB=15 0,
float ref_voltage,
sub_delta_vb=delta_vb,
sub_first=first,
end_value=real_value,
templ3=tmax,
templ4=tmm,
k3=0, /*used to write data to files*/
nline=0,
vsvb=0,
vsvb2=K),
vsvb3=0,
nline3=0,
temp7=0 0,
temp4=0 0,
slope_change=l,
v_imtial=0 0,
v_stepper=0 10,
iiiiiinm iiiiH iiiiiiiiiiiiiH iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
stepper= 1, /*value to allow stepping through time values*/
IlllflllllfllllllflllllilliilfUllflllllllllinill/
clrscr(),
i=0,
for (i=0, i<sub_delta_vb, i++) /*first loop to increment the number after the file name main*/
{
number=i+l,
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/*pnntfi("\n %d", i),*/ 
strcpy(*(stnng+i), strl), 
strcpy(type, str2),
/*itoa(mt,string,numbertype(e g decimal-10))*/ 
itoa(number, filestepper, 10), 
strcat(*(stnng+i), filestepper), 
strcat(*(stnng+i), type),
/*pnntf("\n %s %d", *(stnng+i), 1), /*stnng containd the file names and type*/
}
iiiiiiiiiiiifiiiiiiitiiiiiiHUiiiiuiiiiiuiiiiiiumnii
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
for (k=0,k<sub_delta_vb,k-H-) /*second loop to place a \ and " in file name string for fp-fopen*/
{
/*pnntf("\n %d", k),*/ 
refer=0,
nline=0, //line stepper for file read-in// 
entry=0,
strcpy(pathpcl ,str3), 
strcpy(pathpc2,str4), 
strcat(pathpcl, *(stnng+k)),
/*pnntfC’\n %s %d", pathpcl, k),*/ 
strcpy(*(lp_fnames+k), pathpcl),
/*pnntf("\n %s", *(lp_fhames+k)),*/
fp = fopen(pathpcl,"r"), /*open command and read*/
/*printf("\n %s", pathpc 1), /*(final array of annotated paths*/
while(fgets(buffer, 1000, fp)'=NULL )
{
sscanf(buffer, "%f % f’, &temp_main_array[nline][l], &temp_main_array[nhne][0]),
/*printfi("\n % lOf % 10f', temp_main_array[nline][l], temp_main_array[nline][0]),*/ 
nlme++,
}
/*pnntfi("\n % lOf % 10F, temp_main_array[499][l], temp_main_array[499][0]),*/
fclose(lj>),
free(pathpcl),
free(pathpc2),
entry=sub_first,
do{
main_array[refer] [0][k]=temp_main_array [entry] [0], 
main_array[refer][ 1 ][k]=temp_main_array [entry] [ 1 ],
/♦pnntfC’Vn % 1 Of % 1 OF, temp_main_array[entry][0], temp_main_array[entry][l]),*/ 
entry+=stepper,
/*entry+=50,/*, this can be used to get every n entry*/ 
refer++,
} while(refer<end_value),
free(temp_main_array),
free(bufTer),
}
free(filestepper),
free(stnng),
free(type),
free(lp_fhames),
/*pnntf("\n % f %F, main_array[0][0][0], main_array[0][0][l]),*/
lllllllllllfllllllflliilfitlliliiililiiillllllllillllilllll 
/*v_values[0]=-l 0, 
v_vahies[l]=- 9, 
v_values[2]=- 8,
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v_values[3]=- 7, 
v_values[4]=- 6, 
v_values[5]=- 5, 
v_values[0]=- 3, */ 
v_values[0]=- 25, 
v_values[l]=- 2, 
v_values[2]=- 15, 
v_values[3]=-0 1, 
v_values[4]--0 05, 
v_counter2=5,
for(v_counter=0,v_counter<46,v_counter++)
{
v_actual=v_mitial+v_stepper*v_counter,
v_values[v_counter2]=v_actual,
/*pnntf("%f %d\n", v_values[v_counter], v_counter2),*/
v_counter2++,
v_actual=0 0,
}
/*pnntf("\n%f %d\n", v_values[45], v_counter2),*/
v_values[51]=5 0,
v_values[52]=5 5,
v_values[53]=6 0,
v_values[54]=6 5,
v_values[55]~7 0,
v_values[56]=7 5,
v_values[57]=8 0,
v_values[58]=9,
/*pnntf("\n%f %d\n", v_values[56], v_counter2), */
lllllllllllllillllllllllllHllllllllillllllillllfllllllllli
trst=0, /*time stepper*/
do{
temp7=0 0,
vsvb=0,
do{
/*pnntfC'\n % 8f %d", temp7, vsvb),*/ 
temp7=main_array[trst] [0] [vsvb],
/*pnntf("\n % 8f %d", temp7, vsvb),*/
IV_form[vsvb] [0]=temp7,
IV_form[vsvb][ 1 ]=v_values[vsvb],
/♦pnntflC'Vn % f% f\ IV_form[vsvb][0], IVJbnn[vsvb][l]),*/ 
vsvb++,
} while(vsvb<sub_delta_vb),
/*pnntf("\n % f% f', IV_form[0][0], IV_form[0][l]),*/
/*pnntfl("\n % f\ main_array[0][0][0]),*/
///////////////////////////////////////
vsvb2=0,
nlme5=0,
nhne8=0,
do{
if(IVJorm[vsvb2][0]<0 && IV_form[vsvb2+l][0]<0 

&&IV_form[vsvb2+2][0]<0 && IV_form[vsvb2+3][0]<0 
&&IV_form[vsvb2+4][0]<0 && IV _form[vsvb2+5][0]<0) 
sign_test=2, 

else(sign_test=0, vsvb2++, nline5++),
} while(sign_test< 1),
pnntf("\n %d % f % f % f\ nlme5, IY_form[nhne5j[0], IV_form[nlme5][l], IV_form[nline5+l][0]),
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///////////////////////////////////////
temp 18=0 0, /* approx ion sat current*/
/♦temp 18=(sqrt(pow(IV_form[nhne5-1 ][0], 2))+sqrt(pow(IV_form[nlme5-2][0],
2))+sqrt(pow(IV_fonn[nline5-3][0], 2)))/3,*/ 
ref_voltage=-3 0*powl0(-8), 
ref_position=0,
/*for(nline 10=nhne5 ,nline 10<5+nline5 ,nhne 10++){ 

if(I V_form[nline 10] [0]>ref_voltage) 
ref_position=nhne 10,
}

/*pnntf("\n %d", ref_position),*/
if(ref_position=-0)
ref_position2=0,
else(ref_position2=ref_position-nline5+1),
////////////////////////////////////// 
tempi 1=0, 
temp 12=0, 
test_val3=nhne5,
/♦pnntff \n %dB, ref_position2),*/
/*pnntf(n\n % f% f\ IV_form[nline5][0], IV_form[nhne5][l]),*/ 
tempi l=sqrt(pow(log(sqrt(pow(IV_forrn[nhne5+ref_position2][0]) 2))), 2)), 
for(nline8=ref_position2+nlme5+l ,nline8< 10+nline5,nline8++){ 
temp 12=sqrt(pow(log(sqrt(pow(IV_form[nlme8][0], 2))), 2)), 
if(temp 11 <=temp 12){ 

tempi l=temp 12, 
test__val3=nline8,

}
/*pnntf(‘'\n%d % f% f% d”, nline8, tempi 1, templ2, test_val3),*/

}
/*pnntf(n\n %d %d % f% f\ nline8, test_val3, IV_form[test_val3][0], IVJbrm[test_yal3][l]),*/ 
////////////////////////////////////// 
vsvb3=0, 
temp6=0, 
nline7=test_val3, 
nline6=nline7,
/*pnntf("\n %d", nline6),*/ 
do{
temp6=IV_form[nlme6][0]-temp 18, 
lnIV_form[vsvb3] [0]=log(sqrt(pow(temp6, 2))), 
lnIV_form[vsvb3][ 1 ]=IV_form[nhne6][ 1 ],
/*pnntf("\n %d %f %fvnM, vsvb3, lnIV_form[vsvb3][0], lnIV_form[vsvb3][l]),*/
vsvb3++,
nhne6++,
} whi Ie(vsvb3<sub_delta_vb-nline7),
/*pnntf(”\n %d", vsvb3),
pnntfC'Nn %f % f\ lnIV_form[0][0], lnIV_fonn[0][13), 
pnntf("\n %f % f', lnIV_form[l][0], lnIV Jbrm [l][l]),*/
///////////////////////////////////////////////
dvc=0,
do
{
DIDV[dvc] [0]=lnTV_form[dvc+1 ][0]-lnIV__form[dvc] [0], 
DIDV[dvc][l]=lnIV_form[dvc+l][l]-lnIV_form[dvc][l], 
vslope[dvc][ 1 ]=lnIV_form[dvc] [ 1 ], 
vslope[dvc] [2]=lnIV_form[dvc+1 ] [ 1 ], 
temp9=DIDV[dvc][0],
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temp 10=DID V[dvc][ 1 ], 
vslope[dvc][0]=temp9/templ 0,

dvc-H-,
} while(dvc<sub_delta_vb-nline7-1),
///////////////////////////////////////
/♦pnntfC\n % f , vslope[0][0]), 
pnntfC’Vn %f", vslope[l][0]), 
pnntf("\n % fvslope[2][0]), 
pnntf("\n %f”, vslope[3][0]), 
pnntf("\n % fvslope[4][0]), 
pnntf("\n % f', vslope[5][0]),*/
//////////////////////////////////////
nline3=0,
whiIe(slope_change= 1)
{
ifi(vslope[nline3] [0]>=vslope[nlme3+1 ] [0] 

&&vslope[nlme3][0]>=vslope[nlme3+2][0] 
&&vslope[nhne3][0]>=vslope[nhne3+3][0] 
&&vslope[nlinc3][0]>-vslope[nline3+4][0] 
&&vslope[nhne3][0]>=vslope[nhne3+5][0] 
&&vslope[nhne3][0]>=vslope[nlme3+6][0] 
&&vslope[nline3][0]>=vslope[nline3+7][0] 
&&vslope[nhne3][0]>=vslope[nline3+8][0])

/♦note limit to number of allowed statments is*/ 
slope_change=0, 

else nline3++,
}

/*pnntfi("\n %d"f nlme3),*/
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli
ifl[nline3=0)
extraline=5,
else if^nline3==l)
extraline=4,
else if(nlme3=2)
extrahne=3,
else if(nhne3=3)
extraline=2,
else if(nline3>3)
extraline=l,
/*pnntf("\n %d", extrahne),*/
/////////////////////////////////////////////
axla=0,
axlb=0,
ayla=0,
aylb^O,
axyl=0,
k5=0,
do{
ax 1 a+=lnIV_form[k5][l ],
ax 1 b+=pow(lnIV_form[k5] [ 1 ], 2),
ay 1 a+=lnIV_form[k5][0]>
ay 1 b+=pow(lnIV_form[k5][0], 2),
axy l+=lnIV_form[k5][l]*lnIV_form[k5][0],
/ • p n n t f r m f  % f %f % f %f %dM, ax la, axlb, ay la, aylb, axyl, nlme3),*/ 
k5++,
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} while(k5<nhne3+extraline),

/♦pnntfHn %f % f\ lnIVJbrm[0][l], lnIV_fonn[0][0]),*/
A=(((nline3+extraline)*axy 1 )-(axl a*ay 1 a))/((ax 1 b)*(nline3+extraline)-pow(axla, 2)), 
B=((axl b*ay 1 a)-(axyl *ax 1 a))/((ax 1 b*(nhne3+extrahne))-pow(axla, 2)), 
pnntfC’Vn %f % f\ A, B),
//////////////////////////////////////////////
bx2a=0,
bx2b=0,
by2a=0,
by2b=0,
bxy2-0,
k6=0,
do{
bx2a+=lnIV_form[sub_delta_vb-k6-1 -nline7][ 1 ], 
bx2b+=pow(lnI V_form[sub_delta_vb-k6-1 -nlme7] [ 1 ], 2), 
by2a+=lnIV_form[sub_delta_vb-k6-1 -nhne7][0], 
by2b+=pow(lnIV_form[sub_delta_vb-k6-l -nhne7][0], 2),
bxy2+=lnIV_form[sub_delta_vb-k6-1 -nline7] [ I j*lnIV_fonn[sub_delta_vb-k6-1 -nline7] [0],
/•pnntfH n % f % f %f %f % f\ bx2a, by2b, by2a, by2b, bxy2),*/
k6++,
}while(k6<10),
A 1 =((( 10)*bxy2)-(bx2a*by2a))/(((bx2b)*(l 0))-pow(bx2a, 2)), 
Bl=((bx2b*by2a)-(bxy2*bx2a))/((bx2b:|t 10)-pow(bx2a, 2)), 
pnntf([,T\n % f% fM,A l,B l) ,
iiiiu iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin tiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiu iiii
cx2a=0,
cx2b=0,
cy2a=0,
cy2b=0,
cxy2=0,
k7=0,
do{
cx2a+=IV_forrn[sub_delta_vb-k7-1 ] [ 1 ], 
cx2b+=pow(TV_form[sub_delta_vb-k7-1 ][ 1 ], 2), 
cy2a+=pow(IV_form[sub_delta_vb-k7-1 ][0], 2), 
cy2b+=pow(IV_form[sub_delta_vb-k7-1 j [0], 4),
cxy2+=lV_form[sub_delta_vb-k7-1 ][ 1 ]*pow(IV_form[sub_delta_vb-k7-1 ][0j, 2), 
k7++,
}while(k7<10),
/*pnntf("\n % f% f% f% f% f ', cx2a, cx2b, cy2a, cy2b, cxy2),*/
FIN AL_vplasma[trst] [9]=A2,
A2=((( 10)*cxy2)-(cx2a*cy2a))/(((cx2b)*(l 0))-pow(cx2a, 2)), 
B2=((cx2b*cy2a)-(cxy2*cx2a))/((cx2b* 10)-pow(cx2a, 2)),
/*pnntf("\n % 9f % 9 f \  A2, B2),*/
lUIIIIIHIIIIIIIIillHllliiHHHilliimifiil
aslope=A,
bslope=Al,
cl=B,
c2=Bl,
xcc=(c2-c 1 )/(aslope-bslope), /^intercept o f both lines x*l 
ycc=(-aslope*c2+cl *bslope)/(bslope-aslope), /* intercept of both lines y*l 
/*pnntf("\n%f % f\ xcc, ycc)*/
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
FINAL_vplasma[trst][03=xcc, /*x-intercept */
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FINAL_vplasma[trst][l j=ycc,

llllllillllllllllfllillillilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliilllllllllllllllillHIHIIII 
llllllllllillllilllllllliilllilllllltllllllllllilllillllllillllltllllliHillllllilllllJI 
FINAL_vplasma[trst][2]=A, /*slope of log I vs V*/
/*pnntf("\n % f % f ", A, FINAL_vplasma[trst][2]),*/ 
for(counter=0,counteKsub_delta_vb-nlme7,counter++)
{
vb_difT[counter]=sqrt(pow((xcc-lnIV_form[counter][ 1 ]), 2)),
}

/*pnntf("\n % f% f% f% f% f', vb_diff[0], vb_diff[l], v b .d ifp ] , vb_diff[3], vb_diff[4]),*/ 
/*pnntf(''\n % f % f %f %f % f', vb_diff[5], vb_diff[6], vb_diff[7], vb_diffI8], vb_diffI9]), */ 
diff_value=0, 
nhne4=0, 
do 
{

if(vb_diff[nlme4]>vb_diff[nlme4+l])
nhne4++,
else if(vb_diff[nlme4]<vb_difflnhne4+l ]) 
diff_value=l,
} while(diff_value,=l),

/♦pnntfC^ %d", nline4),*/
FINAL_vplasma[trst][3]=lnIV_form[nline4][0], /*electron sat current*/
/*printfi("\n % f , lnIV_form[nline4][0]),*/
lllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllillillllliliilllllillllilHlll 
T e=(e/(FINAL_vplasma[trst] [2] *boltzmann)),
/♦ pnntf("\n % f\ Te),*/ 
temp4=0 0,
FINAL_vplasma[trst][4]=T e,
Ve=(sqrt((8*boltzmann*Te)/(pie*Me)))/100, /*in cm/sec*/
/*pnntf("\n%f % f %f % f’, Te, Ve, temp4, A2),*/
FlNAL_vplasma[trst][5]=Ve, 
temp4=exp(FINAL_vplasma[trst][3]), 
debye_L=0 0,
Ne=(temp4*4 0)/(Ap*e*Ve),
FIN AL_vplasma[trst] [6]=Ne,
/*pnntfT\n %f % f\ Ne, A 2)*i
templ7=((Me*pow(pie, 2)*A2)/(2*pow(Ap, 2)*pow(e, 3))),
/*pnntf("\n % f % f\  temp 15, temp 16),*/
Ne_acc=sqrt(temp 17),
/*printf("\n %f % f', Ne, FINAL_vplasma[trst][6]),*/
FINAL_vplasma[trst][8]=Ne_acc,
debye_L-69*( sqrt (Te/(Ne*pdwlO(6))) )*powl0(6),
FINAL_vplasma[trst] [9]=debye_L, 
sheath_r=(e * VB)/(boltzmann*Te),
FINAL_vplasma[trst][10]=2*debye_L*(pow( 75, sheath_r)),
pnntf("\n%f %f %f %f %f %f % f T e ,  Ne, Ne_acc, xcc, debye_L, sheath_r, temp4),
free(IV_form),
free(lnIV_form),
free(vslope),
free(vb_diff),
free(DIDV),
trst++,
}while(trst<end_value),
free(v_values),
free(main_array),
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float main_array[reaLvalue][width][delta_vb], /*main array where all waveforms are read into*/
float temp_mam_array[Iength][width], /*main array where all waveforms are read mto for a set vbias*/
float v_imtial, diff_value,
float v_stepper,
float v_actual,
float v__values[delta_vb],
float IV_form[delta_vb][2],
float lnTV_form[delta_vb][2],
float DIDV[delta_vb-1 ][2],
float vslope[delta_vb][3],
float FINAL_ion[reaLvalue][2],
float temp7, temp6,
float ion_C=l 6*powl0(-19),
float pie=3 141592654,
float m_ion=4 4867*powl0(-27),
float Ap= 1727,/*area of probe in cm squared*/
sub_delta_vb=delta_vb,
sub_first=first,
end_value=real_value,
k3=0,
nline=0,
v_imtial=-5,
v_stepper=-2,
IIIHIIIIllllilllfllUllllimillHHIilllllllllill
stepper= 1, /*value to allow stepping through time values*/
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiHniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiii
clrscrO,
for (i=0, i<sub_delta_vb, i++) /*first loop to increment the number after the file name main*/
{
number=i+l, 
strcpy(*(stnng+i), strl), 
strcpy(type, str2),
//itoa(int,stnng,numbertype(e g decimal=10)) 
itoa(number, filestepper, 10), 
strcat(*(stnng+i), filestepper), 
strcat(*(stnng+i), type),
/*pnntfC’\n %s", *(stnng+i)), /*stnng contamd the file names and type*/
}
intiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiH iiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiitiH ii
in iiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiH iiiiiiiiiiiitn iiiiiiiiii
for (k=0,k<sub_delta_vb,k++) /*second loop to place a \ and " in file name string for fp=fopen*/
t
refer=0,
nhne=0, //line stepper for file read-in// 
strcpy(pathpc 1 ,str3), 
strcpy(pathpc2,str4), 
strcat(pathpcl, *(stnng+k)), 
strcpy(*(lp_fnames+k),pathpcl),
/*pnntf("\n fullpath is %s", *(lp_fhames+k)), */ 
fp = fopen(pathpc 1 ,Mr"), /*open command and read*/
/*printf("\n fullpath is %s", pathpcl), /*(final array of annotated paths*/ 
while(fgets(buffer, 1000, fp)»=NULL ){
sscanf(buffer, "%f % f', &temp_main_array[nline][l], &temp_mam_array[nline][0]),
/*printf("\n% lOf % 10r, temp_main_array[nline][l], temp_main_array[nline][0]),*/ 
nhne++,
}
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/*pnntf("\n % I f  % 7f", temp_main_array[499][l], temp_main_aiTayfnhne][0]),*/
/*pnntf("\n % IOf% lOf1, main_array[0][l][k], main_array[0][0][k]),*/
fclose(fp),
entry=sub_first,
do{
main_array[refer] [0][k]=temp_main_array [entry] [0], 
main_array[refer][ 1 ][k]=temp_mam_array[entry][ 1 ],
/*pnntf("\n % lOf % 10f, main_array[refer][l][k], main_array[refer][0][k]),*/ 
entry+=stepper,
/*entry+=50,/*, this can be used to get every n entry*/ 
referH-,
} while(refeKend_value), 
free(temp_main_array),
/*pnntfl["\n % 10f% 10f\ mam_array [1 ] [0] [k], mam_array [ 1 ] [ 1 ][k]), * / 
free(buffer),
}
free(pathpcl),
free(pathpc2),
free(filestepper),
free(stnng),
free(type),
free(lp_fhames),
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
v_values[0]=v_initial,
for(v_counter= 1, v_counteKsub_deIta_vb,v_counter++)
{
v_actual=v_mitial+v_stepper, 
v_mitial=v_actual, 
v_values [v__counter]=v_actual,
/*pnntf("%f %d\n", v_values[v_counter], v_counter),*/
}
/•pnntfp/ofln", v_values[0]),*/
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiinnini
trst=0, /*time stepper*/ 
do{
vsvb=0,
do{ /*form the IV curve for the probe at time trst*/
temp7=main_array [trst] [0] [vsvb],
IV_form[vsvb] [0]=sqrt(po w(temp7, 2)),
IV_form[vsvb][l ]=v_yalues[vsvb], 
temp6=IV_form[vsvb][0], 
lnIV_form[vsvb][0]=pow((tcmp6), 2), 
lnIV_form[vsvb] [ 1 ]=v_values[vsvb],
/*pnntf("\n %f %f %f %d", temp7, IV_form[vsvb][0], lnIV_form[vsvb][0]> vsvb),*/ 
vsvb++,
} while(vsvb<sub_delta„vb),
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
for(dvc=0,dvc<sub_delta_vb-1 ,dvc-H-)
{
DIDV[dvc][0]=lnIV_form[dvc+1 ][0]-lnIV_form[dvc][0],
DIDV[dvc][ 1 ]=lnIV_form[dvc+l ][1 ]-lnIV_form[dvc][ 1 ], 
vslope[dvc][ 1 ]=lnIV_form[dvc][l ], 
vslope[dvc][2]=lnIV_form[dvc+1 ][ 1 ], 
vslope[dvc][0]=DIDV[dvc][0]/DIDV[dvc][l],
}
lillllllllllllllllllililliiililiiliiflilillill
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/♦method of least squares, for the lme fit*/
/////////////////////////////////////////////
axla=0,
axlb=0,
ayla=0,
aylb=0,
axyl=0,
for(k5=0,k5<sub_delta_vb ,k5++)
{
ax 1 a+=lnIV_form[k5][ 1 ],
axlb+=pow(lnIV_form[k5][l], 2),
ay 1 a+=lnIV_form[k5][0],
aylb+=pow(lnIV_form[k5][0], 2),
axy 1 +=InIV_form [k5 ] [ 1 ] *lnIV_form[k5 ][0],
}
A=(((sub_delta„vb)*axy 1 )-(ax 1 a*ay 1 a))/((ax 1 b)*(sub_delta_vb)-pow(ax 1 a, 2)), 
B=((axl b*ay 1 a)-(axyl *ax 1 a))/((ax 1 b*(sub_delta„vb))-pow(ax 1 a, 2)), 
/*printf("\n%f % f %f %f %f %f % f a x  la, ax lb, ay la, ay lb, axy 1, A, B),*/ 
pnntf("\n % f\ A),
//////////////////////////////////////////////
FINAL_ion[trst][0]=sqrt((m_ion*-4*pie*A)/(3*pow(Ap, 2)*pow(ion_C, 3))), 
printf("\n % 12f', FINAL_ion[trst][0]),
IflllUllllillllHHIIIIHIIIIIIIUIIIillllilll
free(IV_form),
free(lnIV_form),
free(vslope),
free(DIDV),
trst++,
} while(trst<end_va lue),
illllHIIIHfiniHlillllllillHIIIIIIIIIIIII 
/♦end of time loop*/ 
free(v_values), 
free(main_array),
/*end of loop for selecting time values*/
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/*sets up matrix time, containing all time values used in program*/ 
for(k4=0,k4<end_vaIue,k4'H-)
{
FIN AL_ion[k4][ 1 ]=(5 *pow 10(-6))*((sub_first-1 +k4 * stepper)/(5 ♦ pow 10(2))), 
/♦pnntfT\n % 9 f \  FINAL_vplasma[k4][l]),V
}
illlllllllllllllllHlllllllillllllllllillillilllfllllllll
if(wnte==l)
{ stream = fopen("ionR txt", "w+"),
/* wnte some data to the file */ 

do{
fpnnttfstream, n% 8f % 8f \n",FINAL_ion[k3][0], FINAL_ion[k3][l]), 
k3++,
} while(k3<end_value),

/* close the file */ 
fclose(stream),

}
free(FINAL_ion),
}
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A ppendix B List o f figures, G raphs and photos

Fig I Space-time distribution of copper ions, Boland et al 1968 1

Fig II Space-time radial distribution of copper ions, Irons et al [21] 2

Fig III The angular distribution of ions from probe measurements Lunney et al [20] 2

Fig IV XUV images of Boron carbide plasma Z Andreic et al[l] 3

Fig V Emission spectra from plasma outside of the capillary (solid line) 1mm Z Andreic et al[l] 4

Fig VI Plume expansion differences for XUV pinhole images, ‘BN target’-boron nitride, ‘BC target’-boron 

Carbide, S S Hanlal et al [6] 4

Fig VII Time integrated plasma temperature as a function of distance from the target surface (80GW cm 2), 

S S Hanlal et al [6] 4

Fig VIII Time resolved plasma temperature as a function of distance from the target surface 5

(80GW c m 2), S S Hanlal et al [6]

Fig IX Schematic of isochonc heating via fast electrons, (Eidmann et al[9]) 5

Fig X Line shape shifts in emitted lines, as secondary target (Carbon) layer thickness increases, (Eidmann 

et al[9]) 5

Fig XI Influence of pre-plasma to plasma time interval on plasma VUV output, Murphy et al[14]

Fig XII Target geometry employed by Uesugi et al[l 5] 6

Fig X m  Influence of target containment on plasma XUV temporal output profile measured with a XUV

photodiode, Uesug et al[ 15] 7

Fig XIV Velocity distnbution shift, as a consequence of plasma interaction with a gnd,

Anisimov et al[ 16] 7

Fig XV LIF intensity distnbution along the z-direction (normal to the target surface), Willaimson [17] 8

Fig XVI Configuration of field and target for the study of enhanced XUV emission from bias gold targets, 

Varro et al [22] 8

Fig XVII Space plots o f electron temperature from capillanes from Zeng et al [18] 9

Fig XVm Space plots of electron density from capillanes from Zeng et al [ 18] 9

Introduction

C han ter O ne

Fig 1 0 Density and temperature relations for plasma 13

Fig 1 1 Temperature nse as a function of depth caused by absorption of a Q-switch laser pulse in copper 17

Fig 1 2 Excitation mechanisms for Bremsstrahlung and inverse Bremsstrahlung 22

Fig 1 3 Transition energy relation for free-free, free-bound and bound-bound transitions 22
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Fig 1 5 Amoruso’s modeled values for the time evolution of target temperature 29

Fig 1 6 Comparison of the expenmental data taken by Geohegan et al versus Wood and Chens model 30 

Fig 1 7 Heats balance at an isothermal surface of an opaque solid modeled by Shannon 31

Fig 1 8 Concept of an arbitranly shaped cavity of n isothermal opaque surfaces 32

Fig 1 9 Model of top-hat laser profile ablating a truncated conical cavity 32

Fig 1 10 The departure function f  plotted as a function of the aspect ratio of the cavity for three 33
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A ppendix C Electronics specifications and diagram s
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A ppendix D Equations and constant determ ination 
Continuum  correction factor determ ination

Equ 1 f t  =  C,. A l '8  exp
u , A,TC

e , - e 2 - a e ,
kT.

1 - e x p
— he

+ G exp
-  he
AkTe J

-1

Using two AL III lines in the same spectral window, and under the assumption that £ is identical for each 

line Using ALITI at 447 9nm and 453 04nm and inputting the required variables for the above equation, 

two equations with unknown variables (£, and Te) can be formed

447nm 453nm
c r 2x105 (sK)
A21 3 35x1 O'8 2 55x1 O'8
gk 4 6
Xc 453nm 453nm

447nm 453nm
u 03
Hi 189928 165787
Eo 167612 143713
AE 22316 22074

For the above equation G, the Gaunt factor is assumed to be one by Cramers rule, which emerges from the 

analysis by Biberman et al [] in approximating formulas for hydrogen like ions The exponential function 

associated with G above, is approximately zero for high temperatures or long wavelengths, and thus the 

term l-exp(*) term associated with £, is equal to one Therefore the entire denominator in the above 

equation is reduced to £

When the above values are inserted the following equations result

For the 447nm line

and for the 453nm line

0 2  1 5 6x10
Equ 2 £ (------------ )= —  ex p (--------------)

0 0236 T T }

Equ 3 «■
031 1

)=— exp( 9 18x10'
-)0 1066 Te Te

isolating the term 1/TC in one expression and substituting this into the other equation, £ can be isolated as a 

function of the temperature

1 .14 8x10
Equ 4 t r j  ex p (--------------- )

V 23 8 T
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The range of allowed values for £ from the analysis by Biberman [1] and Schuler [2] is from 0.5 to 4.0. £ 

should be a weak function of temperature, and from Locke-Holtgreven [3] the profile of £ is not smooth 

with wavelength and is highly irregular over a large wavelength range.

In plotting equation 4, we observe the change in the value of £ for the inputted temperature range. The 

minimum temperature allowed is 25000K, limited by the analysis o f Biderman in setting the upper limit of 

£ to 4. The maximum temperature inputted here was 185000k, as this is the temperature of the aluminum 

laser plasma plume at the determination of the laser pulse [4], however as the profile displays, the value of 

£ quickly reaches a level of ~0.6 after 50000K. The average value of £ is thus 0.98 for AL III in the visible 

o f the temperature range studied.

Eosllon Apporximated value for Epsilon for

T«mp/K

Figure 1: Profile o f  for the temperature range considered for the visible lines studied (AL III 447.8, 453nm).
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electron ion collision frequency

TeiE  —

~  ̂ a Z n L n K
v„ = 2 x 1 0  c — 1

r p ’S !  2 
l eV

sec

electron electron collision frequency 

n L n A
^ = 5 * 1 0  i ^ T T

1 eV

ion ion collision frequency

M
1/2 f  rp ^

C
[ m ) T\  • /

collision mean free path

T 2
1 » 3 = 3 4 x l0 13 ——ee u cm

2 5l2Amp(kTe) 2 

f f 3,2meZnee 4LnA

nLnA 

Plasma frequency

fp= 9000-Jn sec 1 (n in cm 3)

Debye length

XD =740(TeV/n)1/2 cm ( n i n c m 3)

Plasma parameter 

A=4jmX3D/3 (n inn cm 3, XD in cm)

Coulombic electron-ion mean free path

cm (A =27 for Al T in eV, m*, mp in grams, e=4 85x1010 ergs K, Z is 

average charge)
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Three body recombination per unit time 

TeOTR = 5 8 5 x lO 'V 5/Ne2 /sec (T in K, Ne in cm 3)

(all input vanables such as Te and Ne are taken from the experimental data for the planar targets only)
EUV VIS PROBE

Ve, /sec 6 OxlO12 1 9x l012 7 5xl06
Vec /sec 1 6 x l0 15 4 OxlO13 20 OxlO6
V„ /sec 2 8x l016 1 2 x l0 12 0 46x106

/(im 1 0 20 0 250
fp/Hz 7 OxlO10 1 3xl010 5 6x 107

Kc~Xn /jim 0 65 17 0 1500
LnA 11 77 20 7 168

t ciE / n m 743600 15 91 2 03
t ci3BR /nsec 58 5 1 46 0 749
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Appendix E: Chromex instrument function

In order to estimate the value of the FWHM of a line which is broadened by the visible Chromex 

spectrometer, the emission from a Cd discharge lamp was focused onto the spectrometers slit, and the 

width of the FWHM of the line measured on the ICCD. The line used was CDI at 441.5nm (figure 2).

Cadnium  em ission  line at 441 .Snm -single s h o t  0.250m sec gate

Counts

Waveiength/nm

Figure 2: Emission line from Cd I at 441.5nm.

Assuming that the influence of the slit is the chief determiner of the width of an infinitely narrow line after 

it has passed through the spectrometer, then varying the slit width should reduce the width of the observed 

line, to some minimum (figure 3). Further reductions in the slit width do not reduce the FWHM of the 

observed line any further. Thus one assumes that the observed FWHM at some minimum slit width is a 

good approximation of the broadening introduced by the instrument.

 ̂ Variation of the CD emission line at 441 nm
FWHM/nm

Slit width/microns

Figure 3 : Variation of the FWHM of the Cd line with slit width. The fit used to determine the FWHM was 
Lorentzian.
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Since the instrument profile was observed to be Lorentzian, and the line function used to determine the 

FWHM of each line was also Lorentzian (chapter 4), then to correct the observed width of the studied 

emission line, one must subtract the line width introduced by the instrument (here taken to be ~0.3nm, 

from figure 2, and from the minimum line width measured throughout all visible studies using the Chromex 

spectrometer) from the measured line width (minimum ~0.4nm, maximum ~1.3nm —from chapter 4).

Then if one is to convert the line width to electron density values, a linear product o f a ‘W ’ values (electron 

impact value) is used to deduce Ne. Thus a smaller FWHM, results in a smaller value for Ne.

Ne/m3 A I3_3(453.0214nm ) 80nsec — Planar Density 

—□— 6mmL 2mmH Density 

o- 6mmL 1.5mmH Density 

—*i—  6mmL 1 OmmH Density

Figure 4: Shifted profiles of Nc from chapter 5, section 5.1.8. All profile shift down by the same amount, 
which only affects the numerator significantly (-20%). The trend from one target to the next remains the 
same.

The density profiles displayed in this work have not be shifted to compensate the instrument function 

because of the large body of data presented in this work, but also because of the chief motivation for this 

work. To produce a broad overview of target effects, and to display the trends in plasma parameters as a 

particular variable is changes i.e. capillary diameter.
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Since the instrument profile was observed to be Lorentzian, and the line function used to determine the 

FWHM of each line was also Lorentzian (chapter 4), then to correct the observed width of the studied 

emission line, one must subtract the line width introduced by the instrument (here taken to be ~0.3nm, 

from figure 2, and from the minimum line width measured throughout all visible studies using the Chromex 

spectrometer) from the measured line width (minimum ~0.4nm, maximum ~1.3nm —from chapter 4).

Then if one is to convert the line width to electron density values, a linear product of a ‘W ’ values (electron 

impact value) is used to deduce Ne. Thus a smaller FWHM, results in a smaller value for Ne.

Ne/m3 A I3_3(453.0214nm ) 80nsec

4.50E+016 

4.00E+016 

3.50E+016 - 

3 00E+016 -

1
O 2.50E+016 -

Planar Density 

□— 6mmL 2mmH Density 

o 6mmL 1.5mmH Density 

-■»— 6mmL I .OmmH Density

Dist/mm

Figure 4: Shifted profiles of Ne from chapter 5, section 5.1.8. All profile shift down by the same amount, 
which only affects the numerator significantly (~20%). The trend from one target to the next remains the 
same.

The density profiles displayed in this work have not be shifted to compensate the instrument function 

because of the large body of data presented in this work, but also because of the chief motivation for this 

work. To produce a broad overview of target effects, and to display the trends in plasma parameters as a 

particular variable is changes i.e. capillary diameter.
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